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Chapter 1 
Purpose of and Need for Action 

 
Introduction  
 
This Environmental Assessment (EA) analyzes and discloses the anticipated 
effects of proposed management actions within the Eightmile Vegetation 
Management Project analysis area.  It is prepared in compliance with the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and other relevant federal and state 
laws and regulations.  This Environmental Assessment discloses the direct, 
indirect, and cumulative environmental impacts and any irreversible or 
irretrievable commitment of resources that would result from the proposed action 
and alternatives.  
 
This EA is prepared according to the format established by the Council on 
Environmental Quality regulations implementing NEPA (40 CFR 1500-1508).  
Chapter One discusses the project purpose and need, management direction, 
how the Forest Service informed the public of the proposal and how the public 
responded.   Chapter 2 provides a more detailed description of the agency’s 
proposed action as well as alternative methods for achieving the stated purpose.  
These alternatives were developed based on significant issues raised by the 
public and agencies.  This discussion also includes design elements, mitigation 
measures, a monitoring plan and a comparison table of how each alternative 
responded to the purpose and need, issues and other factors.  Chapter 3 
describes the environments (natural and human) potentially affected by the 
alternatives and discloses what effects are anticipated.  Chapter 4 provides the 
list of IDT members and a listing of agencies consulted during the development 
of the environmental assessment.  The appendices provide more detailed 
information to support the analyses presented in the environmental assessment 
as does information contained in the project file. 
 
The Interdisciplinary Team (IDT) used a systematic approach for analyzing the 
proposed project and its alternatives, estimating the environmental effects, and 
preparing this EA.  Planning was coordinated with the appropriate federal 
agencies, as well as local federally-recognized American Indian tribes.   
 
Additional documentation, including more detailed analyses of project area 
resources, may be found in the project analysis file, located at the Methow Valley 
Ranger District office in Winthrop, Washington. 
 
Project Area 
The Eightmile Vegetation Management Project is located within the Eightmile 
Creek drainage, a major tributary of the Chewuch River, which drains into the 
Methow River.  It lies on National Forest System land administered by the 
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Okanogan and Wenatchee National Forest, Methow Valley Ranger District.  The 
analysis area encompasses about 12,100 acres in the lower-elevation, southern 
half of the drainage.  The legal description of the analysis area includes lands in 
sections 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, T36N, R21E, WM,  
sections 18, 19, 20, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, T37 N, R21E, WM and sections 13 and 
24 in T37N, R20E, WM.   
 
A vicinity map of the analysis area is available in the Map Section of this EA, Map 
1-1.  Map 1-2 shows the analysis area in more detail.   
 
Management Direction and Guidance 
 
The Eightmile Vegetation Management Project implements (is tiered to) the 
Okanogan National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan Final 
Environmental Impact Statement (USDA1989) (Forest Plan), as amended.  The 
project would help move the landscape toward desired conditions described in 
the plan.  The Forest Plan allocates land to management areas (MA) with 
specific management emphases.  The project area includes four MAs, whose 
goals are described below.   
  MA 5: Recreation and Scenery—Provide opportunities for recreation and 

viewing scenery in a roaded natural setting with a visual quality objective of 
retention or partial retention. 

  MA14:  Wildlife–Provide a diversity of wildlife habitat, including deer winter 
range, while growing and producing merchantable timber. 

  MA 17:  Developed Recreation—Provide a variety of developed recreation 
opportunities in a roaded setting. 

  MA 25:  Intensive Timber and Range Management—Intensively manage the 
timber and range resources using both even-aged and uneven-aged 
silvicultural practices. Manage to achieve a high present net value and a high 
level of timber and range outputs while protecting the basic productivity of the 
land and providing for the production of wildlife, recreation opportunities and 
other resources. 

 
The Forest Plan was amended by the Record of Decision for Amendments to 
Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management Planning Documents Within the 
Range of the Northern Spotted Owl, (USDA and USDI 1994) (Northwest Forest 
Plan).   
Northwest Forest Plan allocations within the analysis area are identified below. 
  Key Watershed--The complete analysis area falls within the Chewuch River 

Tier 1 Key Watershed.  Tier 1 (Aquatic Conservation Emphasis) Key 
Watersheds contribute directly to conservation of at-risk anadromous 
salmonids, bull trout and resident fish species.  Aquatic Conservation 
Strategy for Key Watersheds includes completion of watershed analysis prior 
to management activities, high prioritization for watershed restoration, and 
reduction in road miles, (or at a minimum, no net increase in road miles).  The 
Chewuch River Watershed Analysis, (USDA 1994) (Chewuch WSA) was 
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completed in November 1994 and provides information about resources in the 
analysis area and guidance to manage resources. 

  Matrix--The Northwest Forest Plan provides that most timber harvest and 
other silvicultural activities would be conducted on suitable forest lands within 
areas designated Matrix.  

  Late-Successional Reserves (LSR)--The objective of LSRs is to protect and 
enhance conditions of late-successional and old-growth forest ecosystems, 
which serve as habitat for late-successional and old-growth related species, 
including the northern spotted owl.  Specific descriptions of the Nice and 
Upper Methow LSRs, portions of which are located within the analysis area, 
and additional guidance to manage resources within them are provided in the 
An Assessment of the Northeastern Cascades Late-Successional Reserves, 
(USDA1998) (LSR Assessment).  The LSR Assessment identifies the Nice 
LSR as the most accessible of the Northeastern Cascades’ LSRs and 
therefore most available for management strategies designed to protect or 
enhance late-successional characteristics.  It also identifies the Nice LSR as 
one of the highest ignition probability areas from both lightning and human 
(primarily from heavy recreational use during hunting season) sources.  The 
eastern portion of the Upper Methow LSR is identified as the highest priority 
area for vegetation management among the Northeastern Cascades’ LSRs to 
yield the highest short-term return for resources expended in LSR 
management.  The LSR Assessment includes management 
recommendations to reduce the risk of stand-replacing wildfires and insect 
and disease outbreaks.  Management strategies described in the conclusion 
of Chapter 2 include reducing the number of immature trees, especially 
Douglas-fir, in the understory on the drier sites to reduce the stress on 
remaining large, old trees and break up the continuity of fuels to reduce the 
risk of crown fires.  The LSR Assessment was reviewed by the Regional 
Ecosystem Office (REO) and was found to provide a sufficient framework and 
context for future projects.  In a memorandum of April 7, 1998, REO provided 
an exemption of project-level REO review. 

  Riparian Reserves-- administrative areas where conservation of aquatic or 
riparian-dependent terrestrial resources receive primary emphasis.  Riparian 
Reserves bound all streams and wetlands, regardless of surrounding land 
allocations.  Within the analysis area, they are located adjacent to streams, 
which range from fish-bearing and permanently flowing (Eightmile Creek) to 
seasonally flowing or intermittent.  The Chewuch WSA did not identify any 
changes to Riparian Reserve widths from the default widths described in the 
Record of Decision for the Northwest Forest Plan; it identified a process for 
future analysis and delineation of widths at the project-level.  For this project 
the reserve widths described in the Record of Decision for the Northwest 
Forest Plan were maintained.   Specific Northwest Forest Plan Standards and 
Guidelines for Riparian Reserves relevant to this project are included in 
Appendix 3.6-A. 
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A table summarizing the analysis area allocations and listing the approximate 
area within each is displayed in Figure 1-1. 
 
Figure 1-1:  Eightmile Vegetation Management Project Area Management Areas 
Forest Plan 
Management Area 

Forest Plan Management 
Emphasis 

NW Forest Plan 
Classification 

Merged 
Management  Area  

Approximate 
Acres 

Matrix 33-Key Watershed 5,190 MA 5 scenery and recreation 
emphasis LSR 32-Key Watershed 2,370 

Matrix 39-Key Watershed    730 MA14 wildlife emphasis 
LSR 38-Key Watershed        0 
Matrix 43-Key Watershed       16 MA 17 developed recreation 

emphasis LSR 42-Key Watershed       14 
Matrix 47-Key Watershed 2,590 MA 25 timber/range emphasis 
LSR 46-Key Watershed 1,200 

 
A map showing Forest Plan allocations and LSR and Matrix boundaries is 
displayed in the Map Section, Map 1-3.  
 
Specific Management Area Standards and Guidelines relevant to individual 
resources are identified within individual resource specialists reports in the 
project analysis file. 
 
The project incorporates appropriate direction for prevention and management of 
invasive species provided by the Pacific Northwest Region Final Environmental 
Impact Statement for Preventing and Managing Invasive Plants (USDA 2005a) 
(PNW Invasive Plant FEIS), The analysis also addresses the direction of the 
Region 6 FEIS for Managing Competing and Unwanted Vegetation (USDA 1988) 
as supplemented by the Mediated Agreement (Northwest Coalition for 
Alternatives to Pesticides, et al. v. Clayton Yeutter 1989). 
 
Chewuch WSA guidance to manage resources within the analysis area includes 
a management priority of restoring the ponderosa pine zone to a park-like 
appearance of large-diameter ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir using a 
combination of tree removal and prescribed fire.  Because this vegetation zone 
has had the most extensive logging of large diameter ponderosa pine and 
Douglas-fir, a priority is to manage for large diameter ponderosa pine and 
Douglas-fir adjacent to streams and rivers to provide large structure.  The desired 
condition of the Douglas-fir zone is a diverse landscape of stand structure 
resulting from disturbance.  Management recommendations include using tree 
removal and prescribed fir to replicate intensities and magnitudes of natural 
disturbance to protect merchantable timber and create desirable wildlife habitat.  
 
Management guidance is also provided in the Okanogan and Wenatchee 
National Forests Strategy for Management of Dry Forest Vegetation, (USDA 
2000c) (Dry Forest Strategy).  The strategy contains objectives that are related to 
attaining the desired condition for dry forest stands in the analysis area include 
reducing stand density, maintaining and restoring early seral species including 
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ponderosa pine and aspen in dry forests, reducing fuel loads to conditions 
consistent with pre-settlement fire regimes and reducing susceptibility to 
insects/disease occurrence outside of endemic levels.   
  
Roads analysis process guidance is provided in Roads Analysis:  Informing 
Decision About Managing the National Forest Transportation System (USDA 
1999a).  The objectives of the roads analysis are to:  identify a road system that 
is safe and responsive to human use and environmental needs; identify 
transportation management opportunities, needs and priorities; and identify a 
transportation system that uses available funding efficiently. 
 
Purpose and Need for Action 
 
The purpose and need is based on a comparison of the existing conditions within 
the analysis area and the desired conditions.  Current conditions are described in 
detail in Chapter 3 and are summarized below: 
  Tree densities are much higher and the average tree size is smaller than pre-

European settlement levels.  Douglas-fir trees now comprise a greater 
proportion of overall forest cover on dry sites.  The combined effects of 
accumulations of small-diameter woody debris and a dense forest canopy 
have made much of the analysis area prone to intense wildfire behavior and 
with moderate- to high-severity effects. Wildfires historically occurred in the 
project area with high-frequency and low-severity (Fire Regime I), maintaining 
relatively open stands of large trees that were resistant to severe fire effects.  
Currently this analysis area, including areas of Forest Plan old growth, late-
successional habitat, and Riparian Reserves, is at high risk for loss of key 
ecosystem components by wildfire (Condition Class 3). 

  Many forest stands, including those in developed campgrounds, are affected 
by or susceptible to insect attacks, disease infection and stress-related tree 
mortality exceeding endemic levels because of high tree stocking levels,.  
Mature ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir trees are dying throughout the area.  
These large trees are an important component of Forest Plan old growth, late-
successional habitat, and habitat within Riparian Reserves.  They are also 
valued as a scenic resource.  

  Eightmile Creek is considered “functioning at risk” for large wood and 
Riparian Reserve habitat within the project analysis area.  Past management 
activities that have degraded aquatic habitat include fire exclusion, road 
construction, timber harvest, removal of log jams, and firewood cutting near 
streams. 

  Some roads within the analysis area are excess to management needs and 
some are located in areas where they could impact hydrological function and 
aquatic habitat. 

  A population of a Sensitive plant species, Sanicula marlandica, has been 
unable to complete its reproductive life cycle over the last two or more years 
because of grazing and trampling by livestock.  All of the known sites within 
the Chewuch watershed are considered important for maintaining the viability 
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of the species across its range, because they are disjunct from the main 
population centers. 

 
The desired condition for the Eightmile Vegetation Management Project area is 
based upon the amended Forest Plan, the Northwest Forest Plan, the Chewuch 
WSA and the Dry Forest Strategy, as described under Management Direction 
and Guidance earlier in this chapter. 
 
The Purpose and Need for the analysis area to meet management direction is to: 
  Maintain and restore forest health and reduce susceptibility of forest stands to 

insect attacks, disease infection, and undesirable stress-related tree mortality.   
  Reduce the risk of large scale natural disturbance in Late-Successional 

Reserves (LSR) and maintain or develop sustainable late-successional 
habitat. 

  Maintain large trees and other sustainable structural elements of stands 
currently classified as Forest Plan old growth (FPOG). 

  Maintain and restore the species composition, structural diversity, and natural 
disturbance patterns of plant communities found within Riparian Reserves to 
provide large conifers and future coarse woody debris and attain goals of the 
Aquatic Conservation Strategy. 

  Improve patterns of sediment, nutrient, and large wood routing into the 
Eightmile Creek channel.   

  Reduce susceptibility of stands to uncharacteristic wildfire.   
  Decrease wildfire hazards to forest visitors and firefighters. 
  Improve the visual quality by perpetuating the large-tree character through 

reduced mortality rates, improved forest health, and reduced potential for 
wildfire. 

  Maintain existing campgrounds and improve overall health of trees by 
reducing competition and susceptibility to insects and disease. 

  Maintain a transportation system that meets current management direction, 
reduces maintenance costs, and provides infrastructure for long-term 
sustainable vegetation management and recreation use.   

  Provide a sustainable supply of commercially valuable timber and other forest 
products, including firewood, that will help maintain the stability of local and 
regional economies on a predictable and long-term basis. 

  Maintain viable populations of sensitive plants throughout their geographic 
range to prevent species from becoming listed as Threatened or Endangered. 

 
Two Forest Plan amendments are necessary in order to meet the purpose and 
need of the project.  Because large trees are at high risk for mortality within the 
analysis area, there is a need to amend the Forest Plan regarding old growth 
management direction to allow both harvest and prescribed natural fire in Forest 
Plan-defined old growth.  Under current densely-stocked dry forest conditions, 
large trees are at risk for mortality because of stress, insect attacks and the risk 
of uncharacteristic stand-replacing wildfires. 
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Proposed Action 
 
The Forest Supervisor for the Okanogan and Wenatchee National Forest 
proposes the following actions to meet the Eightmile Vegetation Management 
project purpose and need.   
  Vegetation management treatments would take place on 791 acres.  

Activities to be implemented under a proposed timber sale would include 
approximately 596 acres of commercial thinning, followed by timber stand 
improvement (TSI) thinning of small trees and underburning; 31 acres of 
regeneration harvest, followed by underburning and planting and 18 acres of 
treatments in four campgrounds including thinning, hazard tree removal, 
release felling around large trees, hand piling and pile burning.  Other 
proposed vegetation management actions include release felling around 
large ponderosa pine trees, TSI thinning with slash treatments, commercial 
firewood removal with slash treatments, and reforestation of a stand 
currently under-stocked stand because of disease.  Proposed treatment 
areas would include forest areas designated as Northwest Forest Plan 
Matrix, LSR and Riparian Reserve. 

  Underburning would take place on 1,751 acres in the Eightmile Bottom and 
Big Burgett landscape burns, in addition to vegetation management fuels 
treatments.  Proposed treatment areas include Matrix, LSR, and Riparian 
Reserve designations. 

  No system roads would be constructed.  Transportation system changes 
recommended in the Eightmile Roads Analysis would be implemented, 
including closing 15.5 miles of currently open road and de-commissioning 
6.7 miles of roads.  Up to 500 feet of temporary roads would be constructed 
to access landings and would be decommissioned post-project. 

  Selected trees along a one-mile stretch of Eightmile Creek would be pushed 
or felled toward the creek to improve in-stream fisheries habitat and promote 
the growth of adjacent large trees.  

  A wetland and associated population of a State and USDA Forest Service 
Region 6 (R6) Sensitive species, Sanicula marlandica, would be fenced to 
protect it from cattle use. 

 
Implementation of the harvest and prescribed natural fire activities within the 
proposed action would require amendments to the Forest Plan to allow 
treatments on 283 acres that meet the Forest Plan definition of old growth.  
Details regarding these amendments are located in Chapter 2. 
 
Additional information about the proposed action, Alternative 2, is located in 
Chapter 2. 
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Decision Needed  
  
The Forest Supervisor of the Okanogan and Wenatchee National Forest will 
make the following decisions based upon this interdisciplinary analysis: 
  Whether or not to proceed with the project , 
  Whether to amend the Okanogan Forest Plan for the project. 
  Which alternative, or amended alternative to choose. 
  What mitigation and monitoring measures are needed. 
 
Public Involvement and Consultation 
 
The proposal has been listed in the Okanogan and Wenatchee National Forest 
Schedule of Proposed Actions since spring 2004.   A preliminary scoping letter 
and a map of the preliminary proposal were mailed to groups and individuals on 
the District mailing list in March 2004.  After the IDT developed a more specific 
proposed action, a scoping letter was sent to the District mailing list, to 
landowners in the Cub Creek area and to other interested individuals in March 
2005.  Attached to the letter was a document describing the proposed action and 
purpose and need, a proposed treatment area table, proposed transportation 
system table, proposed action map, and proposed transportation system map.   
The public responded with four letters, two additional letters from one of the 
original respondents, and four short messages about road closures.  A summary 
of public comments and issues is located in the project analysis file.   
 
In addition, government-to-government letters were sent to officers of the 
Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation and the Yakama Nation.  The 
attachments listed above were included.  No concerns about the project were 
raised by either government.  
 
Issues 
 
Issues were identified through public and internal Forest Service scoping.  The 
IDT separated the issues into two groups: significant and non-significant issues.  
Significant issues were defined as those directly or indirectly caused by 
implementing the proposed action. Non-significant issues were identified as 
those: 1) outside the scope of the proposed action; 2) already decided by law, 
regulation, Forest Plan, or other higher level decision; 3) irrelevant to the decision 
to be made; or 4) conjectural and not supported by scientific or factual evidence.  
The Council for Environmental Quality (CEQ) NEPA regulations require this 
delineation in Sec. 1501.7, “…identify and eliminate from detailed study the 
issues which are not significant or which have been covered by prior 
environmental review (Sec. 1506.3)…”  Information about the disposition of non-
significant issues can be found in the project analysis file. 
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The following significant issues were used to develop alternatives to the 
proposed action: 
  
1. Vegetation and fuels management activities may reduce the number of 

snags, reducing habitat for snag-dependent species.   
  Measured by:  acres of commercial harvest, commercial firewood removal 

and fuels treatments and qualitative discussion of snag habitat.  
  Measured by:  miles of road closed and decommissioned and discussion 

of effect on firewood harvest 
 
2. Logging activity could compact soils.   

  Measured by:  acres of soil disturbed by logging operations 
 

3. Logging traffic and activities could spread noxious weeds.   
  Measured by:  acres of soil disturbed by logging operations and qualitative 

discussion of effects on noxious weeds 
 
4. Road construction could increase road density.   

  Measured by: road density before, during, and following the project 
 
5. Treatments in Northern Spotted Owl habitat may be in conflict with recovery 

objectives.   
  Measured by:  qualitative discussion of effect on suitable nesting, roosting 

and foraging habitat 
 
6. Timber harvest and thinning could increase livestock and human access into 

Riparian Reserves and riparian areas along Eightmile Creek. 
  Measured by:  qualitative discussion of anticipated changes and effects of 

livestock and human activities in the Eightmile Riparian Reserve 
 
7. Timber harvest and fuels treatments in Riparian Reserves could degrade the 

quality of the habitat.   
  Measured by:  qualitative discussion of effects of timber harvest and fuels 

treatments on Riparian Reserves  
  Stream miles improved by the addition of large woody debris (LWD) 

 
8. Commercial timber harvest in old growth could compromise old growth 

biological and structural diversity.   
  Measured by:  acres of commercial harvest in Forest Plan old growth and 

qualitative discussion of short- and long-term effects of harvest on Forest 
Plan old growth stands. 
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Chapter 2 
Alternatives 

 
Introduction 
 
This chapter describes and compares the alternatives considered for the 
Eightmile Vegetation Management Project.  This chapter provides readers and 
the decision-maker with a summary of the entire project, displaying the 
alternatives, design elements, mitigation measures, monitoring requirements and 
a comparison of the effects of the alternatives.  Alternatives considered, but 
eliminated from detailed study are also included. 
 
Alternative Development 
 
Alternatives to the proposed action were developed based upon issues received 
during the scoping process.  Alternatives are based upon logical combinations of 
treatment activities that consider the issues raised during public and internal 
scoping.   
 
Alternatives Considered, but Eliminated from Detailed Study 
 
In response to issues raised during public and internal scoping about the effects 
of commercial logging, an alternative was developed to provide vegetation 
treatment of forest stands without commercial harvest.  The alternative, originally 
called Alternative 3, proposed thinning forest stands to reduce tree stocking 
levels and maintain large old trees, leaving felled trees on site and applying 
prescribed fire to reduce fuel loading.  Total vegetation treatment would have 
been implemented on 770 acres, with 595 acres of thinning without commercial 
removal of felled trees.  Treatment scenarios were simulated for representative 
stands to predict residual tree stocking and fuel loading using the Forest 
Vegetation Simulator model (Dixon 2002).  Modeling results showed that, to 
lower tree stocking levels enough to reduce susceptibility of remaining large trees 
to insect attacks and stress-related mortality, fuel levels would be unacceptably 
high, given the mass of tree boles remaining on site.   Prescribed burning the 
fuels would kill and damage an unacceptable number of trees.  In addition, the 
extent of fire-damaged trees would greatly increase the risk of Douglas-fir beetle 
mortality in treated stands.   Leaving the fuels on site, without treatment would 
also attract the beetles and increase the likelihood of beetle-caused mortality of 
treated stands.  In addition, leaving large areas with high fuel loadings is 
unacceptable because it would cause very high fire severity levels in the event of 
a wildfire. 
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A detailed evaluation, including treatment simulation results, standards for 
evaluating the proposed treatment, and rationale for eliminating the Alternative 3 
is included in the project analysis file. 
 
Description of Alternatives 
 
A document describing each of the types of vegetation treatment activities in the 
action alternatives (Alternatives 2, 4, and 5) is included in Appendix 2-A. 
 
ALTERNATIVE 1: No Action. 
In this alternative, current management actions would continue within the 
analysis area.  No action would be taken to change current forest stand 
conditions.  There would be no implementation of the results of a project-level 
roads analysis and no change in the transportation system.  
 

ALTERNATIVE 2:  Proposed Action 
Actions proposed in Alternative 2 are listed below.  The alternative includes 
vegetation management and fuels treatments of forest stands within Matrix, Late-
Successional Reserve (LSR), and Forest Plan old growth designations.  Map 2-1 
in the map section of this EA shows proposed vegetation management and fuels 
treatments.  A treatment table identifying specific treatment types and locations is 
located in Appendix 2-B.  Implementation of the alternative would require an 
amendment to the Forest Plan to allow treatments in areas that meet the Forest 
Plan definition of old growth, described in more detail below.   
 
Alternative 2 Vegetation Management Treatments 
The vegetation management portion of the proposed action covers approximately 
791 acres.  Portions of the following treatments would be implemented under a 
timber sale contract: 
  596 acres of ground-based commercial thinning with post-harvest timber 

stand improvement (TSI) thinning and post harvest underburning 
  31 acres of seed tree regeneration harvest with retention of tree patches and 

individual large trees to replace root disease-infected stands with resistant 
species (ponderosa pine and lodgepole pine), followed by underburning and 
planting 

  18 acres of campground vegetation management (see Actions Common to all 
Action Alternatives below) 

Additional vegetation management treatments include: 
  46 acres of release felling around large ponderosa pine, followed by hand 

piling and pile burning  
  12 acres of TSI thinning with release felling around large ponderosa pine 
  58 acres of TSI thinning, with lopping, scattering and concentration burning of 

slash 
  21 acres of commercial firewood removal, with lopping, scattering, and 

concentration burning of the slash  
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  9 acres of reforestation of a stand currently under-stocked due to root disease 
with no felling for site preparation 

 
Approximately 174 acres of the proposed vegetation management treatments are 
located within LSRs and 172 acres are located within portions of Riparian 
Reserves.  Harvest treatments within Riparian Reserves are proposed only in 
areas with dry or mesic forest character.  Harvest treatments within Riparian 
Reserves would be further than 1 tree height from the edge of water, and outside 
of the floodplain or inner gorge of the channel.  
  
Alternative 2 Fuels Treatments   
In Alternative 2, the fuels treatments described below would occur on 2,665 
acres, about 22% of the analysis area. 
Activity Fuels Treatments: 
 Activity fuels are defined as fuels created by human activities, such as 
commercial thinning or timber stand improvement actions.   
  Underburning would occur across 678 acres of commercial thinning and TSI 

thinning-created fuels.      
  Hand-piling and pile burning after firewood utilization would occur on 64 acres 

of vegetation treatment units. 
  Lop-and-scatter would occur to treat fuels created by thinning on 40 acres of 

vegetation treatment units. 
Landscape-Scale Natural Fuels Treatments  
Natural fuels are defined as fuels found in an environment, unaffected by human 
activities, and may include fuels that have accumulated from fire exclusion. 
  Underburning would occur across 1,751 acres of natural fuels in two 

landscape-scale units, Big Burgett and Eightmile Bottom (these units 
incorporate an additional 217 acres of the activity fuels treatments listed 
above).  132 acres of commercial thinning-created fuels from the Burgett 
Timber Sale lie within these landscape burns; fuels treatment of these acres 
was approved under a separate decision.   

 
Alternative 2 would apply underburning, hand piling and burning, and lop and 
scatter fuels treatments on about 638 acres within LSRs (175 acres of these 
within vegetation treatment units), 283 acres within Forest Plan old growth (258 
acres of these within vegetation treatment units), and approximately 319 acres 
within Riparian Reserves (165 acres of these within vegetation treatment units).   
 
Existing roads and natural barriers would be used as fireline wherever possible.  
Approximately 2.6 miles of dozer fireline on slopes less than 20%, and 11.2 miles 
of hand fireline would be constructed. 
 
Alternative 2 Temporary Roads: 
Up to 500 feet of temporary road would be constructed, as needed, to access 
landings.  This would allow landings to be located to avoid sensitive habitat and 
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to be less visible.  All temporary roads would be decommissioned following 
treatments.   
 
Alternative 2 Habitat Restoration Project 
Approximately 50 to 75 trees along a one-mile stretch of Eightmile Creek east of 
Units 15 and 17 and west of Unit 58 would be pushed or felled toward the creek.  
This would increase in-channel large wood levels and improve wood routing 
patterns closer to those observed in less-managed stream reaches (about 100 
pieces/mile over 12” in diameter and over 35’ in length), while promoting the 
growth of adjacent large trees.  
 
Alternative 2 Forest Plan Amendment 
Implementation of this alternative requires non-significant, site-specific 
amendments of the Okanogan National Forest Land and Resource Management 
Plan.  Vegetation treatments and fuels reduction treatments are proposed in five 
Forest Plan old growth stands that encompass approximately 258 acres.  One 
stand of old growth encompassing approximately 25 acres occurs within 
proposed landscape-level prescribed natural fire underburn areas.  Specific 
treatment areas within Forest Plan old growth are identified in the treatment table 
in Appendix 2-B.  Because the Forest Plan Forest-wide Standards 5-1 and 19-8 
do not allow timber harvest or treatment of natural fuels respectively in Forest 
Plan definition old growth stands, Forest Plan amendments are proposed to allow 
treatments that would reduce tree stocking levels, reduce stress on the large 
overstory trees, and reduce risk of uncharacteristic stand-replacing fires.   
 
Studies conducted since approval of the Forest Plan have found that current 
conditions in dry forests throughout the inland northwest are unsustainable.  
These conditions are widespread in the Eightmile Vegetation Management 
Project analysis area as described in more detail in the Forest Vegetation and 
Fuels portions of Chapter 3.  To sustain the Forest Plan-defined old growth 
stands, particularly the large trees, thinning and fuels treatments would be 
implemented to improve residual tree vigor and reduce potential for stand-
replacing fire in those stands.  Therefore, in Alternative 2, the Forest Plan would 
be amended to allow for both harvesting and burning in Forest Plan definition 
old-growth for this project only.   
 
These are non-significant amendments to the Forest Plan for the following 
reasons, based on criteria found in the Forest Service Land and Resource 
Management Planning Handbook (FSH 1909.12): 
  Timing: The timing factor examines at what point, over the course of the 

Forest Plan period, the plan is amended.  Both the age of the underlying 
document and the duration of the amendment are relevant considerations.  
The Forest Service Handbook indicates that the later the time period, the less 
significant the change is likely to be.  The Okanogan Forest Plan was 
approved in 1989, over 15 years ago, and is currently being revised.   The 
new plan will incorporate new science regarding old growth and cover within 
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high frequency fire regimes, and will likely provide direction that supersedes 
the current old growth management direction. 

  Location and Size: These amendments only apply to this site-specific analysis 
area of approximately 12,100 acres.  The project area is a high use recreation 
area and primarily in a high frequency fire regime.  The Forest Plan requires 
limiting the number of acres burned by wildfire in a large portion of the project 
area.  The old-growth amendment applies to approximately 300 acres within 
the project area.  This does not change management direction for the rest of 
the 1.7 million acre Okanogan National Forest. 

  Goals/Objectives/Outputs:  
The objective of the original Forest Plan was to maintain multi-canopy old-
growth forests similar in structure and density to forests typical of more moist 
conditions found west of the Cascade Mountains.  A review of relevant 
science since the adoption of the Plan indicates that multi-canopy old growth 
forest was rare in most dry, low to mid-elevation forests on the Methow Valley 
Ranger District (see Forest Vegetation section in Chapter 3).  Thinning 
smaller trees and reducing excessive fuels in these dense old-growth stands 
through harvest and prescribed fire would sustain large trees.  Old growth 
characteristics typical of pre-settlement forests would be maintained and 
enhanced.  Some stands would no longer meet Forest Plan old growth 
definitions because of reduced canopy closure levels or reduced levels of 
some structural components.  All stands would be more sustainable, would 
contain large trees, snags, large down wood, and would be expected to meet 
Forest Plan levels of these structural elements within one decade.  

  Management Prescription:   
This amendment does not change any management prescriptions and 
furthers the desired future condition identified for Management Area 5 
regarding old growth:  to maintain or enhance recreational experiences with a 
predominantly natural appearing landscape.  Visual Quality Objectives of 
retention and partial retention would be maintained and treatments are 
designed to maintain old growth for a longer period of time than might 
otherwise occur if an uncharacteristic wildfire burned through the stands.   

 
ACTIONS COMMON TO ALTERNATIVES 2, 4, and 5 
 
Transportation System 
A systematic roads analysis was completed for all roads within the analysis area.  
Recommendations of the Eightmile Roads Analysis would be followed in each 
action alternative.  Maintenance levels of several roads would be reclassified to 
meet management and environmental needs.  No new system roads would be 
constructed.  Approximately 15.5 miles of roads within the analysis area would 
be closed and would be part of the Okanogan National Forest road system, 
available to be re-opened for future management needs.  Approximately 6.7 
miles of road would be decommissioned.  Maintenance needs identified during 
the analysis to protect resources would be completed.  Map 2-2 showing current 
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and proposed post-project road status is available in the map section of this 
document.  
 
Campground Vegetation Management 
Tree thinning, hazard tree removal, release felling around large trees, hand piling 
and pile burning would be implemented in Flat, Nice, Ruffed Grouse and 
Honeymoon Campgrounds.  All of the campgrounds lie within the Eightmile 
Creek Riparian Reserve.  Some hazard trees within recruiting distance of 
Eightmile Creek would be felled towards the creek and left to improve fisheries 
habitat.  
 
Habitat Protection Project 
A wetland and associated population of a State and USDA Forest Service 
Region 6 (R6) Sensitive species, Sanicula marlandica, would be fenced to allow 
recovery from livestock use and to prevent potential loss of the population. 
 
ALTERNATIVE 4:  No Harvest in Forest Plan Old Growth; No Harvest in 
Riparian Reserves Outside of Campgrounds; No Treatment in NSO habitat 
Alternative 4 was developed to address issues raised during scoping about 1.) 
commercial harvest in old growth, in riparian areas and in habitat for threatened, 
endangered or sensitive species, and 2) concerns about road construction.  In 
Alternative 4 no vegetation management treatments would occur in Forest Plan 
old growth or Northern Spotted Owl habitat; treatments within Riparian Reserves 
would only occur within the four developed campgrounds along Eightmile Creek 
and a small portion of a tree planting area.  Landscape burning would occur 
within Matrix, LSR, and Forest Plan old growth designations.  No system roads or 
temporary roads would be constructed.  Map 2-3 in the map section shows 
proposed vegetation management and fuels treatments.  Specific treatments are 
listed in Appendix 2-C.  In addition to the actions common to all action 
alternatives listed above, the alternative includes vegetation and fuels treatments 
of forest stands listed below.  Implementation of the proposed action would 
require an amendment to the Forest Plan to allow landscape-level prescribed 
burning in areas that meet the Forest Plan definition of old growth.   
 
Alternative 4 Vegetation Management Treatments 
The vegetation treatment portion of Alternative 4 covers approximately 418 
acres.  Portions of the following treatments would be implemented under a timber 
sale contract: 
  291 acres of ground-based commercial thinning with post-harvest TSI 

thinning and post harvest underburning   
  31 acres of regeneration harvest with retention of tree patches and individual 

large trees to replace root disease-infected stands with resistant species 
(ponderosa pine and lodgepole pine), followed by underburning and planting 

  18 acres of campground vegetation management   
Additional vegetation management treatments include: 
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  50 acres of TSI thinning, with lopping, scattering and concentration burning of 
slash,  

  19 acres of commercial firewood removal, with lopping, scattering, and 
concentration burning of the slash,  

  9 acres of reforestation of a stand currently under-stocked due to root disease 
with no felling for site preparation,   

 
Alternative 4 Fuels Treatments   
In Alternative 4, the fuels treatments described below would occur on 2,368 
acres, about 20% of the analysis area.   
Activity Fuels Treatments  
  Underburning would occur across 357 acres of commercial thinning and 

timber stand improvement-created fuels.        
  Hand-piling and pile burning after firewood utilization would occur in four 

vegetation treatment units totaling 18 acres. 
  Lop-and-scatter would occur to treat fuels created by thinning in two 

vegetation treatment units totaling 34 acres. 
Landscape-Scale Natural Fuels Treatments  
  Underburning would occur across 1,827 acres of natural fuels in two 

landscape-scale units, Big Burgett and Eightmile Bottom (these units also 
incorporate 141 acres of the vegetation treatments listed above).  132 acres 
of commercial thinning-created fuels from the Burgett Timber Sale lie within 
these landscape burns; fuels treatment of these acres was approved under a 
separate decision. 

   
Alternative 4 would apply to underburning, hand piling and burning, and lop and 
scatter fuels treatments on about 555 acres within LSRs (86 acres of these within 
vegetation treatment units), 89 acres within Forest Plan old growth (none within 
vegetation treatment units), and 179 acres within Riparian Reserves (14 acres 
within vegetation treatment units).   
   
Existing roads and natural barriers would be used as fireline wherever possible.  
Approximately 2.7 miles of dozer fireline on slopes less than 25%, and 6.9 miles 
of hand fireline would be constructed. 
 
Alternative 4 Temporary Roads 
No temporary roads would be built in Alternative 4.   
 
Alternative 4 Forest Plan Amendment 
Implementation of this alternative requires non-significant, site-specific 
amendments of the Okanogan National Forest Land and Resource Management 
Plan.  Natural fuels reduction treatments are proposed in three stands of Forest 
Plan old growth encompassing approximately 90 acres that lies within proposed 
landscape-level underburn areas.  Specific treatment areas within Forest Plan 
old growth are identified in the treatment table in Appendix 2-C.  Because the 
Forest Plan Forest-wide Standard 19-8 does not allow treatment of natural fuels 
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in old growth stands, a Forest Plan amendment is proposed to allow fuels 
treatments that would reduce tree stocking levels, reduce stress on the large 
overstory trees, and reduce risk of uncharacteristic stand-replacing fires. 
 
Studies conducted since approval of the Forest Plan have found that current 
conditions in dry forests throughout the inland northwest are unsustainable.  
These conditions are widespread in the Eightmile Vegetation Management 
Project analysis area as described in more detail in the Forest Vegetation and 
Fuels portions of Chapter 3.  In order to sustain the Forest Plan-defined old 
growth stands and particularly the large trees within landscape burn areas, fuels 
reduction activities would help reduce potential for stand-replacing fire in those 
stands.  Therefore, in Alternative 4, the Forest Plan would be amended to allow 
burning in Forest Plan definition old-growth for this project only.   
 
These are non-significant amendments to the Forest Plan for the following 
reasons, based on criteria found in the Forest Service Land and Resource 
Management Planning Handbook (FSH 1909.12): 
  Timing: Same as Alternative 2 above. 
  Location and Size: These amendments only apply to this site-specific analysis 

area of approximately 12,100 acres.  The project area is a high use recreation 
area and primarily in a high frequency fire regime.  The Forest Plan requires 
limiting the number of acres burned by wildfire in a large portion of the project 
area.  The old-growth amendment applies to approximately 90 acres within 
that area.  This does not change management direction for the rest of the 1.7 
million acre Okanogan National Forest. 

  Goals/Objectives/Outputs:  
The objective of the original Forest Plan was to maintain multi-canopy old-
growth forests similar in structure and density to forests typical of more moist 
conditions found west of the Cascade Mountains.  A review of relevant 
science since the adoption of the Plan indicates that multi-canopy old growth 
forest was rare in most dry, low to mid-elevation forests on the Methow Valley 
Ranger District (see Forest Vegetation section in Chapter 3).  Underburning 
would help restore the natural fire regime, sustain large trees and reduce 
susceptibility to stand-replacing fires only within the treated area.   
Management Prescription:  Same as Alternative 2 

 
ALTERNATIVE 5:  No Harvest or Burning in Forest Plan Old Growth; No 
Harvest in Riparian Reserves Outside of Campgrounds; No Treatment  in 
NSO habitat 
 
Alternative 5 would include all of the same activities as Alternative 4, except that 
no landscape-level underburning would occur within areas designated as Forest 
Plan old growth.  Consequently no Forest Plan amendment would be required.  
Fuels treatments are listed below.  All other activities are the same as those 
listed above under Alternative 4.  Map 2-4 in the map section shows proposed 
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vegetation management and fuels treatments.  Specific treatments are listed in 
Appendix 2-D.   
 
Alternative 5 Fuels Treatments   
In Alternative 5, the fuels treatments described below, excluding landscape-level 
burning, would occur on 2,226 acres or about 18% of the analysis area.   
Activity Fuels Treatments 
  Underburning would occur across 357 acres of commercial thinning and 

timber stand improvement-created fuels. 
  Hand-piling and pile burning after firewood utilization would occur in four 

vegetation treatment units totaling 18 acres; 
  Lop-and-scatter would occur to treat fuels created by thinning in two 

vegetation treatment units totaling 34 acres. 
Landscape-Scale Natural Fuels Treatments  
  Underburning would occur across 1,658 acres in two landscape-scale units, 

Big Burgett and Eightmile Bottom (these units also incorporate 141 acres of 
the vegetation treatments listed above).  132 acres of commercial thinning-
created fuels from the Burgett Timber Sale lie within these landscape burns; 
fuels treatment of these acres was approved under a separate decision. 

 
Alternative 5 would apply underburning, hand piling and burning, and lop and 
scatter fuels treatments on about 473 acres within LSRs (87 acres of these within 
vegetation treatment units) and approximately 155 acres of Riparian Reserves 
(14 acres of these within vegetation treatment units).  
   
Existing roads and natural barriers would be used as fireline wherever possible.  
Approximately 3.9 miles of dozer fireline on slopes less than 25%, and 7.2 miles 
of hand fireline would be constructed. 
 
Design Elements/Mitigation Measures 
 
Specific features are incorporated into the design of alternatives to prevent 
potential resource impacts.  Mitigation measures are used to reduce potential 
impacts on project area resources.  Items listed below apply to Alternatives 2, 4, 
and 5 unless otherwise described.  The effects analysis in Chapter 3 is based on 
these measures being implemented. 
 
Timber Sale Harvest 
 
Forest Vegetation 
 
  Design treatments to avoid bole, crown, and root damage to genetic select 

trees during harvest operations.  Avoid operating ground-based equipment 
within 10 feet of the canopy drip line.  In addition, retain and protect suitable 
breeding partner trees within 120 feet of genetic select trees.  Residual 
stocking of the breeding partner trees surrounding the genetic select trees 
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should average 40 to 50 square feet of basal area or about 30 to 50 foot 
spacing.  Suitable breeding partner trees include vigorous, well-formed trees 
of the same species of the select tree.  Avoid mechanical damage to the 
breeding partner trees during harvest operations. 

 
  Retain at least 15 percent of the forested area in regeneration (harvest) units 

53, 54, and 56 to maintain biological diversity.  Seventy percent of the total 
area retained (10.5 percent) will be in patches 0.5 to 2.5 acres or larger in 
size and the remainder (equivalent to 4.5 percent by area) will be individual 
trees and patches of trees less than 0.5 acre. 

 
  Do not create openings within the visual foreground that exceed five percent 

of the total area treated.  Areas approximately 50 feet by 50 feet and larger 
with no trees remaining are considered openings.  The maximum acceptable 
size for a created opening is one quarter acre (approximately 100 feet by 100 
feet).   

 
  Prevent unnecessary damage to the boles, live branches, and terminal 

leaders of residual trees during timber harvest operations.  During early 
season skidding operations when leave trees are highly susceptible to 
mechanical damage, additional protection measures may be required, such 
as skid trail rub trees, line-pulling, and cut-to-length logging.  Do not use leave 
trees as rub trees. 

 
Fuels 
 
  Design slash treatments associated with commercial harvest so that total 

fuels remaining following harvest do not exceed 20 tons per acre. 
 
Wildlife 
 
  Do not cut snags unless they present a safety hazard in campgrounds and in 

harvest units during felling and skidding operations.  
 
  If occupied raptor nests are discovered during harvest or burning operations, 

nest buffers and timing restrictions will be implemented to avoid disturbance 
to the nest site, consistent with Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines. 

 
Water Resources  
 
  During timber sale unit layout, alluvial fans will be located and identified by a 

hydrologist or fisheries biologist with special logging requirements as follows: 
o Skid trails on alluvial fans will be pre-designated by and approved by the 

timber sale officer with concurrence of a hydrologist, soil scientist, or 
fisheries biologist.  Skid trails should cross channels perpendicular to the 
direction of flow. 
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o Restore skid trails to match the natural terrain by removing berms and 
ruts following harvest operations.  Logging slash and other organic 
material can be left on the skid trails to help dissipate water runoff.   

 
  Maintain naturally occurring drainage ways identified by a hydrologist or 

fisheries biologist by avoiding felling and pulling trees across them.  If the 
drainage ways are blocked or diverted by skidding or felling operations, they 
will be opened to their pre-disturbance level as soon as the operations are 
completed.  Such channel clearing actions will be pre-approved by the timber 
sale officer and the hydrologist, soil scientist, or fisheries biologist.   

 
  Leave large wood and rock debris undisturbed to help maintain the stability 

of the alluvial fan.   
 
Aquatic Habitat 
 
  A Hazardous Materials containment and emergency spill plan will be in place 

for all harvest activities.   
 
  Avoid construction of new landings in Riparian Reserves.  If existing landings 

between Road 5130-000 and Eightmile Creek are used, they will be scarified, 
seeded and organic debris will be scattered over them after harvest activities 
are complete. 

 
Soils 
 
  Apply standard erosion control measures of seeding areas of heavily 

disturbed soils including landings, main skid trails, and constructed road cut 
and fill slopes; placing organic debris along margins of landings; and building 
water bars and erosion dips in skidding/forwarder trails and roads.  Specific 
measures are described below. 

 
  Install waterbars on skid trails with bare soil or very thin vegetative cover at 

the end of harvest operations or prior to entering into season shutdowns or a 
period of extended inactivity.  Timely completion of waterbars is important to 
divert runoff from seasonal rain or snow fall.  Water bar spacing and design 
requirements follow: 

 
Percent grade Average Spacing (feet) 

2-10 150  
11-20 120 
21-34 90 

35 or greater 80 
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o    Construct to a minimum of 1.5 to 2 feet in height (2 feet high on the 
steeper skid trails).  Some variation in waterbar size may occur but they 
must be large enough to function properly.   

o    Install at a 45 degree angle to either the left or right of the trail so as to 
disperse water on the down slope or lower side of the trail.  A 
herringbone pattern of alternating water bars may be necessary on 
steeper slopes. 

o    Avoid driving on or damaging waterbars with heavy equipment, which 
would leave them prone to failure.  If damage does occur, water bars will 
be repaired to bring them back up to the minimum design height.  

 
  The appropriate seed mix, application rates, locations and time of seeding to 

meet erosion control and invasive plant competition objectives will be 
determined by the invasive plant specialist and botany specialist. 

 
  Tractor skid/forwarder operations would be confined to slopes less than 35 

percent except for pitches of 150 feet or less of steeper ground.  No side hill 
travel of skidding/forwarder equipment is allowed on these steeper pitches to 
avoid excess soil damage.  Machinery would be excluded from any areas 
with extended pitches greater than 150 feet that exceed 35 percent. 

 
  Utilize existing road systems and skidder/forwarder trails from prior harvest 

activities as much as possible to reduce the need for additional 
skidding/forwarder trails. 

 
  Winter harvesting operations are recommended as an effective means of 

limiting detrimental soil compaction and displacement and to provide an 
alternative to the limitations and additional requirements of summer 
operations.  To best ensure the snow pack is stable enough to support winter 
logging operations, the following conditions and methods of operation are 
advised: 

o    Approximately 20 inches of snow cover in combination with 4 to 6 inches 
of frozen ground.  This depth has proven to be a fairly good rule; 
however, the stability of the snow pack may be sufficient with depths 
less than 20 inches.  Prior to approval of winter logging operations, an 
assessment of suitable snow and soil conditions will be conducted by a 
soil scientist or sale administrator.  Periodic assessments would be 
conducted during the winter operating period, especially during warming 
trends. 

o    Overnight temperatures should drop to 25 degrees F. or lower and 
afternoon temperatures should stay below 35 degrees F. to maintain 
frozen conditions.  Afternoon temperatures can exceed 35 degrees F. for 
short periods if previous night time temperatures are below 20 degrees 
F.  

o   Construct designated snow trails prior to operations.  This promotes 
freezing of the ground beneath main skid trails to ensure stable 
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operating conditions.  If skid trails begin thawing and show signs of 
rutting and water runoff, relocate main skid trails to suitable snow and 
frozen soil conditions. 

o    Single and multiple-pass logging equipment trails must be located a 
minimum of 40 feet apart except where they converge at landings.  Trail 
locations must be designated and approved prior to operating. 

 
  Summer harvesting operations may be conducted during periods of sufficient 

(but not excessive) soil moisture to provide adequate soil stability.  The 
following requirements apply to summer logging operations and are intended 
to reduce the level of expected or additional detrimental soil disturbance to 
15 percent or less:  

o Single-pass felling equipment trails must be located a minimum of 40 
feet apart. 

o Multiple-pass skidding equipment trails must be located a minimum of 
100 feet apart except where they converge at landings. 

o Multiple-pass equipment trails at 40 foot spacing are allowed if a 
harvester-processor and full-support forwarder (also known as a cut-to-
length system) is used.  Multiple-pass trails at 40 foot spacing would not 
be allowed in Units 34 and 37 due to ash soils with a high risk of 
detrimental soil compaction. 

o All multiple-pass trail locations must be designated and approved prior to 
operating. 

 
Scenic Resource   
 
  Locate landings so that vegetation or terrain screens them from Roads 5130-

000 and 5220-000, where possible. 
 
  Use existing landings and roads if possible to minimize the amount of 

disturbed ground seen from Roads 5130-000 and 5220-000. 
 
  Stump heights should not exceed 6 inches within sight distance of Roads 

5130-000 and 5220-000. 
 
  Flush cut stumps in campgrounds. 
 
  Use cut tree marking or designations by description where trees can be seen 

from Roads 5130-000 and 5220-000. 
 
Recreation 
 
  Close campgrounds and dispersed campsites when harvest operations occur 

in and around the sites to avoid danger to campers.   
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  Schedule harvest activities so that only one campground will be closed at a 
time to minimize the loss of camping sites.   

 
  Suspend harvest activity and timber hauling on weekends and holidays from 

the Memorial Day weekend through the last day of the general firearm 
season for deer to minimize the effects on recreation activities. 

 
  Limit weekday harvest activities to a designated portion of the project area 

during the general firearm deer season to minimize impacts on hunters. 
 
  Do not disturb or disrupt established dispersed campsites during the general 

firearm deer season.  This will mitigate the potential short-term reduction in 
available dispersed campsites when the demand for the sites is the greatest.      

 
  Close Maintenance Level 1 roads in a manner that will not hinder 

snowmobile access as follows: 
o Closure berms will be placed a minimum of 15 feet apart to prevent 

snowmobiles from getting hung up between berms.  Do not place rocks or 
logs between berms.   

o Any logs placed in the road will lay flat and rocks placed in road will allow 
a 60 inch clearance for snowmobile passage and will be staggered or 
offset rather than being placed side by side.   

o If culverts are removed, provide safe crossings for snowmobiles. 
o If devices used to block a road present a hazard, appropriate signage 

warning of the hazard will be installed on both sides of hazard.   
 
  Hand pile and burn slash created from hazard tree removal and harvest 

thinning in campgrounds, except for large logs identified by the fisheries 
biologist as needed for in-stream wood recruitment.  These pieces will be 
designated and left on site so as not to interfere with access to campsites 
and facilities.  Larger pieces not designated to be left can be cut into 
firewood-size pieces and made available to campers.  This will mitigate the 
effects to vegetation and visual quality in campgrounds after harvest. 

 
  Existing facilities in campgrounds (fences, outhouses, picnic tables, parking 

barricades, fire grates, and signs) will be protected during harvest and post-
harvest activities.  This will mitigate potential damage to the facilities. 

 
Noxious Weeds 
 
  Clean all ground-disturbing equipment prior to being used in the project area 

as per 2400-6(T) Timber Sale Contract Division B/BT Standard Provision 
B/BT6.35 Equipment Cleaning, page 127.  

 
  Hand pull New Invader weed infestations on roads used during vegetation 

management activities and off roads in areas where treatment activities may 
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spread weeds.  Pre-project activities will be accomplished through the District 
Weed Program.  Treatments will continue annually for 3 years following 
activities. 

 
  Restrict off-road equipment operation, landing construction and road 

improvements such that soil disturbance is no more than needed in order to 
minimize the creation of disturbed sites conducive to weed establishment. 

 
  Seed skid trails, landings, and burned slash piles where exposed mineral soil 

will prevent quick revegetation of desirable plants.  Native seed is preferred, 
however non-native seed could be used in situations where native seed is 
not available or where the competitive quality of native seed is insufficient to 
prevent the establishment of invasive plants (Region 6 Invasive Plant EIS, 
2005).  A mix of native and/or non-native seed would include grasses that 
are predominantly short-lived, establish rapidly, have good seedling vigor, 
good weed competition, are shade tolerant, have moderate palatability, and 
give way to natives long-term.  Certified noxious weed-free seed will be used. 
The invasive plant specialist will identify seed mixes appropriate to the 
individual treatment sites. The time lag between completion of an activity and 
revegetation of disturbed sites should be minimized to avoid weed invasion 
and erosion.  The District invasive plant specialist will facilitate appropriate 
timing of seeding using the Rehabilitation and Seeding Guidelines defined in 
the Okanogan and Wenatchee National Forests Weed Prevention Strategy 
(2001).  Implementation will by accomplished through the District Noxious 
Weed Program. 

 
Range 
 
  Do not thin or disturb the natural vegetative barriers at the end of drift fences 

in the south end of Unit 18 (Alternative 2 only) and north end of Unit 50 
(Alternatives 2, 4, 5). 

 
  Protect structural range improvements (fences, gates, cattle guards) during 

road maintenance and harvest activities. 
 
  Fences that are cut to facilitate logging operations will be repaired to Forest 

Service standards by the purchaser. 
 
  Do not high stump fence line support trees.  If project prescription requires 

the removal of fence line support trees, fence will be contractually rebuilt with 
the construction of inline braces or relocation of fence to suitable adjacent 
trees. 

 
  When cattle are pastured in the project area, keep gates closed at all times, 

including during harvest operations.  Gates must be closed behind log haul 
trucks as they enter and leave the project area. 
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  Keep fence right-of-ways and stock driveways and trails cleared of logging 

slash. 
 
Cultural Resources 
 
  The Heritage Program Manager will be notified if undocumented cultural 

resources are discovered during project implementation. Such discoveries 
will be avoided pending documentation and evaluation by a cultural resource 
specialist.  

 
Prescribed Burning 
 
Forest Vegetation 
 
  Prevent bole char, crown scorch, or root damage to genetic select trees 

during prescribed burning operations.  In addition, design treatments to 
protect suitable breeding partner trees within 120 feet of genetic select trees.  
Suitable breeding partners include vigorous, well-formed trees of the same 
species of the select tree.  Design treatments to retain live crown ratios of 50 
percent or greater on breeding partner trees following burning and avoid bole 
char or root damage.   

 
  Design treatments to retain at least 90 percent of live trees greater than or 

equal to 20 inches diameter at breast height (dbh) in areas where prescribed 
burning is conducted (Wright et al. 2003).  Limit the mortality of large trees 
directly killed by burning and mortality from post-burn insect attacks on fire-
injured trees.  This measure will be applied to live trees present in vegetation 
treatment units following harvest and in prescribed burning areas outside of 
mechanical vegetation treatment units.   

 
  Design treatments to retain live crown ratios of 50 percent or greater for 

vigorous trees nine inches dbh and larger where prescribed burning is 
conducted in commercial thinning units for Alternatives 2, 4, and 5, in former 
Farewell timber sale units 3A and 4 and in Burgett timber sale units 1, 2, 3, 8, 
9, and 49.  Live crown ratios of 50 percent or greater for vigorous trees 12 
inches dbh and larger will be retained where prescribed burning is conducted 
in all other areas.   

 
  Openings in the forest canopy created by prescribed burning will generally 

not exceed five percent of the total area burned.  This includes tree mortality 
directly related to burning and to post-burn insect and disease attacks on fire-
injured trees.  Design treatments to have maximum opening sizes of:   
o One quarter acre (approximately 100 feet by 100 feet) in the visual 

foreground.   
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o One-half acre (approximately 150 feet by 150 feet) outside of the visual 
foreground in commercial harvest units for Alternatives 2, 4, and 5, 
Farewell Timber Sale Unit 3A, and Burgett Timber Sale Units 1, 2, 3, and 
49.  

o Two acres (approximately 300 feet by 300 feet) in all other areas outside 
of the visual foreground.   

 
  Design treatments in Unit 22 so that live trees from the existing stand that are 

vigorous and manageable plus snags greater than 20 inches DBH will be 
retained following completion of tree removal and fuels treatments.   

 
Air Quality 
 
  All federal, state, and local regulations pertaining to prescribed burning will 

be followed.  In addition, steps will be taken to avoid, dilute, and reduce air 
pollution per the current Washington State Smoke Implementation Plan.  

 
  Public notification before prescribed burning will follow guidelines in the 

current Methow Valley Ranger District Prescribed Fire Public Information 
Action Plan. 

  Personal contacts will be made with residents sensitive to smoke, such as 
known asthmatics, living and working in close proximity to the area of 
greatest smoke impact.  These individuals may either be on an existing 
notification list kept by prescribed fire managers, or may self-identify after 
becoming aware of burn projects through brochures that are mailed to valley 
residents, through articles published in the local newspaper, or during 
neighborhood door-to-door visits done by the burn planner prior to writing the 
burn implementation plan.   

 
Wildlife 
 
  Hand light Forest Plan old-growth units within the Eightmile Bottom Burn 

unless a pre-burn inspection indicates that fuel loadings will pose no risk to 
the survival of large-diameter trees during prescribed burning.  If hand 
lighting is necessary, avoid lighting around the base of large trees to reduce 
the risk of mortality, particularly where needle build up occurs, in Units 18 
and 29 (Alternative 2) and in Units 12, 34 (north half), 37 and in stand 45 
within the Eightmile Bottom burn unit (Alternatives 2, 4, 5). 

 
  Avoid underburning in moist habitat areas east of Road 5130-000.   
 
  Do not burn the lodgepole pine patch on the former landing site in Unit 37 

until the patch no longer provides winter forage for hares; that is, live 
needles, bark and branch tips are no longer within reach of hares during the 
winter. 
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  If an occupied raptor nest site is found, notify a wildlife biologist to determine 
appropriate avoidance measures, which could include burn timing 
adjustments, buffer zone creation and helicopter over-flight restrictions, 
consistent with Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines. 

 
  Do not construct temporary roads in Forest Plan old growth stands. 
 
Soils 
 
  Adequate soil moisture must be present for prescribed burn activities.  

Current guidelines are in Management Guidelines for Soils Derived from 
Volcanic Ash in the Blue Mountains of Oregon and Washington (1981) pages 
43-47.  Local soil moisture parameters would be established in the future by 
the Zone Soil Scientist. This measure is intended to prevent the potential for 
high burn severity and detrimental soil conditions. 

 
  Fireline construction would require erosion control measures such as 

seeding, placement of slash, and waterbars.  Fireline waterbars will be 
designed  as follows: 

 
Percent grade Average spacing (feet) 

2-10 110  
11-20 80 
21-34 70 

35 or greater 50 
 
o Install at 30-45 degrees to fireline 
o Direct runoff away from fire line. 
o Contain no organic material unless logs are incorporated into waterbars 

and embedded in a trench and do not contact organic material inside a 
fire line. 

o Cut into fire line; do not simply push up soils. 
o Place slash below outlet of water bar to help slow runoff. 

 
  Burn the old skyline cable (Wyssen) corridors and adjacent areas within the 

Eightmile Bottom Burn when soil moisture is present to ensure a light surface 
burn and allow coarse woody debris greater than 10 inches diameter to 
remain to prevent channel erosion. 

 
Scenic Resource 
 
  Use existing roads, skid trails, fire lines, and natural fuel breaks if possible to 

avoid new fireline construction. 
 
  Fuels treatments within sight distance of Roads 5130-000 and 5220-000 will 

be broadcast burning, or hand piling and burning within campgrounds. 
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Recreation 
 
  Warning signs will be posted on roads during burning operations. 
 
  Close campgrounds and dispersed campsites when prescribed burning 

operations occur in and around the sites to mitigate danger to campers. 
 
  Prescribed burning will not be done during general firearm deer season, if 

possible.  This will avoid any short-term impacts on hunters from smoke, or 
area closures.  If fall burning is necessary, the area will be posted with signs 
at least one year before burning is anticipated and personal contacts will be 
made before ignition.  Dispersed campsites will be checked daily for one 
week before lighting burns.  Burn boundaries will be posted to notify visitors 
of smoke impacts.  

 
Range 
 
  Protect existing fences from fire damage. 
 
Noxious Weeds 
 
  Use natural fire breaks and previously disturbed areas such as skid trails, 

roads, or cattle trails as fireline to avoid new fireline construction. 
 
  Use Minimum Impact Suppression Tactics (MIST), where possible, to reduce 

soil and vegetation disturbance. 
 
  Hand pull New Invader weed infestations in high-risk areas such as roads, 

disturbed ground and burn pile areas before burning.  Check and repeat 
treatment after burning if necessary.  This will be accomplished through the 
District Noxious Weed Program. 

 
  Use helibases that are maintained in a weed-free condition, if possible. 
 
  All crews will inspect, remove, and properly dispose of weed seed and plant 

parts found on their clothing and equipment.    
 
  Seed dozer fire control lines where exposed mineral soil would prevent 

prompt revegetation of desirable plants.  Use the recommended timber 
harvest seed mix and minimize the time lag between completion of line 
construction and seeding to avoid weed invasion and erosion. 

 
  Do not construct dozer or hand line through existing noxious weed patches.  

Existing New Invader weed populations will be marked on the ground by the 
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District noxious weed specialist prior to prescribed fire activity, to ensure 
identification and avoidance., 

 
  Roads 5130-415, 5130-320 and 5130-315 within the Eightmile Bottom Burn 

contain dense diffuse knapweed populations.  Pressure-wash equipment, 
including all-terrain-vehicles (ATV) after use on these roads if burning occurs 
in the fall when the risk of spreading knapweed is highest.  

 
Sensitive Plants 
 
  Avoid complete consumption of the forest floor duff layer to reduce the loss 

of ectomicorrhizal fungi (EMF) species diversity.  Plan for a mosaic pattern of 
burned and unburned areas to ensure EMF guilds are well distributed across 
the landscape to allow EMF recolonization of exposed mineral soil.  

 
  Maintain microsite conditions for the Sanicula marlandica population and its 

habitat by avoiding mortality to the overstory trees and understory vegetation.  
If water application is necessary during burning, do not apply water treated 
with chemical retardant on or near the population.  

 
  Do not construct dozer line across the two drainages that supply water into 

the Sanicula marlandica site and associated wetlands.  
 
  Do not burn in the three drainages with very steep canyon walls and 

perennial stream flows to protect the biological diversity associated with 
these uncommon cliff habitats (see map for locations).     

 
  Avoid direct lighting of the larger aspen stands in sections 9, 10, and 15, 

T36N, R21E, WM (map available in project analysis file).  
 
  Do not directly ignite the following areas in order to maintain the black 

cottonwood and aspen overstory and the associated understory riparian 
habitat (map available in project analysis file):  
o Small wetlands and moist spring sites with black cottonwood and aspen 

in the NE quarter of section 5. 
o The fenced wetlands in the SW quarter of section 4 and further down into 

the drainage in the NE portion of section 9.      
 
  Do not burn the canyon supporting the mature stand of western red cedar in 

sec. 9, T36N, R21E, WM (see map) as the site is potential habitat for species 
of Botrychiums on the Pacific Northwest Region Sensitive plant list.  

  
  Maintain microsite conditions for the Botrychium crenulatum and Botrychium 

lunaria populations (sec. 8, T36N, R21E.,WM) west of Units 56 and 57 by 
avoiding mortality to the overstory trees and understory vegetation.  
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  Maintain microsite conditions at the spring seep and Botrychium pinatum 
population (sec. 32, T37N, R21E, W.M.) between Unit 15 and Road 5220-
000 by avoiding mortality to the overstory trees and understory. 

 
  Intentionally light the northern-most draw in sec. 20, T37N, R21E, W.M., in 

the Big Burgett Burn to help stimulate desired suckering of a deteriorating 
aspen stand. 

 
  Design treatments to avoid burning within riparian-influenced vegetation to 

avoid impacts to species on the December 2003 Annual Species Review list 
that have potential to occur within project area riparian habitat. 

 
Cultural Resources 
 
  The Heritage Program Manager will be notified if undocumented cultural 

resources are discovered during project implementation. Such sites will be 
avoided pending documentation and evaluation by a cultural resource 
specialist.   

 
Timber Stand Improvement (TSI) thinning 
 
Forest Vegetation 
 
  Do not create openings within the visual foreground that exceed five percent 

of the total area treated.  Areas approximately 50 feet by 50 feet and larger 
with no trees remaining are considered openings.  The maximum acceptable 
size for a created opening is one quarter acre (approximately 100 feet by 100 
feet). 

 
Fuels 
 
  Before TSI thinning is conducted on any unit, consult the District Fuels 

Specialist about treatment timing, potential volume of fuels created and 
impacts on fuels treatments and stand retention objectives 

 
  Design TSI thinning treatments to avoid creating TSI thinning-generated fuel 

loadings that exceed approximately 15 tons per acre.   
 
Wildlife 
 
  Do not thin the lodgepole patch on the former landing site in Unit 37 until the 

patch no longer provides winter forage for hares; that is, live needles, bark 
and branch tips are no longer within reach of hares during the winter. 
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  If occupied raptor nests are discovered during TSI thinning operations, nest 
buffers and timing restrictions will be implemented to avoid disturbance to the 
nest site, consistent with Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines. 

 
Range 
 
  Keep fence right-of-ways and stock driveways and trails cleared of thinning 

slash. 
 
  Do not thin or disturb the natural vegetative barriers at the end of drift fences 

in the south end of Unit 18 (Alternative 2 only) and the north end of Unit 50 
(Alternatives 2, 4, 5). 

 
Road Decommissioning 
 
Water Resources 
 
  Road decommissioning to restore hydrologic function will include removal of 

most culverts, water barring of the remaining old road surface and pull-back 
of road fill into the existing road prism in selected wet areas.  Areas of 
exposed mineral soil could be revegetated to prevent weed invasion and to 
stabilize soils.  Adequate soil moisture, to promote success of revegetation, 
will be determined by a soil scientist.  Identification of appropriate 
decommissioning measures for specific roads will be made by the 
hydrologist, weed specialist and fisheries biologist.   

   
Recreation 

 
  Decommissioned roads will be returned to a condition that is similar to the 

surrounding area in terms of vegetation and type and size of debris (rocks 
and logs).  

  
Livestock Grazing 
 
Forest Vegetation 
 
Discourage or avoid livestock grazing in treatment Units 53, 54, 55, and 56 for 
three years following tree planting to reduce livestock damage to tree seedlings.  
This will allow sufficient time for the tree plantations to become established and 
certified as adequately stocked.  
 
Monitoring and Mitigation Common to All Alternatives 
  
The following monitoring actions will be done to assess whether negative impacts 
have resulted from project activities.  If those impacts are occurring, mitigation 
measures will be implemented to reduce the negative effects.  Project monitoring 
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and mitigation measures listed below apply to Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 unless 
otherwise described. 
 
Air Quality 
 
During prescribed burn implementation, the burn boss and prescribed fire 
manager will monitor the volume and direction of smoke produced.  Smoke 
drifting towards populated areas with no indications of atmospheric mixing will 
trigger cessation or reduction of burning in that area until mixing conditions 
improve. 
 
Wildlife 
 
Harvest units 7, 12, 13, 14, 48 (Alternative 2), 50, and 51 (Alternatives 2, 4, 5) 
have snag levels that are below Forest Plan standards for the land allocation.  
Units 28 and 34 might need snag creation if snags are cut, but adjacent areas 
will likely provide adequate snag numbers.  Because insects and diseases are 
actively killing large trees in the analysis area, snag levels in the above stands 
and adjacent areas may meet Forest Plan requirements by the time project 
activities are completed and so no additional snags would need to be created to 
replace those cut for safety reasons.  Units 7, 12, 13 14, 28, 34, 48, 50, and 51 
and adjacent areas will be monitored by a District biologist before and after 
completion of management activities to determine the need for snag creation, 
which would be done in accordance with Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines.  
 
Raptor nests and alternate nest sites will be monitored by a District wildlife 
biologist prior to implementation of harvest operations and prescribed burning.  If 
monitoring indicates that raptor nests are occupied, protection measures will be 
implemented according to Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines. 
 
Soils 
 
The extent of detrimentally compacted soil in harvest units will be assessed by 
the soil scientist following harvest operations.  If the area of compacted soil 
exceeds 15 percent, active restoration will be required to reduce the area of 
compaction to 15 percent or less as follows: 
  Harvest Units 34 and 37 lie in soil Group 1 on Goodard-Parmenter Complex 

soils (refer to Table 3.7-6 and 3.7-7) and are overlain by layers of ash with a 
high risk of detrimental compaction.  Restoration of these sites may be 
accomplished with a self-drafting winged subsoiler.  Subsoiling will be limited 
to slopes under 25% and is not recommended for soils with bedrock less than 
20 inches below the surface.  Subsoiling will not be conducted during periods 
of high soil moisture.  Decompaction operations will only be conducted where 
adequate equipment trail width is available to avoid damaging residual tree 
boles and roots. 
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  In the remaining harvest units or where conditions do not allow the use of a 
winged subsoiler in Units 34 or 37, decompaction may be done with an 
excavator.  Restoration would require fracturing and loosening compacted 
layers to a depth of at least 12 to 15 inches, roughening the soil surface, and 
placing vegetation plugs and other organic material along detrimentally 
disturbed skid trails and landings.   Adequate soil moisture, as determined by 
a soil scientist, must be available to ensure vegetation establishment success. 

 
Riparian Reserves 
 
The Respect the River monitoring protocol will be used to establish the current 
baseline of dispersed recreation use in portions of the Riparian Reserve along 
Eightmile Creek.  Management actions will be taken if monitoring in the area 
between Eightmile Creek and Roads 5130-000, 5130-100, 5130-195, 5220-000 
and 5220-390 within the analysis area shows that recreational use is increasing 
and would have the potential to impair aquatic or wildlife habitat.  Actions could 
include management of dispersed camping sites, closure of newly-established 
dispersed sites, obliteration of user-built roads, and an area closure to off-road 
travel by motorized vehicles within the area described above. 
 
Noxious Weeds 
 
During timber sale operations, new infestations of invasive species of concern to 
Forest Service, identified by either the Purchaser of the Forest Service within the 
sale area, will be promptly reported to the other party. Known infestation areas 
will be pre-identified on the timber sale contract map.  Operations will be delayed 
or interrupted at that location until Purchaser and Forest Service agree on 
treatment methods. 
 
All new-invader weed infestations will be monitored and hand pulled at landings 
and on skid trails after timber harvest and regeneration activities.  Treatment will 
be hand pulling, except in the limited areas that are within the Okanogan National 
Forest Integrated Weed Management Environmental Assessments where 
already approved treatment could be applied under those decisions. 
 
High-risk areas with New Invader weed infestations (e.g. roads, disturbed ground 
and burn pile areas) will be hand pulled before burning and checked and hand 
pulled after burning if necessary. The District Weed Specialist will monitor and 
hand pull. 
 
Sensitive Plants 
 
Surveys will be conducted along a one mile stretch of Eightmile Creek east of 
Units 15, 17, and west of Unit 58 where selected trees would be felled or pushed 
toward the creek to improve in-channel wood levels and to promote the growth of 
remaining large trees.   The surveys would be conducted where riparian-
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influenced vegetation would be disturbed to confirm the presence or absence of 
species with the highest likelihood of occurrence on the December 2003 Annual 
Species Review list.  Most likely to occur are Leptogium cyanescens and 
Nephroma occultum, two lichens which are both epiphytes; and Tetraphis 
geniculata, a moss that grows on decay class 3, 4, and 5 logs.  If any of these 
species are found, the occupied logs or trees would be protected from 
disturbance by substituting other trees in an adjacent area. 
   
Range 
 
The Range Specialist will monitor vegetative barriers to livestock movement 
following project activities in the following locations:  south end of Unit 18, north 
end of Unit 50 and south boundary of Big Burgett Burn.  If monitoring indicates 
that the vegetative barriers are no longer effective in preventing livestock 
passage following treatments, existing drift fences will be extended to maintain 
the integrity of the drift barrier. 
 
The Range Specialist will monitor site vegetation following burning and regulate 
livestock entry into burned areas at risk for weed invasion until site vegetation 
has recovered sufficiently to resist weed reintroduction.  This will be implemented 
through grazing allotment Annual Operating instructions. 
 
Fuels  
 
After harvest activities are completed, the Fuels Specialist will monitor fuels 
created by commercial thinning to assess fuel loading and adjust fuels and TSI 
thinning treatments as needed to attain stand retention and other objectives. 
 
Prior to TSI thinning operations, the Fuels Specialist and Silviculturist will 
evaluate units for fuel loadings and TSI objectives, modifying planned fuels and 
thinning treatments as necessary to attain stand retention objectives.  If planned 
fuel loadings created by TSI thinning exceed approximately 15 tons per acre, 
hand piling of TSI thinning slash will be required during thinning operations. 
 
During prescribed burn implementation, the burn boss will be responsible for 
monitoring fire behavior and its impacts on fuel consumption, soil exposure, tree 
mortality, or other objectives as defined in the burn plans.  Firing patterns and 
methods will be adjusted as needed depending on the burn boss’s observations. 
 
Post-burn monitoring: one to three years after prescribed burn implementation, 
the fuels survey crew will walk through burn units to evaluate how well the burn 
achieved its objectives.  Information from post-burn monitoring will be provided to 
burn planners and others who had specific objectives for the fuels treatments.  
 
Cultural Resources 
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 A portion of harvest Unit 56 was not inventoried for cultural resources because 
of dense vegetation.  Monitoring by a cultural resource specialist or cultural 
resource technician will be conducted during logging operations.  A portion of 
timber stand improvement thinning Unit 57 was also not inventoried because of 
dense vegetation, but since hand thinning is unlikely to impact cultural resources, 
no monitoring is needed.  If a cultural resource is encountered during project 
activities in either unit, it will be protected from further disturbance pending an 
evaluation by a cultural resource specialist.  Field inventory of unsurveyed 
portions of Units 56 and 57 will occur following logging and thinning operations. 
 
Comparison of Alternatives 
 
This section compares actions, purpose and need components, and significant 
issues for the Eightmile Vegetation Management Project.  Effects are 
summarized from Chapter 3, which should be consulted for a full understanding 
of these and other environmental consequences. 
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Figure 2-1:  Eightmile Vegetation Management Comparison of Alternatives 
 

Action Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 4 Alternative 5 
Acres of Commercial Thinning with post-harvest TSI 0 596 291 291 

Acres of Seed Tree Regeneration Harvest 0 31 31 31 
Acres of Campground Vegetation Treatment 0 18 18 18 

Total acres Commercial Harvest 0 645 340 340 
Total Volume (thousand board feet) Commercial Sawtimber  0 3980 2670 2000 

Acres of Vegetation Management  in Forest Plan Old Growth 0 258 0 0 
Acres of Vegetation Management  in Late-Successional Reserves 0 174 87 87 

Acres of Vegetation Management  in Riparian Reserves 0 172 17 17 
Total acres of Vegetation Management Treatments 0 791 418 418 

Acres of Activity Fuels Treatments 0 782 409 409 
Acres of Landscape Natural Fuels Treatments 0 1,751 1,827 1,685 

Acres of Landscape Natural Fuels Treatments in Forest Plan Old Growth 0 25  89    0 
Acres of Landscape Natural Fuels Treatments in LSR 0  463  469  386 

Acres of Landscape Natural Fuels Treatments in Riparian Reserve 0  153  164 140  
Total Acres of Fuels Treatments 0 2,533 2,958 2,226 

Miles of Road – Maintenance Levels 2-5 69.1 52.4 52.4 52.4 
Miles of Road – Maintenance Level 1 12.4 27.9 27.9 27.9 

Miles of Non-System Road 5.5 0 0 0 
Total Miles of Road Decommissioned 0 6.7 6.7 6.7 

Miles of road decommissioned within Eightmile Riparian Reserve 0 2.2 2.2 2.2 
Total Miles Closed or Decommissioned 0 22.2 22.2 22.2 
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Purpose and Need Component Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 4 Alternative 5 
1. Enhance forest health and 
reduce susceptibility of forest 
stands to insect attacks, 
disease infection, and 
undesirable stress-related tree 
mortality.   
 

Does not meet component. 
None of the 7,400 acres of dry 
forest stands within the analysis 
area that are susceptible to 
undesirable levels of tree 
mortality would be treated in 
Alternative 1.  Susceptibility of 
untreated dry forest stands to 
insect attacks, disease infection, 
and stress-related tree mortality 
would increase.. 

Best meets component. 
Implements 791 acres of 
vegetation management 
treatments to enhance forest 
health.  Treatments to reduce 
tree density and adjust species 
composition on 730 acres of 
overstocked stands would 
decrease competitive stress, 
reduce disease infection levels, 
and reduce susceptibility to 
detrimental insect attacks.  Forty 
acres of heavily-diseased stands 
would be regenerated to 
establish new stands that are 
resistant or immune to root 
disease and dwarf mistletoe. 

Partially meets component. 
Implements 418 acres of 
vegetation management 
treatments to enhance forest 
health.  Treatments to reduce 
tree density and adjust species 
composition on 359 acres of 
overstocked stands decrease 
competitive stress, reduce 
disease infection levels, and 
reduce susceptibility to 
detrimental insect attacks.  Forty 
acres of heavily-diseased stands 
would be regenerated to 
establish new stands that are 
resistant or immune to root 
disease and dwarf mistletoe.  

Partially meets component. 
Implements 418 acres of 
vegetation management 
treatments to enhance forest 
health.  Treatments to reduce 
tree density and adjust species 
composition on 359 acres of 
overstocked stands decrease 
competitive stress, reduce 
disease infection levels, and 
reduce susceptibility to 
detrimental insect attacks.  Forty 
acres of heavily diseased stands 
would be regenerated to 
establish new stands that are 
resistant or immune to root 
disease and dwarf mistletoe.  

2. Reduce the risk of large-
scale natural disturbance in 
Late-Successional Reserves 
(LSRs) and maintain or 
develop sustainable late-
successional habitat. 
 

Does not meet component. 
No treatments within the 3,590 
acres of forested land within 
LSRs would be implemented to 
maintain or promote late-
successional habitat in 
Alternative 1.  The number of 
acres in Fire Regime Condition 
Class (FRCC) 3 within LSRs, 
currently 2,956, would continue 
to rise, increasing the 
susceptibility of forest stands to 
large-scale disturbance such as 
stand-replacing wildfire, insect 
attack and disease infection.   

Best meets component 
Implements 174 acres of 
combined vegetation 
management/fuels treatments 
and 463 acres of fuels 
treatments in LSRs.  Combined 
treatments provide the largest 
reduction in risk of large-scale 
disturbances while implementing 
treatments to maintain and 
accelerate the development of 
late-successional habitat.  
Overall, 18% of LSR in the 
analysis area would improve to 
FRCC 1 and 4% would improve 
to FRCC 2.   

Partially meets component. 
Implements 87 acres of 
combined vegetation 
management/fuels treatments 
and 531 acres of fuels 
treatments in LSRs.  Risk of 
large-scale disturbances would 
be higher than Alternative 2 and 
less area would be treated to 
maintain and accelerate the 
development of late-
successional habitat.  5% of LSR 
area would improve to FRCC 1 
and 5% would improve to FRCC 
2.  Fire resiliency of LSRs would 
be 3 times lower than Alternative 
2.  

Partially meets component. 
Implements 87 acres of 
combined vegetation 
management/fuels treatments 
and 387 acres of fuels 
treatments in LSRs.   Risk of 
large-scale disturbances would 
be higher than Alternative 4 
higher and less area would be 
treated to maintain and 
accelerate the development of 
late-successional habitat.   .  
4% of LSR area would improve 
to FRCC 1 and 4% would 
improve to FRCC 2.   
Fire resiliency of LSR area would 
be slightly lower than Alt. 4. 
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3. Maintain large trees and 
other sustainable structural 
elements of stands currently 
classified as Forest Plan old 
growth (FPOG). 

Does not meet component. 
No vegetation or fuel treatments 
would occur in the 901 acres of 
FPOG within the analysis area.  
735 acres are in FRCC 3. Stand 
density and fuel levels would 
continue to increase and leave 
stands at high risk of large-scale 
disturbance, such as insect, 
disease, or wildfire.  A large-
scale disturbance would result in 
loss of old growth characteristics. 

Meets component. 
Implements 258 acres of 
vegetation management/fuels 
treatments and 25 acres of fuels 
treatments in FPOG.  28% of 
FPOG in the analysis area would 
improve to FRCC 1 and 2% 
would improve to FRCC 2, 
improving fire resiliency.  Most 
stands would maintain sufficient 
snags, canopy closure and large 
wood to meet FPOG standards.  
Levels in other stands would be 
met within 10 years following 
treatments. Treatments would 
maintain and improve the vigor 
of large trees and create more 
sustainable conditions.  

Partially meets component. 
Implements 89 acres of fuels 
treatments in FPOG.  3% of 
FPOG in the analysis area would 
improve to FRCC 1 and 2% 
would improve to FRCC 2. Fire 
resiliency of FPOG would be 
seven times lower than in 
Alternative 2.  Fuels treatments 
would slightly reduce the risk of 
large-scale disturbance, but 
stand density and fuel levels 
would continue to increase, 
leaving the stands at high risk of 
large-scale disturbance, with 
potential loss of old growth 
characteristics.   

Does not meet component. 
No vegetation or fuel treatment 
would occur in FPOG.  No 
transition in FRCCs would occur.  
The stand density and fuel levels 
would continue to increase, 
leaving stands at high risk of 
large-scale disturbance with 
potential loss of old growth 
characteristics.  Fire resiliency of 
FPOG would be lower than 
Alternative 4, and slightly higher 
than Alternative 1 because of 
adjacent fuel treatments. 

4. Maintain and restore the 
species composition, 
structural diversity, and 
natural disturbance patterns of 
plant communities found 
within Riparian Reserves to 
provide large conifers and 
future coarse woody debris 
and attain goals of the Aquatic 
Conservation Strategy. 
 

Does not meet component. 
1,500 acres of forested land in 
the analysis area within Riparian 
Reserves would not be treated. 
1,110 acres are in FRCC 3. High 
stand density and fuel levels in 
much of the area would continue 
to increase the susceptibility of 
Reserve forest stands to 
disturbance events such as 
insect attacks on large trees and 
uncharacteristic stand-replacing 
wildfire would increase.   
 

 Meets component. 
Implements 172 acres of 
vegetation/fuels treatments and 
322 acres of fuels treatments 
within Riparian Reserves.  All 
treatments would reduce the risk 
of large-scale disturbance; 
vegetation/fuels treatments 
would most-effectively control 
stocking, maintain or restore 
large conifers, and reduce fuel 
loading.  12% of Riparian 
Reserves would improve to 
FRCC 1 and 4% would improve 
to FRCC 2, leaving the Riparian 
Reserves in the analysis area 
less susceptible to 

Partially meets component. 
Implements 17 acres of 
vegetation/fuels management 
treatments and 183 acres of 
fuels management treatments 
within Riparian Reserves.  
Because fewer acres would be 
treated than Alternative 2, this is 
less effective at controlling 
stocking, maintaining or restoring 
large conifers, and reducing fuel 
loadings. 3% of Riparian 
Reserves would improve to 
FRCC 1 and 4% would improve 
to FRCC 2, leaving the Riparian 
Reserves in the analysis area 
about four times more 

Partially meets component 
Implements 17 acres of 
vegetation management 
treatments  and 140 acres of 
fuels management treatments 
within Riparian Reserves.  
Because slightly fewer acres 
would be treated than Alternative 
4, it is less effective at controlling 
stocking, maintaining or restoring 
large conifers, and reducing fuel 
loadings.  3% of Riparian 
Reserves area would improve to 
FRCC1 and 4% would improve 
to FRCC 2, leaving the Riparian 
Reserves in the analysis area 
about four times more 
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Purpose and Need Component Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 4 Alternative 5 
uncharacteristic wildfire than 
Alternative 1. 

susceptible to uncharacteristic 
wildfire than Alternative 2. 

susceptible to uncharacteristic 
wildfire than Alternative 2. 

5. Improve patterns of 
sediment, nutrient, and large 
wood routing into the 
Eightmile Creek channel.   
 

Does not meet component 
Road densities within Riparian 
Reserves are high (4.6 mi./sq. 
mi.) The existing transportation 
system would remain in place 
and no open roads would be 
closed or decommissioned and 
stabilized to maintain and restore 
water quality and in-stream flows 
in the analysis area.  Current 
large wood levels available for 
stream recruitment are below 
historical levels and no activities 
would occur to increase in-
channel levels. 

Meets component 
Closes 15.5 miles and 
decommissions 6.7 miles of 
roads.  Sediment delivery and 
water runoff from roads into 
streams would be reduced.  2.2 
miles of road decommissioning 
in the Eightmile Riparian 
Reserve would reduce illegal 
woodcutting levels. Pushing or 
felling trees into Eightmile Creek 
channel near Units 15, 17, and 
58 would provide in-channel 
large woody debris to meet pre-
settlement levels. 

Partially meets component 
Implements the same 
transportation system changes 
as Alternative 2.  No trees would 
be pushed or felled to improve 
in-channel large woody debris 
levels, therefore this alternative 
does not meet the component as 
well as Alternative 2.  

Partially meets component 
Implements the same 
transportation system changes 
as Alternative 2 and 4.  No trees 
would be pushed or felled to 
improve in-channel large woody 
debris levels, therefore this 
alternative does not meet the 
component as well as Alternative 
2. 

6. Reduce susceptibility of 
stands to uncharacteristic 
wildfire.   

Does not meet component. 
81% of the analysis area would 
remain in FRCC 3 with high 
accumulations of ground, 
surface, ladder and crown fuels; 
17% would remain in FRCC 2, 
and 3% would remain in FRCC 
1.  The fire resiliency and 
condition classes of the stands 
would continue to degrade, 
further increasing the area’s 
susceptibility to uncharacteristic 
wildfire.   

Meets component. 
Implements vegetation/fuels 
treatments on 16% of FRCC 3 
and 42% of FRCC 2 in the 
analysis area.  48% of these 
acres would improve  to FRCC 1 
and 26% to FRCC 2.  This 
alternative improves fire 
resiliency across the analysis 
area more than the other 
alternatives, with less 
susceptibility to uncharacteristic 
wildfire.  

Partially meets component. 
Implements vegetation/fuels 
treatments on 14% of FRCC 3 
and 40% of FRCC 2 in the 
analysis area.  39% of these 
acres would improve to FRCC 1 
and 29% to FRCC 2, leaving the 
analysis area more susceptible 
to uncharacteristic wildfire than 
Alternative 2.   Increased fire 
intensity and severity would 
increase suppression difficulties 
as well as fire effects on live 
basal area, soils, water, and 
other resources. 

Partially meets component. 
Implements vegetation/fuels 
treatments on 14% of FRCC 3 
and 37% of FRCC 2 in the 
analysis area.  40% of these 
acres would improve to FRCC 1 
and 30% to FRCC 2, leaving the 
analysis area slightly more 
susceptible to uncharacteristic 
wildfire than Alternative 4.  
Increased fire intensity and 
severity would increase 
suppression difficulties as well as 
fire effects on live basal area, 
soils, water, and other resources. 

7. Decrease wildfire hazards to 
forest visitors and firefighters 

Does not meet component. 
Fire behavior would remain 
unmodified by vegetation and 

Meets component. 
Treatments provide the greatest 
transition to FRCC 1 and FRCC 

Partially meets component. 
Provides higher risk of intense 
wildfire behavior than Alternative 

Partially meets component. 
Provides about the same risk of 
intense wildfire behavior as 
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Purpose and Need Component Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 4 Alternative 5 
fuels treatments.  High risk of 
intense wildfire would continue to 
increase along forest roads, 
increasing the possibility that 
visitors and firefighters would be 
exposed to wildfire hazards.   

2 along Road 5130-000 and 
secondary roads.  Wildfire 
intensity would be minimized, 
providing increased opportunity 
for safe egress for forest visitors 
and firefighters. 

2.  Fewer acres of FRCC 3 and 2 
would transition to FRCCs 1 and 
2 along egress roads, providing 
less improvement in safety for 
forest visitors and firefighters 
during wildfires.  

Alternative 4,  providing less 
improvement in safety for visitors 
and firefighters during wildfires 
than Alternative 2. 

8. Improve the visual quality 
by perpetuating the large-tree 
character through reduced 
mortality rates, improved 
forest health, and reduced 
potential for wildfire. 

Does not meet component. 
No vegetation or fuels 
management activities would 
occur.  Mortality rates in large 
trees would accelerate.   

Meets component. 
Implements 791 acres of 
vegetation management 
treatments and 1,751 acres of 
natural fuels treatments that 
would reduce competition on 
large trees and leave stands 
more resistant to insects and 
disease, while reducing the risk 
of stand-replacing wildfire. 

Partially meets component. 
Implements 418 acres of 
vegetation management 
treatments and 1,827 acres of 
natural fuels treatments that 
would reduce competition on 
large trees and leave stands 
more resistant to insects and 
disease and reduce potential or 
wildfire.  However, 313 
foreground acres would not be 
treated.  Large tree mortality 
rates would accelerate in these 
areas. 

Partially meets component. 
Implements 418 acres of 
vegetation management 
treatments and 1,658 acres of 
natural fuels treatments that 
would reduce competition on 
large trees and leave stands 
more resistant to insects and 
disease and reduce potential or 
wildfire.  However, 313 
foreground acres would not be 
thinned or burned.  Large tree 
mortality rates would accelerate 
in these areas. 

9. Maintain existing 
campgrounds and improve 
overall health of trees by 
reducing competition and 
susceptibility to insects and 
disease.    

Does not meet component. 
No vegetation management 
would occur, so competition on 
large trees would increase, 
increasing mortality rates.  This 
would eventually lead to a loss of 
the large trees in the 
campgrounds.  Hazard tree 
development would accelerate, 
leading to an increase in annual 
hazard tree removal. 

Meets component. 
Vegetation in campgrounds 
would be thinned to reduce 
competition on large trees and 
increase the health of smaller 
trees.  This would provide a 
continual source of trees 
representing all age classes.  
Hazard tree development would 
decrease, reducing the number 
removed each year, and 
providing for improved public 
safety. 

Meets component. 
Implements the same treatments 
as Alternative 2. Vegetation in 
campgrounds would be thinned 
to reduce competition on large 
trees, and increase the health of 
smaller trees.  This would 
provide a continual source of 
trees representing all age 
classes.  Hazard tree 
development would decrease, 
reducing the number removed 
each year, and providing for 
improved public safety. 

Meets component. 
Implements the same treatments 
as Alternative 2. Vegetation in 
campgrounds would be thinned 
to reduce competition on large 
trees, and increase the health of 
smaller trees.  This would 
provide a continual source of 
trees representing all age 
classes.  Hazard tree 
development would decrease, 
reducing the number removed 
each year, and providing for 
improved public safety.  
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10. Maintain a transportation 
system that meets current 
management direction, 
reduces maintenance costs, 
and provides infrastructure for 
long-term sustainable 
vegetation management and 
recreation use. 

Does not meet component. 
No changes would be made to 
the existing transportation 
system.  Road densities and 
maintenance costs would not be 
reduced.  Opportunities for long-
term sustainable vegetation 
management and recreation use 
would be maintained.   
 

Meets component.  
Closes 15.5 miles of road to 
Maintenance Level (ML) 1 and 
decommissions 6.7 miles.  This 
would reduce overall road 
densities and maintenance 
costs.  Opportunities for long-
term sustainable vegetation 
would be maintained, while 
opportunities for road-related 
recreation activities would 
decrease. 
 

Meets component.  
Implements the same treatments 
as Alternative 2.  Closes 15.5 
miles of road to ML 1 and 
decommissions 6.7 miles.  This 
would reduce overall road 
densities and maintenance 
costs.  Opportunities for long-
term sustainable vegetation 
would be maintained, while 
opportunities for road-related 
recreation activities would 
decrease.   

Meets component.  
Implements the same treatments 
as Alternative 2 and 4.  Closes 
15.5 miles of road to ML 1 and 
decommissions 6.7 miles  This 
would reduce overall road 
densities and maintenance 
costs.  Opportunities for long-
term sustainable vegetation 
would be maintained, while 
opportunities for road-related 
recreation activities would 
decrease. 

11. Provide a sustainable 
supply of commercially 
valuable timber and other 
forest products that will help 
maintain the stability of local 
and regional economies on a 
predictable and long-term 
basis. 

Does not meet component 
Does not contribute commercial 
forest products to the local 
economy. 

Meets component 
Provides 3980 thousand board 
feet (mbf) of sawtimber, 50 
percent of the District’s annual 
supply.  Expected commercial 
value of the standing sawtimber 
$367,000 ($92 per mbf) with a 
delivered log value of 
$1,523,000. 

Meets component 
Provides 2670 mbf of sawtimber, 
34 percent of the District’s 
annual supply.  Expected 
commercial value of the standing 
sawtimber $226,000 ($84 per 
mbf) with a delivered log value of 
$1,023,000. 

Meets component 
Provides 2000 mbf of sawtimber, 
25 percent of the District’s 
annual supply.  Expected 
commercial value of the standing 
sawtimber $154,000 ($77 per 
mbf) with a delivered log value of 
$765,000. 
 

12. Maintain viable 
populations of sensitive plants 
throughout their geographic 
range to prevent species from 
becoming listed as Threatened 
or Endangered. 

Does not meet component. 
The population of Sanicula 
marlandica being impacted by 
livestock would not be fenced, 
increasing the risk of loss of the 
population and reducing the 
number of populations at the 
edge of its range. With no 
vegetation and fuels 
management, the risk of high 
severity wildfires would remain 
high, putting sensitive plant 
populations at risk.   

Meets component. 
Fencing would protect the 
Sanicula marlandica population 
from livestock impacts and 
provide for its recovery.  
Vegetation and fuels treatments 
would reduce the risk of loss of 
sensitive plant populations from 
high severity wildfires  

Meets component. 
Fencing would protect the 
Sanicula marlandica population 
from livestock impacts and 
provide for its recovery. The risk 
of loss of sensitive plant 
populations from high severity 
wildfires would be slightly higher 
than Alternative 2 because fewer 
acres would be treated to reduce 
stand density and fuel loadings. 

Meets component. 
Fencing would protect the 
Sanicula marlandica population 
from livestock impacts and 
provide for its recovery. The risk 
of loss of sensitive plant 
populations from high severity 
wildfires would be slightly higher 
than Alternative 4 because fewer 
acres would be treated to reduce 
stand density and fuel loadings. 
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Issue Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 4 Alternative 5 

1. Vegetation and fuels 
management activities may 
reduce the number of snags, 
reducing habitat for snag-
dependent species. 

No vegetation and fuels activities 
would occur with this alternative, 
so there would be no loss of 
snags through these actions.  .  
In Matrix areas, snag levels 
exceed Forest Plan Standards 
and Guidelines, while they are 
below standards in some LSR 
stands.  Stress-related mortality, 
insects and diseases are 
expected to increase snag 
levels. No roads would be 
closured or decommissioned, so 
snag loss through firewood 
cutting would continue.  

Implements 666 acres of harvest 
and firewood removal treatments 
and 1,751 acres of natural fuels 
treatments resulting in a loss of 
snags cut for logger safety and 
burned in prescribed burns.  
Some snags would be created 
by prescribed burning. Continued 
insect and disease activity in 
untreated portions of the analysis 
area would create additional 
snags.  Snag levels will be 
monitored post-treatment, and 
snags created if needed. Road 
decommissioning and closures 
would close 22 miles of road to 
firewood cutting, resulting in an 
increase of snags in those areas. 

Implements 359 acres of harvest 
and firewood removal treatments 
and 1,827 acres of natural fuels 
treatments resulting in a lower 
loss of snags cut for logger 
safety and burned in prescribed 
burns than in Alternative 2. 
Some snags would be created 
by prescribed burning. Continued 
insect and disease activity in 
untreated portions of the analysis 
area would create additional 
snags.  Snag levels will be 
monitored post-treatment, and 
snags created if needed. Road 
closures and decommissioning 
would close 22 miles of road to 
firewood cutting, resulting in an 
increase of snags in those areas. 

Implements 359 acres of harvest 
and firewood removal treatments 
and 1,658 acres of natural fuels 
treatments resulting in a lower 
loss of snags that are cut for 
logger safety and that are burned 
in prescribed burns than in 
Alternative 2 and 4. Some snags 
would be created by prescribed 
burning. Insect and disease 
activity in untreated portions of 
the analysis area is would create 
additional snags.  Snag levels 
will be monitored post-treatment, 
and snags created if needed. 
Road decommissioning and 
closures would close 22 road 
miles to firewood cutting with an 
increase of snags in those areas. 

2. Logging activity could 
compact soils. 

No logging (ground disturbing 
activities) would occur with this 
alternative, so there would be no 
increases in detrimental soil 
disturbance (compaction and 
displacement) connected with 
logging.  

Logging activities would create 
20 acres of detrimental soil 
disturbance if the summer 
ground-based logging option 
were chosen, in addition to the 
existing 168 acres of disturbance 
within treatment areas. If the 
winter logging option were 
chosen, no new soil disturbance 
would be created.  Design 
elements would be implemented  
and compaction levels would be 
monitored, with restoration 
implemented if needed to meet 
Standards and Guidelines. 

Logging activities would create 
14.5 acres of detrimental soil 
disturbance if the summer 
ground-based logging option 
were chosen, in addition to the 
existing 90 acres of disturbance 
within treatment areas. If the 
winter logging option were 
chosen, no new soil disturbance 
would be created. Design 
elements would be implemented  
and compaction levels would be 
monitored, with restoration 
implemented if needed to meet 
Standards and Guidelines. 

Logging activities would create 
14.5 acres of detrimental soil 
disturbance if the summer 
ground-based logging option 
were chosen, in addition to the 
existing 90 acres of disturbance 
within treatment areas. If the 
winter logging option were 
chosen, no new soil disturbance 
would be created.   Design 
elements would be implemented  
and compaction levels would be 
monitored, with restoration 
implemented if needed to meet 
Standards and Guidelines. 
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3. Logging traffic and activities 
could spread noxious weeds. 

No management activities would 
occur with this alternative, so 
there would be no logging traffic 
or other activities that would 
have the potential to spread 
noxious weeds. 

Logging activities would create 
20 acres of detrimental soil 
disturbance if the summer 
ground-based logging option 
were chosen, in addition to the 
existing 168 acres of disturbance 
within treatment areas. If the 
winter logging option were 
chosen, no new soil disturbance 
would be created.  Project 
activities that expose mineral soil 
and disperse weed seed 
increase susceptibility to weed 
introduction.  However, the 
existing plant community is very 
resistant to weed invasion and a 
combination of prevention, hand 
pulling, monitoring, and  
mitigation would reduce the risk 
of spread.  

Logging activities would create 
14.5 acres of detrimental soil 
disturbance if the summer 
logging option were chosen, in 
addition to the existing 90 acres 
of disturbance within treatment 
areas. If the winter logging option 
were chosen, no new soil 
disturbance would be created. 
Alternative 4 would have less 
potential to spread weeds than 
Alternative 2 if treatment areas 
were summer-logged. However, 
the existing plant community is 
very resistant to weed invasion 
and a combination of prevention, 
hand pulling, monitoring, and  
mitigation would reduce the risk 
of spread. 

Logging activities would create 
14.5 acres of detrimental soil 
disturbance if the summer 
ground-based logging option 
were chosen, in addition to the 
existing 90 acres of disturbance 
within treatment areas. If the 
winter logging option were 
chosen, no new soil disturbance 
would be created. Alternative 5 
would have the same potential to 
spread weeds from logging 
activities as Alternative 4. 
However, the existing plant 
community is very resistant to 
weed invasion and a 
combination of prevention, hand 
pulling, monitoring, and  
mitigation would reduce the risk 
of spread. 

4. Road construction could 
increase road density. 

No roads would be constructed 
in this alternative. Current road 
density would remain 
unchanged. 

Road density would be reduced.  
Current road density within the 
analysis area is 3.8 mi./sq. mi.  
During the project it would be 3.0 
mi./sq. mi. Following the project 
it would be 2.8 mi./sq. mi.  No 
new system roads would be 
constructed.  Up to 500 feet of 
temporary roads would be 
constructed so that landings 
could be located to be less 
visible. Temporary roads would 
be decommissioned following 
treatments.   
 

Road management would be the 
same as in Alternatives 2 and 5 
so the densities before, during, 
and following the project would 
be the same as in Alternative 2.  
No new system or temporary 
roads would be constructed 

Road management would be the 
same as in Alternatives 2 and 4 
so the densities before, during, 
and following the project would 
be the same as in Alternative 2.  
No new system or temporary 
roads would be constructed 
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5. Treatments in Northern 
Spotted Owl habitat may be in 
conflict with recovery 
objectives. 

No treatments would be 
implemented in suitable nesting, 
roosting, and foraging northern 
spotted owl habitat.  Stand 
density and fuel levels would 
continue to increase and leave 
stands and large trees at 
increasing risk of disturbances, 
such as insect, disease, or 
stand-replacing wildfire.   

In the short term, suitable 
nesting, roosting and foraging 
habitat within Unit 5 would be 
downgraded to dispersal habitat 
as a result of release felling 
around large trees.  The few 
small isolated stands of habitat 
within the analysis area would 
not likely support spotted owls. In 
the long term, release treatments 
would allow the large trees to 
persist on the landscape for a 
longer period of time.    

No treatments would be 
implemented in suitable nesting, 
roosting and foraging habitat.  
Stand density and fuel levels 
would continue to increase and 
leave stands and large trees at 
increasing risk of disturbances, 
such as insect, disease, or 
stand-replacing wildfire.   

No treatments would be 
implemented in suitable nesting, 
roosting and foraging habitat.  
Stand density and fuel levels 
would continue to increase and 
leave stands and large trees at 
increasing risk of disturbances, 
such as insect, disease, or 
stand-replacing wildfire.   

6. Timber harvest and thinning 
could increase livestock and 
human access into Riparian 
Reserves and riparian areas 
along Eightmile Creek. 

There would be no timber 
harvest or thinning, so there 
would be no change in livestock 
or human access. 

157 acres of timber harvest and 
TSI thinning in the Eightmile 
Creek Riparian Reserve would 
not impact riparian areas. 
Increased livestock access to 
riparian areas is not expected 
because dense riparian 
vegetation would be maintained.  
Increased livestock use of 
Riparian Reserves is not 
expected because overall 
livestock distribution would be 
improved by vegetation 
management treatments 
throughout the analysis area.  
Dispersed recreation use 
patterns are not expected to 
change substantially, but effects 
of use would be monitored and 
corrective actions taken if 
activities develop potential to 
impair aquatic habitat. 

14 acres of forested stands 
within developed campgrounds 
would be treated within the 
Eightmile Riparian Reserve.  
Because human use levels are 
already established within 
campgrounds, livestock are 
excluded and riparian vegetation 
along the stream would not be 
treated, increased human or 
livestock access is not expected. 
  

14 acres of forested stands 
within developed campgrounds 
would be treated within the 
Eightmile Riparian Reserve.  
Because human use levels are 
already established within 
campgrounds, livestock are 
excluded and riparian vegetation 
along the stream would not be 
treated, increased human or 
livestock access is not expected. 
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7. Timber harvest and fuels 
treatments in Riparian 
Reserves could degrade the 
quality of the habitat. 

There would be no timber 
harvest or fuels treatment in 
Riparian Reserves. High stand 
density and fuel levels in much of 
the area would cause tree 
growth rates to continue to 
decline and susceptibility of 
Riparian Reserve forest stands 
to disturbance events such as 
insect attacks on large trees and 
uncharacteristic stand-replacing 
wildfire to increase.  In-channel 
large wood levels would not be 
improved by felling or pushing 
trees into the Eightmile Creek 
channel. 
 

154 acres of timber harvest 
within Riparian Reserves would 
not affect riparian vegetation 
because timber harvest would 
not occur close to stream 
channels or in areas with riparian 
vegetation. Treatments would 
improve the health and vigor of 
trees, protect large trees, and 
reduce fuel loads and the 
potential for uncharacteristic fire. 
Selected trees along one mile of 
Eightmile Creek would be 
pushed or felled into the channel 
to increase in-channel large 
wood levels and to promote the 
growth of remaining large trees.  
Selected large campground trees 
would be felled into the Eightmile 
Creek channel, improving in-
channel wood levels.  

No timber harvest would occur in 
Riparian Reserves except for 
those in campgrounds. Mortality 
levels of large conifers in 
Riparian Reserves outside of 
campgrounds would increase. 
Growth rates of overstocked 
stands would continue to decline, 
reducing future large wood 
recruitment to Eightmile Creek.  
Susceptibility of Riparian 
Reserve forest stands to 
disturbance events such as 
insect attacks on large trees and 
uncharacteristic stand-replacing 
wildfire would increase. In-
channel large wood levels would 
not be improved except in 
campgrounds where selected 
trees would be felled towards 
Eightmile Creek. 

No timber harvest would occur in 
Riparian Reserves except for 
those in campgrounds. Mortality 
levels of large conifers in 
Riparian Reserves outside of 
campgrounds would increase. 
Growth rates of overstocked 
stands would continue to decline, 
reducing future large wood 
recruitment to Eightmile Creek.  
Susceptibility of Riparian 
Reserve forest stands to 
disturbance events such as 
insect attacks on large trees and 
uncharacteristic stand-replacing 
wildfire would increase. In-
channel large wood levels would 
not be improved except in 
campgrounds where selected 
trees would be felled towards 
Eightmile Creek. 

8. Commercial timber harvest 
in old growth could 
compromise old growth 
biological and structural 
diversity. 

No commercial timber harvest  
would occur in the 901acres of 
FPOG within the analysis area. 
Over time, the quality of the 
habitat could decline to the point 
where the stands no longer meet 
the definition of old growth 
because of increased mortality 
levels of large trees.  In addition, 
stand density and fuel levels 
would continue to increase and 
leave stands at high risk of large-
scale disturbance, such as 
insect, disease, or wildfire.  

212 acres of Forest Plan old 
growth would be harvested in 
this alternative. Loss of snags, 
large wood and canopy closure 
would occur in some stands. 
FPOG standards for these 
elements would be met within 10 
years following treatments. 
Treatments would maintain and 
improve the vigor of large trees 
and create more sustainable 
conditions. 

There would be no vegetation 
management treatments in any 
FPOG stands. Fuels treatments 
on 85 acres. would reduce the 
level of ground fuel and thin the 
stands slightly through fire 
mortality, but the overall 
vegetation condition would not 
be changed. The stands would 
still meet the definition of old 
growth, but the quality of the 
habitat could decline to the point 
where the stands no longer meet 
the definition over time. 

There would be no vegetation or 
fuels treatments in Forest Plan 
Old Growth stands, so there 
would be no direct short term 
impact. Over time, the quality of 
the habitat could decline, through 
loss of large trees to mortality, to 
the point where the stands no 
longer meet the definition of old 
growth. 
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Chapter 3 
Existing Conditions and  

Environmental Consequences 
 
Introduction 
 
This chapter presents information about current resource conditions, and the 
direct, indirect and cumulative effects of implementing the alternatives.  These 
effects are the scientific and analytic basis for the comparison of alternatives.  
The information presented in this chapter summarizes and cites the specialists’ 
reports that are found in the project analysis file.  Full versions of these 
specialists’ reports are available at the Methow Valley Ranger District office in 
Winthrop, Washington. 
 
Each resource area discloses the direct, indirect and cumulative effects for that 
resource area.  The National Environmental Policy Act defines these as: 
  Direct – effects which are caused by the action and occur at the same time 

and place 
  Indirect – effects which are caused by the action and are later in time or 

farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable 
  Cumulative – impacts that result from the incremental impact of the action, 

when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions, 
regardless of what agency or person undertakes such other actions 

 
The project interdisciplinary team (IDT) identified past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions that might have cumulative impacts with the proposed 
action early in the analysis process.  Those actions are listed below.  Each 
resource area considered different mixes of these actions, depending on the 
cumulative effects boundary for the resource area and the resource affected.  For 
example, the cumulative effects analysis for northern spotted owl considers the 
area encompasses by the Upper Methow and Nice LSRs and intervening area, 
which includes portions of several watersheds, as the cumulative effects 
boundary, whereas hydrology considers the analysis watershed as the 
cumulative effects boundary.  Only those past, present and reasonably 
foreseeable actions that overlap the geographic analysis area boundary for each 
particular resource are considered, and only if those other actions have or are 
expected to have overlapping effects with the Eightmile Vegetation Management 
Project.  Some past projects may still be having effects on one resource, but not 
another. 
 
Past Present and Reasonable Foreseeable Future Actions 
The suite of past, present and reasonably foreseeable future actions developed 
by the project team, and examined for overlapping effects with each resource in 
the Eightmile Vegetation Management Project are listed below.   
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Past Actions 
Timber Sales 
Intensive logging activity started in the 1950s.  Major timber sales since the 
1970s with harvest years shown in parentheses (* denotes a geographical 
overlap with Eightmile Vegetation Management project area): 
Burgett T.S. (1995-present) * 
Button T.S. (1984) 
Eightmile T.S. (1994-1995) 
Farewell (1984) *(slight overlap) 
Lamb Butte (1995-1996) * 
Nice (1984) 
Nottingham (1986) *(slight overlap) 
Ortell (1982) *(slight overlap) 
Fuels Treatments 
Fuels treatments were completed on timber sales, generally in the years 
immediately following harvest activity.  Strip burning, crushing, machine piling 
and burning, handpiling and burning and prescribed burning  have occurred in 
the Eightmile Creek drainage.  .  
Fire Ignitions and Fire Exclusion 
Available records show the first recorded ignition in the Eightmile Creek 
drainage in 1958.  Active fire suppression occurred before this date; it is likely 
that the effects of fire exclusion in the drainage and analysis area began to 
impact the area at least by the 1930s.  Ignitions within the analysis area haven’t 
grown larger than approximately 20 acres since 1958.  
Livestock Grazing 
Cattle and horse grazing began in the 1920s.  Sheep grazing increased during 
World War I and was dominant from the 1930s until after 1956.  Around that 
time, cattle grazing became dominant.   
Recreation 
Activities have included: campground management, including hazard tree 
removal, road and other infrastructure maintenance, snowmobiling , 
snowmobile trail grooming, hunting, fishing, camping in dispersed sites and 
campgrounds, firewood gathering, Off-Highway Vehicle (OHV) use, pleasure 
driving, mountain biking, and hiking. 
Noxious Weed Treatments 
Limited hand pulling has been done within the analysis area.  In 2005, a New 
Invader sulfur cinquefoil site was spot-treated with herbicides. 
Transportation System 
The Eightmile Road was completed to the Ortell Creek junction in 1922 and to 
Billy Goat in 1931.  Most secondary roads were constructed during the 1960s 
and 1970s with maximum road density reached in the 1980s.  Some short user-
created roads were built to dispersed recreation sites and firewood gathering 
areas.  System roads were periodically maintained. 
Stream Channel Clearing 
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Removal of in-channel large wood and log jams from Eightmile Creek was done 
during the 1960s in eleven locations from river mile 5.0 to 12.0. 
 
Past actions are analyzed consistent with the guidance developed in 2005 by the 
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ).  As noted by CEQ, the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) is forward looking, but requires a review of past 
actions to the extent that the review informs agency decision making regarding 
the proposed action.  According to CEQ, agencies should look at the present 
effects of past actions that are, in the judgment of the agency, relevant and useful 
because they have significant cause-and-effect relationships with the direct and 
indirect effects of the proposal.  Agencies are not required to list or analyze the 
effects of individual past actions unless such information is necessary to describe 
the cumulative effect of all past actions combined.  Generally, agencies can 
conduct an adequate cumulative effects analysis by focusing on the current 
aggregate effects of past actions, without delving into the historical details of 
individual past actions (CEQ 2005).  In this document, where the past actions 
listed above continue to have effects on the specific resource under discussion, 
the effects of those actions are described as part of the existing condition 
information for each resource, and summarized in the cumulative effects analysis.  
 
Present and On-Going Actions 
Recreation 
Activities include: campground management, including hazard tree removal, 
road and other infrastructure maintenance, snowmobiling , snowmobile trail 
grooming, hunting, fishing, camping in dispersed sites and campgrounds, 
firewood gathering, OHV use, pleasure driving, mountain biking, and hiking. 
Livestock Grazing 
The Cub allotment is grazed from 6/1-10/15.  Cattle have limited access to the 
Eightmile drainage bottom on the Falls Creek side for the full grazing season.  
They have limited access on the west side for approximately half the grazing 
season.  On-going management includes periodic reviews of Allotment 
Management Plans. 
Noxious Weed Treatments 
Continued hand pulling and spot herbicide treatments of New Invader sulfur 
cinquefoil sites. 
Transportation System 
On-going maintenance of system roads and closure of user-created roads.   
Burgett T.S. 
The following post sale activities will be completed:  Burgett 49--sanitation 
felling of understory and tree planting, Burgett 51 and 52--underburn with TSI 
thinning, portions of Burgett 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9—underburn with TSI thinning.  

. 
Reasonably Foreseeable Future Actions 
The on-going activities listed above would continue into the future.  In addition, 
the following projects are being considered for future action. 
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Cub-Fawn-Goat Allotment Management Plan (AMP):  Revision is planned for 
completion in 2006 or 2007. 
Buck Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment:  Scheduled for planning to begin in 
2006 and would include the area west of Eightmile Creek and the Cub Creek 
drainage. 
Noxious Weed Treatment:  A biological control agent, Larinus minutus, may be 
released, if not already present, along Roads 5130-415, 5130-320 and 5130-
315 to reduce dense diffuse knapweed populations. 
Prescribed Burning: Fawn, Solar, Solar II, TPR, and Leecher Timber Sales will 
be completed.  None are located within the Eightmile Creek drainage; there is a 
possibility of short-term air quality impacts in Eightmile Creek. 
 

3.1  Forest Vegetation 
 
The section below summarizes the existing condition information, along with the 
direct, indirect and cumulative effects from the Eightmile project, as analyzed in 
the Eightmile Vegetation Management Analysis Area Existing and Projected 
Forest Vegetation Conditions Report (Daily 2006a) and the Eightmile 
Vegetation Management Project Forest Vegetation Report (Daily 2006b) 
available in the project analysis file. 
 
Existing Condition 
 
Historical and Current Forest Condition 
Historically fire played a critical role in the development and maintenance of dry forest 
stand structures in the analysis area.  The historic fire regime maintained open stands 
of large diameter ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir trees for centuries on these sites 
(Hessburg et al. 1994).  Low severity fires typically maintained stand density at low 
levels by preventing the establishment of smaller understory trees.  Stands of trees 
with single canopy layers and low density allowed large diameter, fire resistant trees 
(particularly ponderosa pine) to persist on the dry sites in the analysis area (Hessburg 
and Agee 2003). 
 
Fire suppression and timber harvest activities are the primary factors responsible for 
changes in dry forest stand structures in the analysis area.  Fire exclusion from the 
early 1900s to the present has eliminated the frequent, low severity fires that 
maintained the open, park-like stands of mature trees that formerly dominated dry 
sites in the area.  Timber harvest operations that focused on the removal of large pine 
trees began in the early 1950s and continued into the early 1990s (USDA 1994).  
canopy layer of densely stocked immature trees became established as a result of fire 
suppression and removal of mature trees.  Within several decades of development, 
the understory canopy layer began to compete with the remaining mature trees on 
many sites.  Many of the mature pines became stressed and were killed by pine bark 
beetles or were removed in timber harvest operations that harvested low vigor trees 
before bark beetles killed them.  The species composition, structural diversity, and 
natural disturbance patterns of dry forests have changed over the past century.  
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Douglas-fir trees now comprise a greater proportion of overall forest cover on dry sites 
compared to pre-fire suppression and timber harvest levels.  Current tree stocking 
levels are higher and the average tree size is smaller than the historic conditions which 
existed in the early 1900s.  Deciduous tree species, including aspen, have declined in 
the analysis area due to competition with encroaching conifers.   
 
Tree vigor has declined in many dry forest stands with high stocking levels and the risk 
of bark beetle attacks in ponderosa pine and lodgepole pine has greatly increased.  
Stocking levels in many stands exceed density thresholds where ponderosa and 
lodgepole pines become increasingly susceptible to pine bark beetle attacks (Cochran 
et al. 1994, Cochran and Barrett 1998).  Recent evidence that analysis area stands 
are susceptible to bark beetle attacks includes:  chronic mortality of large ponderosa 
pines throughout the area, tree mortality in densely stocked patches of immature 
ponderosa pine, and extensive areas of lodgepole pine mortality within the last 
decade.  (Detailed information on insect activity in the analysis area during the period 
1994 to 2004 is available in the Eightmile Vegetation Management Analysis Area 
Existing and Projected Forest Vegetation Conditions report (Daily 2006) located in the 
project analysis file.  Long term retention of large ponderosa pines is unlikely in many 
unmanaged stands because overstocking creates ideal conditions for pine beetle 
activity and mortality of the largest, least vigorous trees (DeMars and Roettgering 
1982, USDA 1998).  Approximately 1,900 acres of ponderosa pine stands and 4,700 
acres of mixed species Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine stands in the analysis area are 
considered susceptible to pine bark beetle attacks and tree mortality that exceeds 
endemic levels. 
 
Stands with Douglas-fir growing in multiple canopy layers or Douglas-fir as the primary 
understory tree component are common in the analysis area.  These conditions are 
associated with an increased risk of damage by insect defoliators including the 
Douglas-fir tussock moth and western spruce budworm (Brookes et al. 1978, Carlson 
and Wulf 1989).  Douglas-fir tussock moth defoliation was observed in the area in 
2001 and western spruce budworm defoliation increased rapidly in 2004 and may 
persist for the next decade.  Prolonged periods of insect defoliation increase the 
likelihood of mortality or top kill from bark beetle attacks on weakened trees (Wickman 
et al. 1981, Fellin and Dewey 1982).  Douglas-fir dwarf mistletoe is present in many of 
the multistory canopy stands in the area.  Multistory stands and a continuous supply of 
susceptible hosts are favorable conditions for the spread and intensification of dwarf 
mistletoe infection (Steele et al. 1996).  Dwarf mistletoe impacts, including declining 
host vigor and ladder fuel accumulation, are expected to increase in the analysis area.  
Laminated root disease is present in some stands.  Root disease will continue to 
spread and kill trees due to a continuous supply of susceptible host species (Douglas-
fir) in the analysis area (Thies and Sturrock 1995).  Approximately 2,500 acres of 
Douglas-fir dominated stands are considered susceptible to insect defoliation, bark 
beetle attacks, disease infection, and stress-related tree mortality in excess of 
endemic levels associated with historic stand conditions. 
 
Late-Successional Reserves (LSR) Condition 
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An estimated 3,590 acres of the analysis area are located within the Nice and Upper 
Methow LSRs.  Approximately 1,810 acres are in the Upper Methow LSR and 1,780 
acres are in the Nice LSR.  Vegetation conditions found in dry forest stands in the 
LSRs are the same conditions present in stands throughout the analysis area 
previously described.  Tree vigor has declined in many LSR stands with ponderosa 
pine or Douglas-fir components where stocking levels exceed historical levels.  These 
stands are susceptible to insect attacks, disease infection, and stress-related tree 
mortality that exceed endemic levels associated historical stand conditions.  Existing 
late-successional and old growth habitat in the LSRs is at risk to stand replacing 
wildfire due to increased tree stocking levels and fuel loading.  Current tree stocking 
levels and species composition in many younger LSR stands will hinder the 
development of future sustainable late-successional habitat. 
 
Forest Plan Old Growth (FPOG) Condition 
There are approximately 900 acres of FPOG in the project planning area which 
constitutes approximately 7.4 percent of the area.  There are an estimated 830 acres 
of replacement old growth (ROG) in the planning area (approximately 6.7 percent of 
the area) which currently do not meet the definition of FPOG, but are close to meeting 
the requirements and may develop into FPOG in the future.  Vegetation conditions 
found in ponderosa pine dominated and dry site Douglas-fir Forest Plan old growth 
(dry site FPOG) stands are the same conditions previously described in dry forest 
stands throughout the project planning area.  Many dry site FPOG stands in the 
analysis area have lost large trees to insect attacks and have an increased risk of 
losing additional large trees (and FPOG structure) due to increased tree stocking 
levels and fuel loading.  Current tree stocking levels, species composition, and fuel 
loading in many dry FPOG stands are not sustainable over the long term.  In addition, 
current vegetation and fuels conditions in many ROG stands will hinder the 
development of future sustainable dry site old growth habitat. 
 
Forest Plan Amendment 
There is a need to treat dry site FPOG and other stands to reduce susceptibility to 
insect attacks, disease infection, stress-related tree mortality, and stand replacing wild 
fire that exceeds endemic levels associated with pre-settlement disturbance regimes.  
The Okanogan Forest Plan prohibits timber harvest and the treatment of natural fuels 
in mixed conifer old growth.  Project specific Forest Plan amendments are proposed to 
harvest and treat fuels in FPOG stands. 
 
Riparian Reserves Condition 
There are approximately 1,500 acres of land in the analysis area within Riparian 
Reserves.  Vegetation and fuels conditions found in dry forest stands in the Riparian 
Reserves are the same conditions present in dry forest stands in the remainder of the 
analysis area.  The species composition, structural diversity, and natural disturbance 
patterns of dry Riparian Reserve forests have changed over the past century.  Many 
dry forest stands in Riparian Reserves are susceptible to disturbance events that 
exceed natural disturbance patterns that historically occurred in these forest types.  
These uncharacteristic disturbance events include stand-replacing wildfire and 
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widespread mortality of large trees (primarily ponderosa pines) caused by insect 
attacks.  Tree vigor has declined in Riparian Reserve stands with ponderosa pine or 
Douglas-fir components where current stocking exceeds levels associated with historic 
conditions.  Long term retention of large ponderosa pines is unlikely in many Riparian 
Reserve stands because overstocking creates ideal conditions for pine beetle activity 
and mortality of the largest, least vigorous trees (DeMars and Roettgering 1982, USDA 
1998).  Increased levels of Douglas-fir stocking (compared to historic conditions) in 
Riparian Reserves and across the landscape are associated with an increased 
susceptibility to insect defoliation, bark beetle attacks, disease infection, and stand-
replacing wildfire.  Tree stocking levels in many Riparian Reserve stands are too high 
to promote the development of future large ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir trees.  
Deciduous tree species including aspen have declined due to competition with 
encroaching conifers. 
 
Stand development, tree mortality rates, and coarse woody debris recruitment in 
Riparian Reserves have changed over the past century because natural disturbance 
patterns associated with historic, pre-settlement conditions have been disrupted.  
Aquatic habitat in Eightmile Creek has been degraded by past vegetation 
management and fire exclusion practices in Riparian Reserves.  Eightmile Creek 
currently is considered “functioning at risk” for the large wood aquatic habitat indicator 
within the project planning area (river mile 1.8 to river mile 10.4).  This portion of 
Eightmile creek is in close proximity to the main access road for the drainage Road 
5130-000, and large wood recruitment potential has been reduced by past 
management activities including timber harvest and firewood cutting in Riparian 
Reserves.  Stream surveys indicate that riparian timber harvest is evident along the 
stream channel from river mile 5.0 (confluence with Deer Creek) to river mile 8.0 (near 
Ruffed Grouse campground) and has greatly reduced existing large wood levels and 
future large wood recruitment in Eightmile Creek.   
 
Sustainable Timber Supply 
The Methow Valley Ranger District currently offers 8 million board feet (or 8000 
thousand board feet) of sawlogs and other forest products annually as part of the 
Okanogan and Wenatchee National Forests sustainable supply of forest products to 
the central Washington economy.   
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Forest Health 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
Forest health would decline because vegetation conditions, which have contributed to 
an increased risk of uncharacteristic damage by insects, diseases, and wildfire, would 
continue to deteriorate.  Susceptibility to insect attacks, disease infection, and 
undesirable stress-related tree mortality would increase on an estimated 9,100 acres 
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of dry forest stands in the analysis area.  Density of overstocked stands would remain 
unchanged and existing large ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir trees would continue to 
be susceptible to uncharacteristic levels of stress-related mortality.  Young stands 
would be subject to insect attacks, disease infection, and wildfire threat outside of 
endemic levels, preventing the development of future large trees.  Fuel loading would 
increase due to growth of densely stocked stands and increased levels of tree 
mortality.  Fire resiliency of dry forest stands in the analysis area would decline.  This 
alternative would not achieve the desired future stand condition nor would it follow the 
Strategy for Management of Dry Forest Vegetation (USDA 2000c). 
 
Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 
Vegetation management treatments proposed in these alternatives would maintain 
and restore forest health to varying levels.  Vegetation treatments would reduce the 
susceptibility of treated forest stands to insect attacks, disease infection, and stress-
related tree mortality.  The treatments would maintain large ponderosa pines and 
Douglas-firs, provide for the development of future large trees, and improve resistance 
to stand replacing crown fires.  Dry forest strategy objectives would be met by these 
proposed treatments.  Application of proposed vegetation and associated fuels 
management treatments would promote changes in stand structure development and 
fuel loading to achieve the desired condition for dry forest stands in the analysis area.  
The effects of proposed vegetation management treatments are described in the 
following sections.   
 
Commercial thinning, timber stand improvement, campground thinning, and release 
felling treatments would reduce tree stocking levels, adjust tree species composition, 
reduce disease infection levels and susceptibility to detrimental insect attacks in 
overstocked stands.  Stand density would be reduced to provide sufficient growing 
space for young trees to develop into larger trees and maintain existing vigorous large 
diameter trees.  Stocking levels would be reduced to decrease competitive stress, 
prevent bark beetles from killing the largest and most desirable ponderosa pines in 
treated stands (Cochran et al. 1994, Cochran and Barrett 1998, Fiedler 1996) and 
maintain vigorous large diameter Douglas-firs (Latham and Tappeiner 2002).  Excess 
understory Douglas-fir trees would be removed to reduce susceptibility to detrimental 
insect defoliation (Carlson and Wulf 1989) and dwarf mistletoe infection.  Effects of 
these density management treatments would last for 20 to 30 years before competition 
between residual trees would reach undesirable levels. 
 
Commercial thinning, timber stand improvement, campground thinning, and release 
felling treatments would employ thinning from below to reduce ladder and crown fuels, 
maintain the largest, most fire resistant trees, and help reduce crown fire potential at 
the stand and treatment block level (Agee et al. 1999, Agee and Skinner 2005, 
Graham et al. 2004, Peterson et al. 2005, Pollet and Omi 2002, Stephens and 
Moghaddas 2005).  Fuel loading would be reduced to conditions consistent with pre-
settlement fire regimes.  Fire resilient stand conditions would be created by the 
removal of excess understory trees and treatment of surface fuels created by thinning 
to reduce potential fire behavior and fire severity.   
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Seed tree regeneration harvest and tree planting treatments would regenerate stands 
heavily infected with root disease and replace them with stands of trees that are 
resistant or immune to root disease and dwarf mistletoe.  Ponderosa pine seedlings 
would be planted to restore them as the primary early seral tree species on these 
sites.  Natural regeneration of aspen and lodgepole pine would be promoted in the 
regeneration harvest units by felling trees and prescribed burning to increase exposure 
to sunlight and expose a mineral soil seedbed.  Effects of these regeneration 
treatments would last for at least 80 years before Douglas-fir regeneration might 
become established at sufficient levels to shade out early seral tree species. 
 
The commercial firewood treatment would reduce fuel loading in an accessible stand 
with high levels of pine bark beetle caused tree mortality.  The treatment would provide 
firewood and post and pole collecting opportunities in the analysis area.  Dead trees 
and suppressed or dwarf mistletoe infected lodgepole pines would be removed to 
reduce fuel loading, future bark beetle susceptibility, and dwarf mistletoe infection of 
lodgepole pine regeneration in the residual stand.  The residual stand (which includes 
vigorous Douglas-fir stocking that currently is well-established but not likely to be fire 
resistant immediately following treatment) and fuel loading would be managed to attain 
desired forest vegetation conditions in the future.  Effects of this treatment would last 
for at least 50 years with regard to reducing bark beetle susceptibility and dwarf 
mistletoe infection. 
 
Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 would accomplish varying amounts of treatments to promote a 
resilient forest community that maintains existing large ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir 
trees, provides for the development of future large trees and is resistant to crown fire 
during all but the most extreme conditions.  The amount of treatment that each 
alternative would accomplish is described below in the following table. 
 
Figure 3.1-1:  Summary of Vegetation Management Treatments by Alternatives 

Vegetation Management Treatment Alt. 1 Alt. 2 Alt. 4 and 5
Commercial thinning w/ post harvest TSI 0 acres 596 acres 291 acres
Seed tree regeneration harvest 0 acres 31 acres  31 acres 
Timber stand improvement (TSI) 0 acres 58 acres 50 acres 
Campground thinning & hazard tree removal 0 acres 18 acres 18 acres 
Release felling around large trees 0 acres 46 acres 0 acres 
Release felling & timber stand improvement 0 acres 12 acres 0 acres 
Tree planting  0 acres 9 acres 9 acres 
Commercial firewood removal 0 acres 21 acres 19 acres 

total   0 acres 791 acres 418 acres
Tables identifying specific treatments by unit in proposed Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 are 
located in Appendices 2-B, 2-C, and 2-D. 
 
Alternative 2 would best meet the purpose of and need for action to maintain and 
restore forest health.  This alternative would implement a total of 791 acres of 
vegetation management treatments to reduce susceptibility of forest stands to insect 
attacks, disease infection, and stress-related tree mortality toward endemic levels.   
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Alternatives 4 and 5 would meet the purpose of and need for action to maintain and 
restore forest health to a lesser extent than Alternative 2 by implementing 418 acres of 
vegetation management treatments.  These two alternatives would accomplish more 
than Alternative 1 with regard to the purpose of and need for action. 
 
Alternative 1 would not meet the purpose of and need for action to maintain or restore 
forest health in the analysis area.  Alternative 1 would apply no active treatments to 
reduce susceptibility of forest stands to insect attacks, disease infection, and stress-
related tree mortality toward endemic levels.  Natural disturbance regimes for forest 
insects, diseases, and fire would not be maintained or restored. 
 
Late-Successional Reserves (LSR) 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
Alternative 1 would not meet the purpose of need for action to reduce the risk of large-
scale disturbance in LSRs and to maintain or develop sustainable late-successional 
habitat.  Risk of large scale natural disturbance in LSRs would increase and 
sustainable late-successional habitat would not be maintained nor developed.  
Vegetation and fuels conditions, which have contributed to an increased risk of 
uncharacteristic damage by insects, diseases, and wildfire, would remain unchanged.  
Existing late-successional and old-growth habitat in overstocked stands would remain 
susceptible to large scale disturbance events. Tree stocking levels and species 
composition in younger overstocked LSR stands would hinder the development of 
future sustainable late-successional habitat.  Fuel loading would increase due to 
growth of densely stocked stands and increased levels of tree mortality.  Fire resiliency 
of dry forest stands in the LSRs would decline.  This alternative would not achieve the 
desired LSR condition of sustainable late successional habitat and old-growth forest 
ecosystems.   
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 
The risk of large-scale natural disturbance in LSRs would be reduced and sustainable 
late-successional habitat would be maintained or developed at varying levels by these 
alternatives.  Proposed vegetation and associated fuels management treatments 
would reduce the risk of large-scale natural disturbance, maintain existing late-
successional habitat, and promote the development of sustainable late-successional 
habitat in younger LSR stands.  Tree stocking levels and species composition would 
be adjusted to reduce competitive stress, disease infection levels, susceptibility to 
insect attacks, and crown fire potential.  Proposed treatments would follow the 
guidance of An Assessment of the Northeastern Cascades Late-Successional 
Reserves (USDA 1998) (LSR Assessment) and be consistent with Regional 
Ecosystem Office (REO) acceptance of the LSR Assessment.  Treatment objectives 
would include variable residual tree spacing, retention of unthinned patches, creation 
of small tree canopy gaps, and retention of deformed and defective trees.  Natural tree 
mortality components, including insects, diseases, and fire, would be restored to 
endemic levels in treated stands.  Effects of proposed vegetation management 
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treatments would last for 20 to 30 years before competition between residual trees 
would reach undesirable levels.  The following tables provide summaries of proposed 
vegetation treatment units within the LSRs for Alternatives 2 through 5: 
 
Figure 3.1-2: Alternative 2 LSR Vegetation Management Treatments  
Treatment Units LSR Total acres 
Commercial thinning 7, 12 Nice 14 
Commercial thinning 33, 34, 37, 43 Upper Methow 81 
Release felling 5 Nice 46 
Timber stand improvement 8, 57 Nice 25 
Campground thinning 42 Nice 4 
Campground thinning 41 Upper Methow 4 

 
Figure 3.1-3: Alternatives 4 and 5 LSR Vegetation Management Treatments  
Treatment Units LSR Total acres 
Commercial thinning 7, 12 Nice 13 
Commercial thinning 34, 37, 43 Upper Methow 46 
Timber stand improvement 8, 57 Nice 20 
Campground thinning 42 Nice 4 
Campground thinning 41 Upper Methow 4 

 
Alternative 2 would best meet the purpose of and need for action to reduce the risk of 
large-scale natural disturbance in LSRs and maintain or develop sustainable late-
successional habitat.  Alternative 2 would implement 174 acres of mechanical 
vegetation management treatments and associated fuels management treatments to 
maintain and develop sustainable late-successional habitat in the LSRs.  
Approximately 93 acres of younger stands would be treated to promote (accelerate) 
the development of sustainable late successional habitat.  Approximately 81 acres 
would be treated to maintain and protect existing late successional habitat.   
 
Alternatives 4 and 5 would meet the purpose of and need for action to reduce the risk 
of large-scale natural disturbance in LSRs and maintain or develop sustainable late-
successional habitat to a lesser extent than Alternative 2.  Alternatives 4 and 5 would 
implement 87 acres of mechanical vegetation management treatments and associated 
fuels management treatments to maintain and develop sustainable late successional 
habitat in the LSRs.  Approximately 44 acres of younger stands would be treated to 
promote (accelerate) the development of sustainable late successional habitat.  
Approximately 43 acres would be treated to maintain and protect existing late 
successional habitat.  The effects on the remaining 87 untreated acres would be the 
same as disclosed for no-treatment under Alternative 1.  
 
Forest Plan Old Growth (FPOG) 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
Alternative 1 would not meet the purpose of need for action to maintain large trees and 
other sustainable structural elements in stands currently classified as FPOG.  No 
vegetation or fuels management treatments would occur in dry site FPOG and stand 
and landscape conditions, which have contributed to an increased risk of damage by 
insects, diseases, and wildfires, would continue to deteriorate.  Natural disturbance 
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regimes for forest insects, diseases, and fire would not be restored.  Stand density and 
fuel loading would increase and large trees in densely stocked dry site FPOG stands 
would become more susceptible to uncharacteristic levels of stress and wildfire related 
mortality.  Additional mortality of large trees in dry site FPOG stands could lead to a 
loss of existing FPOG structure.  Tree stocking levels and species composition in 
densely stocked dry site FPOG and ROG stands would hinder the development of 
future large trees and sustainable old-growth habitat.  Fire resiliency of densely 
stocked dry site FPOG and ROG stands would decline.  This alternative would not 
promote sustainable dry site FPOG conditions in the planning area.   
 
Alternative 2 
Alternative 2 would best meet the purpose of need for action to maintain large trees 
and other sustainable structural elements in stands currently classified as FPOG.  
Alternative 2 would implement 258 acres of vegetation and associated fuels 
management treatments that maintain existing large trees, provide for the 
development of future large trees, and provide for the sustained recruitment of dead 
and down trees in dry site FPOG stands.  The following table provides a summary of 
proposed vegetation management units with treatments to attain the desired condition 
of dry site FPOG stands for Alternative 2: 
 
Figure 3.1-4: Alternative 2 Forest Plan Old Growth Vegetation Management Treatments  
Unit Treatment Acres 
5 Release felling 46 
13 Commercial thinning 81 
18 Commercial thinning 89 
29 Commercial thinning 20 
33 Commercial thinning 22 
Total  258 

 
Release felling would be applied in one FPOG stand of 46 acres to maintain the vigor 
of large pine trees and reduce surface and ladder fuels around them.  All structural 
components of FPOG would be retained in this stand following completion of 
vegetation and fuels management treatments.  The beneficial effects of these 
treatments would last for 20 to 30 years before competition with residual trees would 
reach undesirable levels. 
 
Commercial thinning would be applied in four FPOG stands totaling 212 acres to 
decrease the risk of uncharacteristic damage by insects, diseases, and wildfires.  
Stand density and fuel loading would be reduced in four stands with some of the 
highest tree stocking and competitive stress levels found in the project planning area.  
Pine bark beetles are active and have recently killed large ponderosa pines in all 
FPOG stands that would be treated.  Western spruce budworm defoliation has 
occurred in three of these stands since 2004.  Tree stocking levels would be reduced 
to decrease competitive stress, prevent bark beetles from killing the largest and most 
desirable ponderosa pines in treated stands (Cochran et al. 1994, Cochran and Barrett 
1998, Fiedler 1996) and maintain vigorous large diameter Douglas-firs (Latham and 
Tappeiner 2002).  Treatment objectives would include retention of the following FPOG 
structural components: 
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  Retain live trees 18 inches dbh and larger at an average rate of 15 or more trees 
per acre following completion of vegetation and fuels treatments. 

  Retain existing snags following vegetation management treatments. 
  Retain canopy closure at 20 percent or greater following completion of vegetation 

and fuels treatments. 
 
Stocking would be reduced by thinning from below to reduce ladder and crown fuels, 
maintain the largest, most fire resistant trees, and help reduce crown fire potential at 
the stand and treatment block level (Agee et al. 1999, Agee and Skinner 2005, 
Graham et al. 2004, Peterson et al. 2005, Pollet and Omi 2002, Stephens and 
Moghaddas 2005).  Fuel loading in treated FPOG stands would be reduced to 
conditions consistent with pre-settlement fire regimes.   
 
Commercial thinning and prescribed fire fuels treatments in dry site FPOG harvest 
units may temporarily reduce levels of structural components that are required to meet 
the definition of FPOG.  Treated stands would be expected to attain sufficient levels of 
required FPOG structural components within one decade following completion of 
vegetation and fuels management treatments.  One decade would provide adequate 
time for sufficient numbers of live trees to grow and attain a size of 18 inches dbh and 
larger and for recruitment of snags and down logs from trees killed and severely 
damaged by prescribed fire to replace FPOG structural components lost during 
implementation of vegetation and fuels management treatments.) 
 
Vegetation management and prescribed fire fuels treatments would also be 
implemented in 13 ROG stands totaling 242 acres to promote the development of 
future sustainable dry site old-growth habitat.  Tree stocking levels would be reduced 
to provide sufficient growing space, maintain existing vigorous large diameter trees, 
and  promote young trees to develop into larger trees.  Fuel loading would be reduced 
to conditions consistent with pre-settlement fire regimes.   
 
The beneficial effects of vegetation and fuels management treatments in FPOG and 
ROG stands would last for 20 to 30 years before competition with residual trees would 
reach undesirable levels.  Natural disturbance regimes for forest insects, diseases, 
and fire would be restored in treated stands during this time period.   
 
Alternative 4 
Alternative 4 would partially meet the purpose of need for action to maintain large 
trees and other sustainable structural elements in stands currently classified as FPOG.  
No vegetation management treatments would be applied in dry site FPOG, and stand 
and landscape conditions, which have contributed to an increased risk of damage by 
insects, diseases, and wildfires, would continue to deteriorate in all untreated stands.  
This alternative would apply 89 acres of fuels reduction treatments in dry site FPOG 
stands to restore the natural fire regime and reduce susceptibility to stand replacing 
wildfire.  Stand density however, would increase and large trees in densely stocked 
dry site FPOG stands would become more susceptible to uncharacteristic levels of 
stress related mortality.  Additional mortality of large trees in dry site FPOG stands 
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could lead to a loss of existing FPOG structure.  Tree stocking levels and species 
composition in densely stocked dry site FPOG and ROG stands would hinder the 
development of future large trees and sustainable old-growth habitat.   
 
Vegetation management and prescribed fire fuels treatments would be implemented in 
10 ROG stands totaling 178 acres to promote the development of future sustainable 
dry site old-growth habitat.  Tree stocking levels would be reduced to provide sufficient 
growing space, maintain existing vigorous large diameter trees, and promote young 
trees to develop into larger trees.  Fuel loading would be reduced to conditions 
consistent with pre-settlement fire regimes.  The beneficial effects of vegetation and 
fuels management treatments in ROG stands would last for 20 to 30 years before 
competition with residual trees would reach undesirable levels.  Natural disturbance 
regimes for forest insects, diseases, and fire would be restored in treated stands 
during this time period.   
 
Alternative 5 
Alternative 5 would not meet the purpose of need for action to maintain large trees and 
other sustainable structural elements in stands currently classified FPOG.  No 
vegetation or fuels management treatments would occur in dry site FPOG and stand 
and landscape conditions, which have contributed to an increased risk of damage by 
insects, diseases, and wildfires, would continue to deteriorate.  This alternative would 
have the same effects as disclosed for no-treatment under Alternative 1.   
 
Riparian Reserves  
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
Alternative 1 would not meet the purpose of and need for action to maintain and 
restore the species composition, structural diversity, and natural disturbance patterns 
of plant communities found in Riparian Reserves.  No treatments would occur to 
maintain or restore large conifers for future large woody debris recruitment in Riparian 
Reserves.  Vegetation and fuels conditions in dry forest Riparian Reserve stands, 
which have contributed to an increased risk of damage by insects, diseases, and 
wildfire, would remain unchanged.  Tree vigor would decline in Riparian Reserve 
stands with high stocking levels and susceptibility to uncharacteristic disturbance 
events including widespread mortality of large trees caused by insect attacks and 
stand replacing wildfire would increase.  High tree stocking levels in younger Riparian 
Reserve stands would hinder the development of future large trees and shade tolerant 
Douglas-fir would continue to replace ponderosa pine on sites where pine historically 
was the predominant tree species.  Deciduous tree species would decline due to 
competition with encroaching conifers.  Fuel loading would increase due to growth of 
densely stocked stands and increased levels of tree mortality.  Fire resiliency of dry 
forest stands in Riparian Reserves would decline.  This alternative would not promote 
the desired tree species composition, stand structures, and disturbance patterns 
(including tree mortality and sustained large woody debris recruitment) associated with 
historic, pre-settlement conditions in Riparian Reserves. 
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Alternative 2 
Alternative 2 would best meet the purpose of and need for action to maintain and 
restore the species composition, structural diversity, and natural disturbance patterns 
of plant communities found in Riparian Reserves.  Alternative 2 would maintain and 
restore sustained large wood recruitment on the most area by maintaining existing 
large trees and growing future large trees in Riparian Reserves.  Alternative 2 would 
implement 174 acres of mechanical vegetation management (silvicultural) treatments 
and associated fuels management treatments in Riparian Reserves to promote the 
tree species composition, stand structures, and disturbance patterns associated with 
historic, pre-settlement conditions.  Prescribed fire fuels treatments would be applied 
without mechanical vegetation treatments on 150 acres in Riparian Reserves to 
reduce surface and ladder fuels and provide fuel conditions that are more consistent 
with pre-settlement fire regimes than the current situation.  All mechanical vegetation 
management treatments in Riparian Reserves would be implemented on dry or mesic 
forest sites; wetlands and areas with riparian vegetation would be avoided.  The 
following table provides a summary of proposed vegetation management treatment 
units in Riparian Reserves for Alternative 2: 
 
Figure 3.1-5: Alternative 2 Riparian Reserve Vegetation Management Treatments 
Treatment Units Riparian Reserve Acres 
Commercial thinning 1, 3, 4, 6, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,

33, 34, 37 ,47, 48, 50, 52, & 58 
124 

Campground thinning 2, 27, 41, & 42 14 
Release felling 5 12 
Timber stand improvement 8, 28, & 57 8 
Release felling with TSI 49 9 
Tree planting 55 3 
Firewood removal 22 2 

 
Silvicultural practices including commercial thinning, timber stand improvement, 
campground thinning, and release felling treatments would be implemented in 
overstocked Riparian Reserve stands to reduce tree stocking levels, adjust tree 
species composition, and reduce susceptibility to uncharacteristic disturbance events 
including widespread mortality of large trees caused by insect attacks and stand 
replacing wildfire.  Large wood recruitment would be maintained and improved in 
Riparian Reserves by maintaining existing large trees and growing future large trees.  
Tree stocking levels in treated Riparian Reserve stands would promote the 
development of future large trees (especially ponderosa pines) and prevent shade 
tolerant Douglas-fir from replacing ponderosa pine on sites where pine historically was 
the predominant tree species.  Deciduous tree species would benefit from more open 
canopy conditions and increased availability of sunlight.  Campground thinning would 
fell trees into Eightmile Creek and slightly increase large wood levels in the stream 
near each campground.  Effects of these density management treatments would last 
for 20 to 30 years before competition between residual trees would reach undesirable 
levels.  Fuels management treatments would reduce fuel loading in treated stands to 
conditions consistent with pre-settlement fire regimes.  Fire resilient conditions would 
be created by ladder, crown, and surface fuel reduction and crown fire potential would 
be reduced in treated Riparian Reserve stands.  Natural disturbance regimes for forest 
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insects, diseases, and fire would be restored in Riparian Reserve stands that receive 
silvicultural and fuels treatments. 
 
Tree planting would reestablish a ponderosa pine stand with the objective of restoring 
large conifers in 3 acres of a Riparian Reserve.  Effects of tree planting would last for 
80 years or longer.  Commercial firewood removal would reduce fuel loading and 
future insect and disease levels to promote the development of large conifers in 
Riparian Reserve.  Effects of this treatment would last for 50 years or longer.   
 
Alternatives 4 and 5 
 
Alternatives 4 and 5 would meet the purpose of and need for action to maintain and 
restore the species composition, structural diversity, and natural disturbance patterns 
of dry forest plant communities found in Riparian Reserves to a much lesser extent 
than Alternative 2.  Alternatives 4 and 5 would implement 17 acres of mechanical 
vegetation management (silvicultural) treatments and associated fuels management 
treatments in Riparian Reserves to promote the tree species composition, stand 
structures, and disturbance patterns associated with historic, pre-settlement 
conditions.  All vegetation management treatments in Riparian Reserves would be 
implemented on dry or mesic forest sites; wetlands and areas with riparian vegetation 
would be avoided.  The following table provides a summary of proposed vegetation 
management treatment units in Riparian Reserves for Alternatives 4 and 5: 
 
Figure 3.1-6: Alt. 4 and 5 Riparian Reserve Vegetation Management Treatments 
Treatment Units Riparian Reserve Acres 
Campground thinning 2, 27, 41, & 42 14 
Tree planting 55 3 

 
The effects of campground thinning and tree planting in Alternatives 4 and 5 would be 
the same effects disclosed for these activities in Alternative 2. 
 
Alternatives 4 and 5 would not implement 157 acres of mechanical vegetation 
management (silvicultural) treatments and associated fuels management treatments in 
Riparian Reserves which are proposed in Alternative 2.  The effects of not treating 
these areas in Alternatives 4 and 5 would be the same effects disclosed for no action 
under Alternative 1. 
 
Alternative 4 would apply prescribed fire fuels management treatments without 
mechanical vegetation management treatments on 164 acres in Riparian Reserves to 
reduce surface and ladder fuels and provide fuel conditions that are more consistent 
with pre-settlement fire regimes than the current situation.  Alternative 5 would apply 
similar treatments with the same objectives on 150 acres in Riparian Reserves.  These 
fuels management treatments are not expected to substantially change tree stocking 
levels or the tree species composition in the upper canopy layers of Riparian Reserve 
stands.  Vegetation and fuels conditions in dry forest Riparian Reserve stands, which 
have contributed to an increased risk of damage by insects and diseases would 
remain relatively unchanged.  Tree vigor would decline in Riparian Reserve stands 
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with high stocking levels following fuels treatment and large trees in these stands 
would continue to be susceptible to uncharacteristic levels of stress related mortality.  
Tree stocking levels in densely stocked dry site Riparian Reserve stands would hinder 
the development of future large trees and sustainable large woody debris recruitment.  
Shade tolerant Douglas-fir would continue to replace ponderosa pine on sites where 
pine historically was the predominant tree species.  Deciduous tree species would 
continue to decline due to competition with encroaching conifers.  The species 
composition, structural diversity, and natural disturbance patterns (including tree 
mortality and large woody debris recruitment) for the majority of dry forest stands in 
Riparian Reserves would not be restored with prescribed burning only. 
 
Sustainable Timber Supply 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
No harvesting would occur and thus no sawtimber would be contributed to the local 
economy.  The portion of the Methow Valley Ranger District’s annual supply of 
commercial forest products would have to come from another area of the district’s 
forested land base. 
 
Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 – Flatmoon Timber Sale 
The three Flatmoon Timber Sale alternatives would contribute towards the District’s 
annual supply of commercial forest products but with varying amounts provided.  The 
total commercial value of the sawtimber varies proportionally to the amount harvested.  
The majority of sawtimber volume would be harvested from Northwest Forest Plan 
Matrix allocation land and the remainder from Late Successional Reserve (LSR) and 
Riparian Reserve lands. 
 
Flatmoon Timber Sale offering of Alternative 2, the proposed action, would harvest 
about 3980 thousand board feet (mbf) of sawtimber from 645 acres, with 3440 mbf (86 
percent) harvested from Matrix land and 550 mbf (14 percent) from LSR land.  This 
timber sale alternative would supply 50 percent of the District’s annual commercial 
sawtimber offering. 
 
Flatmoon Timber Sale offering of Alternative 4 would harvest about 2670 mbf of 
sawtimber from 433 acres, with 2330 mbf (87 percent) from Matrix land and 350 mbf 
(13 percent) from LSR land.  This timber sale alternative would supply 34 percent of 
the District’s annual commercial sawtimber offering. 
 
Flatmoon Timber Sale offering of Alternative 5 would harvest about 2000 mbf of 
sawtimber from 345 acres, with 1650 mbf (83 percent) from Matrix land and 350 mbf 
(17 percent) from LSR land.  This timber sale alternative would supply 25 percent of 
the District’s annual commercial sawtimber offering. 
 
Commercial value of the standing sawtimber (stumpage) is based on the current 
market value of sawlogs delivered to a sawmill less the current costs of logging, 
hauling, road maintenance and closures, slash disposal, resource protection 
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measures, and tree planting.  The values and costs used represent the relative 
commercial value of the standing sawtimber and may be slightly higher or lower 
depending on actual market conditions at the time of sale offering.  This value to cost 
relationship is expected to hold for the next few quarters and so the comparative 
commercial values of the alternatives would be similar up to the time of actual sale 
offering.   
 
Flatmoon Timber Sale offering of Alternative 2 would have an expected stumpage 
value of $367,000 ($92 per mbf) and a delivered log value of $1,523,000.   
 
Flatmoon Timber Sale offering of Alternative 4 would have an expected stumpage 
value of $226,000 ($84 per mbf) and a delivered log value of $1,023,000.   
 
Flatmoon Timber Sale offering of Alternative 5 would have an expected stumpage 
value of $154,000 ($77 per mbf) and a delivered log value of $765,000. 
 
The differences in stumpage values between alternatives reflects the range in gross 
sale values less the same cost of tree planting.  Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 all propose to 
use regeneration harvest and planting on 31 acres, which is paid for using KV funding 
generated by the timber sale.  Thus, with more or less total sale value to cover the 
cost of planting the same number of acres there is a corresponding range of stumpage 
values. 
 
Cumulative Effects 
 
The spatial boundary for discussion of cumulative effects on dry forest vegetation 
conditions (including LSRs, Forest Plan old growth, and Riparian Reserves) is the 
12,100 acre Eightmile Vegetation and Fuels Management Project planning area.  The 
temporal boundary for cumulative effects on forest vegetation conditions would span 
from the 1950s to approximately 30 years into the future when the effects of vegetation 
management treatments would diminish. 
 
Past Actions 
The existing conditions portion of this section provides details about the effects of past 
actions on the condition of dry forest vegetation in the analysis area.  Past actions 
include fire exclusion and timber harvest that began primarily in the 1950s.  Fire 
exclusion has eliminated the frequent low severity fires that maintained the open, park-
like stands of mature trees that formerly dominated dry sites in the area.  Timber 
harvest operations that focused on the removal of large pine trees began in the early 
1950s; harvest operations continued into the early 1990s (USDA 1994).  Current tree 
stocking levels in dry forest stands are higher and the average tree size is smaller than 
the historical conditions that occurred prior to the 1950s.  Douglas-fir trees now 
comprise a greater proportion of forest cover compared to pre-fire exclusion and 
timber harvest levels.  Personal use firewood cutting has occurred during this time and 
snag and down wood levels near open roads have been reduced compared to areas 
that are not accessed by open roads. 
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Even-aged timber management practices were implemented during the 1980s and 
1990s and approximately 600 acres of forest were regenerated to vigorous stands of 
seedlings and saplings during this time.  Currently these plantations are experiencing 
few insect and disease problems and forest health is expected to remain constant for 
ten to 20 years before tree stocking levels become excessive and inter-tree 
competition reaches undesirable levels.  Susceptibility to insect attacks may increase 
at this time if tree vigor declines sufficiently. 
 
Commercial thinning was introduced to the analysis area in the 1990s and 
approximately 300 acres were treated to reduce tree stocking levels and maintain and 
restore large trees.  Harvest and associated fuels treatments improved forest health 
and resiliency to natural disturbances in these stands and this improved condition 
should persist for 20 to 30 years.  Inter-tree competition eventually will reach 
undesirable levels and susceptibility to stress-related insect attacks (including bark 
beetles and defoliators) will increase.   
 
Present Actions 
Remaining post harvest vegetation and fuels management activities on approximately 
132 acres identified in the Burgett Timber Sale decision document is planned for 
completion concurrently with the proposed Big Burgett and Eightmile Bottom burns.  
Forest health and resiliency to natural disturbances will improve following completion 
of planned post harvest activities in these stands.  This improved condition should 
persist for 20 to 30 years before tree stocking levels become excessive and inter-tree 
competition reaches undesirable levels.  Post harvest activities will be conducted in 
the following units: 
  Burgett 49 – sanitation felling of understory trees followed by prescribed burning in 

the Big Burgett burn and tree planting. 
  Burgett 51 and 52 – timber stand improvement thinning following completion of the 

Big Burgett burn. 
  Burgett 1, 2, 3, 8, and 9 - timber stand improvement thinning on portions of these 

units following completion of the Eightmile Bottom burn. 
 
Personal use firewood cutting currently is permitted in the analysis area within 200 feet 
of open transportation system roads.  Wood cutting is prohibited within LSRs, within 
300 feet of fish bearing streams (Eightmile Creek) and within 150 feet of other streams 
and wetlands.  Snag and down wood levels will continue to be reduced within 200 feet 
of open roads compared to areas where firewood cutting is prohibited. 
 
Reasonably Foreseeable Future Actions 
Vegetation management treatments may occur in the analysis area in the proposed 
Buck Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment project.  This project is being considered for 
planning in 2006.  The Buck project planning area overlaps the portion of the Eightmile 
Vegetation and Fuels Management Project planning area located west of Eightmile 
Creek.  Vegetation management treatments implemented in this project would reduce 
susceptibility of forest stands to insect attacks, disease infection, and stress-related 
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tree mortality back to endemic levels.  Forest health and resiliency to natural 
disturbances would improve in treated stands and desired conditions could persist for 
20 to 30 years following treatment. 
 
Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 
The cumulative effects of Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 and all past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions would be varying levels of forest health improvement in dry 
forest stands with ponderosa pine or Douglas-fir stocking.  Alternative 2 proposes a 
total of 791 acres of vegetation management treatments to maintain and restore forest 
health.  Alternatives 4 and 5 propose 418 acres of vegetation management treatments 
to maintain and restore forest health.  Tree stocking levels would be manipulated to 
decrease competition, adjust tree species composition, and reduce susceptibility of 
forest stands to insect attacks, disease infection, and wildfire threat that currently 
exceeds endemic levels.  Large trees would be maintained and restored.  Heavily 
diseased stands would be regenerated with stands of vigorous trees that are immune 
or resistant to infection. 
 
Fuel loading and tree mortality would decrease in treated stands leading to increased 
fire resiliency of dry forest stands with ponderosa pine or Douglas-fir stocking.  
Application of forest vegetation and fuels management treatments would promote 
change in the desired direction of creating and maintaining stands of larger, fire 
resistant trees, with reduced fuel loading that are resilient to natural disturbances and 
more sustainable than the current situation. 
 

3.2  Fuels and Fire Behavior 
 
The section below summarizes the existing condition information, along with the direct, 
indirect and cumulative effects from the Eightmile project, as analyzed in the Eightmile 
Vegetation Management Air, Fuels and Fire Behavior Report, February 22, 2006, 
(Trebon 2006) available in the project analysis file. 
 
The fuels and fire behavior analysis is bound geographically by the Eightmile Creek 
drainage, an area defined by steep slopes and distinct vegetative breaks across 
ridges.   Looking at the Eightmile Vegetation Management project in the context of the 
Eightmile Creek drainage allows consideration of past and present fuels, ignitions, and 
fire growth patterns over an area tied together by topography.  Vegetation and 
topographic breaks provided by drainage boundaries often allow safe opportunities to 
implement suppression or holding actions against an advancing fire.  The Okanogan 
and Wenatchee Fire Management Plan (USDA 2002) uses the topographic features 
defining Eightmile Creek drainage as boundaries for a specific Fire Management Area, 
with planned suppression responses.  Temporally, the fire and fuels analysis is bound 
by 46 years of available historical ignition data, assuming that the fuels and ignition 
patterns of the past represent what can be expected in the future.  
 
Historical Conditions  
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Fuels in the analysis area lie in six layers, contributing to smoldering fire and its 
residual effects, surface fire, and crown fire.  Fuels layers that promote smoldering fire 
and residual effects start at the ground fuel stratum (duff, basal accumulation), moving 
upward through the litter fuel stratum (litter, lichen, and moss) and woody fuel stratum 
(sound and rotten wood, piles and fuel concentrations, stumps).  Litter and woody 
fuels also contribute to surface fire, along with the low vegetation fuel stratum 
(grasses, sedges, forbs) and the shrub fuel stratum (shrubs, needle drape).  The shrub 
stratum also contributes to crown fire, along with the tree canopy fuel stratum (canopy, 
snag, ladder fuels) (Sandberg and Ottmar 2001). 
 
Pre-Settlement Fuels  
Historical vegetation data from 1924 show that 92% of the analysis area was classified 
as ponderosa pine, 6% as lodgepole pine, and about 1% each as Engelmann spruce 
and grass.  In mature ponderosa pine forests, historical fuel loads generally ranged 
close to 2-4 tons per acre (Agee 1993), excluding the duff layer.  Fine fuels consisted 
of needle cast and cured grasses.  Figure 3.2-1 shows a representative view of the 
ground fuels likely present in historical times.   
 
Figure 3.2-1 Example of likely historical fuel loading  
From Maxwell and Ward, 1980. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Past Fuels Treatments  
According to the Chewuch River Watershed Analysis (USDA1994), past fuel reduction 
treatments in the drainage and analysis area included strip burning, crushing, machine 
piling and burning, hand piling and burning, and prescribed burning. 
 
The first large-scale timber sale occurred in 1955 (Finch 1984).  Timber sale activities 
over the last 50 years included thinning and regeneration cutting. Although timber sale 
area maps indicate large areas of fuels treatments, only small portions of each sale 
area were treated with prescribed fire, depending on post-sale fuels prescriptions.  The 
age, small size, and patchiness of these treatments make them ineffective fuel breaks. 
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The largest prescribed burn in the drainage was conducted in 2000 to treat 171 acres 
of several contiguous units in the Burgett Timber Sale.  132 acres of light logging slash 
await fuels treatment under a separate decision on the Burgett Timber Sale; these 
units have been incorporated into the landscape burns in this project.  Until prescribed 
burning is completed in these units as specified in the Burgett Timber Sale 
Environmental Assessment and decision, these fuels contribute to higher fire hazard 
for the project area. 
 
Pre-Settlement Fire Frequency 
Two small-scale studies within the Eightmile Creek drainage analyzed small samples 
of fire scar data to determine the role of fire here (Finch 1984, Everett et al. 2000).  
About 14 trees were sampled in these studies within the current project area and 
showed fire frequencies between 10-28 years.  The most thorough study of fire 
frequency and size used in this analysis comes from work done in the Twentymile 
Planning Area within the Chewuch River Watershed, about five miles east of the 
analysis area (Schellhaas et al. 2003).  Comparable sites and conditions exist there, 
allowing similar assumptions to be made for the Eightmile analysis area.  The 
Twentymile study took data from 409 fire-scarred trees, allowing researchers to 
determine frequency, severity, and extent of fire on this landscape.  Fire scars dated 
from 1660 through 1889, when fire occurrences declined sharply in the study area as 
they did across the western U.S., likely from the combination of timber harvest and 
active fire suppression.     
 
Results from the study indicate that the natural fire regime in elevations below 4,500 
feet generally involved high-frequency, low-severity fires (consistent with Fire Regime 
I) every 9 - 17 years.  Treatments within the Eightmile Vegetation Management project 
would be below 4,500 feet.  Fires in this elevation band of the Twentymile planning 
area occurred every 9-16 years up to 1889; past this date, only two fires show up on 
district records for the entire study area.  This study determined a mean fire size of 
1,502 acres in the Twentymile area, with a range from 19 to 6,749 acres; some fires 
were likely somewhat larger since they may have burned beyond the study area 
perimeter (Schellhaas et al. 2003).  Finch’s study, though much smaller, found that fire 
frequently occurred in the Eightmile area up to the 1940s; no explanation for this 
change in fire frequency was offered (Finch 1984).   
 
Historical Fire Ignitions and Sizes 
U.S. Forest Service fire records for the Methow Valley Ranger District go back to 
1902, but within the Eightmile Creek drainage, available records show the first 
recorded ignition in 1958.  Active fire suppression occurred before this date; it is likely 
that the effects of fire exclusion in the drainage and analysis area began to impact the 
area at least by the 1930s.  From 1958 to 2004, records give the numbers of fires per 
year, cause of fire, and size class, as summarized below for the Eightmile Creek 
drainage and the analysis area.   
 
For the Eightmile Creek drainage: 
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  86% of the fires were stopped at less than ¼ acre.  
  98% were contained at less than 9 acres.    
  One-third of all ignitions were human-caused.   
  Campfires were the most common human cause of fire. 
  The largest fires in the drainage were lightning-caused. 
  The largest fires in this drainage (Class C at 9 - 100 acres and Class D at 100 - 

300 acres) began from 3 ignitions (2% of total ignitions in the drainage). 
  More than half of the fires in the drainage were in the analysis area. 
 
For the analysis area: 
  87% of all fires were stopped at less than ¼ acre.  
  100% were contained at less than 9 acres.    
  Almost half of all ignitions were human-caused. 
  Campfires were the most common human cause of fire. 
  Humans and lightning caused the largest fires. 
  The largest fires in this analysis area (Class B at ¼-9 acres) began from 9 ignitions 

(12% of the total ignitions in the analysis area). 
 
Between 1958 and 2004, 76 recorded fire starts occurred in the analysis area (55% of 
the total for the entire Eightmile Creek drainage).  For almost every cause and size 
class, ignition records show that the analysis area contains about half or more of the 
ignition activity for the drainage, establishing the likelihood for potential future starts 
there.  The most ignitions in any year (7) occurred in 1975, burning about 11 acres.  
Ten of the 46 years had no recorded starts by either humans or lightning.  Human fire 
starts were primarily in the road-accessible portions of the drainage.   
 
Of the wildfires documented above, maps are currently available for only the larger 
areas burned in the past (see Map 3.2-1 in map section).  Those fires that escape 
initial containment usually involved: 
  Fuel, topographic, and atmospheric conditions that allow for extreme fire behavior; 
  Difficult or slow access, and/or 
  Hazardous conditions for suppression resources (no escape routes and/or safety 

zones). 
 
Fire Behavior and Fire Effects 
Fire effects can be divided into two groups: first-order fire effects are immediate 
consequences of a fire like tree scorch and mortality, mineral soil exposure, and soil 
heating; second-order fire effects include the after-effects of a fire such as erosion.  
Within the Eightmile Creek drainage, historical (pre-European settlement) fire was an 
important influence on the vegetation patterns and processes, as it was elsewhere on 
east Cascade landscapes (Agee 1994).  Before fire suppression, fire occurred at 
relatively frequent intervals within east Cascades forests (Agee and Edmonds 1992) 
as a result of both lightning and aboriginal ignitions.  In predominantly ponderosa pine 
vegetation like that historically present in this drainage, first-order fire effects from low-
intensity fires included controlling regeneration of fire-sensitive species, promoting fire-
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tolerant species such as Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine, consuming small fuels (less 
than 3” diameter), and maintaining a variety of forest structures including a higher 
proportion of low-density stands than currently exists.  These fires also maintained 
wildlife habitat for species that require open stand structure (Peterson et al. 2005).  
Fire behavior in these types of fuels would generally have consisted of little smoldering 
fire, low-severity fire effects, and low-intensity fire carried by the litter and low 
vegetation fuel strata, with little mortality to overstory trees (Agee 1994).  Crown fire 
was infrequent in ponderosa pine forests, with stands showing high fire resiliency (the 
capability of maintaining substantial live basal area after being burned by a wildfire). 
 
Fire Regimes and Condition Classes 
The patterns of historical fire frequency and severity provide an important reference 
point for assessing changes in vegetative patterns and the associated risks of 
uncharacteristic fire in the present.  Delineating these patterns using biophysical 
settings has led to development of natural fire regime and fire regime condition class 
designations.   
 
Fire regimes classify the role fire would play across a landscape in the absence of 
modern human intervention, but including the influence of aboriginal burning (Hann et 
al. 2003).   Disturbance attributes including type, frequency, intensity, duration, and 
extent of natural fire are considered in defining fire regimes.  Fire regimes range from 
frequent, non-lethal (low overstory mortality) events to infrequent, high-severity, stand-
replacing events.  The five historical fire regimes are classified based on average 
number of years between fires (fire frequency) combined with the severity (amount of 
replacement) of the fire on the dominant overstory vegetation (Hann et al. 2003).   
 
Figure 3.2-2   Fire Regime Frequency & Severity (Shaded regimes exist in Eightmile analysis area) 

Fire Regime Frequency (years) Severity 

I 0-35 Low (surface fires most common) to mixed severity (< 75% of the 
 dominant overstory vegetation replaced) 

II 0-35 High (stand replacement) severity (greater than 75% of the dominant 
overstory vegetation replaced) 

III 35-100+ Mixed severity (less than 75% of the dominant overstory vegetation 
 replaced) 

IV 35-100+ High (stand replacement) severity (greater than 75% of the dominant 
 overstory vegetation replaced) 

V 200+ High (stand replacement) severity (greater than 75% of the dominant 
overstory vegetation replaced) 

 
The present condition of an area gives an indication of potential fire effects that may or 
may not be characteristic of the fire regime.  A fire regime condition class (FRCC) 
describes the amount of departure from the natural regime, which is based on 
comparing a composite measure of fire regime attributes (vegetation characteristics; 
fuel composition; fire frequency, severity, and pattern) to the central tendency of the 
natural fire regime.  The amount of departure, or condition class, is then classified as 
described in the following figure (Hann et al. 2003).   
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Figure 3.2-3   Fire Regime Condition Classes  
            Condition Class 1           Condition Class 2         Condition Class 3 
                                                                                   Summary 
Within the natural (historical) range of 
variability of vegetation 
characteristics; fuel composition; fire 
frequency, severity, and pattern; and 
other associated disturbances. 

Moderate departure from the natural 
(historical) range of variability of 
vegetation characteristics; fuel 
composition; fire frequency, 
severity, and pattern; and other 
associated disturbances. 

High departure from the natural 
(historical) range of variability of 
vegetation characteristics; fuel 
composition; fire frequency, severity, and 
pattern; and other associated 
disturbances. 

                                                                               Potential Risks 
Fire behavior, effects, and other 
associated disturbances (i.e. smoke 
production, hydrology, and soil 
function) similar to those that 
occurred prior to fire exclusion 
(suppression) and other types of 
management that do not mimic the 
natural fire regime and associated 
vegetation and fuel characteristics.  
Insect and disease populations within 
natural (historical) range.   
 
Composition and structure of 
vegetation and fuels similar to natural 
(historical) regime.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Low risk of losing key ecosystem 
components (e.g. native species, 
large trees, soil).   

Fire behavior, effects, and other 
associated disturbances moderately 
departed (more or less severe).  
Smoke and soil erosion following 
fires typically greater; water flow 
typically decreased.  Insect and 
disease populations moderately 
altered from their natural (historical) 
range.   
 
 
 
Composition and structure of 
vegetation and fuels moderately 
altered, possibly with moderately 
increased density, encroachment of 
shade-tolerant tree species, or 
moderate loss of shade intolerant 
tree species caused by fire 
exclusion, logging, or exotic insects 
or disease.  Surface shrub/ grass 
may be replaced with woody fuels 
and litter.     
 
Uncharacteristic conditions range 
from low to moderate.   
 
Moderate risk of losing key 
ecosystem components.   

Fire behavior, effects, and other 
associated disturbances highly departed 
(more or less severe).  Smoke 
production, hydrology, and soil 
substantially altered from historical range.  
Insect and disease populations 
substantially altered from natural 
(historical) range; typically higher 
mortality or defoliation. 
 
 
 
Composition and structure of vegetation 
and fuels highly altered, possibly with 
highly increased density, encroachment 
of shade tolerant tree species, or high 
loss of shade intolerant tree species 
caused by fire exclusion, logging, or 
exotic insects or disease.  Surface 
shrub/grass may be replaced with woody 
fuels and litter.   
 
 
 
Uncharacteristic conditions range from 
moderate to high.   
 
High risk of losing key ecosystem 
components. 

 
Existing Conditions 
 
Fuels 
Vegetation management and fire exclusion/suppression have affected the 
arrangement and continuity of fuels in the drainage and the analysis area, increasing 
the proportion of fuel strata that carry surface fire; creating dead, dried material; 
increasing fuel bed depth; changing the ground level wind patterns; and changing the 
seasonal and daily drying patterns.    
 
Fuels that contributing to smoldering fire and its residual fire residence time than 
existed historically, with more severe effects on soil layers and tree survival.  Fuels 
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contributing to surface fire, described by 13 Fire Behavior Fuel Models (Anderson 
1982), are divided into four groups: grass, shrub, timber litter, and logging slash.  Less 
than 1% of the analysis area is light logging slash (Fuel Model 11) lying in Burgett 
Timber Sale units within the analysis area, as described in Past Fuels Treatments.  
About 84% of the surface fuels in the drainage are timber litter fuels, described below; 
these represent about 96% of the analysis area.  These fuel models do not consider 
the strata that are responsible for residual effects including soil sterilization. 
 
Fuel Model 8 (timber litter group, 41% of the analysis area), where slow-burning 
ground fires with low flame heights are the rule.  Fire may encounter occasional heavy 
fuel concentrations that can flare up.  Closed canopy stands of short-needle conifers 
support fire in the compact litter layer.  Mainly needles, leaves, and some twigs on the 
forest floor, since little undergrowth is present.  Fuels average 0.2 foot depth. 
 
Fuel Model 9 (timber litter group, 43% of the analysis area), where fires run through 
surface litter faster than FM-8, with higher flame heights.  Long-needle conifer stands 
are typical.  Concentrations of dead-down woody material will contribute to possible 
torching out of trees, spotting, and crowning activity.  Fuels average 0.2 foot depth.  
 
Fuel Model 10 (timber litter group, 12% of the analysis area), where fires burn in the 
surface and ground fuels with greater intensity than the other timber litter models.  
Dead/down fuels include more 3-inch or larger woody material than the other timber 
litter groups.  Crowning out, spotting, and torching of individual trees is more frequent 
and may lead to potential fire control difficulties.  Fuel depths average 1 foot. 
 
With fire exclusion, trees have grown dense in the Eightmile project area, increasing 
the fuel strata that contribute to crown fire.  Lower limb heights in the canopy (canopy 
base height) and increased density of woody material in the crown (crown bulk 
density) are higher than existed historically across most of the landscape, currently 
averaging 1 to 8 feet from the ground.  The present condition of low canopy base 
heights and increased surface fuel loading considerably increases susceptibility to 
crown fire, particularly when adding the additional effects of slope and wind.  These 
factors, especially in combination, often increase a fire’s rate of spread and resistance 
to control.  Existing vegetation and fuel conditions within the Eightmile analysis area 
create potential for severe fire effects that would be unusual for most of the area.  
These conditions also increase fire behavior, creating a difficult and possibly unsafe 
suppression scenario should a fire occur.   
 
Fire Behavior and Fire Effects 
 
Modeling Surface and Crown Fire Behavior  
Fire growth prediction models like BehavePlus and FlamMap use surface fuel models 
(described previously) to estimate potential fire growth and intensities along with other 
fire behavior outputs.  Further discussion of modeling with BehavePlus3.0 and 
FlamMap is available in the project analysis file. 
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Surface Fire Behavior 
BehavePlus 3.0 modeled flame lengths and spread rates using the same low, 
moderate, high, and extreme weather conditions outlined in the Okanogan and 
Wenatchee National Forests Fire Management Plan (USDA 2002).   As shown in 
Figure 3.2-4, flame length provides an important measure of fire behavior, indicating 
when fires need to be fought with different means.  Flame lengths up to 4 feet 
generally can be fought by crews using handtools working directly adjacent to the 
edge of a fire (direct attack).  When flame lengths grow to 4-8 feet, equipment such as 
dozers is needed to support suppression efforts (where topography allows), and direct 
attack by hand crews is often not possible.  With 8 to12-foot flame lengths, control 
problems are expected and neither crews nor machinery can attack the fire directly.  If 
fire intensity (flame length) doesn’t allow direct attack then suppression resources 
have to back off to an indirect attack, finding defensible locations away from the fire’s 
immediate edge to construct fireline and burn out back to the main fire.  Using indirect 
attack has inherent difficulties that can make it less effective at containing a fire and 
riskier for firefighters.  Flame lengths above 12 feet cause major runs, sometimes 
involving the canopy independent of ground fire. 
 
Figure 3.2-4 Flame Length by Risk Level and Fuel Model 

Fuel Model Risk Level Maximum Rate of Spread 
(Chains/hour) Flame Length* (Feet) 

Low 2.0 1.2 
Moderate 2.3 1.5 

High 3.7 2.0 
8 

Extreme 4.2 2.0 
Low 7.6 3.2 

Moderate 8.9 3.9 
High 15.3 5.7 

9 

Extreme 17.9 6.3 
Low 8.2 5.7 

Moderate 10.3 7.1 
High 17.2 9.9 

10 

Extreme 23.0 11.7 
Low 5.9 3.4 

Moderate 7.2 4.2 
High 12.0 5.9 

Average 
Across  

Fuel Models  
8, 9, 10 Extreme 15.0 6.6 

Source: BehavePlus 3.0   
*      Handtools can be used.          Equipment needed.             Control problems.    
This modeling shows that intense fire behavior in the fuel models present in the 
analysis area can start even at moderate risk levels, as shown above.   
 
Crown Fire Behavior  
Passive crown fire (torching) occurs when the fire is spreading on the ground, but 
some (perhaps even many) of the trees are burning.  Active crown fire occurs when 
fire spreads through the canopy from treetop to treetop, independent of what may be 
burning along the ground.  Steep areas in the analysis area show some of the greatest 
potential for active crown fire.  With higher wind speeds, passive and active crown fire 
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potential increases and surface fire decreases on the landscape.  Spotting increases 
fire spread when either type of crown fire lofts fire brands into the convection column, 
which can move these ignition sources over ½-mile away from the main fire.  Fires that 
spread by spotting often are more difficult to predict and contain than fires spreading 
through the surface fuels.   
 
Beighley and Bishop (1990) describe the following favorable conditions necessary for 
surface fires to transition to crown fires: 
1. Dry fuels 
2. Low humidity and high temperatures 
3. Heavy accumulations of dead and downed litter 
4. Conifer reproduction and other ladder fuels 
5. Steep slopes 
6. Strong winds 
7. Unstable atmosphere 
8. Continuous forest of conifer trees 
Conditions 3, 4 and 8 exist throughout much of the drainage and analysis area.  
Increasing fire resiliency involves reducing crown fire occurrence and severity by 
manipulating these conditions.  Potentially effective treatments include a combination 
of increasing canopy base height, reducing canopy bulk density and canopy continuity, 
and reducing surface fuels (Peterson et al. 2005).   
 
Stands with low crown fire vulnerability may have canopy base heights at about 20 
feet or more; many stands within the analysis area have canopy base heights between 
3-8 feet.  Canopy bulk density of less than about 0.1 kilogram per cubic meter (kg/m-3) 
appears to reduce the risk of a crown fire (Peterson et al. 2005); many stands within 
the analysis area have canopy bulk densities ranging from 0.05 kg/m-3 to over 0.2 
kg/m-3.  Even with a surface fire, heat and smoke cause high mortality in these stands 
because the denser canopy prevents them from venting.  Underburn entries every five 
to fifteen years are very effective at keeping ground fuels low and thinning and pruning 
the understory. 
 
Several FlamMap simulations were done for the analysis area to determine crown fire 
potential.  Map 3.2-4 shows vegetation treatment units outlined in black, landscape 
burn areas outlined in blue, and the analysis area in red.  Results of this modeling 
place most of the area in the analysis area at more risk from passive crown fire than 
from active crown fire under the conditions modeled later in this section.  Increased 
weather intensity would likely increase crown fire potential.   
 
Large Fire Growth 
Potential for large fire growth in the drainage was inferred from analysis done during 
development of the Fire Plan, which indicates that in this area, fires starting in June or 
July can be expected to actively spread easterly up to about 2.5 miles.  Fires starting 
in August have a 70% probability of burning 0.5 miles to the east, and more than 50% 
probability of burning 3.5 miles to the east.  Northerly fire spread during June, July, 
and August is very similar to east spread, though with slightly lower probabilities.  
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Spread rates towards the south and west in this same area are slightly lower, with 
June and July ignitions having about a 50% probability of a one-mile fire spread to the 
west, and a 25% probability of its spreading to the south.  Ignitions from August till the 
end of fire season in October have a low probability of spreading to the south or west 
0.5 miles or more. 
 
Fire Effects at Various Risk Levels 
For this analysis, first-order fire effects were modeled using First Order Fire Effects 
Model (FOFEM ) 5.0, with input from BehavePlus 3.0, and considered all fuel strata.   
 
FOFEM modeling estimated that in a wildfire occurring in moderate to extreme 
conditions, mortality would range from 33% to 62% of the trees under current stocking 
and fuel loading conditions.  Mortality probabilities for the large legacy trees (generally 
>24” dbh) is less than 10% until flame lengths reach more than 7 feet, which can occur 
even in moderate-risk weather conditions in Fuel Model 9 and low-risk weather 
conditions in Fuel Model 10.  As flame lengths increase above 7 feet, mortality 
probabilities for these legacy trees increase to 25%, then as high as 60% to 85% with 
10-foot flame lengths.  Current grazing of grasses and forbs by cattle reduces some of 
the loading and fuel height of some surface fuels, which can reduce potential fire 
spread.    
 
Visitor and Firefighter Safety 
Low to moderate fire behavior along primary and secondary roads increases the 
chance of escape for visitors in the forest during a wildfire.  At present, most of the 
5130-000, 5130-300, and 5220-000 roads within the analysis area lie within Fire 
Regimes I and II that are two or more cycles out of alignment with inherent fire return 
intervals, with high fuel accumulations and dense canopies.  These routes would 
experience more intense fire behavior likely to block egress from these areas during a 
wildfire.  On the 5130000 road, once up-drainage from the 5220-000 intersection, 
visitors have no other egress other than the main road and only one area (a large 
dispersed campground) suitable for a safety zone during low to moderate fire 
behavior.  On the paved part of the 5130-000 road below the 5220-000 intersection, 
visitors have two egress points with the safest area at Eightmile Ranch in the 
Chewuch River bottom. 
 
Escape routes and safety zones are critical for firefighter safety.  An escape route is 
an easily negotiated path to a safe area (safety zone) where the fire would not pose a 
threat to firefighters.  If one does not exist, then a safety zone must be cleared with 
dozers to remove fuel.  The size and the number of safety zones depend on fire 
behavior and the number of suppression resources working on the fire.  The Incident 
Response Pocket Guide (USDA 2004e), used by wildfire incident commanders during 
fire suppression as a mandatory reference, describes an adequate safety zone for 
radiant heat only as four times the maximum flame height, a distance that must be 
maintained on all sides if the fire has the ability to burn completely around the safety 
zone. The Guide further emphasizes: “Convective heat from wind and/or terrain 
influences will increase this distance requirement.” 
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In frequent fire regimes where fuels are usually light, recurrent fires burn through the 
light surface fuels quickly with generally low intensity, leaving behind a blackened 
area.  If other hazards are not present then this area can provide a quickly accessible 
safety zone for firefighters working directly on the fire’s edge.  Firefighters require 
larger safety zones with higher fire intensity, shown below for a three-person engine 
crew (these figures assume no slope or wind influences on fire behavior, and would be 
the absolute minimum safety zone size for a fire located along the bottom of the 
Eightmile Creek drainage). 
 
Figure 3.2-5 Minimum Safety Zone Size Required for 1 Engine Crew 

Flame Height (feet) Distance Separation (feet) 
(firefighters to flame) Safety Zone Area (acres) 

10 40 0.1 
20 80 0.5 
50 200 3 
75 300 7 
100 400 12 
200 800 50 

Source: Incident Response Pocket Guide (USDA 2004e) 
 
The area required must grow as additional resources join the suppression efforts, and 
must be recreated as fireline construction progresses.  Within the analysis area, the 
only area large enough for a safety zone is the area described above.     
 
Change in Condition Classes 
As shown above, the historically ponderosa pine-dominated Eightmile Creek drainage 
now shows signs of moderate to extreme fire risk.  The most considerable influences 
on condition classes across most of the analysis area have been fire exclusion and 
early timber sale activity (harvesting the large, fire resistant species).  Spruce 
budworm infestation may have also altered fire regimes here, and potential global 
climate change may carry further impacts to fire regimes.   
 
Fire exclusion in the Eightmile Creek drainage has led to an increase in shade-tolerant 
species that are highly sensitive to fire.  Increased ground fuel accumulations, 
especially at the bases of trees, can burn with enough intensity and duration to cause 
mortality to even large, fire-resistant species.  Additional fuels in the surface fire strata 
produce higher-intensity ground fires with, longer flame lengths that can reach higher 
up into the lower canopy. Increased ladder fuels provide vertical continuity between 
strata, allowing fire to carry from surface fuels into the crowns of large trees.   These 
ladder fuels help initiate and can assist the continuation of crown fire which usually 
increases mortality.  As fire regimes in the analysis area drift further away from their 
expected fire rotation and fuel levels increase in all fuel strata, regimes that would 
have experienced low-intensity fire will likely experience higher intensities during 
wildfires.  Deeper fuel accumulations present throughout the fuel strata in Eightmile 
Creek drainage and the analysis area will likely increase fire severity and decrease fire 
resilience, allowing longer fire residence time with moderate to high potential to cause 
more severe immediate and long-term effects on soil functions (Neary et al. 2005). 
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Early timber sale activity helped change the vegetation structure to dense stands of 
multiple age-classes of trees, which promote more severe fires by providing continuity 
of vegetation or fuels between the ground and the tree canopy.   
 
The evaluation of existing FRCC for the analysis area was based on a coarse-scale 
assessment by fire ecologists on the Okanogan-Wenatchee National Forests, 
completed in early 2005 (J. Burdick, personal communication, December 1, 2005).  As 
shown by the figures below and Map 3.2-3, the analysis area contains about 58% of 
the drainage’s Fire Regime I acres, 86% of its Fire Regime II acres, and about 7% of 
its Fire Regime IV and V acres.  
 
Fire Regime I represents half of the drainage and the majority of the project area.  This 
fire regime is described at length in Strategy for Management of Dry Forest 
Vegetation, Okanogan and Wenatchee National Forest (USDA 2000c).  Historically, 
fire in this regime acted as a non-lethal disturbance agent to the mostly large and open 
grown fire-resistant species such as ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir that existed.  In 
the past, down woody debris in Fire Regime I would have been much less than current 
levels and would have been subjected to repeated ground fires that would eventually 
consume it (Hann et al. 2003).  Fires burning through this fuel loading would have 
been low intensity in most weather conditions.  Crown fire susceptibility for Fire 
Regime I would have been minor across the analysis area under most summer 
conditions.  Areas where fire missed a few cycles may have exhibited higher potential 
for crown fire, but generally these areas would have been a small portion of the overall 
landscape.  The uncharacteristic ground fuel accumulations described above, in 
conjunction with multi-aged stands, exist over most of the Fire Regime I of the analysis 
area.   
 
Figure 3.2-6   FRCC in Eightmile Creek Drainage & Analysis Area 

Fire Regime Condition Class 

Eightmile Creek 
Drainage 
Acres Percent of Drainage Analysis Area Acres 

Percent of 
Analysis Area 

I 3 16,963 55% 9,815 81% 

II 2 2,373 8% 2,044 17% 

IV 1 14 1% 0 0% 

IV & V 2 7,939 25% 195 < 2% 

Other  3,517 11% 108 < 1% 

 TOTALS:  30,806 100% 12,163 100% 
 
Fire Regime II represents a low percentage of the drainage and the analysis area.  
This regime is mostly found on south-facing slopes and in places along the valley 
bottom within the analysis area.  Fire in this regime is usually stand-replacing and 
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removes most tree regeneration; fires kill non-sprouting shrubs which typically 
regenerate and become dominant with 10-15 years.      
 
Fire Regimes IV and V cover one-quarter of the drainage, but less than 2% of the 
analysis area.  These regimes occur in some of the north aspects of the analysis area 
and in some of the more heavily-shaded riparian areas in the drainage bottom.  Fire in 
these regimes is infrequent to very rare, with every range of severity (surface, mixed, 
and replacement) (Hann and Strohm 2003).  Although fire behavior varies between 
these fire regimes and neighboring sideslope forests, studies suggest frequent 
continuity in fire disturbance between these two locations (Everett et al. 2000).     
 
In the drainage, wildfires have occurred on less than 2% of the vegetated acres since 
1958.  In the analysis area, wildfires burned less than 1% since 1958.  Most of Fire 
Regimes I and II within the drainage and analysis area are at least three to five cycles 
off of their expected fire frequency interval (using the Twentymile study estimate of fire 
occurring below 4500’ every 9-17 years).   
 
Vegetation management activity in the past 20 years has had little effect on current 
condition classes; even though management activities might have modified condition 
classes in these locations at one time, the small size and age of these treatments 
make them ineffective in modifying the fire behavior and hazards across the larger 
landscape.  Some of the more recent small, patchy timber sale units in the analysis 
area had post-harvest underburns across their acreage in the last 17 years (Burgett, 
Eightmile, and Lamb Butte); these areas are within Condition Class 1, but are still 
highly vulnerable to severe wildfire effects because the fuel levels around them can 
still allow fire to move into and through the units with high intensity.  Older harvest 
units in the analysis area are out of sync with their fire-return interval because the 
extraction of understory trees happened more than 17 years ago and was rarely 
followed by underburning across the entire unit.  Timber sales within the last 25 years 
have thinned portions of 3,731 acres in the analysis area, but 72% of this ground was 
treated over one fire cycle ago and had fuels treatments focusing on small 
concentrations of fuels (hand or machine piles) instead of underburns that applied fire 
to a broader area.   
 
With fire exclusion, fuels have accumulated throughout all fire regimes in the analysis 
area, with the most extreme effects in Fire Regimes I and II.  Accumulations of fuels 
and higher basal area now cause uncharacteristic fire effects within these fire regimes, 
with more uniform, severe consumption in mixed-severity fire regimes that historically 
exhibited a more mosaic pattern.  Where once fires were mostly low-severity or non-
lethal in Fire Regime I, high-intensity stand replacing fires are occurring.  Examples of 
local area fires that have burned in Fire Regimes I and II include the 530-acre 
Pearrygin fire (2005), the 21,300-acre Needles fire (2003), and the 78,174-acre 
Farewell fire (2003).  These high-severity fires killed many stands because high 
surface fuel loading and dense vertical and horizontal stand structure combined with 
topography and weather conditions to support increased fire intensities.  Figures 3.2-7 
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and 3.2-8 show examples of fire regimes in the analysis area and their current 
condition. 
 
Figure 3.2-7 Eightmile Bottom.  Fire Regime I, Condition Class 3.  Fuel models 8, 9. 
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Figure 3.2-8  Eightmile Bottom, east side. 
Fire Regime I, Condition Class 3.  Fuel models 8, 9. 

Forest Plan Old Growth  
Old growth stands as defined by the 
Okanogan National Forest Land and 
Resource Management Plan (USDA 
1989) (Forest Plan) occur on 901 acres 
within the analysis area, while 
replacement old growth stands cover 
another 832 acres.  The figure below 
shows acreages of Forest Plan old 
growth by FRCC at risk from 
uncharacteristically intense fire 
behavior and severe fire effects.  Large 
legacy trees are vulnerable to severe, 
intense wildfire as the encroaching 
understory provides ladder fuels to 
carry fire into higher canopy levels.  
The absence of fire through several 
return intervals has allowed fuels to 
increase and denser vegetation to grow 
in these Forest Plan old growth stands, 
providing surface and ladder fuels that 
support more extreme fire behavior and 
decrease fire resiliency.  Fire resiliency 
of these stands is low.  Most 
replacement old growth stands in the 
analysis area carry the same risks. 
 

 
Figure 3.2-9  Forest Plan Old Growth & Replacement Old Growth by FRCC 

Forest Plan Old Growth in 
Treatment Units 

Replacement old growth 
in Analysis Area Fire Regime,      

Condition Class 

Forest Plan Old 
Growth in 

Analysis Area Alt. 1 Alt. 2 Alt. 4 Alt 5  
I, 3 735 0 164 55 0 548 
II, 2 146 0 97 33 0 191 

IV/V, 1   20 0 2 1 0   81 
Total Acreage 901 0 263 89 0 832 

 
Late-Successional Reserves (LSR) 
Portions of the Nice and Upper Methow LSRs are located within the analysis area.  
The figure below shows acreages of LSR by fire regime and condition class.  
According to the An Assessment of the Northeastern Cascades Late-Successional 
Reserve (USDA 1998), fire exclusion has allowed Douglas-fir to become established in 
the understory, promoting higher-intensity fires with resulting degradation of late-
successional habitat.  While historical crown fire potential in these areas was low, 
presently about one-third of the Nice LSR has moderate crown fire potential (12% has 
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high crown fire potential, 18% has none, the remaining one-third is still at low potential) 
(USDA 1998).  As stated in the LSR Assessment, “Nice LSR is a small area in the 
midst of high crown-fire potential stands.  Any treatments designed to protect or 
enhance late successional values within the LSR should be linked closely to 
management activities outside the LSR” (USDA 1998).  
 
LSR within Fire Regime I, Condition Class 3 and Fire Regime II, Condition Class 2 are 
at risk from uncharacteristic, intense fire effects because the absence of fire through 
several return intervals has allowed fuels to increase and denser vegetation to grow, 
supporting more extreme fire behavior.  Fire resiliency of these stands is low.  The 
following table shows that most LSR within the analysis area is within Fire Regime I, 
Condition Class 3.  Managing the LSRs to maximize acreage of late-successional 
habitat would increase risk of severe and intense wildfires.  The LSR Assessment 
predicts a probable increase in stand-replacing wildfires over the next 200 years, 
accompanied by a decrease in late-successional habitat, and has identified much of 
the Nice LSR within the analysis area as a risk reduction opportunity.   
 
Figure 3.2-10 Late Successional Reserves by FRCC  

LSR in Treatment Units 
Fire Regime,      

Condition Class 

LSR in Analysis Area Alt. 1 Alt. 2 Alt. 4 Alt 5 
I, 3 2,956 0 451 367 367 
II, 2    375 0 150 450 450 

IV/V, 1    153 0 4 4 4 
Other    105 0 0 0 0 

Total Acreage 3,589 0 605 821 821 
 
Riparian Reserves 
Historically, Riparian Reserves experienced fire ranging from low severity to high 
intensity stand-replacing fire, depending on stand conditions, dead fuel moistures, and 
atmospheric conditions.  Local studies suggest substantial continuity in fire 
disturbance between sideslope and adjacent riparian forests (Everett et al. 2000).  
Downed woody debris was likely small but continuous within the riparian area and was 
affected by the frequency of fire, while large down woody material (>10” diameter) was 
likely consumed by frequent fire (Everett et al. 2000). 
 
Riparian Reserves within Fire Regime I, Condition Class 3 and Fire Regime II, 
Condition Class 2 are at risk for more intense fire behavior, more severe fire effects, 
and associated degradation of aquatic habitat because the absence of fire through 
several return intervals has allowed fuels to increase and denser vegetation to grow, 
supporting more extreme fire behavior with more severe fire effects.  Fire resiliency of 
these stands is low.  The following table shows that most Riparian Reserves within the 
analysis area is within Fire Regime I, Condition Class 3. 
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Figure 3.2-11  Riparian Reserves by FRCC  
Riparian Reserve in Treatment Units Fire Regime,      

Condition Class 
Riparian Reserve in 
Analysis Area Alt. 1 Alt. 2 Alt. 4 Alt 5 

I, 3 1,110 0 226 124 110 
II, 2 300 0 88 55 45 
IV/V, 1 84 0 5 0 0 
Other 6 0 0 0 0 
Total Acreage 1,500 0 319 179 155 

 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action  
Fire behavior, fire effects, visitor/firefighter safety, and fire regimes would be 
unchanged in Alternative 1, except through the occurrence of wildfires.  Overstocked 
stands and continued accumulations of fuels would continue to tax the biological 
capacity and increase the fire hazard of the dry Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine forest 
types.  Fire resiliency of these dense, multi-canopy forests would continue to decline 
as they became thicker and more susceptible to severe fire effects and high fire 
intensity.  Fire effects including tree scorch and mortality; soil exposure and 
volatilization would become more severe.  These areas would not be sustainable 
under inherent fire regimes.  Disparity would increase between current and inherent 
disturbance regimes and associated vegetation characteristics.  This would set the 
stage for severe disturbance events that could adversely impact the biological capacity 
of the ecosystems.  In Fire Regimes I and II, crown fire risk would continue to rise as 
crown bulk density increased and canopy base height decreased.  Crown fire potential 
would remain moderate to severe on 2,667acres, leading to potential fire control 
difficulties and making aerial applied fire retardant less effective.  Visitor and firefighter 
egress through the main and secondary roads in the Eightmile drainage would 
continue to be at risk, while firefighter safety would be affected by degradation of fire 
behavior.  Wildfires starting outside of the analysis area would not meet any changes 
in vegetation and fuels that encouraged reduced fire behavior and fire effects.  This 
alternative does not meet the Strategy for Management of Dry Forest Vegetation, 
Okanogan and Wenatchee National Forest, April 2000 (USDA 2000c).  
 
Forest Plan Old Growth and Late-Successional Reserves (LSR) 
Forest Plan old growth left untreated within Fire Regimes I and II would experience the 
same type of fire behavior and effects as described above.  Large legacy trees would 
be more vulnerable to severe, intense wildfire as the encroaching understory provided 
ladder fuels to carry fire into higher canopy levels.  LSRs left untreated within Fire 
Regimes I and II would experience the same condition with the resulting degradation 
of habitat. 
 
Riparian Reserves 
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Riparian Reserves left untreated within Fire Regimes I and II would be prone to severe 
fire effects during a wildfire, with associated degradation of aquatic and terrestrial 
habitat. 
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4, and 5  
Proposed vegetation and fuel treatments would have a direct effect on fire behavior 
during wildfires by their effects on canopy base height and crown bulk density, 
reducing crown fire risks.  Commercial and non-commercial vegetation treatments 
would raise the average canopy base height by thinning from below and reduce 
horizontal canopy continuity.  Underburning would also scorch the lower live limbs and 
help raise canopy base height.  Where currently many treatment units have a general 
height of 1-8 feet to the base of the average lower canopy, there would be an increase 
to around 15–20 feet.  This would also reduce the overall crown bulk density.  By 
increasing average canopy base heights, surface fires would have a greater tendency 
to stay on the ground and not ignite larger tree canopies.  By reducing horizontal 
canopy continuity, there would be a reduction of crown bulk density, reducing crown 
fire sustainability.  Reducing canopy, ladder and surface fuels also reduces the 
potential for long-range spotting from a treated area.  A passive or active crown fire 
burning towards treated areas may spot into them, or burn on the surface and in the 
crowns as it reaches them, but fire often drops to the surface upon entering these 
areas because the reduction of available ground, ladder, and canopy fuels do not 
support this kind of fire behavior (Agee and Skinner 2005).  Fire intensity is reduced, 
allowing suppression resources a better opportunity at containment in all but the most 
extreme conditions.   
 
In commercial thinning units, overstory retention is a prime objective during prescribed 
burning.  Timing of prescribed burning will depend on fuel loadings present after 
commercial thinning, and post-harvest thinning would generally occur in these units 
after prescribed burning disposes of commercial thinning debris.  Past experience 
shows that underburning activity fuels greater than about 15 tons per acre (such as the 
combination of commercial thinning slash and timber stand improvement slash) can 
cause excessive scorch and mortality in the residual stand.  
 
Timber stand improvement thinning would cut material generally less than 7 inches in 
diameter, occasionally up to about 12 inches if needed.  This treatment would be 
followed by lop-and-scatter, or either underburning or hand-piling and burning as 
needed; burn treatments would target the fine fuels or material 3 inches and less in 
diameter.  Underburning is the most cost-effective method for reducing increased 
wildfire hazards generated from activity and naturally-occurring accumulations of slash 
and other woody debris.  Underburning to treat activity-generated slash would be 
delayed until firewood utilization occurs, where accessible and consistent with 
management direction.  This underburning would also generally be delayed until 
needle drop and slash settling has occurred to reduce flammability, usually about five 
years.   
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Although no mechanical treatments are proposed for portions of the Big Burgett and 
Eightmile Bottom prescribed fire units outside of vegetation treatment units, lightly 
underburning these areas while crown fire risk is low would reduce hazard fuels on the 
ground with minimal risk to the overstory, and would help maintain a low crown fire risk 
until future vegetation management projects can enter the area. 
 
The effects of fire on trees, shrubs, and herbaceous vegetation would depend on fire 
intensity, which is a function of the season and the climatic pattern occurring at the 
time of the burn.  Vegetation response would also be affected by key factors linked to 
the growing season following the burn: plant germination and sprouting along with the 
use of emerging vegetation by animals (Bunting 1996).  Plant vigor would be improved 
by fire along with plant community diversity, and forage production and palatability for 
ungulates would be improved as well (Adams 1989).  Larger prescribed burn units 
may spread the use by ungulates and mitigate the problem of concentrated use on 
emergent vegetation.   
 
Another goal of prescribed burning across treatment units is to move Fire Regimes I 
and II to Condition Class 1 where both vegetation and fuels reduction treatments are 
conducted.  Where only prescribed burning is conducted, the goal is to move 
approximately 60% of Fire Regime I to Condition Class 2, and Fire Regime II to 
Condition Class 1.  The vegetation and fuels treatments in these alternatives would 
provide for a more fire resilient ecosystem and meet hazard reduction objectives, 
reducing the intensity and spread of potential wildfire by returning fuel loadings to 
levels compatible with historical (pre-suppression) vegetation.  Reintroducing low-
intensity fire would help restore the ecosystem dynamics responsible for maintaining 
fire resilient, fire-dependent species within prescribed fire treatment areas.  
Treatments would also benefit the scenic resources of the area by ensuring greater 
survivability of legacy trees through the next 20-30 years, giving them access to more 
nutrients, water, and sunlight.   
 
Condition classes would move toward their historical level to the degree that 
commercial and non-commercial thinning and fuel reduction treatments would be 
applied.  Effective fuels treatments in forest stands with high fuel accumulations would 
typically require thinning to increase canopy base height and reduce canopy bulk 
density and canopy continuity, and would also require a substantial reduction in 
surface fuel through prescribed fire or mechanical treatment or both (Peterson et al. 
2005).  In general, areas receiving these treatments could move from Condition Class 
3 to Condition Class 1 of their respective fire regimes.  With prescribed fire treatment 
only, however, local experience during the past 10 years of landscape burning has 
shown that condition classes would lower only one level over about 60% of a unit.  
Attempting to move from Condition Class 3 to Condition Class 1 using prescribed fire 
without mechanical treatment is usually incompatible with stand retention goals 
because the fire would burn too hot, killing residual trees and causing other negative 
effects such as soil heating and duff consumption.   
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The figure below shows that although each alternative would treat close to the same 
acreage in Fire Regimes I and II, the condition class transitions would be most 
substantial in Alternative 2. 
 
Figure 3.2-12 Projected Condition Class improvements by alternative 

 FR I, CC 3 
Treated* 

Move to FR I, 
CC 2** 

Move to FR I, CC 
1** 

FR II, CC 2 
Treated* 

Move to FR II, CC 1** 

Alt. 2 17% 42% 31% 50% 74% 
Alt. 4 14% 50% 18% 44% 70% 
Alt. 5 14% 50% 18% 44% 70% 

*Percentage of this FRCC under treatment in the analysis area. 
**Percentage of the treated fire regime in the analysis area. 
 
Alternative 2 would cause the greatest transition to Condition Classes 1 and 2 along 
the main access road in the Eightmile Creek basin, providing the most benefit to 
egress routes for visitors and firefighters by minimizing wildfire behavior there.  Along 
approximately 7.5 miles of this road and 7.8 miles of other roads in the analysis area, 
fire along the road would likely stay on the ground and have flame lengths less than 4 
feet.  This would greatly improve the ability of vehicles to drive out of the area and not 
sustain high intensity temperatures or falling trees along the way.  This route would 
also provide safer access to fires for firefighters and offer better opportunities to 
contain fires starting in the bottom of the drainage before they reach the toe of the 
steep slopes on the north side of the Eightmile Creek drainage.  Alternatives 4 and 5 
would affect the same length of roads, although to a lesser extent, since treatments in 
these alternatives would move fewer acres of Condition Classes 3 and 2 toward their 
historic levels.  
 
All alternatives could reduce future fire suppression costs within the next 15-25 years 
because of anticipated reduction in future fire intensity. These reduced intensities 
would give more options to fire suppression managers and resources during 
suppression actions.  
 
All four campgrounds in the analysis area would benefit from hazard tree removal and 
fuels reduction through thinning, piling, and burning in all alternatives.   
 
Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 would use treatments and meet objectives consistent with 
overall design for implementation of the “Strategy for Management of Dry Forest 
Vegetation, Okanogan and Wenatchee National Forest, April 2000”.  As more dry-site 
forested areas are brought into their inherent condition class, the better their health is 
maintained and enhanced.   
 
Fireline 
Burn project design would first consider using previously disturbed roads and natural 
or human-made barriers for boundaries to minimize soil disturbance and the 
requirement for fireline construction.  Using these features would still leave the need 
for fireline as described in the figure below.  Layout on the ground would identify 
additional unknown fire barriers, such as deer and cow trails, to further reduce planned 
fireline construction.  Hand fireline would be constructed with hand tools to produce a 
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line of bare ground 12-18” wide, creating a barrier to surface fire spread.  Machine 
fireline would consist of a line with only surface vegetation removed.  Berms would be 
moved back into the fireline at the natural contour.  Dozer fireline would be used on 
slopes less than 20% where other resources would not be adversely affected.  Design 
elements and mitigation measures would be followed as specified by other resources. 
 
Figure 3.2-13 Anticipated Fireline Needs by Alternative (in miles) 

Alternative Dozer Fireline Hand Fireline Total Fireline 
1 0 0 0 
2 2.6 11.2 13.9 
4 2.7 6.9 9.6 
5 3.9 7.2 11.1 

 
Forest Plan Old Growth 
Approximately 7% of the analysis area lies in Forest Plan old growth.  Of this amount, 
about 29% would lie within treatment units in Alternative 2 and about 10% would lie 
within treatment units in Alternative 4.  Vegetation and fuels treatments would have a 
much greater impact on reducing fire behavior and returning to inherent fire regimes in 
Forest Plan old growth stands in Alternative 2 because of the amount of these stands 
receiving both vegetation and fuels treatments.  Shifting to Condition Class 1 and 
greater fire resiliency in Forest Plan old growth would reduce risk of potential wildfire 
mortality and help lengthen survival of legacy trees as described above.  The 
characteristics of Forest Plan old growth would be sustainable through time if 
maintenance fire is used every 15-30 years.   
 
Alternative 4 would have less impact than Alternative 2 on fire behavior and condition 
class transition in Forest Plan old growth because it treats about 70% less Forest Plan 
old growth, and less mechanical treatment would be used in concert with prescribed 
fire.   
 
Alternative 5 would not change condition classes in Forest Plan old growth in the 
analysis area, leaving it at moderate to high risk for severe fire effects.  The same type 
of stagnation and reversal described in Alternative 1 would occur in this alternative.  
Some Forest Plan old growth stands, located on steep slopes and in narrow draws, 
are more vulnerable to wildfire given no change in condition class.  Large legacy trees 
would be more vulnerable to severe, intense wildfire as the encroaching understory 
provides ladder fuels to carry fire into the higher canopy.  
 
Late-Successional Reserves 
About 28% of the analysis area is within an LSR.  Each action alternative would have 
approximately 22% of the treatment areas within LSR boundaries, moving or 
maintaining about 52% of the LSR to Condition Class 2 and about 48% to Condition 
Class 1.  Fire resiliency would increase as fire effects would be reduced.  
Underburning, especially in the Nice LSR, is consistent with recommendations from 
the Northeastern Cascades LSR Assessment, which promotes the goal of returning 
stands to more fire-tolerant conditions.   
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Riparian Reserves 
About 12% of the analysis area is within a Riparian Reserve.  Alternative 2 moves 
more Riparian Reserve area toward Condition Classes 1 and 2 than Alternatives 4 and 
5 because it includes both vegetation and fuels treatments that would reduce tree 
density and raise canopy base heights, allowing for surface fuel treatment with low-
intensity prescribed fire while still meeting visual objectives and maintaining desired 
vegetation characteristics.   
 
Since Alternatives 4 and 5 eliminate vegetation treatments in riparian reserves (except 
for campgrounds), the transition in condition class would be limited to what can be 
achieved with prescribed burning alone.  Without vegetation treatments, Eightmile 
Creek (the most substantial fish-bearing stream in the area) would most likely 
experience more severe wildfires.   
 
Backing fire, or indirect ignition, would be used in Riparian Reserves in Alternative 2 
(within units 04, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 29, 33, 37, 47, 48, 49, and 58) wherever possible 
to allow low-intensity fire to move on its own.  If a Riparian Reserve has potential to 
experience undesirable fire effects, then Minimum Impact Suppression Techniques 
(MIST) would be used before ignition to create a control line with the least ground 
disturbance possible.  This could potentially include using direct ignition in the Riparian 
Reserves to secure locations where they cross burn perimeters.  Hand fireline would 
bisect the Riparian Reserve at the unit’s edge, limiting potential adverse effects from 
fire burning in an uncontrolled manner through the Riparian Reserves, which are 
highly visible areas along the roads. No ignition or backing fire would occur in riparian-
influenced vegetation to avoid potential impacts on species that may occur on the 
December 2003 Annual Species Review List. 
 
Effects Summary 
After all treatments are complete, there would be an increase in Condition Class 1 in 
Fire Regimes I and II from less than 1% initially to about 47% in Alternative 2 and to 
about 39% in Alternatives 4 and 5.  On a landscape scale, Alternative 2 would provide 
the most reduction in fire behavior and fire effects and the most improvements to 
visitor and firefighter safety because it would treat a broader area.  Alternative 2 would 
provide the most effective transition in condition class, providing a broader treated 
area to act as a deterrent to intense fire behavior and severe fire effects.  Alternative 2 
would treat more of Fire Regime I, the regime most out of alignment with its historical 
fire environment; this alternative would also treat more Forest Plan old growth, LSR, 
and riparian reserves than Alternatives 4 and 5.   
 
Cumulative Effects 
 
Past Actions 
The existing condition portion of this section gives detailed information about the 
effects of past actions on fuels.  In summary, past actions affecting fuels, fire behavior, 
and fire regime condition classes in the Eightmile Creek drainage over the last 50 
years include fire exclusion and timber harvest.  The largest fire on record for the 
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Eightmile Creek drainage dates before this time; since then, almost all fires have been 
suppressed while less than 9 acres and very little of the drainage has experienced fire 
in the last 60 years.  Stands have become denser, with more ladder fuels and deeper 
duff layers contributing to potential for severe and intense fires.  Small changes in 
condition classes occurred in limited areas where vegetation and fuels treatments 
were applied, but the age and small patch size of these treatments make them 
ineffective in modifying fire behavior over the landscape.     
 
Present Actions 
Remaining post harvest vegetation and fuels management activities on approximately 
132 acres identified in the Burgett Timber Sale decision document are planned to be 
completed concurrently with the proposed Big Burgett and Eightmile Bottom burns.  
These include the following units: 
  Burgett 49 – sanitation felling of understory trees followed by prescribed burning in 

the Big Burgett burn and tree planting. 
  Burgett 51 and 52 – timber stand improvement thinning following completion of the 

Big Burgett burn. 
  Burgett 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, and 9 - timber stand improvement thinning on portions of these 

units following completion of the Eightmile Bottom burn.   
 
Reasonably Foreseeable Future Actions 
Vegetation and fuels treatments in the Buck Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment project 
would likely reduce fuel loadings and fire behavior, improve firefighter and visitor 
safety, and return FRCC closer to historic levels, with a resulting reduction in wildfire 
effects over treated areas.  Wildfires are likely to continue to occur in the Eightmile 
drainage, as well as in surrounding areas, with moderate to high potential for severe 
fire effects.  These wildfires would be fully suppressed.   
 
Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 
The cumulative effect of all past, present, reasonable foreseeable future actions, and 
Alternatives 2, 4, or 5 on fire behavior, fire effects, and visitor and firefighter safety 
would range from moderate to substantial decreases in fuel loadings and resulting fire 
behavior. Flame lengths and crown fire potential in treated areas would decrease 
under most conditions, providing forest visitors safer egress during wildfires and 
firefighters safer access/egress in the same events.  Transitions in FRCC towards 
historical, more fire-resilient levels would occur in all treated areas including Forest 
Plan old growth, Riparian Reserves, and LSRs.  Disparities between current and 
inherent condition classes would be changed by approximately 69% overall in each 
alternative.  These transitions would endure for about 12-15 years, after which a fire 
return interval would have passed and condition classes would start to decline again 
without further treatment.   
 
Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 would lower fireline intensities in the event of wildfire, leading 
to more successful suppression efforts.  Aerial-delivered retardant or water would be 
more effective in lighter fuels and a more open canopy, making it safer for firefighters 
to successfully anchor and contain wildfires.  Wildfires starting outside of the treatment 
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units would meet changes in vegetation and fuels that encouraged reduced fire 
behavior and fire effects.  Alternative 2 would provide more of these benefits and 
Alternative 5 would provide the least amount. 
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Figure 3.2-14 Existing FRCC & Projected Transition Post-Treatment (Trtm.) 

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 4 Alternative 5 
 

FRCC 
Pre-Trtm. 
Acres 

Post-Trtmt 
Acres 

Pre-Trtm. 
Acres 

Post-Trtm. 
Acres 

Pre-Trtm. 
Acres 

Post-Trtm. 
Acres 

Pre-Trtm. 
Acres 

Post-Trtm. 
Acres 

I, 3 1,633 1,633 1,633 436 1,414 447 1,337 414 
I, 2 0 0 0 695 0 709 0 667 
I, 1 0 0 0 502 0 259 0 256 
II, 2 1,027 1,027 1,027 262 950 278 885 253 
II, 1 0 0 0 765 0 672 0 633 

Overall FRCC  
for Treatment  
Units 

IVc & V 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 
I, 3 170 170 170 10 34 14 170 170 
I, 2 0 0 0 15 0 20 0 0 
I, 1 0 0 0  145 0 0 0 0 
II, 2 111 111 111 0 45 18 111 111 
II, 1 0 0 0 111 0 27 0 0 

Forest Plan  
old growth 

IVc & V 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 
I, 3 451 451 451 122 367 122 367 122 
I, 2 0 0 0 183 0 183 0 183 
I, 1 0 0 0 146 0 62 0 62 
II, 2 150 150 150 50 450 50 450 50 
II, 1 0 0 0 100 0 100 0 100 

LSRs  
(Nice and  
Upper Methow) 

IVc & V 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
I, 3 226 226 226 42 124 44 110 39 
I, 2 0 0 0 64 0 69 0 59 
I, 1 0 0 0 120 0 11 0 12 
II, 2 88 88 88 19 55 22  45 18 
II, 1 0 0 0 69 0 33  0 27 

Riparian 
 Reserves 

IVc & V 5 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 
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3.3  Air Quality 
 
The section below summarizes the existing condition information, along with the direct, 
indirect and cumulative effects from the Eightmile project, as analyzed in the Eightmile 
Vegetation Management Air, Fuels and Fire Behavior Report, February 22, 2006, 
(Trebon 2006) available in the project analysis file. 
 
Management Background 
 
Clean Air Act 
The Clean Air Act (Public Law 95-95, as amended in 1977 and 1990) is a legal mandate 
designed to protect public human health and welfare from air pollution.  The act defines 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) as levels of pollutant above which 
detrimental effects on human health and welfare could occur.  Particulate Matter (PM), 
the major pollutant of concern from wildfires and prescribed fires, includes any airborne 
finely-divided solid or liquid material with an aerodynamic diameter smaller than 100 
micrometers (microns).      
 
The Clean Air Act and its amendments define responsibility for air quality.  The 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has the responsibility to develop the NAAQS, 
while individual states are responsible for developing a State Implementation Plan (SIP) 
in order to meet or exceed these standards.  Since 1997, the EPA has identified PM10 
and PM2.5 particle sizes as the standards for evaluating emissions and their effect on 
human health because of the potential for these particles to cause adverse human 
health effects.  PM10 (coarse) particles are less than 10 microns in size (most particles 
larger than this are intercepted in the nose and mouth).  PM2.5 (fine) particles are less 
than 2.5 microns in size.   
 
The Clean Air Act established Class I, II, and III air quality designations.  Each class has 
specific amounts or "increments" of air quality deterioration allowed over baseline 
levels, with Class I areas permitted the least amount.  The Pasayten Wilderness is the 
closest Class I area to the Eightmile project, approximately 4 miles north of the analysis 
area.   
 
Smoke Management Program 
The goals of the current Washington state smoke management program include: 
  Minimizing or preventing smoke from prescribed burning or wildfires on forest lands 

from carrying to or accumulating in designated areas or other areas sensitive to 
smoke; 

  Providing maximum opportunity for essential forest land burning while minimizing 
emissions;   

  Coordinating with state smoke management programs; 
  Conforming with state and federal air quality and visibility requirements; 
  Protecting public health; 
  Encouraging the reduction of emissions.   
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Smoke management programs require that all pertinent smoke management plans, 
directives and instructions be implemented with strict compliance.  Cost-effective use of 
forest residues to reduce burning and smoke resulting from wildfires is also encouraged. 
 
Air Quality Management Considerations 
The characteristics, sources, and potential health effects of PM10 and PM2.5 are very 
different.  Coarse PM10 generally come from sources such as windblown dust from the 
desert or fields and dust kicked up by vehicular use on dirt roads.  Fine PM2.5 are 
generally emitted from activities such as industrial and residential combustion and 
vehicle exhaust, as well as when gases such as sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and 
volatile organic compounds, emitted by combustion activities or burning, are 
transformed by chemical reactions in the air.  Both sizes of PM can be generated from 
wood smoke production.  
 
As inhalable particulates, PM10 and PM2.5 can cause respiratory problems, especially 
in smoke-sensitive people such as the young, elderly, or those predisposed to 
respiratory ailments.  Coarse particles can accumulate in the respiratory system and 
aggravate health problems such as asthma.  Fine particles are more likely to contribute 
to the health effects associated with hospital admissions than coarse particles because 
they penetrate deeply into the lungs and are more difficult to filter.   
 
Community studies led the EPA to establish new standards for particulate matter under 
the NAAQS to protect public health and the environment.  As of September 1997, the 
annual 24-hour PM10 standard is retained at 50 micrograms per cubic meter (mg/m3) 
and a 24-hour standard set at 150 mg/m3.  The annual PM2.5 standard is set at 15 
mg/m3 while the 24-hour PM2.5 standard is set at 65 mg/m3. 
 
Management and minimization of smoke is an important goal during the prescribed fire 
planning process.  Multiple environmental factors are carefully examined before ignition 
to minimize potential air quality impacts from prescribed fire.  The state’s Department of 
Natural Resources, which implements the SIP and employs specially trained smoke 
management meteorologists, receives and processes requests for burn approval from 
areas where fuel loading exceeds 100 tons per acre.  The combination of these state 
and local planning efforts results in a very small percentage of prescribed fires causing 
an air quality problem in the Methow Valley. 
 
Geographical and Temporal Bounds 
The air quality analysis is bound geographically by the upper Methow Valley north, 
west, and east of Winthrop.  Temporally, air quality is bound by the amount of time 
needed for smoke to dissipate from prescribed burning.  For the purposes of this 
analysis, the temporal bounds of smoke impacts will assume an impact of three weeks 
in either the fall or spring when burning occurs, to securely bracket the time needed for 
gradual completion of landscape-sized burn projects and dissipation of smoke.     
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Historical and Current Condition 
 
Prior to European settlement in the 1800s, air quality in the Interior Columbia Basin was 
not pristine due to natural and anthropogenic sources of fire.  Levels of smoke have 
declined as fire was excluded from forests, particularly after the advent of organized fire 
suppression in the 1930s (USDA 1997c).  Over the past few centuries the average area 
burned per year by wildfire in Washington was 326,172 acres (Agee 1993), an amount 
certain to emit high levels of particulate matter.    
 
Wildfires have an impact on the air resource by degrading ambient air quality and 
impairing visibility.  Both wildfire and prescribed fire emit PM and other pollutants that 
have potential to impact public health and visibility.  Wildfires have more potential than 
any other air pollution source in the country for exposing the public to extremely high 
short-term fine particulate concentrations.  The wildfire regime is substantially different 
than it was historically because of increased fuel loading, the development of fuel 
ladders, and an increase in stand density.  These components contribute to fires 
burning more intensely, with more fuel consumption, more smoldering, and more 
pollutants expelled into the air.  The 1994 wildfires near Wenatchee, Washington 
produced 24-hour concentrations of PM that were more than double the federal health 
standards, and these conditions persisted for days (USDA 1997c).  Summer inversions 
in Eastern Washington increase the impact on ambient air quality. 
 
In the Methow Valley, air quality is considered high.  Past air quality impacts from wild 
or prescribed fires have been relatively short-term and have left no lingering residues.  
While neither prescribed fire nor wildfire smoke is good for humans, prescribed fires 
allow the potential to reduce smoke quantity and control the direction and timing of 
smoke flow.  Prescribed burn projects are usually accomplished with minimum impacts 
to nearby communities.  Wildfires generally produce two to four times more smoke per 
acre than prescribed fires because of drier weather and higher fuel consumption, with 
no way to control where the smoke goes or when it will occur (Roger Ottmar, personal 
communication, 02/10/2004). 
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action  
Air quality would remain unaffected in Alternative 1, with the exception of natural fire 
events and intrusions from outside influences.  Prescribed burning would not be 
considered within the analysis area under this decision, thus there would be no risk of 
escape or treatment costs incurred.   
 
Effects Common to All Action Alternatives 
Human Health and Welfare 
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Smoke from prescribed burning would be visible to nearby residents, and could cause 
potential short-term and long-term health effects to forest workers, forest visitors, and 
nearby residents.  The various components of wood smoke are known, but the 
quantities produced could vary considerably depending on fire temperatures and fuel 
moistures.  The hazards include particulate matter, gases, and chemicals that may 
enter the lung on particulate matter.  Low levels of smoke may have a local, transitory 
effect on air quality.  Members of the public who are sensitive to smoke may experience 
some form of irritation to eyes, nose, throat and lungs.  Occasional brief exposure of the 
general public to low concentrations of drift smoke from prescribed fires is generally 
more of a temporary inconvenience than a health risk.   
 
As described previously, the state Smoke Management program includes provisions to 
minimize smoke impacts to the public.  In addition, Methow Valley Ranger District fuels 
managers use a Prescribed Fire Public Information Action Plan that details several 
levels of public and private contacts made before every burn season, and in some 
cases before every burn.  Personal contacts are routinely made to nearby residents, 
adjacent landowners and/or any other people who could be adversely affected from 
smoke.  These contacts include discussing the possible hazards associated with 
prescribed burning, and mitigation measures to minimize these impacts. 
 
Burning in general presents combined hazards of fire and smoke to ground crews on 
the site.  Some components of smoke, Benzo-apyrene and aldehydes, are 
carcinogenic; these compounds are most likely to affect forest workers who receive high 
exposures at the burn site.  Fire management personnel who are exposed to high 
smoke concentrations often suffer eye and respiratory system irritation; under some 
circumstances, continued exposure to high concentrations of carbon monoxide can 
result in impaired alertness and judgment.  The probability of this occurring on a 
prescribed fire is very low, providing the standards and guidelines documented in the 
prescribed burn plan are followed.  Exposure levels are monitored visually during 
prescribed fire operations, with emphasis on personnel avoiding smoke exposure. 
 
Several design elements and mitigation measures described in Chapter 2 would 
minimize impacts of prescribed burning on forest workers, forest visitors, and nearby 
residents. 
 
Particulate Emissions by Alternative 
After determining existing and post-thinning fuel loading, TSP, PM10, and PM2.5 
emissions were calculated using CONSUME 2.1.  The figure below compares these 
emissions between the three action alternatives, indicating about a 10% decrease in 
TSP and PM10 emissions in Alternatives 4 and 5 from Alternative 2.  This difference 
would be expected, given the higher number of acres burned in Alternative 2.    
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Figure 3.3-1 Particulate Matter by Alternative 

Alternative 
TSP 

(Total Tons) 
PM10 

(Total Tons) 
PM2.5 

(Total Tons) 
1 0 0 0 

2 838 557 522 

4 758 500 472 

5 759 501 472 
 
The actual emissions for a given day would be far less than the total.  Fuels treatments 
would be staggered over the course of about five years, taking that long to produce the 
total number of particulates.  In addition, fuel treatments would be delayed until firewood 
utilization has been completed (where consistent with management direction), 
flammability of slash has been reduced, and fire tolerance of the residual stand has 
been achieved.  Burning would be conducted during different seasons over the course 
of several days, diminishing particulate release within any given 24-hour period.   
 
Under average weather conditions within a 24-hour period, any smoke produced from 
the project area would likely be concentrated in an area 2,000 feet high by 1.5 mile wide 
by 144 miles long.  This is an estimate of average smoke column height, width, and drift 
with a 2 mph wind, also called a smoke dispersal block.  Using this estimated smoke 
dispersal block and the calculated tons of PM10 produced by prescribed fire within the 
project area allows estimation of the number of acres that could be burned per day.   
Calculations show that 259 acres would need to be burned in the smoke dispersal block 
in a 24-hour period to exceed the EPA’s 24-hour standard of 150 mg/m3 of PM10.  
Local experience shows that hand ignition generally accomplishes no more than 150 
acres per day on the Methow Valley Ranger District.  Aerial ignition has accomplished a 
range of between 200 and 500 acres on a daily basis.  Smoke dispersal conditions 
would be monitored during ignition to ensure that the number of acres ignited would not 
produce enough smoke to violate standards.  Approval for burning from the state level 
would depend on projected emissions at the time of implementation, which would be 
based on actual fuel loading and fuel moistures. 
 
Implementing fuel management activities in fire-adapted ecosystems could have 
temporary negative impacts on air quality, but the potential release of emissions during 
any wildland fire in the same area would be substantially reduced.   
 
Underburning near the campgrounds would be minimized if possible during high visitor 
use periods in the burn season, such as Memorial Day and mule deer buck general 
hunting season, to limit smoke impacts to those users, although some smoke may still 
linger the first few days after burning.   
 
The only Class I airshed likely to be affected by prescribed burning would be the 
Pasayten Wilderness, approximately 4 miles to the north of the project area.  The 
current Washington State Smoke Implementation Plan contains provisions to avoid 
impacting this and other Class I airsheds with smoke from prescribed burning.  Settling 
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or drifting smoke that moved into this airshed would soon completely dissipate after 
ignition as air currents flowed through the area, having minimal effect on air quality and 
visibility.  
 
Cumulative Effects 
 
Past Actions 
No past actions currently affect air quality in this analysis area.   
 
Present Actions 
No prescribed burning activities are currently ongoing within the Eightmile Creek 
drainage.  Ongoing fuels treatment projects across the district that could affect air 
quality in the Eightmile Creek drainage include underburns in the Solar, Solar II, Soaker, 
TPR, and Leecher Thin timber sale units, and underburns in the Ramsey Peak natural 
fuels unit.  Any smoke drifting or settling in the Eightmile Creek area would dissipate 
completely within a few days with no lingering evidence. 
 
Reasonably Foreseeable Future Actions 
Prescribed burning in units within the Fawn timber sale, about 5 miles southwest of the 
analysis area, could impact the air quality of the Eightmile Creek drainage.  Burning in 
this area could start in about 2008.  Any smoke drifting or settling in the Eightmile Creek 
area would dissipated completely over a short time with no lingering evidence and no 
overlap would occur with burning on the Eightmile project.  Fuels treatments in the Buck 
Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment project may affect the airshed temporarily.  Wildfires 
are likely to continue to occur in the Eightmile drainage, as well as in surrounding areas, 
with full suppression efforts likely used outside of the Pasayten Wilderness.   
 
Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 
The cumulative effect of all past, present, reasonable foreseeable future actions, and 
Alternatives 2, 4, or 5 on air quality would exist over a period of up to approximately 
three weeks.  Any settling or drifting smoke would soon completely dissipate after 
ignition as air currents flowed through the area, having minimal effect on human health 
and welfare.     
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3.4 Wildlife  
 
The section below summarizes the existing condition information, along with the 
direct, indirect and cumulative effects from the Eightmile project, as analyzed in 
the Eightmile Vegetation Management Project Affected Environment report, 
January 30, 2006, (Sprague 2006a) and the Eightmile Vegetation Management 
Project Wildlife Effects report, January 30, 2006 (Sprague 2006b) available in the 
project analysis file. 
 
Forest Plan Old Growth 
 
Existing Conditions 
 
Approximately 901 acres within the analysis area (7.4% of the analysis area) meet the 
definition of old growth as defined in the Forest Plan.  An additional 832 acres meets the 
definition of replacement old growth (6.7% of the analysis area).  Replacement old 
growth stands are stands that don’t meet Forest Plan requirements for down wood, 
acreage, snags, canopy closure or large trees per acre, but are close to meeting these 
characteristics and would be the most likely to provide late structural habitat in the 
future. The analysis area is currently meeting standards for old growth and replacement 
old growth.  
 
The large old trees are at high risk from fires due to the growth of understory vegetation, 
which has created ladder fuels and a more continuous fuel bed.  Competition from 
understory vegetation, insect attacks and disease infestations are affecting the stands in 
the drainage and are resulting in mortality of the large overstory ponderosa pines and 
Douglas-firs.   
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action  
On-going human activities affecting old growth stands are firewood cutting and cutting 
of hazard trees along the roads and in campgrounds, which reduces snag levels within 
the old growth stands.  Snags are an important component of old growth stands. 
 
Competition from understory vegetation, insect infestations and disease are affecting 
the stands in the drainage, and are resulting in mortality of the large overstory 
ponderosa pines and Douglas-firs.  The large trees that are the key to old growth 
structure will become limited across the landscape and some stands will no longer 
provide old growth habitat, as these large trees die and eventually fall.  This will 
increase snag numbers in the short-term, but result in longer-term loss of large trees, 
large snags and large down wood.    
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Effects common to all Action Alternatives (Alternatives 2, 4 and 5)  
The campground activities will be considered as part of the other harvest/mechanical 
treatments for the rest of this analysis.  Campground activities (thinning, hazard tree 
removal, release felling around large trees, and fuels treatments) are not in stands 
considered to be Forest Plan old growth due to their human activities.  These actions 
would therefore have no effect on Forest Plan old growth stands.    
 
Road closures to Maintenance Level One and road decommissioning:  These proposals 
are the same for all alternatives.  Road closures, on a temporary or permanent basis, 
would result in increased snag numbers.  Closure to maintenance level 1 would affect 
11 old growth and 3 replacement old growth stands.  Decommissioning would affect 2 
old growth and one replacement old growth stand.  The snags would not be available to 
firewood cutters.  This would improve structural diversity and habitat value within the old 
growth stands.   
 
The proposed firewood unit is not in an old growth stand.  There would be no effect to 
Forest Plan old growth in this unit.   The firewood unit is considered as part of the other 
harvest/mechanical treatments for the rest of this analysis.   
 
Timber stand improvement (TSI) treatments would be the same in all alternatives and 
would result in reduced fire risk in the old growth stands due to removal of some 
understory trees, and reduced competition to the larger trees proposed for retention.  
TSI treatments alone are unlikely to reduce canopy closures enough to change the 
status of old-growth stands to “replacement” old growth.  Short-term disturbance would 
occur and may cause avoidance of the area by wildlife during the activity.  TSI will be 
considered with other harvest/mechanical treatments for the rest of this analysis.   
 
Planting is the same for all alternatives, as well.  Planting is not proposed in old growth 
stands and would have no immediate effect on old growth.  In the long-term, planting 
the stands which are now under-stocked, or heavily diseased would promote 
development of future ponderosa pine old growth structure.   
 
Action Alternative 2    
Five stands of Forest Plan old growth, a total of approximately 258 acres, and 13 stands 
of replacement old growth (approximately 254 acres) would have vegetation 
management activities in Alternative 2.  Large overstory trees would not be harvested 
and important structural components such as snags and down wood would be retained, 
except where removal is necessary for safety reasons along temporary roads and in 
units and landings.  This is approximately 28% of the estimated total old growth in the 
analysis area and 31% of the replacement old growth.  Forest Plan old growth that 
would be treated are Units 5, 13, 18, 29, 30, 33. 
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Figure 3.4-1  Forest Plan old growth and replacement old growth in landscape burns 
Burn Old Growth/Replacement 

Old Growth 
# of stands/units Total acres 

Big Burgett OG 1 4 
 ROG 2 82 
8-Mile Bottom OG 2 85 
 ROG 9 84 

*total acres include vegetation management units (mentioned above) within the 
landscape burn area.  

 
Two landscape scale underburns are proposed in the analysis area.  Alternative 
2 proposes 9.1 miles of handline construction and 5.7 miles of dozer 
construction.  Fireline construction could potentially result in loss of some snags 
for safety purposes.  However, it does not appear that firelines would be close 
enough to Forest Plan old growth stands to have a large effect on snags in any 
alternative.    
 
Up to 500 feet of temporary road would be constructed in Alternative 2 to access 
landings, which could result in loss of a small number of snags for safety 
purposes  Roads would be decommissioned immediately after the project.  No 
temporary roads would be constructed in Forest Plan old growth.   
 
Harvest and burning would reduce the canopy closure, tree density, snag and 
large wood levels in the old growth and replacement old growth stands.  Burning 
could also result in loss of large old trees and snags due to the high levels of litter 
at their bases.  These potential negative effects would be minimized by avoiding 
lighting around the bases of large trees where fuels are high.  This would include 
but not be limited to Forest Plan old growth Unit 18 and Unit 29 and replacement 
old growth in Stand 45 within the Eightmile Bottom Burn, and in Units 12, 34 
(north half) and 37. 
 
Most units would retain their current status as Forest Plan old growth or drop to 
replacement old growth status if treated.  Loss of many large trees is not 
expected, and mitigation measures would be instituted to retain snags and down 
wood.   Canopy closure reductions would be the main factor changing the status 
of these stands. The resulting reduction in risk from fire and insects is more 
important for retaining old growth habitats across the landscape.  High canopy 
closure found in some old growth/replacement old growth stands is not a 
sustainable condition over time, due to the potential for crown fire spread.  In 
order to create more sustainable conditions for old-growth forests, amendments 
to the Forest Plan are proposed to harvest timber and treat natural fuels 
(Forestwide Standards 5-1 and 19-8).   
 
Alternative 2 would reduce stress on large trees and reduce fire risk more than 
Alternative 4, which would include landscape burning but no harvesting in Forest 
Plan old growth stands, or Alternative 5, which doesn’t burn or harvest in Forest 
Plan old growth stands.    
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Action Alternatives 4 and 5   
Harvest would not occur in old growth stands in these alternatives.  However, 
Alternative 4 would allow landscape burning through Forest Plan old growth 
stands, as in Alternative 2.  Effects on Forest Plan old growth within the 
landscape burns would be less than in Alternative 2, because, without harvest, 
there would be less fuel on the ground.  Some canopy reduction, loss of snags 
and down wood would occur as a result of the proposed burning in Alternative 4.  
Potential negative effects would be minimized by avoiding lighting around the 
bases of large trees where fuels are high.  This would include, but not be limited 
to, replacement old growth in Stand 45 within the Eightmile Bottom Burn, and in 
Units 12, 34 (north half) and 37.  Treatments would reduce competition stress on 
large trees and fire risk creating a more sustainable condition than Alternative 1.. 
Alternative 4 would not reduce risks to the old growth stands as much as 
Alternative 2.  An amendment to the Forest Plan would be needed to treat natural 
fuels (Forestwide Standard 19-8) for Alternative 4.   
 
Alternative 5 does not propose to harvest or burn through Forest Plan old growth, 
and effects would be similar to Alternative 1.  The stands in Alternative 5 would 
remain unchanged in the short-term with respect to canopy closure, snag levels, 
competition stress on large trees, and fire risk.  In the long-term, the large trees 
would be competing with smaller trees underneath, and would likely die more 
quickly.   
 
Firelines would not be close enough to old growth stands to have a large effect 
on snags in any alternative.   
 
In Alternatives 4 and 5, approximately 179 acres of replacement old growth 
would be thinned and underburned, which would accelerate development of large 
trees and reduce risk of crown fire and insect problems.  Large trees would be 
retained in these treatments.  
 
Cumulative Effects   
The geographic boundary is the Eightmile Creek drainage, and the temporal 
boundary is twenty years (the approximate time for canopy to develop to current 
conditions). 
 
Past and on-going activities of timber sales, thinning, firewood cutting, and road 
construction have reduced numbers of large trees and snags in the drainage, 
thus reducing the amount and value of old growth habitat.  Fire suppression has 
increased the risks to the old growth stands by allowing dense stand structure to 
develop.   Alternative 1, in conjunction with past activities would accelerate loss 
of old growth habitats in comparison to action alternatives, which reduce fuels 
and competition to various extents.   Alternatives 2 and 4 would  most counteract 
the effects of past activities by reducing risk of loss of old growth structure from 
fire and insects.   
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The only planned future action that may affect old growth stands in the drainage 
is the Buck Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment project The planned burn would  
reduce fuel levels and risk of a stand-replacing fire. The proposal would be 
mitigated to reduce loss of large trees to an acceptable level and to meet 
standards in place at that time.  The timber sale would be likely be designed to 
meet current direction for old growth stands.   
 
Raptors 

 
Existing Conditions 
 
There are several species of forest accipiters nesting in the Eightmile Creek 
drainage.  Sharpshinned hawks, cooper’s hawks, and goshawks use denser 
forest stands, which are common in the drainage.      
Environmental Consequences 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
No disturbance or change to vegetation, habitat or prey base would occur.  There 
would be no change in raptor habitat.    
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 
Identified nest sites would be protected in all alternatives, as required by the 
Forestwide Standards 6-10, 6-11 and 6-12..  Nest sites would be monitored, with 
implementation of timing restrictions if nests are located during contract activities.  
Restrictions would be implemented according to Forest Plan standards.  
Prescribed burns will be coordinated to reduce effects to known nest sites by 
burning outside of critical periods and buffering the nest sites from burning.  No 
prey base effects are expected in any alternative. 
 
Stands not currently identified as nest stands may be thinned.  The resulting 
more open stands may not be suitable as nest habitat, post-harvest.  Because of 
the protection to current nest habitat and the abundance of stands with closed-
canopy structure that will remain in the drainage, it is unlikely that forest raptor 
populations would be negatively affected.   
 
Cumulative Effects   
 
The geographic boundary is the Eightmile Creek drainage, and the temporal 
boundary is twenty years, the approximate time for canopy to develop to current 
condition.   
 
Past actions affecting the condition of raptor habitat include fire suppression and 
timber harvest.  Fire suppression has allowed denser stands of smaller diameter 
trees to develop than existed prior to European settlement.  This provides better 
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habitat for small raptors and worse habitat for large raptors.  During past timber 
harvests, the largest trees were removed,  This would have reduced the number 
of suitable goshawk nest sites. 
 
Reasonable foreseeable future actions include the Buck Timber Sale and Fuels 
Treatment Project that would reduce stand densities, making forests less suitable 
forest accipiters.  Known nest sites would be protected through design and 
mitigation. 
 
Mule Deer 
 
Existing Conditions 
 
Mule deer winter range.  Mule deer are an indicator species for winter range 
habitat, which is limiting for mule deer populations.  The lower third of the 
analysis area is within deer winter range where 10% of the existing forest habitat 
is snow intercept thermal cover, and 9% is winter thermal cover.  The cover is 
provided primarily by small dense patches of Douglas-fir.  The winter range is 
likely providing more thermal cover than would have occurred historically, due to 
fire suppression, which has created denser stands and allowed establishment of 
Douglas-fir under the large ponderosa pines.  This is not a sustainable condition.  
The stands are overstocked for their dry sites and experiencing bark beetle-
related mortality.   
 
Within deer winter range, the current vegetation is not a natural condition 
because of fire-exclusion and past management.  It would not develop into winter 
cover meeting Forest Plan standards due to the predominance of ponderosa 
pine, location in the valley bottom (little solar exposure to provide warmth for deer 
compared to upper slopes) and bark beetle activity.   
 
Within the analysis area, opportunity to manage stands to produce optimal winter 
thermal and snow-intercept cover is limited, due to the location of the stands in 
the valley bottom (where temperatures are coolest), high risk of fire, insect 
activity, and ponderosa pine prevalence (Douglas-fir stands typically produce the 
conditions necessary for winter thermal and snow-intercept thermal due to their 
dense growth, interlocking crowns, and branches extending lower on the tree 
bole).   
 
The lower portion of the analysis area provides early winter range.  Snow depths 
generally cause deer to move to lower elevations in mid-December or January 
for more abundant forage. 
 
Forest Plan open road density standards are currently met in MA 5-09, the area 
in which all proposed harvest activities are located.  It has 0.3 miles per square 
mile of open roads, well under the Forest Plan maximum of 3.0 miles per square 
mile.  MA 14-04, which partially lies within the Eightmile Bottom Burn proposal 
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area, also meets standards at 2.9 miles per square mile because a previous 
Forest Plan amendment revised the density to 3.0 mi./sq. mi.  About one-third of 
MA 14-03 lies within the analysis area where no vegetation or fuels treatments 
are planned.  It has a current density of 3.9, not meeting Forest Plan Standards 
of 2.0 mi./sq. mi.  .  See roads report for additional information on road densities 
by management area.   
 
Mule deer summer range and fawning habitat.  All of the analysis area is summer 
range for mule deer.   Remote sensing imagery showed that approximately 19% 
of the non-winter range and winter range in the analysis area is summer thermal 
cover, exceeding Forest Plan standards and guidelines of 15%.  Well-distributed 
and abundant hiding cover is provided by multi-storied stands, dense single-
storied stands and patches of herbaceous cover.   
 
Fawning habitat is provided by riparian habitats across the analysis area, 
primarily along Eightmile Creek.  There are no mapped fawning closure areas 
within the analysis area.  
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
Winter range.  No change to vegetation would occur on winter range.  No winter 
thermal or snow-intercept thermal would be thinned or burned. Stands would 
continue to be overstocked and at increased risk for stand-replacing wildfire and 
increased insect mortality.  
 
Summer range and fawning habitat.  Summer ranges and fawning habitats would 
remain in the current condition. 
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 
Winter range.   Approximately 46 acres would be harvested in winter range.  No 
snow-intercept or winter thermal cover is included.  Harvest and burning would 
reduce fire risk, while slightly opening the canopy and allowing the trees to 
increase in size and ability to provide cover.    
 
Historically, the stands in the winter range were primarily ponderosa pine, and 
would not have developed into winter thermal or snow intercept thermal cover 
due to frequent low intensity fires.   Fire suppression has allowed denser stands 
of Douglas-fir to develop underneath the large pines, and has created 
overstocked conditions leading to bark beetle-related mortality in the stands.  The 
four units that would be harvested in winter range (Units 1, 2, 3 and 46) are 
overstocked and experiencing bark beetle-related mortality.  
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Harvest and burning would reduce stocking levels, but managing for higher levels 
of dense Douglas-fir for cover would create an unsustainable condition.  This is 
counter to the purpose of the project, which is to maintain forest health and 
reduce susceptibility of forest stands to insect, disease, and stress-related tree 
mortality, and to retain the large tree character of the area. 
 
Winter logging and log hauling are not expected to create unacceptable 
disturbance to mule deer.  Even though the haul route would go through winter 
range, snowmobile use is already established and winter hauling is not expected 
to create additional disturbance. Mule deer usually move to lower elevations 
when snow depth is sufficient to allow winter logging.  Therefore, conflict with 
winter logging would be unlikely to occur and the goals of the Management Area 
would be met.   
 
Summer range and fawning habitat.  Harvest, thinning and burning would open 
the canopy, increasing forage and decreasing cover in the short-term.  Forest 
plan standards for summer thermal, fawning and hiding cover would continue to 
be met across the analysis area.  In the longer term, shrubs and young trees 
would provide increased hiding and fawning cover, as well as forage.  Logging 
and TSI thinning are not expected to affect fawning habitat. 
 
Alternative 2 would increase forage and decrease cover the most, followed by 
Alternative 4 and Alternative 5.  Temporary road construction up to 500 feet total 
length would result in a small amount of short-term disturbance to deer and other 
wildlife species in Alternative 2.  No temporary roads would be built in 
Alternatives 4 or 5.   
 
Road closures and decommissioning in all alternatives would decrease 
disturbance to deer and other wildlife species.  No road construction would occur 
in the analysis area, with the exception of 500 feet of temporary roads in 
Alternative 2, which would not be added to the transportation system and would 
be decommissioned.  Post-sale densities in MA 5-09, which includes all 
mechanical vegetation treatment areas, would be 0.3 miles per square mile, well 
within the Forest Plan standard of 3.0.  Post-sale densities would be 2.9 miles 
per square mile for MA 14-04, which lies partially within the Eightmile Bottom 
Burn area, and meets the current standard of 3 miles per square mile. and 3.5 
miles per square mile for MA 14-03.  Because only a portion of MA 14-03 lies 
within the project analysis area, the current standard of 2.0 mi could not be met, 
although reductions in density would be gained by road closures and 
decommissioning.  Because no roads would be open or constructed within 
MA14-03, no Forest Plan Amendment would be needed. 
 
Cumulative Effects 
 
Winter range.  The geographic boundary is the winter range polygon which 
extends from Cub Creek to Falls Creek and up the Chewuch River bottom, 
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crossing into Boulder Creek, on federal lands.   The temporal boundary is 
approximately 20 years, the estimated time until the canopy reaches its current 
closure. 
  
Across the winter range polygon that the project intersects, fire suppression, 
timber harvest, and fuel reduction activities have affected the canopy closure.  
Fire suppression has resulted in denser stands with higher canopy closures and 
therefore more cover and less forage, while the timber and fuels reduction 
activities have had the opposite effect.  Ongoing recreational activities, hunting 
and firewood cutting continue to be a source of disturbance to the habitat, but do 
not appear to be negatively affecting mule deer populations.  Most activities 
occur during the non-winter seasons.  Future actions include a timber sale in the 
adjacent western part of the Eightmile drainage and Cub Creek drainage and a 
landscape burn in the Buck Lake area (the Buck Timber Sale and Fuels 
Treatment project).  It is unknown how much of these activities would occur in 
winter range, however, the cumulative effect would likely be a more open 
landscape condition that would provide less cover but more forage for deer. 
 
Summer range and fawning habitat.   The geographic boundary is the analysis 
area, the temporal boundary is approximately 20 years, the estimated time until 
the canopy reaches its current closure. 
  
Effects would be the same as that of winter range (above). 
 
Snags and Large Woody Debris (LWD) 
  
Existing Conditions 
 
Current snag and down wood levels in the analysis area are a result of the 
changes in stand structure and composition from historical levels, good access 
for firewood cutting, insect and disease activity, and past timber harvest.  Snag 
and down wood information was collected for 41 stands.   Snag levels ranged 
from 0.0 per acre to 18 snags per acre, with a mean of 5.1.   
 
Schellhaas et al. (2001) sampled eastern Cascades stands and applied cross-
dating procedures to determine current and historical levels of snags and down 
logs (also called large woody debris or LWD).  A comparison of the analysis area 
stands to their stands follow:   
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Figure 3.4-2  Stand comparison 
 Eightmile snag surveys Comparison with Schellhaas et al. 2001  
Plant Association 
Group      Current levels Historical levels 

(PAG) 

Stand 
Acres
* 

Mean 
snags/acre Range 

Mean 
snags/acre Range 

Mean 
snags/acre Range 

Cool/Dry/Grass 
(CDG) 683 4 0-14 4.9 1-14 1.25 0-4 
Cool/Mesic/Shrub/
Herb (CMSH) 107 9.5 1-18 No data 
 
Warm/Mesic/Shrub
/Herb (WMSH) 215 4.4 0-12 2.42 1-5 2 0-7 
All PAGS 1005 5.1 0-18 3.61 0-18 1.05 0-7 
*stands were surveyed using 1 acre belt transects.  Approximately 10% of the stand acres were surveyed using this 
method.   

 
Snag levels in the analysis area were higher than levels found in Schellhaas’ 
work, and exceeded the historical levels found in his study. 
 
Overall, for each plant association group (PAG) in matrix, snag levels in the 
analysis area meet or exceed Forest Plan standards and guidelines.  However, 
several stands within the LSRs have lower levels of snags than would be the 
objective for late-successional habitat.  Stands 7, 12, 31, 34, 38, 40, 41, and 45 
have less than 4.0 snags per acre.  Several Matrix stands also have fewer snags 
than Forest Plan standards require.  Stands 13 (north of road only), 14, 28, 48, 
50, and 51 have less than 2.4 snags per acre.   
 
Eight stands in the analysis area are below historical levels as well, probably due 
to recent logging and firewood collection.  When viewed by plant association 
groups, though, it appears that mean snag levels in the analysis area are higher 
than historically occurred, which is a result of the increases in stand densities 
that have occurred as a result of fire suppression.  Many of these stands are now 
at the stem-exclusion stage of stand development.  Ohlson and Schellhaas 
(2002) found that overall stand density in their study area on the eastern slopes 
of the Cascades in the Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine forest series had 
increased 307% for Douglas-fir, 81% for ponderosa pine and 138% for 
Engelmann spruce, with an increase of basal area of 81% above historical levels.    
 
Stands on steep slopes have experienced less harvest activity.  Because of 
fewer roads, slopes have also experienced less firewood cutting.  Snag levels 
are increasing in these areas. 
 
DecAid, the R6 decayed wood advisor tool (Mellen et al. 2006), was used to 
compare current snag information against potential wildlife species use.  DecAid 
is a synthesis of available empirical data on the relations between wildlife and 
wood decay elements, and is considered the best available science.   
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Following is a comparison of snag information found in the literature and snag 
levels across the analysis area for some of the species known or suspected to 
use the Eightmile drainage.  Because the studies used different minimum sizes 
for snags, they are not directly comparable.  
 
Figure 3.4-3  Snag density level comparisons   

 Snag density level from DecAid review 80% 
tolerance level*) 

Snag levels for analysis area 

White-headed 
woodpecker 

3.7 snags/acre > 9, 9.8, or 11.8” dbh. 0 – 18 snags/ac. > 10” dbh, mean= 5.1 
snags/ac. 

Pygmy nuthatch 12.1 snags/acre > 9, 9.8, or 11.8” dbh. 0 – 18 snags/ac. > 10” dbh, mean= 5.1 
snags/ac. 

Long-legged myotis 37.1 snags/acre > 9, 9.8, or 11.8” dbh. 0 – 18 snags/ac. > 10” dbh, mean= 5.1 
snags/ac. 

Pileated woodpecker 49.3 snags/acre > 9, 9.8, or 11.8” dbh. 0 – 18 snags/ac. > 10” dbh, mean= 5.1 
snags/ac. 

Black-backed 
woodpecker 

29.2 snags/acre > 9, 9.8, or 11.8” dbh. 0 – 18 snags/ac. > 10” dbh, mean= 5.1 
snags/ac. 

 
DecAid recommends managing areas for a range of snag densities, sizes, 
species and heights to provide for a range of species and uses.  The analysis 
area is best described by the Decaid vegetation and structural type of Ponderosa 
pine/Douglas-fir (PPDF), small to medium trees.  The best available wildlife data 
indicate that to maintain snag densities in this vegetation condition at the 80% 
tolerance level (i.e. 80% of a population of a particular species uses snags of this 
density or less), manage for high density clumps of snags that, when 
extrapolated to a per acre basis, should average up to 49 snags/acre > 10 inch 
dbh with about 18/acre of those snags 20 in. dbh (Decaid Figures PPDF_S/L.sp-
5 and PPDF_S/L.sp-5). Some snag clumps should be of lower density averaging 
8-36/acre >10 in. with about 4-6/acre of those snags 20 in. dbh. There are only a 
few areas within the PPDF habitat type that will be capable of providing these 
high snag densities (Decaid Figures PPDF_S.inv-14 and PPDF_S.inv-15. 
 
LWD levels ranged from 1-20 pieces per acre, with a mean of 7.4.  These levels 
were not directly comparable to Schellhaas’ work, which was measured in linear 
feet.   However, assuming a minimum piece length of 10’ for the Eightmile 
stands, the amount of large wood per acre would still exceed historical levels 
from Schellhaas’ study (2001).  Schellhaas concluded that current snag and log 
densities have exceeded their historical levels and are not attuned with their 
natural fire disturbance regime (Schellhaas et al. 2001).   
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Figure 3.4-4   Large woody debris (LWD) levels  
 Eightmile lwd surveys Comparison with Schellhaas et al. 2001  
Plant Association 
Group      Current levels Historical levels 

(PAG) Stand 
Mean 
LWD/acre Range 

Mean 
lwd/acre Range 

Mean 
lwd/acre Range 

 acres (pieces)   Linear feet  linear feet   
Cool/Dry/Grass 
(CDG) 683 6.9 2.2-14 578 112-1770 23 0-200 
Cool/Mesic/Shrub/
Herb (CMSH) 107 10.2 5-20 No data 
 
Warm/Mesic/Shrub
/Herb (WMSH) 215 6.8 1-17 380 119-951 51 0-268 
All PAGS 1005 7.4 1-20 502 0-1770 19 0-268 
*stands were surveyed using 1 acre belt transects.  Approximately 10% of the stand acres were surveyed using this 
method.   

 
The large wood levels exceed Forest Plan minimum standards, but may be low 
according to Northwest Forest Plan ROD guidelines in places.  The Northwest 
Forest Plan requires retention of 120 linear feet of logs per acre in regeneration 
cuts, and protection of down wood from disturbance during treatment (to the 
greatest extent possible) (USDA and USDI 1994).   Harvest and firewood cutting 
have affected down wood levels.  However, the stands are relatively young and 
are not at the stage of development where the Northwest Forest Plan levels for 
down wood could be met.  
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Direct/Indirect  Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
Snags and large wood would remain at their current levels in the short-term.  
Road closures and decommissioning would not occur and continued snag loss 
(and resulting loss of large wood from falling snags) through firewood harvest 
would continue along all open roads.  No burning or logging would occur, so 
snags and large wood would not be lost through burning or cutting for operational 
safety reasons.  No new snags would be created by fire in this alternative.  This 
would result in less down wood in the future. 
 
In the long-term, there would be an increased risk of wildfire.  If that occurred, 
large numbers of snags could be created.   
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 
Snags would be cut during logging operations for safety in units, burned in 
landscape and activity fuels burning operations, and cut as hazard trees in the 
campgrounds (all alternatives) and along firelines.  This would result in less down 
wood in the future.  Snag and large wood loss would be partially mitigated by 
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snag creation during burning; although burning often results in loss of old 
decayed snags and creation of new, smaller hard snags.  Large decayed snags 
are generally in short supply, and are valuable to wildlife species, and smaller, 
harder snags are less so.  Mitigation would include post project snag creation 
where snag levels fall below Forest Plan standards.  Road closures and 
decommissioning would close 22 miles of road to firewood harvest in all 
alternatives and would result in a long-term increase in snags and down wood.  
  
Temporary road construction of up to 500 feet would occur with implementation 
of Alternative 2.  This could result in snag loss if snags are removed for safety 
reasons during temporary road construction.  This would probably be a very 
minor effect, because most temporary roads would be short distances from 
currently open roads, and snags would already be available for firewood if they 
are within 200 feet of an open road, in Matrix-classified lands.   
 
Alternative 2 would result in the most snag and down wood loss, followed by 
alternatives 4, and 5.  Units 7, 12, 13, 14, 28, 34, 48 (Alternative 2 only), 50, and 
51 are below Forest Plan standards for snag retention.  However, adjacent areas 
should provide adequate snags for Units 28 and 34.  Continued insect and 
disease activity will produce additional snags across the analysis area.  Post-
activity monitoring would be needed to assess the need for snag creation in 
stands 7, 12, 13, 14, 48, 50, and 51, plus Units 28 and 34 to replace snags lost 
from activities up to Forest Plan levels.   
 
Snag loss, and habitat loss due to proposed activities is expected to be minor 
due to the mitigations aimed at retaining trees in the treatment areas, snag 
recruitment due to burning, and large portion of the landscape remaining 
untreated.  Cavity excavator populations  and populations of other species that 
use snags are not expected to decline as a result of the proposed actions.   
 
Cumulative Effects  
  
The geographic boundary is the analysis area, and the temporal boundary is 60 
to 200 years, the time it would take to produce 10” to 20” and larger dbh snags 
and down wood.   
 
Current snag and down wood levels in the analysis area are a result of the 
changes in stand structure and composition from historical levels, good access 
for firewood cutting, insect and disease activity and past timber harvest.  Ongoing 
activities affecting snags include firewood cutting, wildfire and fire suppression.  
Firewood cutting and wildfire have resulted in loss of snags and down wood and 
this is expected to continue in the future except in LSRs and Riparian Reserves, 
although illegal firewood cutting may still occur in these area.  Potential future 
wildfire and fire suppression (which results in dense overstocked stands with 
small snags developing) produce additional snags, which eventually become 
down woody debris.   
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Future activities include the Buck Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment project.  
Landscape burns result in loss of large, decayed snags and the creation of small, 
hard snags useful to a different group of wildlife species.   The timber sale is in 
the early planning stages, and no specifics are known at this time.  However, 
current standards for snags and down wood would be followed.  In general, 
timber sales result in loss of more decayed snags which might present a safety 
hazard to workers in the units, and snag loss to firewood cutters along newly 
opened roads.   
 
The overall trend from historical levels is an increase in snag and down wood 
levels in the eastern Cascades, and it is unlikely that the Eightmile drainage 
levels run counter to this trend, except for some areas along the valley bottom 
areas where logging and firewood cutting have been on-going, and flat ground 
and many roads provide easy access.   
 
Northwest Forest Plan Requirements  
 
Existing Conditions 
 
Late-Successional Reserves (LSR) and connectivity 
Two LSRs intersect the analysis area.  The Nice LSR is the lower part of the 
analysis area and is the smallest of the LSRs in the northeast Cascades system.  
Sixty-two percent of the LSR is comprised of ponderosa pine and dry Douglas-fir 
vegetation types.  Only 29% of these two types is late-successional habitat 
currently.  Low intensity, frequent fires once maintained 75% or more of the 
landscape in late-successional habitats (USDA PNW ONF1998).   
 
The Upper Methow LSR is the largest of the northeast Cascades LSRs and 
spans the crest of the Cascades, separating it into 2 very different environments.  
The eastern half is in the analysis area and is the dry forest portion of the LSR.  
Reasons that this portion is considered the highest priority for vegetation 
management include good access and opportunities to enhance late-
successional habitat.  Late-successional habitat in the ponderosa pine type and 
dry Douglas-fir in the whole LSR is 4%.  However, the portion of the LSR that is 
in the analysis area has about 21% of the stands in a late-successional condition.   
 
In both Nice and Upper Methow LSRs, as well as the rest of the analysis area, 
the late-successional stands are overstocked and exceed the threshold for bark 
beetle attack.  They are at high risk for insect-related mortality and wildfire.  The 
large pines remaining in the stands are stressed by competition with the 
understory and are experiencing bark beetle attacks.  Many of the large pines are 
dying because of insect attacks.     
 
Connectivity is provided between the LSRs by Riparian Reserves and forested 
stands that have moderate to high canopy closures.  These stands are primarily 
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ponderosa pine and dry Douglas-fir vegetation types.  Comparisons of historical 
and current stand structures in these types in the east-slope Cascades document 
increased tree density, with composition shifts toward more shade tolerant tree 
species, as a result of fire exclusion (Ohlson and Schellhaas 2002).  It is likely 
that these stands were once open stands of predominantly ponderosa pine, 
providing less connectivity than currently exists. 
 
 Dry-forest bird species 
Continental and local declines in numerous dry-forest bird populations have led 
to concern for the future of resident, as well as migratory birds (Altman and 
Holmes 2000).  Landbird conservation planning provides a framework to develop 
and implement conservation strategies to prevent the need for future listing. 
 
Two of the priority habitat types described in the Landbird Conservation Strategy 
for East-slope Cascade Mountains (Altman and Holmes 2000) are found in the 
analysis area.  The ponderosa pine type is present across approximately 17% of 
the analysis area, according to satellite imagery data interpretation.  The desired 
future condition for conservation of landbirds associated with this habitat is a 
large tree, single-layered canopy, with an open, park-like understory dominated 
by herbaceous cover with scattered shrub cover and pine regeneration (Altman 
and Holmes 2000).   
 
The mixed conifer (late-successional) type is present on approximately 7% of the 
analysis area.  The desired condition for this habitat is large trees and snags, 
interspersion of grassy openings with dense thickets, a multi-layered/dense 
canopy stand, and edges and openings created by fire.   
 
Key species for the area include chipping sparrows (indicator for ponderosa pine 
open understory- regeneration), white-headed woodpeckers (ponderosa pine old 
forest), pygmy nuthatches (large ponderosa pine), flammulated owls (mixed 
conifer grassy openings, dense thickets), and Hammond’s flycatchers (late-
successional mixed conifer).    
 
White-headed woodpeckers, black-backed woodpeckers, pygmy nuthatches, and 
flammulated owls are species that would not be sufficiently protected by 
application of Northwest Forest Plan mitigation measures for riparian habitat 
protection (USDA and USDI 1994).  Mitigation standards and guidelines to 
prevent declines in numbers or distribution include providing sufficient green 
trees and snags to provide for 100% population potential of these species.  
Biological objectives for snags are met within the analysis area for white-headed 
woodpeckers, black-backed woodpeckers, pygmy nuthatches, and flammulated 
owls .  
 
The analysis area is now meeting biological objectives and providing better snag 
habitat for species than much of the district’s managed landbase, because of 
bark beetle-related mortality of the large pines and competition mortality in the 
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understory.  A large portion of the analysis area provides high snag levels and 
large tree habitat.    
 
White-headed woodpeckers use large snags for nesting and foraging.  The 
white-headed woodpecker is a primary cavity excavator of soft snags.   
 
Biological objectives for mixed conifer stands for flammulated owls are to provide 
more than 1 snag per acre 12” dbh and 6’ tall, 8 or more trees per acre 21” dbh 
or larger for recruitment snags, dense brushy thickets of sapling or pole size 
roost habitat and at least one grassy opening within the territory (Altman and 
Holmes 2000).  Current snag levels of 10” and larger are 5.1 per acre.  Large 
trees are fairly abundant in the analysis area and meet the biological objective for 
snag recruitment.  Roost habitat is in adequate supply, and has increased in 
acreage due to fire suppression.  Flammulated owls were heard in the drainage 
during surveys in 1991 and 1992.  
 
Biological objectives for black-backed woodpeckers in lodgepole pine habitats 
are to provide large tracts of lodgepole pine dominated by late-successional 
conditions.  Lodgepole pine habitats are found adjacent to  the upper portion of 
the analysis area.  Beetle-killed trees in the area would provide good foraging 
habitat for the black-backed woodpeckers.    
 
Pygmy nuthatches use large snags for nesting in pine forest and woodland, 
especially ponderosa pine. and may use tree cavities as night roosts.  Adequate 
numbers of large snags (15-20 inches dbh) are considered to be 0.6 per acre in 
stands of ponderosa pine.   Much of the analysis area is providing these snag 
densities.   
 
Great gray owls     
Great gray owls are a survey and manage species under the Northwest Forest 
Plan.  Surveys of great gray owls are not required because natural openings 
larger than 10 acres are not present adjacent to nesting habitats (USDA and 
USDI 2004b). 
 
Great gray owls use a variety of forest types, including subalpine, boreal and 
montane coniferous forests (Johnsgard 1988), generally old-growth forest 
structures that will provide nesting habitats near openings that provide prey 
species.  The great gray owl subsists primarily on rodents.  Winter habitats are 
usually the same as breeding season habitats, although in some portions of the 
range, owls may move to lower elevations.  Broken-top snags, old raptor stick 
nests and mistletoe clumps are common nest sites, although artificial platforms 
are also used.   Availability of pre-existing nest sites and prey appear to limit 
great gray owl populations (USDA 1994). 
 
The analysis area provides good late-successional structure that would be 
potential nesting habitat.  Large meadows are not available within the analysis 
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area, but old harvest units in the surrounding areas may provide good foraging 
habitats.  No great gray owls were detected during spotted owl surveys.   Great 
gray owls have been documented in the drainage to the south, Cub Creek, 
during the winter. 
 
Bats   
No special habitat for bats, such as caves, mines or wooden bridges, are found 
in the analysis area.   
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
LSRs and connectivity.   Vegetation in the two LSRs and the area between them 
would remain in the current condition in the short-term.  High stand densities 
would continue to increase risk of fire, insect infestations and diseases, which 
could change late-successional stands to earlier successional stages, as large 
trees die and fall or are consumed in wildfires.  The LSRs are meant to provide 
late-successional habitat, so this would reduce the effectiveness of the LSRs and 
their value to late-successional species.  Connections between the LSRs would 
also be at risk. 
 
Dry-forest bird species.  This alternative would result in the two priority habitat 
types found in the analysis area remaining unchanged.  Large trees would 
continue to be killed by insects and old growth structure would be reduced over 
time.  Late-successional and other stage stands would be at high risk for stand-
replacement fires.  
 
Bats.  No special habitats are found in the analysis area, no effects are expected 
from habitat change.  However, little is known about the effects of management 
activities on bat species.   Insect populations may change as a result of 
vegetation composition, but are not expected to decrease overall.   
 
Great gray owls.  No change would occur to foraging habitats or potential nesting 
habitat or prey populations. 
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 
LSRs and connectivity.   The action alternatives would reduce the risk of fire, and 
insects and disease, introduce short-term disturbance to LSR stands, reduce 
canopy closures and cover (thus changing connectivity between the LSRs), 
maintain large tree habitats, and accelerate the development of large trees by 
thinning.  The late-successional structure would be changed from multi-storied to 
single-storied in some areas, which would more closely resemble historical 
conditions in the drier sites. 
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Connectivity between the LSRs would be affected most by Alternative 2, which 
treats the most acres, and least by Alternative 5.  Connectivity between the LSRs 
would be reduced for species that use densely canopied forests and improved for 
species using more open forest types.   Riparian reserves would continue to 
provide denser cover for movement between the late-successional reserves.   
 
Risk of losing large trees and late-successional stands as a result of fire or insect 
activity is most reduced by Alternative 2 and least by Alternative 5.  Alternative 2 
would change the most acres to a condition that more closely resembles the 
historical condition of stands of more open canopied, large trees.   
 
Dry-forest bird species.  In ponderosa pine habitat, the action alternatives would 
result in a change in vegetative conditions towards the desired condition of large 
tree, single-layered, park-like stands.  Alternative 2 would change the most 
acres, followed by Alternatives 4 and 5.   Risks to these stands would be 
reduced, as well, with Alternative 2 reducing risk the most, and 5 the least. 
 
In the mixed conifer late-successional habitats, risk from fire and insects would 
also be reduced, similarly to the ponderosa pine habitats.   
 
Snag levels would remain adequate to support white-headed woodpeckers, 
pygmy nuthatches, and flammulated owls, although changes would occur (see 
“snags and large wood” section).    
  
Proposed burning would provide good foraging habitat for black-backed 
woodpeckers.  Alternatives 2 and 4 burn the most acres (2,665 and 2,368 acres), 
with alternative 5 burning 2,226 acres. 
 
Soft snags would be cut for safety purposes and consumed during landscape 
burns, which would result in fewer nest and forage trees for white-headed 
woodpeckers and other species utilizing soft snags.  This is not expected to be a 
substantial loss of snags because of the patchy nature of landscape burns, 
mitigations and buffers used to protect snags within harvest units, and the 
relatively small portion of this habitat type that will be treated. 
 
Bats.  No special habitats are found in the analysis area, no effects are expected 
from habitat change.   
 
Great gray owls.  Opening of the canopy would provide some additional foraging 
habitats that can support rodent populations in the future and would occur to the 
greatest extent in Alternative 2 and to a lesser extent in the other action 
alternatives.  Potential nest structures (large snags, raptor nests, and mistletoe 
clumps) are common in and adjacent to the analysis area.  Some of these 
potential nest structures could be cut for safety reasons during logging or burned 
up during burning.  This would be most likely in Alternative 2, and least likely in 
Alternative 5, which harvests and burns fewer acres.   
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Cumulative Effects   
 
LSRs and connectivity.  The geographic boundary is the Upper Methow and Nice 
LSR and the area between them.  The temporal boundary is 20 years, the 
approximate time until the canopy would regain its current closure, and when 
understory development would be occurring and another treatment would be 
needed to reduce risk to late-successional stands and connectivity between 
those stands. 
 
Past and on-going activities of timber sales, thinning, firewood cutting, road 
construction and recreation have reduced numbers of large trees and snags in 
and between the LSRs, thus reducing the amount and value of late-successional 
stands and connections between them.  Fire suppression has increased the risks 
to the late-successional stands by allowing dense stand structure to develop.    
 
No future actions are planned for the LSRs or the area between them at this 
time, with the possible exception of the Buck Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment 
project, which could extend into the Nice LSR.  As this sale is in the initial 
planning phases, nothing more is known at this time.  Any activities in the LSR 
would adhere to direction current at the time the project is planned and a 
decision signed.   
 
Ongoing and future actions such as firewood cutting (non-LSR only) and hazard 
tree removal would continue to reduce snag numbers in the LSRs and the stands 
between them.   
 
Dry-forest bird species.  The geographic boundary is the analysis area.  The 
temporal boundary is 20 years, the approximate time for the canopy to regain its 
current closure, and when understory development would be occurring and 
another treatment would be needed to reduce risk to late-successional stands.   
 
Habitat trends for the dry-forest bird species of concern have been loss of large 
old tree habitat, particularly the open, single-storied types.  The action 
alternatives would counteract the effects of past actions of logging and wildfire 
suppression, which resulted in fewer large trees and denser forest structures.  
The action alternatives would allow stand structures more similar to historical 
conditions to develop.  These habitats are important for the dry-forest bird 
species.   
 
No population or habitat trend information is available for the analysis area. 
However, habitat trend analysis completed for the Interior Columbia Basin project 
identified a basin-wide decline in late-seral interior Ponderosa pine and loss of 
large diameter snags.    
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Bats.  No special habitats are found in the analysis area, no effects are expected 
from habitat change.  However, little is known about the effects of management 
activities on bat species.   Insect populations may change as a result of 
vegetation composition, but are not expected to decrease overall.   
 
Great gray owls.  The geographic boundary is the Eightmile drainage and the 
temporal boundary is 20 years. 
 
Great gray owl habitat has been affected by past logging and firewood cutting, 
which removed large trees that provided potential nest structure, and by wildfire 
suppression, which resulted in denser forest structures and less foraging habitat.  
In conjunction with planned burning, the action alternatives and planned timber 
sale and burning counteract this trend by opening the canopy and stimulating 
forage growth, which should result in increases in rodent populations.   This 
would improve foraging habitat for great gray owls.  Firewood cutting would 
continue to remove potential nest habitat.     
  
Threatened and Endangered Species 
 
Existing Conditions 
 
Northern spotted owls 
Spotted owls have not been found in the Eightmile drainage.  Calling surveys 
focused on the most likely habitats and were completed in the 1980s.  Surveys 
were completed to R6 protocol in the early 1990s for 3 projects in the Eightmile 
and Falls Creek drainages, and were repeated in 2004 and 2005 near potential 
habitat.    No spotted owl responses were heard.  Barred owls, great horned owls 
and goshawks are present in the drainage.   No Critical Habitat Units (CHUs) are 
present in the drainage.  The nearest spotted owl activity centers are 
approximately 8 miles away in the Lost River, Sandy Butte and Pekin Creek 
areas.  Owls have not been found in the Lost River or Sandy Butte areas 
recently.  Surveys in 2003 located a single bird in the Pekin Creek activity center.  
    
The Federal Register (1992) defines suitable spotted owl habitat attributes for 
nesting and roosting as moderate to high canopy closure, multi-layered, multi-
species canopy with large overstory trees, high incidence of large trees with 
various deformities, large snags, large accumulations of fallen trees and other 
woody debris, and sufficient open space below the canopy.  In more mesic 
locations, Forest Plan old growth can generally be considered as synonymous 
with suitable spotted owl habitat.  However, the lower Eightmile drainage bottom 
is comprised of drier vegetation types dominated by ponderosa pine that lack the 
high structural diversity of the more mesic multi-layered stands.  This is 
especially true of the Nice LSR.    
 
Fire exclusion has improved habitat for spotted owls by increasing tree density 
and changing stand structure from the more open types that historically occurred.  
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This habitat is now at risk for more intense fires, due to high fuel loadings and 
continuous horizontal and vertical canopies.  Past harvests have also changed 
stand structure, generally resulting in stands that are not suitable for use by 
spotted owls.   The resulting potential habitat for spotted owls in the analysis area 
is a few small isolated stands of nesting, roosting, foraging (NRF) or dispersal 
habitat.  These small pieces are not likely to provide enough habitat to support 
spotted owls. 
 
Unit 5 is potential nesting, roosting and foraging habitat for spotted owls.  Several 
other small patches adjacent to the analysis area are also potentially suitable 
habitat, but have not been field-verified.  Based on the comparison of remote 
sensing data to field review of the Eightmile Creek bottom, most of the habitat is 
dispersal habitat rather than nesting, roosting, foraging (NRF) habitat.   
 
Dispersal habitat is defined as stands with adequate tree size and canopy 
closure to provide protection from avian predators and at least minimal foraging 
opportunities.  The old growth and replacement old growth stands would provide 
some dispersal habitat.   
 
Lynx.  Portions of the analysis area are in the Big Craggy lynx analysis unit (LAU) 
(26,021 acres).  Lynx habitat within the LAU will be managed according to the 
guidelines of the Lynx Assessment and Conservation Strategy (LCAS) (Ruediger 
et al. 2000).  Approximately 13,390 acres (51%) of the LAU is mapped as lynx 
habitat, based on landscape-level remote sensing vegetation data.  Based on 
field review in the Eightmile Creek drainage, there is less lynx habitat than 
mapped.   In the Eightmile drainage, the dry forest vegetation types extended 
further north in the drainage than were mapped.   
 
The LCAS recommends limiting disturbance within each LAU as follows: 
  If more than 30% of lynx habitat within the LAU is currently in unsuitable 

condition, no further reduction of suitable conditions shall occur as a result of 
vegetation management activities by federal agencies.  The Big Craggy LAU 
habitat is not at the 30% unsuitable level, and activities will not occur within 
lynx habitat types. 

  Management actions shall not change more than 15% of lynx habitat within a 
LAU to an unsuitable condition within a 10- year period.  Activities will not 
occur within lynx habitat types. 
     

No lynx denning habitat was found during field reviews, but is likely available in 
small patches of down wood throughout the LAU.   
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Gray wolves.  Wolves are a wide-ranging species, and could move through the 
area.   A source of prey, mule deer, is available year-round in the analysis area.   
No reports of wolves are documented for the analysis area, although 2 
unconfirmed sightings occurred within a mile.  There are no established wolf 
packs known on the Forest or in Washington State at this time.   
 
Wolf recovery depends on two components:  availability of prey and freedom 
from direct mortality (Fritts et al. 1994).  Increases in human-caused mortality are 
the result of increased access to wolf habitat.  Normally this is associated with 
motorized access where shooting wolves from roads occurs.   
 
Wolf distribution has been related to density of roads passable by 2-wheel drive 
vehicles in several studies (Mech et al. 1988, Jensen et al.1986, Thiel 1985).  
Wolves in those study areas generally did not occur where road densities 
exceeded 1 mile per square mile.  The exception was a study area with extensive 
roadless areas adjacent (Thiel 1989).  
 
About 51% of the BMU is security habitat, defined as areas with open road 
densities less than 1 mile per square mile.  The relative level of human influence 
on gray wolf habitat is moderate (Gaines et al. 2003).   
 
Critical times for wolves include the mating season in February, denning season 
from March 1 to May 31, and rendezvous from June 1 to late fall.  No dens or 
rendezvous sites were located.   
 
Grizzly bears.   The analysis area is in the North Cascades Grizzly Bear 
Recovery Zone and in the Lower Chewuch Bear Management Unit (BMU).  As 
directed in the August 12, 1997, memo-documenting agreement between the 
North Cascades Ecosystem Sub-committee and Okanogan, Wenatchee and Mt. 
Baker Snoqualmie National Forest Supervisors (USDA 1997b), no net loss of 
core habitat for grizzly bears will occur during project implementation. 
 
Core area:  Core area is defined as areas of relatively low human use that could 
provide refugia for bears, and calculated by buffering high-use trails and open 
roads by 500 meters on each side.  The method used on the Okanogan 
Wenatchee National Forest is described in Assessing the Cumulative Effects of 
Linear Recreation Routes on Wildlife Habitats on the Okanogan and Wenatchee 
National Forests (Gaines, et al. 2003). 
 
The Lower Chewuch BMU has approximately 94,973 acres of core area in the 
early season (den emergence to May 31) (48.8% of the BMU) and 88,892 acres 
in the mid/late season (45.6% of the BMU).   For the early season, additional 
core area of roughly 6,081 acres (3%) is gained due to the closure of part of the 
39 road by snow.  This is not within the analysis area, and analysis area core is 
constant throughout the season due to low elevations.  Using a relative rating for 
BMUs across the Okanogan-Wenatchee National Forest, this BMU has a high 
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level of human influence on the habitat.   Approximately 7.8% of the analysis 
area is core area. 
 
Vegetation within the analysis area is primarily dry forest and low elevation 
shrub/herb.  The area is most likely to be used by bears as early to mid-season 
habitat.   Core area in the analysis area consists primarily of dry forest and low 
elevation shrub/herb vegetation types.   
 
Important habitat features in the North Cascades ecosystem include avalanche 
chutes, meadows, riparian areas, deciduous forests, and berry fields.   Riparian 
areas (Eightmile Creek bottom) and small huckleberry patches are found in the 
analysis area.  Ungulates on winter ranges would provide an additional early-
season food source in the lower part of the analysis area.   
  
The nearest (unconfirmed) grizzly bear sighting was 16 miles northwest of the 
analysis area in 1968.   
 
Bald eagles.  Bald eagles winter on and adjacent to the forest.  In recent years, 
bald eagles have nested in several sites on private land in the Methow Valley, 
the nearest being approximately 13 miles away. The primary diet of these eagles 
appears to be carrion mostly associated with deer highway mortality, spring 
calving operations (on private land), and along primary river systems and lakes 
where open water provides opportunities for waterfowl and fish.  In general, 
nesting habitat is within a mile of foraging habitat.    
 
Foraging opportunities for eagles are provided by the Chewuch River a mile to 
the southeast of the analysis area, and road-killed deer.   Roost trees are 
potentially available within the analysis area, but none have been identified as 
currently active.  
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
Spotted owls  Alternative 1 would not result in structural changes to the two 
patches of habitat that meet the definition for nesting, roosting, foraging habitat.  
In the longer term, the large trees in these stands would be at high risk from 
crown fires and insect mortality.  Dispersal habitats provided by the old growth 
stands would also remain unchanged, however, in the long-term the old-growth is 
not sustainable. 
 
Lynx  No vegetation changes would occur in lynx habitat.  In time, stands that are 
now providing foraging habitat would grow out of the seedling/sapling stage and 
would no longer provide foraging habitat.  Future wildfire could provide foraging 
habitat. 
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Gray wolves  The potential effects to gray wolves are changes to access to an 
area, changes to security habitat and changes to their prey base. 
 
No road system changes would be implemented that would result in a change in 
disturbance levels in the BMU.  Security habitats would remain in their current 
low condition.  No vegetation changes would occur that would affect wolves or 
their prey. 
 
Grizzly bears  Core area habitats would remain in their current low condition.  No 
road obliterations would occur that might result in additional core area.  Canopy 
opening would not create additional forage.   
 
Action Alternative 2 
Spotted Owls  Smaller competing trees would be removed from areas around 
large pines in Unit 5 (46 acres) in Alternative 2.  This would change the status of 
the habitat for spotted owls from nesting, roosting, foraging to dispersal habitat.  
Old growth habitats that may also provide dispersal habitats would be thinned 
from below and burned (see Old Growth section).  It is likely that these stands 
would still provide dispersal habitat after treatment.   
 
Lynx  Activities do not occur in subalpine fir types that are considered lynx habitat 
or in inclusions of other stand types within the lynx habitat.  Precommercial 
thinning and burning would be focused on the dry site Douglas-fir to remove 
mistletoe and around Ponderosa pine, to reduce competition from smaller trees, 
and would not affect the more mesic habitat types that may receive foraging use 
by lynx.  
 
A landing in Unit 37 has a thick inclusion of small lodgepole within a non-habitat 
stand, that is currently good winter hare forage.  The stand is less than ¼ acre in 
size.  This thicket would not be thinned.   
 
Disturbance during project activities could occur in the higher elevation units and 
could cause lynx to avoid those areas.  Disturbance would be short-term.   
 
Action Alternatives 4 and 5 
Spotted owls  Unit 5 would not be treated in these alternatives, and the potential 
nesting, roosting, foraging habitat would not change to dispersal habitat.  The 
large trees in this unit would be at risk from fire and insect activity.  Old growth 
stands that may provide potential dispersal habitat would not be harvested in 
these alternatives, but prescribed burning would be done on approximately 30 
acres in Alternative 4 only.  This could change the dispersal habitat to unsuitable 
habitat, if the burning opens the canopy substantially.    
 
Lynx  Effects to lynx habitat would be the same as for Alternative 2,  but 
disturbance from adjacent areas would be of shorter duration. 
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Action Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 
Gray wolves  The potential effects to gray wolves are changes to access to an 
area, changes to security habitat and changes to their prey base. 
 
These alternatives would result in the closure of 15.5 miles of road and 
decommissioning of 6.7 miles of road.  The net effect would be a decrease in 
disturbance levels and an increase in security habitat.  The road density classes 
change as follows: 
 
Figure 3.4-5  Road density class changes 
   Before project           During project              Post-project 

Road density class Acres 
% of 
BMU* Acres 

% of 
BMU* Acres 

% of 
BMU** 

0 miles/sq.mile 84,787 43.5% 84,787 43.5% 84,828 43.5%
0.1-1.0 miles/sq.mile 15,017 7.7% 15,017 7.7% 15,095 7.7%
1.1-2.0 miles/sq.mile 22,914 11.8% 22,914 11.8% 23,085 11.8%
>2.0 miles/sq.mile 72,162 37.0% 72,162 37.0% 71,872 36.9%

* Maintenance level 1 roads are considered as open.   
**BMU= bear management unit.  This is an appropriate scale to measure effects to a wide-
ranging carnivore, such as wolves or bears.  The BMU which includes the Eightmile vegetation 
projects is the Lower Chewuch BMU.   
 
Some of the roads to be decommissioned are already effectively closed by road 
condition, so the change would not be as great as the road miles would suggest.  
Security habitat would increase by 290 acres in all alternatives.    
 
Opening the canopy would increase forage for mule deer and other prey species, 
although increases in populations are not expected, as most of the increased 
forage is summer range, which is not limiting to mule deer.  Alternative 2 would 
provide the largest increases in forage, followed by 4, and 5.   
 
Grizzly bears  About 52 acres of core habitat would be added within the analysis 
area due to road decommissioning.   This habitat is dry forest vegetation type.   
 
Opening of the canopy would increase vegetative foods for bears and forage for 
mule deer and other prey species, although increases in populations are not 
expected.   Alternative 2 would provide the largest increases in forage, followed 
by Alternative 4,  then Alternative 5.   
 
All Alternatives 
Bald eagles  The analysis area is not winter habitat for bald eagles.  Carrion 
availability (mule deer) is not likely to be affected by the alternatives, although 
individual animals may benefit from increases in food resources in Alternatives 2, 
4, and 5.   Winter logging could occur on winter range in the lower portion of the 
drainage and could result in deer avoidance of the area.  In general, winter 
logging is dependent on adequate snow accumulation and soil frost levels, and 
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deer move to lower elevations when snow depths reach the point where food 
resources are covered and movement becomes difficult. 
 
Cumulative Effects 
 
Northern spotted owls  The geographic boundary is the Upper Methow and Nice 
LSRs and the area between them, and the temporal boundary is 20 years. 
 
Fire exclusion has improved habitat for spotted owls by increasing tree density 
and changing stand structure from the more open types that historically occurred 
to denser, multi-storied stands.  Past harvests have also changed stand 
structure, generally resulting in stands that are not suitable for use by spotted 
owls.   Firewood cutting has removed snags and large woody debris that are 
important components of owl habitat.   
 
The action alternatives would counter the trend toward increasingly dense 
forests.   This would result in the area being less suitable for spotted owls than it 
is presently, although it would reduce risks to large trees.   
 
The Buck Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment project in the Cub and Eightmile 
drainages could occur in or adjacent to suitable spotted owl habitat.  These 
activities would be designed to avoid a negative effect on spotted owls.    
 
On-going and future hazard tree removal and firewood cutting would continue to 
reduce snag levels and possibly reduce prey populations that are used by 
spotted owls.  This would make the area less likely to be used as foraging or 
dispersal habitat by spotted owls.   
 
Determination:  The alternatives may affect, but are not likely to adversely affect 
spotted owls.  This determination is based on the small amount of suitable 
nesting, roosting, foraging habitat present in the drainage and the smaller 
amount that would be affected by the project.  Surveys for this project and 
previous projects have not located any spotted owls.  The nearest activity center 
is approximately 8 miles away. 
 
Lynx   The geographic boundary is the Big Craggy LAU.  The temporal boundary 
is 15 to 30 years, when trees and shrubs will be large enough to extend above 
average winter snow levels and create high quality habitat for snowshoe hare. 
 
The main influence on lynx habitat in the Big Craggy LAU has been wildfire.  
Although large wildfires have burned in adjacent LAUs in recent years, the Big 
Craggy LAU has been affected by small fires that have produced small openings 
and later, small pockets of forage and denning habitat.  Some logging has also 
occurred and has resulted in young and more open stands, and more foraging 
habitat.  On-going recreation activities, particularly snowmobile use (both general 
public use and outfitter-guides under permit), have the potential to make some 
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areas less suitable for lynx, due to disturbance.  However, some anecdotal 
information suggests that lynx are quite tolerant of humans and that a wide 
variety of behavioral responses to human presence can be expected (Ruediger 
et al. 2000).   No future projects are planned that would affect lynx habitat. 
 
Determination:  The proposed alternatives may affect, but are not likely to 
adversely affect lynx.  The project activity areas occur in the drier, lower elevation 
habitats that are not lynx habitat, disturbance adjacent to lynx habitat would be 
short-term, and foraging and denning habitats would not be affected. 
   
Gray wolves  The geographic boundary is the Lower Chewuch BMU.  The 
temporal boundary is 20 years, when canopy closure would return to the current 
level, reducing forage species to current levels.   
 
Road system changes have caused the largest changes in wolf habitat in the 
drainage.  Road construction has resulted in better human access and possibly 
road-related mortality to wolves.  Across the BMU, timber harvest, fire 
suppression, and prescribed burning have also changed prey habitat by 
changing canopy closure, and increasing or decreasing forage amounts.   
 
The Buck Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment project in the Cub Creek and 
Eightmile drainages would increase forage amounts for prey species.  It is likely 
that road decommissioning and road status changes would occur with the timber 
sale because of Forest Plan and Roads Analysis requirements, which would 
result in less access to the area by humans.  This would mean better habitat for 
wolves and their prey.  Future actions would be designed to avoid negative 
effects to listed species.   
 
Determination:  The proposed alternatives may affect but are not likely to 
adversely affect wolves.  This determination was reached based on the reduction 
in access, slight increases in security habitat, and lack of change predicted for 
prey populations. 
 
Grizzly bears   The geographic boundary is the Lower Chewuch BMU, and the 
temporal boundary is 20 years, when canopy closure would return to the current 
level, reducing forage species to current levels.   
 
Road construction has caused changes in core habitat in the BMU, including 
better human access and possibly road-related mortality to bears, and loss of 
undisturbed core habitats.  Across the BMU, timber harvest, fire suppression, 
and prescribed burning have also changed prey habitat and vegetative foods by 
changing canopy closure, and increasing or decreasing forage amounts.   
 
The Buck Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment project in the Cub Creek and 
Eightmile drainages would also increase forage amounts and would counter past 
trends caused by increasing canopy closure.  Due to Forest Plan and Roads 
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Analysis requirements, road closures and obliterations would possibly occur as 
road needs are assessed as part of the sale planning process, and would result 
in better habitat for bears and their prey.  Future actions would be designed to 
avoid negative effects to listed species.   
 
Determination:  The proposed alternatives may affect, but are not likely to 
adversely affect grizzly bears.  This is based on short-term disturbance 
particularly to riparian habitats along the Eightmile Creek bottom, slight increases 
to core habitat, and lack of change to prey populations.   
 
Bald eagles   The geographic boundary is the winter range polygon for mule 
deer, which extends from Cub Creek to Falls Creek and up the Chewuch River 
bottom, crossing into Boulder Creek on Federal lands.  The temporal boundary is 
approximately 20 years, the estimated time until the canopy reaches its current 
closure. 
 
Effects to bald eagles would occur primarily in the lower drainage, adjacent to 
winter feeding areas along the Chewuch River.  Wildfire suppression has 
increased canopy closures, and resulted in less forage for deer, an important 
carrion item for eagles.  Future planned burning and timber harvest would 
counter this trend and would improve forage availability and palatability.  Future 
actions would be designed to avoid negative effects to listed species.   
 
Determination:  The project would have no impact on bald eagles.  This is based 
on the long distance to the nearest nest and no change to carrion availability. 
  
Sensitive Species  
 
Existing Condition 
 
No habitat was found in the analysis area for common loons, eared grebes, 
peregrine falcon, sharp-tailed grouse, sandhill cranes, or masked duskysnails. 
 
Great gray owl   See “Northwest Forest Plan Requirements”, above.   
 
Gray flycatchers   Gray flycatchers inhabit low elevation open stands, where they 
forage on insects.   They are migratory and spend winters as far south as central 
Mexico.   Nests are generally found 2 to 9 feet off the ground in trees or shrubs. 
The analysis area provides potential habitat, in the drier southern portion, in 
areas of Ponderosa pine with a bitterbrush understory.   
 
Townsend’s big-eared bat   Townsend’s big-eared bats roost in caves, lava tubes 
and abandoned buildings.  No caves, lava tubes or abandoned buildings are 
found within the analysis area.  Abundant food supplies exist in the area.   
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Pacific fringe-tailed bat  The Pacific fringe-tailed bat is known to occur on the 
Methow Valley Ranger District.  Fringed-tailed bats occupy arid grasslands and 
forests, including Ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir dry forests (Nagorsen and 
Grigham 1993).  Known elevation ranges for the species in British Columbia are 
between approximately 1,000 feet and 2,600 feet elevation.  Their known 
roosting habitat includes old buildings, bridges, rock crevices, caves, and mines 
(Christy and West 1993).   They feed primarily on beetles and moths. 
 
There is suitable foraging habitat for fringe-tailed bats within the analysis area, 
but there are no known suitable roosting areas, except rock crevasses, for them 
in the analysis area.  No surveys have been done in the analysis area, and it is 
unknown whether this species is present.   
 
Wolverine   Wolverine are nomadic and range over large areas during annual 
movements.  Carrion constitutes a large portion of wolverine diets.  Banci (1994) 
described activities that appear to most adversely affect wolverines as those that 
fragment habitat, e.g. logging, human and recreation development, oil and gas 
development and others that increase access.  Copeland and Harris (1994) 
described denning habitat as subalpine cirque areas with large talus on north 
aspects.     
 
There are no known wolverine denning sites in the project area, and no suitable 
denning habitat (talus slopes).  A prey base is available within the analysis area 
(mule deer).  The area could be part of a wolverine’s large home range, and 
could receive occasional or transitory use by wolverines.  Some tracking and 
camera surveys have been conducted in the Eightmile drainage.  No wolverine 
tracks were documented. 
 
Fishers   Fishers are suspected to occur on the Okanogan National Forest.  
There are 2 trapping records of fishers on the Methow Valley Ranger District 
from the early 1900s (Stinson and Lewis 1998).  In addition, there have been 
unverified observations of individual fishers or tracks in the snow by Forest 
recreationists.  Based on lack of recent confirmed sightings, the fisher is 
considered extirpated or reduced to scattered individuals in the state of 
Washington (USDI 2004).    
 
Fishers historically occurred on both sides of the Cascades Mountains in 
Washington in low to mid-elevation forests (USDI 2004).  They are opportunistic 
predators with a diverse diet that includes snowshoe hares, birds, rodents, 
reptiles, insects, carrion, and fruit.  They need forests that provide abundant prey 
and low vulnerability to predators.  They also have specific needs for natal 
denning and for resting spots (Powell and Zielinski 1994).  The forest stand 
structures that provide these needs include large diameter trees with cavities 
and/or large platform-type branches, and large hollow logs.  Late successional 
forests provide the most suitable fisher habitat because they provide abundant 
potential den sites and preferred prey.    All habitats used disproportionately by 
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fishers have high canopy closure, and fishers avoid areas with low canopy 
closure (Arthur etal 1989b, Coulter 1966, Jones and Garton 1994, Kelly 1977, 
Powell 1977, 1978, Raphael 1984, Rosenberg and Raphael 1986, Thomasma et 
al. 1991, 1994 in Ruggiero et al 1994). 
 
Forest stands that would be suitable fisher habitat are present in the analysis 
area.  However, though late-successional structure is abundant in comparison to 
much of the managed portion of the district, the complexity of the stands has 
been reduced by timber harvest, thinning, firewood collection and other 
management activities.   
 
Western gray squirrels   Western gray squirrels are listed as a state threatened 
species.  Surveys were conducted in occupied areas from 1995 to 2000 by the 
Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife.  Nests were found at 
elevations lower than 1500 feet, within ¼ mile of a stream, lake or wetlands, in 
areas of comparatively greater amounts of rainfall, in riparian areas with a 
greater shade component and in areas with an understory of mast-producing 
shrubs and in climax riparian habitats created by fire suppression (Bartels 2000).   
 
Western gray squirrels inhabit the lower parts of the Methow Valley, and have 
been sighted as far north as Winthrop.  No sightings have been reported in the 
analysis area.   
 
Shrub species and conifer cones are present in the analysis area and provide a 
food source.   Fire suppression has resulted in higher canopy closures than 
would occur normally, and may have resulted in expansion of the range used by 
gray squirrels, which are primarily arboreal and move within their territory by 
jumping from tree canopy to tree canopy.   
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
Gray flycatchers   The habitat would remain in the current condition.  The large 
pines would be at increased risk for loss from insects, disease or fire.  As the 
canopy closes, over time, the habitat would be less suitable for gray flycatchers.   
 
In the longer term, the area could be at increased risk for wildfire, which could 
open the canopy and improve the habitat for gray flycatchers.   
 
Townsend’s big-eared bat and Pacific fringe-tailed bat   Little information is 
available on the effect of management activities on bats.  
 
Habitat would remain in the current condition.  Little roost habitat is available for 
fringe-tailed bats, and none is available for Townsend’s.    
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Wolverine    Effects to wolverine would be primarily effects to prey species (mule 
deer). No denning habitat is found in the analysis area.  Forage used by prey 
species would remain in the current condition.  No effects to mule deer are 
expected as a result of alternative one.   As the canopy closes, less forage but 
more cover would be available.  A wildfire would reverse this trend.    
 
Fishers   Fishers are considered to be extirpated in Washington.  Effects to forest 
structure, especially complexity and canopy closure, and effects to prey 
populations would be the primary changes to the suitability of the habitat for 
fisher.  The current forest structure, which is not particularly complex, and canopy 
closure would remain in the current condition.   
 
Over time, with alternative one, the canopy would close and a multi-storied, more 
structurally diverse habitat could develop.  However, continued firewood cutting, 
which removes snags and down wood, and wildfires, which would maintain the 
area in a more open single-storied condition, would likely prevent the 
development of the structurally diverse conditions used by fishers. 
 
Western gray squirrels   The habitat would remain in the current condition.  High 
canopy closures across much of the landscape would allow for arboreal travel by 
squirrels.  Food sources would remain in their current condition.  Increased 
canopy closures would improve arboreal travel by squirrels, would reduce shrub 
and berry food sources, but may result in additional nut and seed sources as 
conifers increase and mature.  An increase in wildfire risk could result.  A wildfire 
would likely reduce the suitability of the habitat for gray squirrels by opening the 
canopy.      
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 
Gray flycatchers   Prescribed treatments of thinning and burning would maintain 
the larger pines for a longer time period, and would stimulate the shrub 
understory.  This would occur to the greatest extent and potentially result in the 
most habitat for gray flycatchers in Alternative 2, followed by 4 and 5.  Short-term 
disturbance would occur in all alternatives.  If activities occur during the spring 
nesting season, it is possible that disturbance or loss of nest sites or young could 
occur. 
 
Wolverine   Effects to wolverine would be primarily effects to prey species. No 
denning habitat is found in the analysis area. 
 
Forage for prey species would increase.  This would occur to the greatest extent 
in Alternative 2, followed by 4 and 5.  However, the vegetation changes are not 
predicted to be large enough to cause changes to prey populations, and no 
effects to wolverines are predicted. 
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Fishers   Treatments would reduce canopy closures and complexity of the forest 
structure, resulting in less suitable habitat for fishers.  This would occur to the 
largest extent in Alternative 2, followed by Alternatives 4 and 5.   
 
Western gray squirrels   The action alternatives would open the canopy and 
make arboreal travel more difficult for squirrels.  This would occur over the most 
acres in Alternative 2, followed by 4 and 5.   
 
Conifer seed sources would be reduced as tree numbers are reduced, but shrubs 
may increase as the canopy is opened, and would provide additional food 
sources.  While food resources would change in composition, it is likely that the 
amount would remain adequate to support a squirrel population. 
 
All Action Alternatives 
Great gray owls   See great gray owls in the Northwest Forest Plan 
Requirements section.   
.   
 
Townsend’s big-eared bat and Pacific fringe-tailed bat   Little information is 
available on the effect of management activities on bats. The species 
composition of insects could change as a result of forest structure changes, but it 
is likely that populations of moths and beetles would continue to exist in numbers 
to support bat populations.  Rocky crevasses would not be logged or burned, so 
roost habitat for fringe-tailed bats is not likely to be affected. 
 
Cumulative Effects 
 
Great gray owls   Refer to the cumulative effects analysis for the great gray owls 
under the Northwest Forest Plan Requirements section on page 3-66.  
Determination:  The proposed alternatives may impact individuals but would not 
lead to a loss of viability or trend toward federal listing.  This is based on an 
expected increase in prey populations and possible loss of some potential nest 
structures.   
 
Gray flycatcher   The geographic boundary is the low-elevation dry-site portion of 
the analysis area, approximately from the Nice LSR south; and the temporal 
boundary is approximately 20 years, the estimated time until the canopy reaches 
its current closure. 
 
Gray flycatcher habitat has been affected in the past by wildfire suppression, 
which increased canopy closure and changed forest structure.  The Buck Timber 
Sale and Fuels Treatment project, a reasonably foreseeable future action,  would 
counter this trend.  No population trend information is available for the analysis 
area.  However, breeding bird survey data from the Interior Columbia Basin 
indicated  population increases over the 10 year period from 1984 to 1994 (Saab, 
etal. 1997). 
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Determination:  The proposed alternatives may impact individuals but would not 
lead to a loss of viability or trend toward federal listing.  This is based on the 
possibility of short-term disturbance to potential nest sites, balanced by the long-
term improvement in open Ponderosa pine/shrub habitats.  
 
Townsend’s big-eared bat and Pacific fringe-tailed bat   The geographic 
boundary is the Eightmile drainage, and the temporal boundary is approximately 
20 years, the estimated time until the canopy reaches its current closure. 
 
No cumulative effects are predicted from past, on-going and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions.  No direct and indirect effects from project alternatives 
were identified.  
 
Determination:  The proposed alternatives would have no impact on Townsend’s 
big-eared bats or Pacific fringe-tailed bats, due to lack of roosting habitat in the 
analysis area and continued availability of prey. 
 
Wolverine   The geographic boundary is the Lower Chewuch BMU, and the 
temporal boundary is approximately 20 years, the estimated time until the canopy 
reaches its current closure. 
 
Effects to wolverine would be primarily effects to prey species. See Mule Deer 
section, above.  No effects to mule deer populations are expected No denning 
habitat is found in the analysis area. No cumulative effects are expected.   
 
Determination:  The proposed alternatives would have no impact on wolverines, 
due to lack of denning habitat in the analysis area and continued availability of 
prey. 
 
Fishers   The geographic boundary is the Lower Chewuch BMU, and the 
temporal boundary is approximately 20 years, the estimated time until the canopy 
reaches its current closure.   
 
Effects to forest structure, especially complexity and canopy closure, and effects 
to prey populations would be the primary changes to the suitability of the habitat 
for fisher. Timber harvest and firewood cutting have resulted in fewer snags, 
large wood, and large trees in the managed forest, making the habitat less 
suitable for fishers.  Firewood cutting has happened in the past, is on-going and 
expected to continue in the drainage, along open roads, and continues to reduce 
structural diversity. Fire suppression has also changed the habitat, by allowing a 
denser canopy to develop.  This may have improved habitat for fishers, who are 
generally associated with closed canopy forest.  The proposed Buck Timber Sale 
and Fuels Treatment project in the Cub Creek and Eightmile drainages would 
open the canopy and make it less suitable for fishers and their preferred prey.   
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Determination:  The proposed alternatives may impact individuals but would not 
lead to a loss of viability or trend toward federal listing.   The analysis area 
provides a simplified habitat, due to past logging, and would become less 
complex with the proposed activities.  Fishers have not been documented in the 
analysis area and are considered extirpated in the state.   
 
Western gray squirrels   The geographic boundary is the analysis area, and the 
temporal boundary is approximately 20 years, the estimated time until the canopy 
reaches its current closure. 
 
Past logging, firewood harvest, thinning, and burning have resulted in more open 
canopies that made arboreal movement more difficult for squirrels, if they were 
ever present in the drainage. Ground travel may expose squirrels to mortality 
from predators and vehicles.  Fire suppression has countered the trend toward 
more open canopies, by allowing denser canopies to develop.   
 
Future burning and harvest in the Eightmile and Cub Creek drainages would also 
open the canopy, and potentially make the habitat less suitable for gray squirrels.   
 
Determination:  The proposed alternatives may impact individuals but would not 
lead to a loss of viability or trend toward federal listing.   Western gray squirrels 
have not been documented in the drainage, and the nearest sightings are 
approximately 10 miles away.    
 
  
Management Indicator Species (MIS) and Habitat 
 
Existing Conditions 
 
Mule deer: see mule deer section. 
 
Lynx and lodgepole habitats   see “Lynx” in Threatened, Endangered and 
Sensitive species section, above.  The 12,100 acre analysis area is comprised 
primarily of ponderosa pine or mixed conifer (ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir) 
stands.  Lodgepole pine is a minor component of approximately 2,400 forested 
acres within the analysis area, and is a moderate component of approximately 
1,700 acres.  Lodgepole pine is in the area is being killed by mountain pine 
beetles.  Forest insect and disease aerial surveys from 1994 to 2004 showed 
4,731 acres of insect activity in the analysis area.   
 
Old growth indicator species and habitats   Spotted owls (mixed conifer), barred 
owls(mixed conifer), pileated woodpeckers (mixed conifer), three-toed 
woodpeckers (lodgepole pine and spruce) and pine marten (mixed conifer and 
lodgepole) are indicator species for mature/late/old habitats, which are important 
habitats for many species.  See “spotted owl” section, above for existing 
condition information.   
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Barred owls and pileated woodpeckers have been documented in the area, 
although no nests have been located.  The habitats within the analysis area and 
treatment areas are drier ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir habitat types.   
 
Barred owls use mature mixed conifer habitats and are expanding their range.  
The barred owl is generally found in expansive forested areas with large mature 
and decadent trees that provide cavities suitable for security and nesting (Allen 
1987). They  prefer older stands but use earlier stages of forest succession if 
enough large trees or snags (or nest boxes) are present (Allen 1987). They are 
often found in forests with relatively open understory, but prefer canopy closures 
of 60% or greater.  Mature trees suitable for nesting are common across the 
analysis area.    
 
Pileated woodpeckers use large trees, primarily hard snags, for nesting, roosting 
and foraging.  Nesting stands are generally multiple stories with high canopy 
closures (Bull, 1975).  Recommended down wood levels for pileated 
woodpeckers are 40 logs per acre (Bull and Holthausen 1993).  Large trees and 
snags suitable for nesting are common across the analysis area.   
 
Martens and three-toed woodpeckers are not associated with these habitat 
types.  Martens have been detected higher in the drainage, in the more mesic 
habitats.   
 
Cavity excavators and snag habitat   Pileated, three-toed, black-backed, downy, 
hairy, Lewis’ and white-headed woodpeckers, red-naped and Williamson’s 
sapsuckers, and common flickers are management indicator species for snag 
habitats.   Three-toed woodpeckers are a more boreal species.  Lewis’ and 
downy woodpeckers generally inhabit the lower elevations.  These species are 
not associated with the habitats found within the analysis area.   
 
Okanogan National Forest standards, amended by the Northwest Forest Plan, 
are 2.4 snags per acre, including 1.2 that are 18” dbh or larger for matrix, and 4.0 
for LSRs and riparian areas.   See “Snags and LWD” section, above.  The 
analysis area provides some patchy high density snag habitat due to the beetle-
induced mortality of the large pines.    
 
Pileated woodpeckers: see Old Growth indicator species and habitats, above.   
 
Black-backed woodpeckers are opportunistic foragers that utilize recently burned 
areas, using  small snags .  They are generally associated with lodgepole pine 
habitats.  The analysis area is not currently providing recently burned areas.  The 
habitat type within the analysis area is Ponderosa pine/Douglas fir, with some 
lodgepole inclusions in the upper portion.   
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Hairy woodpeckers utilize mature forests.  Good habitat for this species is 
present across the analysis area.   
 
White-headed woodpeckers are associated with large, old pines in pine or mixed 
conifer stands. This habitat type is common in the analysis area.   However, the 
large pines are experiencing beetle-related mortality and are at risk from fires 
due to accumulation of fuels and denser canopies.  White-headed woodpeckers 
use green trees for gleaning and also eat seeds.   
 
Red-naped sapsuckers inhabit coniferous forests that include aspen or montane 
riparian forest (Ehrlich etal., 1988).  The aspen stands are being shaded out by 
conifers, and are present in the analysis area in small patches.   
 
Williamson’s sapsuckers are associated with late-successional mixed conifer, 
which is present on about 7% of the analysis area.   
 
Northern flickers are common in open woodlands and suburban areas (National 
Geographic Field Guide) and ubiquitous in areas below tree line where open 
areas for foraging and nest sites (cavities) are available (Ehrlich et al. 1988).    
 
Ruffed grouse are indicator species for deciduous habitats.  The analysis area 
has some small aspen stands and riparian stringers with cottonwood and alder 
components.  No population or habitat trend information is available for the 
analysis area. However, habitat trend analysis completed for the Interior 
Columbia Basin project identified a basin-wide decline in old forests of aspen and 
cottonwood-willow (Wisdom, et al. 2000).  This would mean that there is currently 
less forage available for grouse.    
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
Lynx and lodgepole habitats   see “Lynx” in Threatened, Endangered and 
Sensitive species section, above.   
 
Old growth indicator species and habitats   See also “Old Growth” and “Spotted 
Owl” sections, above.  Habitat for old growth indicators would remain in the 
current condition in the short-term, but would continue to be at risk of loss from  
wildfires and insect-related mortality.  No risk of harvest of unidentified nest trees 
for old growth-associated species, including barred owls and pileated 
woodpeckers would occur.  No loss of nest or foraging trees would occur as a 
result of harvest or prescribed burning.   
 
Cavity excavators and snag habitat   Abundant cavity habitat, would remain in 
the analysis area to support cavity excavator populations in the short term.  
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Large trees in the analysis area are being killed by mountain pine beetles and 
are at risk from wildfire.  In the longer term, these trees would be reduced on the 
landscape, the denser understory resulting from fire suppression would  is not 
likely to produce large trees. 
 
Ruffed grouse and deciduous habitats   Alternative 1 would maintain the 
deciduous habitats in their present condition.  Over time, aspen may be shaded 
out by conifer trees.  This would result in fewer opportunities for grouse foraging.   
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 
Lynx and lodgepole habitats  see “Lynx” in Threatened, Endangered and 
Sensitive species section, above. 
 
Old growth indicator species and habitats    
 
See “Northern Spotted Owl” section, above.   
 
Barred owls:  Short-term loss of potential large tree and snag habitat would also 
occur, but would likely be minor due to mitigations and the relatively small extent 
of the project.  Inadvertent loss of unidentified barred owl nest sites could occur 
with harvest and burning. This would not have a population effect on barred owls.  
This would occur to the greatest extent in Alternative 2, then Alternative 4, then 
Alternative 5.   
 
Pileated woodpeckers:  In the short-term, loss of large snags for safety within 
units and along firelines, and loss of large trees, stumps, snags, and down wood 
during burning operations would reduce the number of nest trees and foraging 
habitat for pileated woodpeckers. However, large numbers of large trees and 
snags would remain in the analysis area. Loss of trees, snags, stumps and down 
wood would occur to the greatest extent in Alternative 2, then Alternative 4, then 
Alternative 5..   
 
In a study of short-term effects of fuel reduction on pileated woodpeckers, 
pileated foraging activity was substantially more abundant in stands with no 
prescribed burning treatments.  Ants, their primary prey, were substantially more 
abundant in the stands with no burning, as well (Bull et al. 2005).   Burning would 
reduce carpenter ant populations in the burned areas, and would subsequently 
reduce the likelihood of pileated foraging use of the area.  This would occur to 
the greatest extent in Alternative 2, then Alternative 4, then Alternative 5.   
 
.Thinning treatment would help to maintain and accelerate the growth of large 
trees across the landscape that provide nesting habitat for pileated woodpeckers 
and other cavity excavators.  However, burning and thinning would open the 
canopy and make the habitat less suitable for pileated woodpeckers.  The action 
alternatives would preserve large trees on the landscape for a longer time, but 
since pileated woodpeckers select for denser habitats, they may not be suitable.  
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Alternative 2 would open the canopy the most, followed by Alternative 4, then 
Alternative 5.   
 
Cavity excavators and snag habitat   The action alternatives would result in both 
gains and losses to snag levels.  Large, soft snags would be cut for safety 
reasons and are most likely to burn.  Alternative 2 harvests the most acres, and 
would result in the most loss of snags for safety reasons, followed by alternatives 
4 and 5.  Burning would occur in all alternatives and would result in the loss of 
large old snags, and the creation of hard snags, generally in the smaller size 
classes.  Burning would occur to the greatest extent in Alternative 2, then 
Alternative 4, then 5.  See snags and down wood section.    
 
Overall, the project is expected to result in minor changes to snag habitat and 
snag-using species across the analysis area due to mitigation measures to 
protect large snags during harvest, creation of small snags, and some larger 
ones during burning, and the amount of untreated area remaining in the 
drainage.     
 
Black-backed woodpeckers:  Prescribed burning would create short-term 
foraging opportunities for black-backed woodpeckers, that forage in post-fire 
areas on small diameter trees.  This would be the greatest for Alternative 2, then 
Alternative 4, then Alternative 5.  Alternative 1 would not provide the short-term 
flush of small snags provided by the action alternatives.   
 
Pileated Woodpeckers:  see “old growth indicator species, pileated woodpeckers, 
above”.   
 
Hairy Woodpeckers:  The action alternatives would result in some loss of larger, 
soft snags, and creation of some smaller, hard snags through burning.  This 
would mean fewer snags for nesting and foraging in the short-term.  Loss of large 
snags would occur across the most acres in Alternative 2, then Alternative 4, 
then Alternative 5.   
 
Northern Flickers: The action alternatives would result in some loss of larger, soft 
snags, and creation of some smaller, hard snags through burning.  This would 
mean fewer snags for nesting and foraging in the short-term.  Loss of large 
snags would occur across the most acres in Alternative 2, then Alternative 4, 
then Alternative 5.  
 
Whiteheaded woodpeckers:  Some large pine snags could be lost for safety 
purposes.   These are likely to be the more decayed snags rather than the hard 
snags used by whiteheaded woodpeckers.   Loss of large snags would occur 
across the most acres in alternative 2, then 4, then 5.  The project would help to 
maintain large trees in the dry-site Ponderosa pine habitats used by whiteheaded 
woodpeckers.  This would occur to the largest extent in Alternative 2, then 
Alternative 4, then Alternative 5.    
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Red-naped sapsuckers:  The aspen inclusions that are important habitat 
components for red-naped sapsuckers could expand as conifers are removed, 
and in time would provide additional habitat for this species.  This would occur to 
the greatest extent in Alternative 2, then Alternatives 4 and 5.   
 
Williamson’s sapsuckers:   The project would result in minor loss of large snags 
in the short-term, and longer retention of the large trees over time.  This would 
occur to the greatest extent in Alternative 2, then Alternative 4, then Alternative 5. 
 
Ruffed grouse and deciduous habitats  The action alternatives would open the 
canopy, particularly around deciduous stands, which would allow them to 
expand.  This would occur to the greatest extent in Alternative 2, followed by 
Alternatives 4 and 5.   
 
Cumulative Effects 
 
The geographic boundary is the analysis area, and the temporal boundary is 
approximately 20 years, the estimated time until the canopy reaches its current 
closure. 
 
Old Growth Management Indicator Species and Habitats:  See old growth and 
spotted owl habitats:    
 
Pileated woodpeckers:  Pileated woodpeckers and old growth habitats have been 
affected by past logging, which removed large trees used for foraging, firewood 
cutting which removed snags used for nesting and foraging, wildfire and 
prescribed burning which reduced carpenter ant populations that are important 
prey for pileated woodpeckers.  Suppression of wildfires has resulted in denser 
stand structure and improved habitat for pileated woodpeckers, that utilize 
denser-canopied forests with large tree structure.   
 
The action alternatives with foreseeable future burning and harvest (Buck Timber 
Sale and Fuels Treatment project), would result in the longer term retention of 
large trees and snags suitable for foraging and nesting, and recruitment of small 
snags from prescribed burning which would be beneficial for pileated 
woodpeckers, but would also result in some loss of snags, and reduction of 
carpenter ant density through burning, and opening of the canopy which would 
reduce the suitability of the habitat.  Firewood cutting would continue to result in 
loss of large snags.   
 
Barred Owls:   Barred owls and old growth habitats have been affected by past 
logging, which removed large trees used for nesting and foraging, and firewood 
cutting which removed snags used for nesting and foraging.  Firewood cutting is 
on-going and will continue to result in loss of nest structures.  Future thinning and 
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burning will likely reduce snag habitat slightly, but would be mitigated to keep 
effects to species minor.    
 
Barred owls will probably continue to increase their range within the drainage and 
across the district.  Barred owls have increased their range from the East Coast 
across the U.S. in the past 100 or more years, possibly due to increases in forest 
and woodland habitat.  Fire suppression, which has resulted in denser forests 
may have contributed to this range expansion into the Eightmile drainage.  Other 
past and ongoing actions affecting barred owl habitat would be those actions 
which reduce snag habitat (firewood cutting, harvest, prescribed burning, 
wildfires) or create snag habitat (prescribed burning, wildfires).  Loss of snag 
habitat would result in fewer nest sites for barred owls.   
 
Cavity excavators and snag habitat  See “Snags and LWD” section, above.   
The geographic boundary is the analysis area, and the temporal boundary is 
approximately 20 years, the estimated time until the canopy reaches its current 
closure. 
 
Cavity excavator populations have been affected by loss of large potential nest 
trees and snags through past logging and firewood cutting, insects, disease and 
fire.  The proposed treatments in conjunction with proposed future burning would 
maintain some of the large trees and future snags on the landscape for a longer 
time period by reducing stand densities and maintaining large tree structure.  
Continued firewood cutting would reduce density of large snags on the 
landscape.   
 
No population trend data are available for the analysis area.  However, breeding 
bird survey data compiled for the interior Columbia Basin indicated an increase in 
red-naped sapsucker populations over the 26 year period from 1968 to 1994.   
 
Ruffed grouse and deciduous habitats   The geographic boundary is the analysis 
area, and the temporal boundary is approximately 20 years, the estimated time 
until the canopy reaches its current closure. 
 
Past fire suppression has negatively affected deciduous stands, allowing conifers 
to overtop and shade them out.  Proposed future burning in the Buck Timber 
Sale and Fuels Treatment project, in conjunction with thinning and burning 
proposed in the Eightmile Vegetation Management project, would rejuvenate 
some of the deciduous stands and allow others to expand.   
 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MTBA): Migratory birds are protected under the 
terms of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.  Effects to migratory birds as a result of 
federal actions must be analyzed and documented.  Habitats for migratory birds 
in the analysis area are primarily upland habitats.  Lakes, ponds and large 
wetlands are not found in the analysis area.  Streamside riparian habitats and 
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small, mostly ephemeral wetlands are present, but are not large enough to 
support substantial waterfowl populations or shorebirds.   
 
For environmental consequences and cumulative effects, refer to the Raptors, 
Cavity excavators and snag habitat ,  and Dry Forest Bird Species sections of 
this report. 
 

3.5  Water Resources 
 
The section below summarizes the existing condition information, along with the 
direct, indirect and cumulative effects from Eightmile Vegetation Management 
project, as analyzed in the Water Resources Proposed Eightmile Vegetation 
Management Project report, February 10, 2006, (Bennett 2006) available in the 
project analysis file. 
 
Existing Conditions 
 
Water Quantity 
The drainage area of the Eightmile analysis watershed is about 46.5 mi².  
National Forest System (NFS) lands in Eightmile Creek represent about 9% of 
the Chewuch Basin.  There are approximately 3,850 acres of riparian reserves in 
the Eightmile sub-watershed with about 182 acres of inventoried wetland.  The 
hydrology of the Eightmile watershed is typical for the region; snow accumulation 
in winter with spring snowmelt accompanied by a rise in stream flow.  Peak 
stream flow occurs during late April or May.  Some floodwater, stored in the flood 
plains and riparian areas, contributes to base stream flow in the late summer, fall 
and winter.  Stream flow drops rapidly, with summer low level in late July or early 
August.  Flow continues to slowly drop through September, as smaller tributaries 
and streams go dry.  Rain-on-snow floods are rare because the above-freezing 
temperatures that promote rapid snowmelt and precipitation runoff rarely 
accompany winter storms in this area.  Summer convective storms may occur in 
localized areas and cause local flooding. 
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Figure 3.5-1 Peak flow discharge (cfs) per square mile 
Watershed/Basin Area  

(sq. mi.) 
Average peak 

flow (cfs) 
(cu. ft./sec) 

Peak flow. (cfsm) 
(cu. ft/sq. mi.) 

Average 
flow 
(cfs) 

Eightmile Creek     
2 yr RI 46 350 7.5 26 

Peak flow     
10 yr RI  600   
25 yr RI  1000   
50 yr RI  1400   

100 yr RI  2100   
Low flow *     

2 yr RI  3.6   
20 yr RI   2.3   

Chewuch River 525 3800 7.2 408 
*From Hoffman and Orsborn (1979) 
 
Roads and Road Stream Crossings 
Roads and road stream crossings change the hydrology (storage and release of 
water) of the watershed.  Besides modifying water flow and water storage in 
riparian areas, road stream crossings are entry points for livestock into streams.  
In the analysis watershed there are 129.6 miles of road on NFS land, with 142 
road/stream crossings, and 27.7 miles of road in Riparian Reserves. 
 
Roads are an extension of the stream network where ditch relief culverts direct 
water toward streams.  Precipitation and intercepted shallow ground water collect 
in road ditches.  Road ditch water more quickly enters the stream and increases 
the rate of peak run-off.  The added water increases stream energy leading to 
more sediment transport and channel erosion.  During high run-off periods, 
additional sediment from road prisms (the contiguous road cut, road surface and 
road fill on a hillside) is carried to the stream, increasing the flow energy in the 
creek.  The stream initially carries more sediment; deposition is more likely when 
streams have a high width-depth ratio. 
 
Created Openings 
Created openings collect more snow and rain and can have more runoff than 
areas with varied amounts of canopy cover.  Criteria for created openings (and 
hydrologic immature area) are described in a Washington State Department of 
Natural Resources Board manual (1996).  Opening analysis was done following 
procedures in Cummins et al. (1975).   
 
There are 425 acres of created openings in the Eightmile watershed, which 
represents about 2% of the forested area; 63 acres of the openings are in 
riparian reserves.  Existing created openings represent about half the area of the 
created openings that existed in the late 1980s and early 1990s.  Sedimentation 
from the timber harvest units has returned or nearly returned to background 
levels.  The Chewuch River basin has 2,850 acres of created openings, which is 
also about 2% of the forested area of the entire Chewuch watershed. 
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Alluvial Fans 
Alluvial fans are common in the Eightmile Creek analysis watershed.  The fans 
are cone-shaped deposits of sediment formed where side streams emerge from 
a confined drainage area (British Columbia Ministries of Forests 2005).  The fan 
is formed by sediment from the drainage basin that is rapidly carried by gravity 
and water.  The fan is a runout zone for debris and related “high-powered” 
flooding.  Other debris such as trees and vegetation may be incorporated into the 
mass of material as it is deposited below the drainage.  Land management on 
fans can accelerate the effects of the natural fan-forming processes which can 
damage other infrastructure such as roads, bridges, or aquatic habitat.  Riparian 
areas around streams on alluvial fans are wider than riparian areas along 
streams in valley bottoms.  Streams on fans are not constrained by bedrock and 
while the reaches may be entrenched, streambanks overflow more dramatically 
than valley bottom streams.  When the channels overflow with water and 
sediment on fans, the whole fan may play a role in storing sediment and water, 
which may limit the potential for a new channel as a result of large flood events.  
Maintenance of fan characteristics and vegetation is important in keeping the fan 
stable. 
 
Approximately 560 acres of alluvial fans in the analysis area have been mapped 
(see analysis file).  Some prescribed burn units and vegetation management 
units are located on the alluvial fans.  Unit design elements that include the 
consideration of alluvial fans are listed in Chapter 2. 
  
Water Use and Plans of Other Agencies 
Water issues are important in Eightmile Creek and the Chewuch River.  The 
Chewuch River is identified as critical habitat for spring Chinook, summer 
steelhead and bull trout.  Eightmile Creek is a component of the total streamflow 
on the Chewuch River and an important component of water temperature in the 
Chewuch River.  Washington State Department of Ecology regulates the 
beneficial uses of water in Washington State including the Okanogan National 
Forest.  The specific basin regulations are listed in the Methow Basin Plan 
(Kauffman 1976).  Minimum flows have been established for the several reaches 
and tributaries of the Methow River. The Chewuch River and tributaries, including 
Eightmile Creek, are part of the tributary system to the Yakama Tribes historic 
fishing sites along the Columbia River.  The Yakama’s are interested in any land 
management decisions that may affect fish habitat. 
 
The Methow River and Chewuch River are listed on the approved 2004 303(d) 
list (Washington State Department of Ecology, 2005) for water quality impaired 
water bodies, although none of the streams inside the analysis watershed of 
Eightmile Creek are on the 2004 Washington State water quality impaired 303(d) 
list.  The Chewuch River and the Methow River are on the 303(d) list for water 
temperature.  The high water temperature in Eightmile Creek was 52° F and the 
measured low water temperature was 37° F.  To meet the intent of the Clean 
Water Act, activities planned in tributaries to the Methow Basin can not further 
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impair the water temperature in the river, and should help restore water quality in 
the river where possible.   No other water quality parameter is listed on the 303 
(d) list for the Chewuch River 
 
The government has water rights for stock water and recreation uses at selected 
locations in Eightmile Creek and reserved rights for administrative needs at the 
Eightmile ranch and for water needed for creating conditions of favorable 
streamflow and the production of timber.  Reserved rights have a priority date of 
1898.  Water rights priority dates acquired through the State are mostly in the 
early 1980s but some date to the 1940s to 1960s.  Forest Service "reserved 
rights" would be impacted by minimum flows and would be subject to other water 
right claims made prior to the reservation of National Forest System lands.  To 
reduce the impact of surface water withdrawals from Eightmile Creek for 
irrigation of the Eightmile ranch, the Forest Service switched from flood irrigation 
to sprinklers in 2003. 
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Stream Sedimentation 
Stream sedimentation and water temperature changes are the most likely 
impacts from management projects which disturb vegetative cover or freshly 
expose soil.  Management activities increase surface erosion rates, influence the 
delivery of sediment to surface water, and could change the erosion and/or 
deposition processes in stream channels.  The sediment analysis shows the 
relative differences of sediment production between alternatives.  Background 
sedimentation is by far the largest component of the total sedimentation and 
accelerated sediment from existing roads is the next largest portion of the total 
sediment. 
 
303(d) List Implications For All Alternatives 
Stream sedimentation and water temperature changes are likely the most likely 
impacts from management projects in the Eightmile project.  Stream 
sedimentation results in Figure 3.5-2 for each alternative suggest the sediment 
levels and turbidity levels would not increase enough to cause changes in these 
parameters in the Chewuch River.  Water temperature is not likely to be 
influenced by the Eightmile project and would not affect water temperature which 
is listed on the 303(d) list for the Chewuch River.  Water temperatures are 
expected to remain at current levels or slightly decrease from current levels since 
there are no planned created openings in riparian reserves.  As vegetation grows 
and the tree canopy in past created openings fill in, average water temperatures 
would be maintained or decrease as shaded areas increase.  The Eightmile 
project also would not affect water temperature for the Chewuch River.  Long 
term decreases in stream temperatures would be expected from any of the 
alternatives as existing created openings in the riparian areas close.   
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Sedimentation increases with timber removal and road construction or 
reconstruction.  Sedimentation may also increase or remain constant from 
prescribed burns.  Road decommissioning decreases stream sedimentation in 
the long-term, with short-term increases.  Sedimentation from timber removal 
lasts about 1-2 years.  Sedimentation from road construction and reconstruction 
would last longer.  Sedimentation from prescribed burning is of short duration 
and would last about a year until vegetation begins to re-sprout.   
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
Alternative 1 would produce about 14,600 tons of sediment per year in Eightmile 
Creek.  This represents natural sedimentation and increased sedimentation from 
grazing and existing roads.  Natural sedimentation is from on-going processes of 
surface and mass erosion not related to management activities.  Alternative 1 
has about a 55% increase over estimated background rates because existing 
roads and on-going projects increase sedimentation over background levels (see 
Figure 3.5-2 below).  Temperature would remain unchanged in this alternative, 
and may decrease over time as tree density increases.  However, if a wildfire 
was to burn in the Eightmile bottom because of high fuels, it’s likely it would burn 
much of the riparian vegetation, which would result in increased temperatures of 
2 degrees Fahrenheit in Eightmile Creek (see Aquatics section). 
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4 and 5 
Alternative 2 would produce about 14,700 tons of sediment, a 55% increase over 
natural background sedimentation and a 1% increase over existing levels of 
sedimentation.  Alternative 4 would produce about 14,515 tons of sediment, a 52 
% increase over background sedimentation and a reduction of less than 1% 
compared to existing levels of sedimentation.  Alternative 5 would produce about 
14,650 tons of sediment per year in the Eightmile Creek.  This is a 54% increase 
over background sedimentation and an increase of less than 1% over existing 
levels as shown below.  A modified Universal Soil Loss Equation (MSLE) 
estimated the increased stream sediment loads (US Environmental Protection 
Agency 1980) from surface erosion.  The MSLE is not a particularly accurate soil 
erosion model for forest lands in the Pacific Northwest, but it is a systematic 
method to evaluate management practices.  The model estimates the relative 
differences between alternatives in each watershed, rather than predict absolute 
differences.  Watershed systems are complex and actual seasonal and annual 
sediment outputs are highly variable for a variety of reasons, including weather 
changes from year to year, time since last major climatic and runoff event, amount 
and age of management activities, bedrock lithology and weathering, soil and 
vegetation development and geomorphic processes.  This analysis considered 
"average" conditions.  These figures include natural sedimentation, sedimentation 
from existing roads and ongoing grazing, and reductions in sedimentation from 
road decommissioning. 
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Figure 3.5-2  Sediment estimates for Eightmile Creek Watershed  (tons per year) 
 

Alternative 
Background Existing 

Roads 
Existing 
Grazing 

Existing 
Condition 

Total 

%Change in 
Cumulative Effects** 

1 9519 3159 1914 14592 53% 
Alternatives 2, 4 and 5 
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Prescribed 
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Harvest 

Road 
Deco- 

mission 

 
8M TTL 

Sediment 

% 
Change 

in 
Activity* 

%  
Change in  

Cumulative 
Effects ** 

2 14592 500 137 109 -130 14708 +1% +55% 
4 14592 0 0 53 -130 14515 -1% +52% 
5 14592 0 134 53 -130 14649 +>1% +54% 

*compared to existing conditions;  **compared to background 
 
Water Temperature 
Water temperatures are not  expected to change from current levels since there 
are no planned created openings in riparian reserves.  As vegetation grows and 
the tree canopy in past created openings fill in, average water temperatures 
would be maintained or decrease as shaded areas increase.  The Eightmile 
project also would not affect water temperature for the Chewuch River.  A long-
term decrease in stream temperatures would be expected from any of the 
alternatives as existing created openings in Riparian Reserves close. 
 
Turbidity 
Turbidity is the water quality parameter most likely impacted by increased stream 
sedimentation.  The State standard allows for a 5 nephelometric turbidity units 
(NTUs) increase over background conditions.  No specific water quality 
information is available for Eightmile Creek, but water quality information from 
nearby Falls Creek suggests that increases in turbidity to exceed State standards 
would require a six to seven-fold increase in average suspended sediment levels 
(Bennett 1993).  In the short-term stream sedimentation and related turbidity 
would increase as roads in riparian areas are decommissioned, related stream 
crossings have culverts removed, and the remaining fill is pulled back from the 
stream.  It is estimated that turbidity would decrease over the long-term.  None of 
the alternatives would produce a turbidity increase that would violate water 
quality standards. 
 
Created Openings Outside Riparian Areas and Water Yield Changes 
Created openings collect more snow and rain compared to areas with more 
canopy cover, so additional precipitation on the ground due to created openings 
outside riparian areas could increase runoff from the site.  Conditions necessary 
to promote rapid snowmelt and increased runoff (air temperatures above freezing 
immediately following or during late fall or winter snowstorms) are infrequent in 
the area, so associated rain-on-snow floods are not likely to occur.  Annual peak 
flows from snowmelt could increase, depending on annual conditions, from 
additional snow accumulations in created openings.  For the Eightmile Project 
detectable water yield increases would not occur after timber harvest because 
the remaining vegetation would use water that could be available for runoff.  
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Seasonally low soil water levels during heavy water use periods in the spring, 
summer and early fall already limit evapotranspiration rates. 
 
There are currently 425 acres of created openings in the analysis area.  For each 
of Alternatives 2, 4, and 5, about 31 acres of created openings are proposed with 
timber harvests in three units.  Created openings would continue to be about 2% 
of the forested portion of the Eightmile analysis watershed.  Peak stream flow 
would remain at current levels even with the added created openings.  As 
existing created openings continue to close, peak flows would remain constant or 
decline slightly from current levels. 
 
Roads 
Roads change slope hydrology and affect water runoff.  Ketcheson and Megahan 
(1996) determined that sediment from roads may move as far as 900 feet to 
streams.  Roads act like extensions of the stream channel system, intercepting 
and diverting water into stream channels and increasing the rate at which water 
leaves the site.  Water yield timing and peak flow levels could change as road 
systems intercept ground water or speed runoff to streams during high-intensity 
rainstorms or rapid snow melt periods.  There would be no new stream crossings 
in this project, so the amount of additional intercepted ground or surface water 
diverted into streams would not change. 
 
Road density for the Eightmile watershed would decrease from the present 2.8 
mi/sq.mi. (Alternative 1) to 2.7 mi./sq.mi for any of the action alternatives.  
Riparian area road density is currently 4.6 mi./sq.mi and would decrease to 4.4 
mi./sq.mi with any of the action alternatives.  These changes would occur with 
road decommissioning.  Road decommissioning to restore hydrologic function 
would include removal of most culverts, water barring of the remaining old road 
surface, and pull-back of road fill into the existing road prism in selected wet 
areas.  Areas of exposed mineral soil would be revegetated to prevent weed 
invasion and to stabilize soils.  The hydrologist and weed specialist would identify 
appropriate decommissioning measures for specific roads.  These measures 
would be implemented to maintain the stability of the alluvial fans and restore 
alluvial fan stability where drainage ways have been diverted or blocked by past 
activities. 
 
Road maintenance would include pulling of ditches, road widening, and grading 
of road surfaces.  Short-term sedimentation impacts of stream channels occur at 
road crossings, recently pulled road ditches, or near creeks where runoff from 
ditches and road surfaces enter the drainage. 
 
Cumulative Effects 
 
The cumulative effects analysis covers the 6th field watershed of Eightmile Creek.  
The time period for cumulative effects is from about 10 years in the past to about 
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10 years in the future, the time by which impacts to the water resource would 
have stabilized. 
 
Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 
 
Past Actions 
In general, past management activity impacted the water resource in the project 
area by adding sediment load to stream channels including impacts to 
streambanks from equipment, channel encroachment at road crossings, and 
accelerated movement of water on roadways into streams.  Sedimentation 
estimates in Figure 3.5-2 include the impacts of all past activities on sediment.   
However, past management is having little effect on current water resource 
conditions.  Sedimentation from past timber harvest units has returned or nearly 
returned to background levels.  Created openings within the Chewuch watershed 
are about half of the area of created openings of the late 1980s and early 1990s. 
The addition of 31 acres of created openings from the Eightmile Vegetation 
Management project would not change the overall percentage of created 
openings in the drainage (2%).  Fuel management occurred in the old Eightmile 
Timber Sale where burning was completed about 8 years ago.  The Burgett 
Timber Sale had some underburns completed in 2004.  Underburns are burned 
at lower temperatures and intensities than wild fire and recovery of stream 
sedimentation is rapid.  No past underburns are contributing large amounts of 
sediment to Eightmile Creek.    
 
On-going Actions 
On-going livestock grazing contributes to the existing condition sedimentation 
levels.  Road maintenance on un-paved roads causes short-term sedimentation 
of channels at road crossings or where runoff from ditches or road surfaces 
enters the channel.  Existing roads and grazing account for nearly all the 
increased sedimentation over undisturbed sedimentation levels. 
 
Recreation activities generally do not lead to increased sedimentation, except 
where recreationists repetitively access the creek and break down stream banks 
and or continually disturb the channel by modifying the cross-section.  Where this 
occurs, the effects have been local.  Monitoring along Eightmile Creek using the 
“Respect the River” protocol would identify whether negative impacts occur and 
corrective actions would be taken.   
 
Limited hand-pulling has been done to treat noxious weeds within the project 
area; any sedimentation is limited to the specific location.  Seeding with desirable 
species after noxious weed treatments minimizes sedimentation and reduces 
erosion from the treated areas. 
 
Reasonably Foreseeable Future Actions 
The effects of the Buck Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment would include potential 
sedimentation and turbidity impacts, but the extent of these would be related to 
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the size of the treated areas.  Design elements and mitigation measures would 
help minimize the impacts. 
 
The cumulative effects of Alternatives 2, 4, or 5 considering past and foreseeable 
actions would be a greater short term increase in water impacts compared with 
Alternative 1, with a long-term trend toward improvement. 
 

3.6  Aquatic Resources 
 
The section below summarizes the existing condition information, along with the 
direct, indirect and cumulative effects from the Eightmile project, as analyzed in 
the Eightmile Vegetation Management Aquatic Analysis, February 13, 2006, 
(Molesworth 2006) available in the project analysis file. 
 
The 6th field watershed for the Eightmile Vegetation Management analysis area is 
the Eightmile Creek watershed; the 5 th field watershed is the Chewuch River.  
The project area extends from river mile (RM) 1.8 to RM 10.3 along both sides of 
Eightmile Creek.  The analysis area for aquatic resources extends down 
Eightmile Creek to include the Chewuch River down to the confluence with 
Boulder Creek at RM 9.0.  This is because Eightmile Creek exerts an important 
influence on the Chewuch in terms of water temperature, water quantity and 
sediment delivery.  
 
A Biological Assessment has been prepared to describe the effects of the 
selected alternative on aquatic listed fish species; consultation has been 
completed with National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and US Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS). 
 
Existing Conditions 
 
The existing condition for the Eightmile watershed was assessed by establishing 
an environmental baseline using the Fish and Wildlife Service/National Marine 
Fisheries Table of Population and Habitat Indicators for Use in the Northwest 
Forest Plan Area (NOAA-NMFS 1996 and USDI-FWS 1998), available in the 
project analysis file.  The effects of the alternatives on aquatic and riparian 
habitat and listed fish species were determined by looking at the pathways and 
habitat indicators in the environmental baseline for Eightmile Creek and relevant 
indicators for the Chewuch watershed.  The environmental baseline for the 
Chewuch watershed was updated in October 2005 and is available in the 
analysis file; relevant indicators are discussed below. 
 
The Threatened and Endangered aquatic species within the watershed are 
endangered Upper Columbia River (UCR) spring Chinook, threatened UCR 
steelhead, and threatened Columbia River bull trout.  The Chewuch River, 
upstream to endpoints that include the lower 1.7 miles of Eightmile Creek, is 
designated as critical habitat for UCR spring Chinook and UCR steelhead 
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(Federal Register § 226.212, Vol. 70, N0 170, September 2, 2005).  The 
Magnuson-Stevens Act (MSA) affected species are spring Chinook and coho 
salmon.  Effects determinations based in the Pathways and Indicators is 
synonymous with determinations of effects to UCR spring Chinook and UCR 
Steelhead Critical Habitat and to Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) for to MSA-
managed species, spring Chinook and coho salmon.   
 
Environmental Baseline for the Eightmile Watershed including Relevant 
indicators for the Chewuch River 
 
Fisheries 
The full 2004 snorkel data for Eightmile Creek summarized below are in 
Eightmile Creek Fish Distribution Survey Report (USDA 2004a) available in the 
project analysis file. 
 
Spring-run Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha):  Spring-run Chinook 
salmon were listed as an endangered species on March 24, 1999; endangered 
status was reaffirmed on June 28, 2005.  NMFS designated critical habitat for 
UCR Spring-run Chinook on September 2, 2005.  Critical habitat for spring 
Chinook extends from the Chewuch confluence to RM 0.8 in Eightmile Creek. 
 
About half of the spring Chinook spawning in the Chewuch watershed takes 
place in the Chewuch River downstream of the Eightmile confluence.  Eightmile 
Creek has an important influence on spring Chinook spawning and rearing 
habitat in the mainstem Chewuch.  Spring Chinook spawn in August when 
stream flows are low and water temperatures can be high.  Eightmile Creek has 
a critical beneficial thermal influence on the Chewuch River.  Eightmile Creek can 
also deliver fine sediment to the Chewuch as evidenced by a visible level of 
turbid water flushing from the drainage during spring runoff. 
 
Spring Chinook spawning is not documented in Eightmile Creek but lower 
Eightmile Creek is likely used by juveniles for rearing.  Habitat may not be 
suitable for spawning spring Chinook because late-summer stream flows may not 
be adequate.  At RM 1.7 Road 5130-000 creates a 400-foot long channel 
constriction that blocks fish passage to low-gradient habitat upstream.  Spring 
Chinook adults spawn in the Chewuch at the confluence with Eightmile Creek 
and spring Chinook juveniles were observed at the mouth of Eightmile Creek; 
habitat is suitable for juveniles up to about RM 0.5.   
 
Summer Steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss):  Summer steelhead were listed as 
an endangered species on August 18, 1997; status was upgraded to threatened 
on January 5, 2006.  NMFS designated critical habitat for UCR steelhead on 
September 2, 2005.  The Chewuch River and up to RM 2.0 in Eightmile Creek is 
designated as critical habitat for steelhead.   
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Steelhead spawn in the spring when stream flows are high and water 
temperatures are cool.  Steelhead use the same areas in the Chewuch for 
spawning as spring Chinook and the influence of Eightmile Creek on juvenile 
steelhead is similar to that of spring Chinook. 
 
Twenty-eight steelhead redds (spawning nests) were counted in the lower reach 
of Eightmile Creek by the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) 
in the spring of 2005 (Humling 2005).  Suitable habitat for steelhead spawning is 
found through out Eightmile Creek but access is blocked at RM 1.7 by the 
channel constriction from Road 5130-000.  The constriction blocks both 
steelhead and bull trout from 14 miles of habitat. 
 
Threatened Columbia River Bull Trout (Salvelinus confluentus):  Historical 
accounts indicate that bull trout once occupied the Eightmile drainage 
(Willamette NF 1989, Mullan et al. 1992, Mongillo1993, USDA 1994).  Today bull 
trout are found in low numbers in the lower 1.5 miles of Eightmile Creek up to the 
road constriction.  A 24-inch bull trout was observed at RM 1.5 during the 2004 
snorkel survey.  Bull trout are dependent on cool water temperature.  In Eightmile 
Creek water temperatures are favorable for bull trout from the mouth of Eightmile 
to the headwaters.   An 8-inch bull/brook trout hybrid was observed at RM 0.3.  
Bull trout and brook trout can usually be observed in the lower 0.5 miles of 
Eightmile Creek. 
 
In 1937 brook trout were stocked in Eightmile Creek and in 1937 a dam was in 
place to divert water to two irrigation diversions, one was for Eightmile Ranch 
(Bryant and Parkhurst 1950).  The dam has been removed, however the 
combination of the road constriction, brook trout introduction, repeated trout 
stocking and habitat simplification have resulted in bull trout extirpation from the 
upper reaches of Eightmile Creek.  Brook trout hybridize with native bull trout and 
produce sterile offspring.  Brook trout spawn at a younger age (2 yrs) than bull 
trout ( 5 – 8 years at first spawning); the production of sterile off-spring and 
downstream artificial barriers likely led to the loss of bull trout from Eightmile 
Creek.  
 
Redband Rainbow Trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss):  Redband rainbow trout are on 
the R-6 sensitive species list.  Native rainbow trout in Eightmile creek would 
historically have been redbands (Behnke 1992)  The degree to which stocking of 
coastal, non-redband rainbow trout and cutthroat trout has influenced the genetic 
purity of native redbands in Eightmile has not been investigated.  Rainbow trout 
which probably includes redbands and redband/coastal and redband/cutthroat 
mongrels are abundant in Eightmile Creek from the mouth to RM 3.8 and are 
present up to RM 12.0.  A rainbow/cutthroat hybrid was found at RM 16.0 (USDA 
2004a).  Rainbow, possibly redband,  trout are present in Ortell Creek up to the 
road crossing culvert at RM 0.6.  In lower Ortell Creek a large alluvial fan has 
formed and the creek flows subsurface from mid- to late-summer into winter but 
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is occupied by redband/rainbow trout when flow is present.  The confluence of 
Ortell Creek is at RM 6.3 on Eightmile Creek. 
 
Westslope Cutthroat Trout (Oncorhynchus clarkia lewisi):  The original strain of 
cutthroat that historically inhabited Eightmile Creek has undoubtedly been lost 
due to trout stocking and displacement by brook trout.  This species is present in 
Eightmile Creek near the confluence with Copper Glance Creek and 
cutthroat/rainbow hybrids are observed in low numbers at RM 2.6 and RM 7.3 to 
RM 16.0 (USDA 2004a).  Brook trout are known to compete with and displace 
cutthroat trout and appear to have done so in the mainstem of Eightmile Creek 
(Mullan et al, 1992).  Eightmile Creek, Copper Glance, and No Dice Lakes have 
been stocked with cutthroat trout and the distribution of this species is greater 
than pre-settlement condition--previously non-fishbearing waters now contain 
fish.  However, the present population in the mainstem of Eightmile Creek may 
be lower than before stocking. 
 
Brook Trout (Salvelinus fontinalis):  Brook trout, an exotic species indigenous to 
the eastern United States, were first stocked in 1937 (Mullan, et al. 1992) and 
today are dominant in Eightmile Creek from RM 3.8 to RM 14.7.  Brook trout do 
not appear to attain dominance in streams in the Methow basin where access to 
native fish is not blocked by barriers (J. Molesworth, personal observation).  
Brook trout are highly successful in out-competing native fish. 
 
Sculpin and lamprey are native fish found in the mainstem Chewuch and thought 
to be present in the lower reach of Eightmile Creek, but were not observed during 
the 2004 snorkel survey. 
 
Temperature:   
Bull Trout properly functioning temperature standards are as follows (maximum 7 
day average):  Incubation (September through March):  2 - 5ºC, Rearing (year 
round): 4 - 12ºC and Spawning (Sept 1 to Oct 15): 4 - 9ºC.  For spring Chinook 
and steelhead properly functioning conditions are 10 – 13.8ºC 
 
Six thermographs were distributed from RM 0.3 to RM 14.0 in Eightmile Creek for 
the duration of June, July, August and September 2005, a record low flow year.  
The data show that Eightmile Creek is properly functioning for temperature for 
bull trout, steelhead and spring Chinook.  
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The Max 7- day average is the highest daily (24 hour) average temperature over 
a seven day period and is the line to look at to see how Eightmile meets the 
temperature indicator. The other two lines give an idea of the warmest 
temperatures that may be experienced on a summer day.   The Max temp is all 
of the highest temperatures recorded and the Max 7 day max is the average of 
all the highest temperatures recorded over 7 day intervals.    
 
The Chewuch River is on the Washington Department of Ecology 303(d)list as 
water quality impaired for temperature.  A thermal profile for the Chewuch River 
is displayed below.  The profile was recorded on August 10, 2001 a very low flow 
year and also the warmest day in 2001.  The Chewuch River is functioning at risk 
for temperature for spring Chinook spawning below Chewuch RM 8.0.  The 
profile shows the influence of Eightmile Creek on the Chewuch.  Eightmile Creek 
enters the Chewuch at RM 11.4 and on this warm summer day dropped the 
temperature of the Chewuch River from about 19ºC to 16.5ºC had an influential 
effect for several miles downstream   Not surprisingly the reach of the Chewuch 
downstream of the Eightmile confluence has some of the highest spawning 
densities for spring Chinook and steelhead in the watershed.  Without the 
influence of Eightmile Creek the lower 11 miles of the Chewuch would not be 
hospitable for salmon and trout.  
 

Figure 3.6-1   Eightmile Creek Temperature Profile 2005 
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Figure 3.6-2  Chewuch River Thermal Profile 
 

 
 
Suspended Sediment, Turbidity and Substrate Character, and Embeddedness: 
Overall, Eightmile Creek is functioning at risk for suspended sediment and 
substrate character.  During the 2004 habitat survey, data on bank erosion, pool 
embeddedness, and substrate were collected.  Data have not been collected on 
turbidity in NTUs, intergravel fines or dissolved oxygen.  Data are presented by 
reach below: 
 
Figure 3.6-3 Sediment and substrate character by reach 
River Mile 0.0 – 1.8 1.8 – 5.0 5.0  - 10.4 10.4 - 12.6 12.6 - 14.1 14.1 - 16.4 
%Gradient 4.2 1.8 2.0 3.1 1.5 4.5 
% eroding 
banks 

1.0 1.2 1.0 0.6 1.6 2.8 

% 
embedded 
pools 

9.6 21.6 36.3 34.9 35.1 48.6 

%sand 
(Surface 
fines) 

16 22 25 14 33 21 

% gravel 17 42 42 23 60 33 
% boulder 27 1 3 16 0 7 
 
Sediment Sources: 
The dominant source of fine sediment and gravel originates from a large natural 
landslide area at RM 16.1 where a corral is located.  Stream surveyors noted that 
turbidity levels were lower upstream of the landslide area than downstream and 
that this area is the dominant source of fine sediment in the watershed.  Beaver 
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dams store fine sediment but are less prevalent in Eightmile Creek than 60 to 70 
years ago (Bryant and Parkhurst 1950) when beaver dams were observed from 
the mouth to the headwaters.  The dams were noted to have high levels of fine 
sediment behind them.  Most of the beaver dams in the watershed are no longer 
active and the dams are not functioning to store and immobilize sediment.  
Reduced beaver activity is due to past trapping, livestock trampling and grazing 
effects to vegetation and the proximity of roads to the stream causing reduced 
security for beavers.  Large wood accumulations were cleared from Eightmile 
Creek (USDA 1967 and USDA 1968) and sediment storing beaver dams and 
wetlands were likely lost during debris jam removal.  Beaver activity and beaver 
created wetlands at Nice Campground and at the corral have disappeared since 
the 1992 stream survey (USDA 1999b). 
 
Bank erosion levels are low in the watershed and bank erosion is not a dominant 
source of fine sediment.  Road densities are high and observable sediment 
delivery to the upland stream network is occurring.  However, many of the upland 
streams do not deliver surface flow to Eightmile Creek and the road network may 
not be a major source of fine sediment to Eightmile Creek with a few exceptions.  
The exceptions are where roads are close to Eightmile Creek especially in the 
upper reaches of the watershed where stream flow is close to the road prism.  
Livestock use in riparian areas disrupts beaver dams and causes some 
disturbance in stream channels and may be a small source of fine sediment. 
 
Surface Fines (<20% = Properly Functioning):  Surface fines are functioning at 
risk in the analysis area and from RM 12.6 to 14.1, but gravel levels are high 
through out most of the channel – a favorable spawning condition.  Pool 
embeddedness increases from downstream reach to the headwaters; this is 
probably due to the amount of material that has moved in from the landslide and 
reduced available storage behind beaver dams.   
 
Turbidity:  Eightmile Creek is functioning at risk for turbidity.  Visual comparisons 
of turbidity during the spring freshet indicate that turbidity levels in Eightmile 
Creek are high compared to other streams in the Chewuch watershed. 
 
The Chewuch is functioning at unacceptable risk for intergravel fines at RM 8.0 to 
9.9 and is Functioning at Risk in all other reaches.   
 
Chemical Contaminants and Nutrients:  Water quality in Eightmile Creek appears 
to be high and is properly functioning.  The two inactive mining areas in the 
watershed are not identified as areas of contamination.  Data on fecal coliform 
have not been collected.  Potential sources or fecal coliform contamination 
include dispersed camping areas along the creek and livestock grazing. 
 
Physical Habitat Access:  Eightmile Creek is not properly functioning for physical 
access.  Road 5130-000 is located within the bankfull channel of Eightmile Creek 
on large rock fill and creates a barrier to steelhead and bull trout at RM 1.7.  The 
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1948 flood washed out the road at this location and the road was rebuilt by 
straightening the channel, reducing the width of the channel and placing large 
angular rocks in the channel.  The road constricts the channel for roughly 400’ 
and blocks access to 14 miles of Eightmile Creek.  Additional road culvert 
barriers are found on Eightmile Creek in the upper reach and at RM 0.6 on Ortell 
Creek. 
 
Large Woody Debris 
 
Figure 3.6-4  Large woody debris (LWD) 
Eightmile  Cr. 
RiverMile 

0.0 – 1.8 1.8 – 5.0 5.0  - 10.4 10.4 - 
12.6 

12.6 - 
14.1 

14.1 - 
16.4 

Gradient 4.2% 1.8% 2.0% 3.1% 1.5% 4.5% 
Large Wood > 
12” X 35’ 

 
43.1/mile 

 
37.0/mile 

 
30.7/mile 

 
49.6/mile 

 
93.7/mile 

 
45.6/mile 

Total (small+ 
large)wood/mile 

 
99.3 

 
65 

 
56.5 

 
102 

 
176 

 
76.5 

 
The large wood indicator is functioning at risk overall except for RM 10.4 to RM 
14.1 which is functioning appropriately.  Distribution of LWD is shown above.  
Data collected locally indicate that properly functioning wood levels should be 
close to 100 pieces/mile greater than12-inches diameter, with at least 20 
pieces/mile greater than 20-feet and less than 35-feet long.  Using this standard, 
only RM 12.6 to 14.1 is functioning appropriately, however small wood (6-12 
inches and >20 feet long) levels are good in all areas except RM 1.8 to 10.4 and 
RM 14.1 to 16.4.  These reaches are in close proximity to roads, have higher 
levels of recreational and management activity, and have reduced future wood 
recruitment potential.  RM 1.8 to 10.4 (Flat Campground to Honeymoon 
Campground) had debris removal projects at 11 locations in the late 1960s 
(USDA 1967 and 1968) with most of the work taking place around RM 6.0 to 
10.4. 
 
Stream surveyors noted that the riparian timber harvest is evident along the 
channel from RM 5.0 (Deer Creek confluence) to 8.0 (Ruffed Grouse confluence) 
and has reduced LWD levels in the stream and future LWD recruitment in this 
reach.  The quality of fish habitat is reduced in this reach with fewer pools and 
lower quality of pool habitat. 
 
Hazard trees are felled in the four developed campgrounds along Eightmile 
Creek and along roads.  Felled hazard trees are either left on site, removed and 
sold, used to make picnic tables, or used for instream structures.  In 1997 several 
large diameter pines near Flat Campground determined to be hazardous were 
felled and used for LWD structures in the Chewuch River. 
 
Pools: 
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Figure 3.6-5  Pool frequency and quality, and large pools 
Eightmile Cr. 
RiverMile 

0.0 – 1.8 1.8 – 5.0 5.0  - 10.4 10.4 - 
12.6 

12.6 - 
14.1 

14.1 - 
16.4 

Gradient 4.2% 1.8% 2.0% 3.1% 1.5% 4.5% 
Bankful width 34’ 41.3’ 28.9 24.5 37.8 28.8 
%Pool 14.5 28.3 27.5 22.6 45.4 22.2 
%Riffle 82.8 61.6 66.8 73.6 46.0 63.7 
Pools/mile 28.7 30.4 31.6 37.1 63.2 45.1 
Pools/mile >1.5’ 
deep w/ > 40% 
cover  

27.8 13.1 9.1 11.4 27.3 9.6 

Pool Quality: 
Pools >3’ 
deep/mile 

19.3 6.0 3.7 3.6 13.0 2.6 

% embedded 
pools 

9.6 21.6 36.3 34.9 35.1 48.6 

Residual pool 
depth 

1.84’ 1.79’ 1.65’ 1.90’ 1.96’ 1.83’ 

 
Eightmile Creek is functioning at risk for pool frequency and quality from RM 1.8 
to RM 10.4 and from RM 14.1 to 16.4.  Eightmile Creek is also functioning at risk 
in these areas for the large pool indicator.  Eightmile Creek is functioning 
appropriately in all other areas.  In Eightmile Creek pool frequency and quality 
corresponds to large wood recruitment, sediment delivery levels, and proximity to 
roads.  Pool habitat is poor from RM 5.0 to 8.0 (USDA 2004a).  The number of 
quality pools with cover and depth is lower than expected from RM 1.8 to 12.6.  
The number of quality pools is high from RM 0.0 to 1.7 due to large boulder 
substrate and higher gradients.  The number of high quality pools from RM 12.6 
to 14.1 is due to higher LWD levels and less access to human uses because the 
reach is farther from the road and has had less management.  Sediment delivery 
from the landslide area appears to be the main reason why pool embeddedness 
increases in an upstream direction.  Road 5130-000 is also close to the channel 
in the upper most reach. 
 
Off Channel Habitat: 
 
Figure 3.6-6  Off-channel habitat 
Eightmile Cr. 
RiverMile 

0.0 – 1.8 1.8 – 5.0 5.0  - 10.4 10.4 - 
12.6 

12.6 - 
14.1 

14.1 - 
16.4 

Gradient 4.2% 1.8% 2.0% 3.1% 1.5% 4.5% 
Floodplain Width 
in feet 

56.5 255 107 59 148 99 

% Side Channel 
Habitat 

2.7 10.1 5.6 3.8 8.6 14.1 

 
Overall Eightmile Creek is functioning at risk for off-channel habitat in most 
reaches with some areas that are not properly functioning.  Off-channel habitat is 
abundant but the rating is given because beaver populations are reduced, LWD 
levels are functioning at risk, and past channel clearing has occurred in low 
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gradient channel segments resulting in a loss of off channel wetland habitat over 
historic conditions.  The proximity of Road 5130-000 to Eightmile Creek reduces 
the potential for off-channel habitat development from RM 1.7 to RM 12.6 and 
from RM 14.1 to 16.4.  Road 5130-000 limits the development of beaver ponds 
near the corral.  Historic accounts indicate that beaver ponds were once 
numerous from the mouth to the upper most reaches in Eightmile Creek (Bryant 
and Parkhurst 1950).  Beaver ponds are located on dammed side channels at 
RM 10.2, 12.5, and 13.5.  Several dams observed during the 1992 survey near 
the Nice Campground (RM 4) and the corral at RM 16.1 have disappeared.  
Cattle are damaging stream banks and beaver dams with hoof action in some of 
the wetland areas below the confluence with Copper Glance Creek (RM 13.5). 
 
Refugia:  Eightmile Creek is not properly functioning as refugia habitat because 
of the barrier at RM 1.7 and because brook trout are present in high numbers in 
the watershed.  There is high quality spawning habitat for steelhead in Eightmile 
Creek and restoring access could result in Eightmile contributing refugia habitat 
for steelhead.  Re-establishing bull trout access to Eightmile Creek needs further 
evaluation and is being explored as a future project.  Improved access could 
increase competition for brook trout and lead to reduced brook trout populations 
allowing bull trout to reestablish.  Elsewhere in the Chewuch watershed brook 
trout are dominant only where they are isolated from migratory steelhead and bull 
trout. 
 
Channel Condition and Dynamics:  The following channel morphology data were 
collected and describe the present physical condition of the channel. 
 
Figure 3.6-7  Channel morphology 
Eightmile Cr. 
RiverMile 

0.0 – 1.8 1.8 – 5.0 5.0  - 10.4 10.4 - 
12.6 

12.6 - 
14.1 

14.1 - 
16.4 

Wetted 
width/depth in 
pools 

20’/3.3’ 
= 6.08 

22.0’/2.7’ 
= 8.27 

16.8’/2.5’ 
=6.74 

18.3/2.5  
= 7.25 

19.4/2.6 = 
7.30 

13.1/2.2 
= 5.9 

Bankfull width in 
feet 

34.0 41.3 28.9 24.5 37.8 28.8 

Width/Depth 
ratio 

11.6 20.0 13.9 10.1 20.8 13.9 

Floodplain Width 
in feet 

56.5 255 107 59 148 99 

Entrenchment 
ratio 

1.72 5.91 4.02 2.53 4.29 3.02 

Sinuosity 1.05 1.20 1.10 1.05 1.30 1.05 
Gradient 4.2% 1.8% 2.0% 3.1% 1.5% 4.5% 
Rosgen Channel 
type 

B3,A3 C4 B4,C4 B3 C4 B3,A3 

 
RM 5.0 to 10.4 appears to be functioning at risk for bankfull width:depth (W/D) 
ratios.  Channel incision resulting from debris clearing projects in the late ‘60s is 
evident in reduced W/D ratios from RM 5.0 to 10.4.  Higher W/D ratios are 
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expected for RM 5.0 to 10.4 and should probably be similar to the W/D of 20.0 
downstream and the W/D of 20.8 for RM 12.6 to 14.1, are expected for a low 
gradient channel.  A W/D of 10 for RM 10.4 to 12.6 is probably appropriate for a 
channel segment with a gradient of 3.1%.  Infrequently activated flood channels 
are evident in the Riparian Reserve from RM 5.0 to 10.4, indicating that this 
reach has become disconnected from the historic flood plain.  Restoration 
projects and management strategies that increase LWD levels could reverse this 
trend by elevating the stream channel and reactivating these channels.  This 
would have local habitat benefits and downstream benefits in terms of improved 
water and sediment storage, improved protection of the thermal regime, and 
improved conditions for riparian forest growth in the reach. 
 
Streambank Condition:  All reaches have over 90% bank stability and Eightmile 
Creek is functioning appropriately for the stream bank indicator. 
 
Figure 3.6-8  Streambank condition 
River mile 0.0 – 1.8 1.8 – 5.0 5.0  - 10.4 10.4 - 12.6 12.6 - 14.1 14.1 - 16.4 
%Gradient 4.2 1.8 2.0 3.1 1.5 4.5 
% eroding 
banks 

1.0 1.2 1.0 0.6 1.6 2.8 

 
Floodplain Connectivity:  Eightmile Creek is functioning at risk for the floodplain 
indicator.  There has been a reduction in beaver-created wetlands in the 
watershed.  Channel clearing appears to have disconnected floodplains from 
around RM 5.0 to 10.4 as evidenced by the number of inactive side channels, 
low W/D ratio in this reach and possible reduced level of overbank flow.  Road 
5130-000 interferes with the floodplain in several locations from RM 5.0 to 10.4 
and from RM 14.1 to 16.4. 
 
Change in Peak/Base Flows:  Eightmile Creek is functioning appropriately for this 
indicator.  Peak flows are as follows:   
2 year (average bankfull estimated) 350 cfs 
10 year     600 cfs 
25 year     1000 cfs 
50 year     1400 cfs 
100 Year     2100 cfs 
 
Increase in Drainage Network:  Within the 16 miles-long Eightmile watershed 
are142 road crossings over streams.  There are 129.6 miles of road in the 
watershed with 27.7 miles of road within Riparian Reserves (20 miles near the 
creek).  Road densities are high in the watershed and water is routed from 
stream channels and down road prisms and ditch lines in many areas.  This is 
noticeable where roads intercept seeps and springs in the uplands and where 
roads or old skid trails cross alluvial fans and route water to the surface and 
away from stream channels.  Examples of stream channels captured by road 
prisms are observable throughout the watershed.  Maintenance of alluvial fan 
function and ground water/surface water relationships is important in maintaining 
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the beneficial water temperature effect of Eightmile Creek on the Chewuch River.  
There is a moderate to more than moderate increase in inactive channel length 
and the indicator is not properly functioning. 
 
Road Density and Location:  The watershed is not properly functioning for the 
Road Density and Location indicator.  Road density in the Eightmile watershed is 
2.8 miles/square mile.  There are 27.7 miles of road in Riparian Reserves with 
road density in the Riparian Reserves at 4.6 miles/square mile – most of this is 
within the Riparian Reserve for Eightmile Creek.     
 
Disturbance History:  Eightmile Creek is functioning at risk for this indicator.  The 
Eightmile watershed is 46.5 square miles or 29,750 acres.  There has been a 
relatively small amount of clear cut harvest in the watershed; most of the harvest 
has been partial removal using ground based equipment or cable yarding 
systems.  Although the level of created openings is low, the level of human 
disturbance in riparian areas is high (roads, skid trails, livestock bedding and 
trailing, and dispersed and developed camping).  There are 425 acres of created 
openings in the watershed which represents about 2% of the forested areas in 
the drainage.  The Chewuch River watershed has 2,850 acres of created 
openings or 2% of the total watershed. 
 
Riparian Reserves:  Riparian Reserves along Eightmile Creek overall are 
functioning at risk.  There are approximately 1,500 acres of forested land in the 
analysis area in Riparian Reserves.  Many of these forest stands are susceptible 
to disturbance events including mortality of large trees caused by insect attacks 
and stand-replacing wildfire because natural disturbance patterns have been 
disrupted in the analysis area.  Shade is mostly intact, but there is some loss of 
connectivity due to high riparian road densities, removal of LWD, past riparian 
timber harvest from RM 5.0 to 10.4 and removal of LWD by campers and 
unauthorized fire wood cutting in riparian areas leading to reduced LWD 
recruitment potential.  There are four developed campgrounds, one corral, and 
over 20 dispersed camping sites located within the Riparian Reserve for 
Eightmile Creek.  The current level of recreational use along Eightmile is 
compatible with the goal of maintaining and restoring aquatic and riparian habitat, 
but continued expansion of these activities would lead to reduced levels of large 
wood recruitment, increased soil compaction and sediment delivery and 
degradation of aquatic habitat.  Although the developed and dispersed 
recreational areas are a small portion of the total Riparian Reserve for Eightmile 
Creek they occur in the reach of Eightmile Creek that is impaired due to past 
stream clearing projects, road encroachment and location, and past stream side 
selective timber harvest. 
 
Within the Riparian Reserve for Eightmile Creek there has been an increase in 
user-created roads to accommodate firewood removal.  There is a concern for 
the future condition of Riparian Reserves near Eightmile Creek that, without 
active management, off-road vehicle use could increase within the Riparian 
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Reserve for Eightmile Creek which could indirectly increase cattle access, 
increase reductions in future large wood due to firewood removal and soil 
compaction, and increase delivery of sediment to Eightmile Creek. 
 
Disturbance Regime:  Fire suppression has reduced channel rejuvenating 
disturbances in the watershed and the indicator is functioning at risk.  Past 
removal of in-channel large wood has led to reduced flood plain function from RM 
5.0 to 10.4; riparian road densities are 2.8 miles/square mile and there are 142 
stream crossings extending the drainage network.  During extreme weather 
events or during flooding, damage to aquatic habitat could occur due to the 
greatly expanded drainage network, where normally such events often lead to 
rejuvenation of habitat. 
 
Summary of the Existing Condition 
The Chewuch River downstream of Eightmile Creek is functioning at risk for 
temperature and functioning at risk to not properly functioning for sediment and 
substrate.  Eightmile Creek is functioning appropriately for the temperature, 
chemical/nutrient contamination, streambank condition, and peak/base flow 
indicators.  Eightmile Creek is functioning at risk for sediment and turbidity, 
substrate, large wood, pools, off channel habitat, width/depth, floodplain 
connectivity, disturbance history, Riparian Reserves, and disturbance regime.  
Eightmile is not properly functioning for habitat access, refugia, increase in 
drainage network, and road density and location. 
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
  
The Eightmile project was split into three components to address project effects 
to aquatic and riparian indicators.  These components are timber harvest, 
burning, and transportation.  Harvest actions include commercial and pre-
commercial thinning, skidding, landing construction/reconstruction, mitigation 
measures, and tree felling to meet silvicultural and aquatic habitat restoration 
objectives.  Burning actions include fireline construction and fire fuel treatments.  
Transportation actions include temporary road construction, road maintenance, 
road closures, and road decommissioning. 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
Under the no action Alternative 1 the existing transportation system would remain 
in place and road density and road location would not change.  Roads on alluvial 
fans would continue to intercept and route water away from stream channels and 
riparian, aquatic, and wetlands habitat.  The road density and location and 
increase in drainage network aquatic habitat indicators for the Eightmile 
watershed would remain not properly functioning.  Open roads in Riparian 
Reserves would provide access to unauthorized fire wood cutting in riparian 
areas.  Large woody debris recruitment would not change, unless an 
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uncharacteristic stand-replacing wildfire occurred along Eightmile Creek and in-
channel large wood levels would remain below expected natural levels in 
Eightmile Creek within the project planning area (river mile 1.8 to river mile 10.4).  
Connectivity of Riparian Reserves would remain impaired by high road density.  
The large woody debris and Riparian Reserves aquatic habitat indicators for 
Eightmile Creek would continue to function at risk.  Specific effects of the no 
action alternative are discussed under habitat indicators below. 
 
Actions and Effects Common to Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 
Road treatments:  Road treatments are the same for all action alternatives.  
Decommissioning of 2.2 miles of road within the Riparian Reserves of Ortell, 
Sherwood, and Eightmile Creeks would result in a slightly improved condition in 
the large wood, pool quality and quantity, drainage network, and road density 
and location indicators.  The large wood and pool indicators benefit from reduced 
riparian road densities because access to firewood near streams would be 
reduced.  A positive effect to the drainage network indicator would result from 
reduction in roads on two major alluvial fans (Sherwood and Ortell); both of the 
roads on these fans have caused diversion of water from natural drainages. 
 
Campground Thinning:  All campground thinning would occur in the Riparian 
Reserves of Eightmile Creek.  Some trees would be felled into the creek to 
increase in-channel large wood levels.  Campground thinning in Riparian 
Reserves would maintain large trees to promote long-term large wood 
recruitment and stream shade.  Trees within the campgrounds that would be 
felled towards the creek would slightly increase in-channel wood levels.  
 
Prescribed Fire:  Although there is slightly more area burned under Alternative 2, 
the effects of large landscape level burns on aquatic species would be essentially 
the same for Alternatives 2, 4, and 5.  Natural features and existing roads would 
be used as fireline wherever possible to contain the prescribed landscape burns 
but some fireline construction would be necessary.  Constructed firelines have 
the potential to increase the drainage network indicator but the mitigation 
measures to construct waterbars and control erosion would reduce the likelihood 
that the drainage network would be increased.   Burning prescriptions would be 
designed to limit soil damage and subsequent erosion and sediment delivery is 
not expected to increase measurably as a result of the prescribed landscape 
burns in any of the action alternatives.   
 
Effects to Habitat Indicators 
 
Temperature:  The effect of no action is neutral in Eightmile Creek and slightly 
negative in the Chewuch River.  Under Alternative 1 the risk of a stand-replacing 
wildfire in the Eightmile Creek valley floor would remain high.  With such a fire, 
the shade provided by the riparian forest canopy would be substantially reduced 
to only the boles of burned trees and green tree patches that survive the fire.  
Data from the recent Needles, Farewell, and Thirtymile fires suggest water 
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temperature increases by about 2ºC during the summer and fall in burned areas 
and may have increased substantially more in the Chewuch as a result of the 
blackened sediment leading to increased heat absorption.  If the Eightmile 
drainage has a stand-replacing fire it is not unreasonable to expect similar 
results.  Fortunately water temperatures in Eightmile Creek are cold and strong 
ground water springs reduce temperatures substantially around RM 4 and at the 
mouth of Eightmile.  A 2ºC temperature increase would still provide favorable 
conditions for fish in Eightmile Creek.  Downstream in the Chewuch River 
temperature increases could be higher in the short-term following a fire because 
of the blackened substrate that would flow out of Eightmile Creek with deposition 
in the Chewuch River.  The Chewuch River is currently functioning at risk to not 
functioning for temperature and a stand-replacing wildfire in Eightmile creek 
could negatively affect temperatures in the lower reach of the Chewuch River for 
a few years following such a fire.  No timber harvest or fire ignitions would occur 
in the riparian vegetation adjacent to Eightmile Creek under the action 
alternatives, so no temperature increases are expected.  Treatments of upland 
Riparian Reserves under the action alternatives would help lessen the chance 
that untreated riparian vegetation would burn during a wildfire in the adjacent 
stands. 
 
Suspended sediment, turbidity and substrate:  Recent observations of fish 
survival and aquatic habitat conditions following the Farewell, Needles, and 
Thirtymile fires show that fish habitat and populations can improve following a 
major stand-replacing fire in areas that are in relatively pristine condition.  
Improved habitat conditions and positive fish population response appears to be 
due to the major influx large wood and sediment pulse that includes not only 
fines but also gravel, cobble and boulders.  Wildfire is increasingly acknowledged 
as being necessary for the maintenance of functioning aquatic habitat (Bisson et 
al. 2003).  However, fire effects in heavily managed riparian areas may be less 
favorable.  Riparian areas, similar to those found between RM 5 to 12 along 
Eightmile Creek that have been heavily managed with high road densities, 
channel clearing, loss of beaver, recreational use, and vegetation management 
can be narrower with reduced connection between the stream channel and 
upland habitats.  These heavily managed riparian areas are more prone to higher 
intensity fires than less managed riparian areas (Dwire and Kauffman 2003).  In 
the Thirtymile, Farewell and Needles fire areas landslides were mostly 
unimpeded by road prisms and delivered fine sediment, gravels, coarse cobbles 
and boulders and large and fine organic debris directly to stream channels which 
appears to have immediately rebuilt quality habitat for bull trout, spring Chinook, 
and steelhead.  Where roads intercepted landslides they captured much of the 
coarse material such as logs, boulders, and gravel and delivered only the finer 
materials to the stream channels. 
 
Under Alternative 2 the suspended sediment and substrate indicators would have 
a small negative short-term effect and a neutral to beneficial long-term effect.  
The negative effect is a result of soil disturbance, erosion, and subsequent 
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sediment delivery to stream channels associated with road maintenance and 
decommissioning, landing construction and reconstruction, log skidding, and 
fuels treatments within Riparian Reserves.  These effects would be mitigated with 
erosion control measures such as water bars, optional winter logging, and 
burning prescriptions designed to minimize effects to the soil.  The possible long-
term benefits result from a slightly reduced road density and reduced risk of high 
intensity wildfire in Riparian Reserves near Eightmile Creek. 
 
Under Alternatives 4 and 5 the short term risk of sediment delivery would be less 
than under Alternative 2 because vegetation treatments in Riparian Reserves 
would be reduced from 172 acres to 19 acres.  However, the risk of high severity 
wildfire would remain high along the impaired reach of Eightmile Creek and could 
result in negative effects to the sediment indicator. 
 
Chemical Contamination and Nutrients:  If Alternative 1 is implemented no new 
chemical contaminants or nutrient sources would be introduced to the area and 
the area would remain properly functioning.  In Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 a 
hazardous material spill plan will be in place for all vegetation treatment activities 
that take place within the Riparian Reserves and no chemical contamination or 
nutrient increases would be expected to occur with these alternatives. 
 
Physical Barriers:  Under all alternatives the Eightmile Creek watershed would 
remain not functioning because the fish passage barriers at RM 1.7, Ortell Creek, 
and upper Eightmile Creek would remain.  No alternatives have any effect on 
these barriers. 
 
Large Woody Debris, Pool Frequency and Quality, and Large pools:  There 
would be no changes to these indicators if Alternative 1 is implemented and the 
effects described in the existing condition information would continue.  The reach 
between RM 5 to RM 11.0 would remain functioning at risk. 
 
Under Alternative 2 the large wood indicator would be partially restored along 
about one mile of Eightmile Creek near Units 15, 17, and 58 where some trees 
would be pushed into the channel to recruit large wood into the stream channel, 
and promote the development of larger residual trees.   
 
The effects to the large wood indicator would be similar under both Alternatives 4 
and 5.  No silvicultural treatments would take place in Alternatives 4 and 5 except 
in developed campgrounds.  In-channel large wood levels would remain below 
expected natural levels in Eightmile Creek.  The risk of insect attacks and 
uncharacteristic wildfire would remain high.  If such a fire occurs, in-channel large 
wood levels would increase dramatically because fire-killed trees would fall into 
Eightmile Creek.  In the short-term this would be beneficial for Eightmile Creek.  
In the long-term future large wood recruitment would be curtailed for 70 to 100 
years until the burned forest grows back. 
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Off Channel habitat:  If Alternative 1 is implemented there would be no changes 
to off-channel habitat which would remain functioning at risk to not properly 
functioning, as described in the existing condition section. 
 
Under Alternative 2 off-channel habitat would improve near Units 15, 17, and 58 
because trees would be felled into the Eightmile Creek channel.  The interaction 
of the creek with the felled large wood could cause sediment and bedload 
deposition and increased interaction with abandoned side channel areas along 
about one mile of Eightmile Creek. 
 
Under Alternatives 4 and 5 the effects to off-channel habitat would be similar.  
The Riparian Reserve would remain at risk for insect attacks and a high intensity 
wildfire which would cause most of the trees to be killed near Eightmile Creek 
which in turn would increase in-channel large wood.  The increase in large wood 
would occur throughout the burned area and would be substantial.  The 
increased in-channel wood would create a dramatic restoration of off-channel 
habitat as sediment and bedload interact with newly recruited wood creating 
channel shifts and activation of presently abandoned off channel areas. 
 
Refugia:  Under any alternative, Eightmile would continue to be not properly 
functioning as a refugia for listed fish species due to the fish passage barrier at 
RM 1.7 and the presence of brook trout.  The moderate to high risk of stand-
replacing wildfire with Alternatives 1, 4, or 5 in riparian areas could have a 
negative effect on water temperature and sediment in refugia habitat in the lower 
Chewuch River.   
 
Width/Depth:  Under Alternatives 1, 4 and 5 the Eightmile Creek Riparian 
Reserve would remain at moderate to high risk of stand-replacing wildfire that 
would kill most of the trees along Eightmile Creek.  The fire-killed trees would fall 
into Eightmile Creek and dramatically increase in-channel large wood and 
sediment and bedload delivery to Eightmile Creek.  Increasing in-channel large 
wood, sediment and bedload would interact to cause favorable changes in 
width/depths throughout the burned area. 
 
Under Alternative 2, tree felling into Eightmile Creek would help to restore 
width/depths over about one mile of channel near Units 15, 17, and 58. 
 
Streambank Condition:  Under Alternatives 1, 4, and 5 streambanks would not be 
affected by project activities.  Under all alternatives stream banks would continue 
to be properly functioning which means they would continue to have greater than 
90% stability over more than 80% of any stream reach. 
 
Under Alternative 2 harvest activities would not take place within one large tree 
height from stream banks, therefore stream banks would not be directly affected.  
During project development there was a concern that following harvest and 
burning, skid trails and more open forest conditions would allow easier access for 
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recreational activities such as development of dispersed camping areas and off 
road vehicle use that could affect stream banks.  Post-project monitoring of 
newly-created dispersed camping areas and off-road trails would determine 
whether impairment of aquatic or wildlife habitat is occurring.  Mitigation would 
eliminate the effects to stream banks and Riparian Reserves.  If monitoring 
indicated a need, management actions could include: off-road vehicle closures in 
the area between Eightmile Creek and Roads 5130-000, 5130-100, 5130-195, 
5220-000 and 5220-390 within the analysis area, management of dispersed 
camping sites and/or closure of new user-built sites.  In an off-road closure to 
motorized vehicles were established, the effects would be maintenance of 
existing aquatic and riparian conditions within the closure area and the avoidance 
of habitat degradation.  Mitigation measures would also ensure that vegetative 
barriers to livestock and fences are maintained by the project.  Existing livestock 
use patterns in Riparian Reserves will be assessed in the future Allotment 
Management Plan revision.  
 
Floodplain Connectivity:  Under Alternatives 1, 4, and 5, the Eightmile Creek 
Riparian Reserve would remain at moderate to high risk of stand-replacing 
wildfire that would kill most trees along Eightmile Creek.  The fire-killed trees 
would fall into Eightmile Creek and dramatically increase in-channel large wood, 
sediment and bedload delivery.  Increased levels of in-channel large wood, 
sediment, and bedload would interact to cause an increase in stream channel 
interaction with the surrounding floodplain and would improve floodplain 
connectivity throughout the burned area. 
 
Under Alternative 2 tree felling into Eightmile Creek would help to restore 
floodplain connectivity over about one mile of channel along Units 15, 17, and 58.  
Mitigation measures to protect alluvial fans would protect these types of 
floodplains during the project implementation.   
 
In Alternative 2, 4, and 5 road decommissioning on alluvial fan floodplains of 
Ortell and Sherwood Creek would restore floodplain connectivity in these areas.  
Road decommissioning would also help to restore floodplain function near 
Eightmile Creek where road segments would be removed that are in or near 
floodplains for Eightmile Creek. 
 
Change in Peak/Base flows:  None of the alternatives would have a direct effect 
on this indicator because none of the alternatives would create enough change in 
the watershed to affect the volume or timing of runoff. 
 
Indirectly, under Alternative 1, 4, and 5, the Eightmile drainage bottom would 
remain at moderate to high risk of stand-replacing wildfire and an indirect effect 
would be that most of the trees would be killed if such a wildfire were to occur.  
Following a stand-replacing event there could be a small (few cfs at baseflow) 
increase in peak and base flows.  Based on observations of the Farewell and 
Thirtymile fires these small increases in flow would provide a favorable habitat 
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condition for fish especially during drought conditions.  During peak flows, higher 
flows may be an additional source of fine and coarse sediment but may also 
route fine sediment through and out of the aquatic system. 
 
Increase in drainage network:  None of the alternatives increases road densities 
in the Eightmile drainage.  Alternative 2, 4, or 5 would reduce the road drainage 
network slightly in key locations.  Road decommissioning on the Ortell and 
Sherwood alluvial fans would benefit this indicator. 
 
Under Alternative 2 the drainage network would not be increased because skid 
roads and fire lines would be water-barred and re-vegetated, if needed,  to 
ensure that water is not diverted away from natural drainage ways.  Skid roads 
on alluvial fans would be located to protect the natural function of the alluvial fan, 
to keep water in natural drainage ways, and to protect natural water infiltration 
rates into the soil.  Under Alternative 2 there would be about 500 feet of 
temporary road construction to access landings; these roads would be 
decommissioned and stabilized to ensure water is routed into natural stream 
channels post project, so should not affect the drainage network.. 
 
Road density and location:  None of the alternatives would increase road density 
in the Eightmile drainage.  Under Alternative 1 the high road density would not 
change.  Under Alternative 2, 4, or 5 road density would be slightly decreased.  
Within the Eightmile Riparian Reserve there would be 2.2 miles less road 
following project completion which would slightly improve the road density and 
location indicator. 
 
Disturbance History:  Under Alternative 1 there would be no new created 
openings in the Eightmile watershed and disturbance history would be 
unchanged from the existing condition.  Under Alternative 2, 4, or 5 there would 
be 31 acres of new openings created by regeneration harvest.  The increase is 
too small to make a difference in the overall percentage of created openings in 
the Eightmile and Chewuch watersheds.  No change in stream flows would result 
from this amount of newly created openings (Bennett 2006). 
 
Riparian Reserves:  Alternative 1 would not implement vegetation or fuels 
management treatments to maintain or restore the natural fire regime or large 
conifers in Riparian Reserves. 
 
Under Alternative 1, forested areas in Riparian Reserves along Eightmile Creek 
would not be treated.  In Alternatives 4 and 5 the only Riparian Reserve areas 
treated would be within developed campgrounds.  Untreated forested areas 
would remain at moderate to high risk for insect attack and stand-replacing 
wildfire.  In the absence of fire the future recruitment of large wood to Eightmile 
Creek would be compromised because overstocked stands of trees would be 
vulnerable to insect attack or would grow slowly and could result in fewer large 
trees available to recruit to the stream as large wood. 
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If a stand-replacing wildfire were to occur in the Riparian Reserve, shade over 
the stream would be reduced until brush grows to cover the stream, which could 
take about 10 years.  It would be 50 to 100 years until trees grow to provide 
overstory shade.  Large wood would be recruited to the stream channel 
immediately which would be beneficial to the stream but future recruitment of 
large wood would be reduced until the forest re-grows. 
 
From observations in the Farewell, Needle, and Thirtymile fires, if a stand-
replacing, high-intensity fire occurs in the Eightmile Riparian Reserve, shrubs 
and forbs would regenerate quickly, loss of live trees would release water for 
uptake by shrubs and forbs, increased levels of in-channel large wood would 
increase floodplain connectivity and further support a rapid regeneration of 
riparian vegetation. 
 
Under Alternative 2 there would be 172 acres of vegetation management 
treatments within Riparian Reserves; (165 acres in conjunction with fuels 
management treatments) to control stocking, maintain or restore large conifers, 
and reduce fuel loading to acquire vegetation characteristics needed to attain 
ACS objectives.  Treatments would include 3 acres of tree planting to restore 
large conifers in Riparian Reserves.  Fuels management treatments would be 
applied on an additional 154 acres to reduce the risk of uncharacteristic stand-
replacing wildfire and to restore natural disturbance patterns in Riparian 
Reserves. 
 
Under Alternative 2 the forested areas in Riparian Reserves would become more 
resilient to insect attacks and less likely to experience a stand-replacing wildfire 
event.  Riparian areas within the project area would be more likely to continue to 
provide shade and current levels of wood recruitment to Eightmile Creek.  
Forests within the Riparian Reserves would experience accelerated growth of 
large diameter trees that may be available for recruitment to Eightmile Creek. 
 
Harvest activity would not occur within one large tree height from stream banks 
and would not take place in areas characterized by riparian vegetation.  During 
project development there was a concern that recreational use could expand 
using new skid roads and more open forest conditions following harvest and 
burning treatments.  Monitoring of dispersed recreation use and off-road vehicle 
use in the project area and active management of new recreational uses in 
Riparian Reserves would help to ensure that the project does not indirectly cause 
a reduction in the quality of riparian habitat. 
 
Alternative 4 would implement 17 acres of vegetation management treatments in 
Riparian Reserves, 14 acres within developed campgrounds and 3 acres of 
planting to restore large conifers.  Vegetation management treatments would be 
applied in conjunction with fuels management treatments within the 
campgrounds to control stocking, maintain or restore large conifers, and reduce 
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fuel loading to acquire vegetation characteristics needed to attain ACS 
objectives.  An additional 165 acres of fuels management treatments would be 
applied on upland Riparian Reserves (mostly outside of the Eightmile Riparian 
Reserve) to reduce the risk of uncharacteristic stand-replacing wildfire and to 
restore natural disturbance patterns in the watershed.  This would help to 
maintain habitat-forming processes within the watershed.  
 
Alternative 5 would implement 17 acres of vegetation management treatments 
Riparian Reserves, 14 acres within developed campgrounds and 3 acres of 
planting to restore large conifers.  Vegetation management treatments would be 
applied in conjunction with fuels management treatments within the 
campgrounds to control stocking, maintain or restore large conifers, and reduce 
fuel loading to acquire vegetation characteristics needed to attain ACS 
objectives.  An additional 141 acres of fuels management treatments would be 
applied on upland Riparian Reserves (mostly outside of the Eightmile Riparian 
Reserve) to reduce the risk of uncharacteristic stand-replacing wildfire and to 
restore natural disturbance patterns in the watershed.  This would help to 
maintain habitat-forming processes within the watershed. 
  
Disturbance regime:  Under Alternative 1 Eightmile Creek would remain at 
moderate to high risk for uncharacteristic wildfire as described in the existing 
condition information. 
 
Under Alternative 2, more acres would be changed to Fire Regime Condition 
Classes 1 and 2 (see Fuels and Fire Behavior section) than in Alternatives 4 and 
5.  Wildfires would still occur but would generally have lower severity, with a low 
to moderate risk of uncharacteristic wildfire... 
 
Under Alternative 4 and 5,  fuels vegetation treatments would change fewer 
acres to Condition Classes 1 and 2, therefore would slightly restore the 
disturbance regime indicator in the Eightmile watershed.  The Riparian Reserves 
along Eightmile Creek would not be treated, except within campgrounds (See 
Forest Vegetation and Fuels and Fire Behavior sections for further discussion.). 
 
3.6-9  Effects to aquatic and riparian habitat:  Summary Comparison of 
Alternatives 
Habitat Indicator Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 
Temperature Negative - 

Chewuch R. 
Neutral Neutral Neutral 

Sediment, Turbidity, 
Substrate 

- Negative 
Chewuch R.  

Neutral (-1% 
change) 

Neutral (1%) Neutral (<1%) 

Chemical 
Contaminants 

Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral 

Fish Passage Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral 
Large Wood Positive – 

potential wildfire 
effect 

Positive – 1 mile 
improved 

Positive – 
potential wildfire 
effect 

Positive – 
potential 
wildfire effect 

Pools Positive – Positive – 1 mile Positive – Positive – 
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Habitat Indicator Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 
potential wildfire 
effect 

effect potential wildfire 
effect 

potential 
wildfire effect 

Off Channel Habitat Positive – 
potential wildfire 
effect 

Positive 1 – mile 
effect 

Positive – 
potential wildfire 
effect 

Positive – 
potential 
wildfire effect 

Width/Depth Positive – 
potential 
Wildfire effect 

Positive 1 mile 
effect 

Positive – 
potential wildfire 
effect 

Positive – 
potential 
wildfire effect 

Streambank 
Condition 

Neutral Positive – 
managed 
recreation, 
improves 
livestock 
distribution 

Neutral Neutral 

Floodplain 
Connectivity 

Positive – 
potential 
Wildfire effect 

Positive – 1  
mile effect 

Positive – 
potential wildfire 
effect 

Positive – 
potential 
wildfire effect 

Peak/Base Flows Positive – 
Wildfire effect 

Neutral Neutral Neutral 

Drainage Network 
Increase 

Neutral Positive – 
reduced road 
network 

Positive – 
reduced road 
network 

Positive – 
reduced road 
network 

Road Density and 
Location 

Neutral Positive – 
reduced road 
network 

Positive – 
reduced road 
network 

Positive – 
reduced road 
network 

Disturbance History Neutral Neutral - 1% 
change 

Neutral – 1% 
change 

Neutral 1% 
change 

Riparian Reserves Negative - 
wildfires 

Positive – 
treatments 
decrease 
intensity of 
future wildfires 

Negative – 
wildfires  

Negative – 
wildfires  

Disturbance Regime Negative Positive – 
moves towards 
natural regime 

Positive – slight; 
riparian at risk 

Positive – 
slight; riparian 
at risk 

 
ESA Effects Determination from the Biological Assessment   
Collectively the neutral and positive effects, shown in the table above, will 
result in a positive effect adjacent to the project area and a small positive, 
indirect, influence on habitat below RM 1.7 where listed fish reside.  The 
indicator effects are all neutral or positive.  The Eightmile Vegetation 
Management Project may affect and is not likely to adversely affect UCR 
summer steelhead, UCR spring Chinook, and Columbia River bull trout.  
Effects determinations based in the Pathways and Indicators is synonymous 
with determinations of effects to UCR spring Chinook and UCR Steelhead 
Critical Habitat and to Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) for to MSA-managed 
species, spring Chinook and coho salmon.  Critical habitat and EFH for these 
species will not be adversely affected by this project.   
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Effects to Region 6 Sensitive Species--Redband rainbow trout:  The proposed 
alternatives may impact individuals but would not lead to a loss of viability or 
trend toward federal listing. 
 

Cumulative Effects 
 
The aquatic resource analysis boundary is the Eightmile watershed and the 
Chewuch River from the confluence with Eightmile Creek downstream to the 
confluence with Boulder Creek.  The temporal boundary is about from 50 years in 
the past to ten years into the future. 
 
Past Actions 
Channel Clearing:  Channel clearing of in-channel wood and log jams in 
Eightmile Creek was implemented in the 1960s at 11 locations from RM 5.0 to 
12.0.  Stream survey data indicate that the effects of this action combined with 
past timber harvest and road construction are evident in Eightmile Creek from 
RM 5.0 to RM 12.0 and also at the upper end of the drainage.  Channel clearing 
reduced in-channel large wood, disconnected floodplains and off-channel habitat, 
and reduced the quality of pools in the reach where wood was removed.  
 
Timber sales, firewood cutting and road construction within the Eightmile 
Riparian Reserve including some selective harvest along Eightmile Creek 
streambanks have reduced large wood levels in Eightmile Creek.   
 
Present Actions 
Livestock grazing has caused some bank trampling, changes in vegetation, and 
trampling of beaver dams impacting the quality of wetlands and some of the 
riparian areas associated with Eightmile Creek. 
 
Recreation activities in the Riparian Reserve for Eightmile Creek affect the 
quality of aquatic habitat.  There are four developed campgrounds, one outfitter 
corral, and over 20 dispersed camping sites located within the Riparian Reserve 
for Eightmile Creek.  Several of the dispersed camp sites in Riparian Reserves 
have more than doubled in size during the last two years to accommodate RVs 
and trailers, and people camping with horses and horse trailers.  At least two new 
dispersed sites have been established within the Eightmile Creek Riparian 
Reserve during the last two years.  The current level of recreational use along 
Eightmile Creek is compatible with the goal of maintaining and restoring aquatic 
and riparian habitat, but continued expansion will lead to reduced levels of large 
wood recruitment, increased soil compaction, and sediment delivery into the 
stream, and degradation of aquatic habitat.  Although the developed and 
dispersed recreational areas take up a small percentage of the total Riparian 
Reserve for Eightmile Creek, they are occurring in the reach of Eightmile Creek 
that is impaired due to past stream clearing projects, road encroachment, and 
past streamside timber harvest. 
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Off-highway vehicle (OHV) use has become established in the past two years 
across from the Flat Campground and on closed Road 5130-445 which traverses 
several alluvial fans and some perennial tributaries to Eightmile Creek.  There 
has been an increase in user-created roads to accommodate firewood removal in 
the Riparian Reserve for Eightmile Creek.  Off-road vehicle use in the Riparian 
Reserve for Eightmile Creek may increase cattle access, soil compaction, and 
sediment delivery into the Creek and reduce large wood recruitment into the 
creek.  Large wood levels are below desired levels in some of the reaches of 
Eightmile Creek (see Large Wood Indicator existing condition) and removal of 
snags near streams and existing in-channel wood for firewood further reduces in-
channel wood recruitment.   
 
Reasonably Foreseeable Future Actions 
Range allotment management plans that affect the Eightmile watershed are 
scheduled for review and renewal.  The effects of livestock use on Eightmile 
Creek and riparian areas will be assessed and grazing strategies in the 
watershed would be adjusted, if necessary to minimize impacts to natural 
resources. 
 
Planning to determine what areas of National Forest System lands would be 
closed to off-road motorized use is scheduled to be done the next year or two.  
Implementation would improve off-road vehicle use management in the Eightmile 
watershed. 
 
Vegetation, fuels, and transportation system management activities treatments 
may occur in the Eightmile watershed with the proposed Buck Timber Sale and 
Fuels Treatment project.  Planning is expected to begin in 2006.   
 
Action Alternative 2 
The cumulative effects of Alternative 2 and all past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions would be an improving trend for aquatic and riparian 
habitat in the analysis area.  The risk of high intensity wildfire would be reduced 
in Riparian Reserves.  Monitoring of dispersed recreational use in the project 
area would identify activities that are incompatible with maintaining or restoring 
aquatic and riparian habitat.  Active management of detrimental dispersed 
recreation activities would improve aquatic habitat.  This alternative would 
improve livestock distribution in the analysis area and complement the planned 
revision of livestock allotment management plans to reduce livestock impacts as 
warranted.  Road densities would be reduced and roads in sensitive aquatic 
habitat would be removed.  Aquatic habitat indicators for road density and 
location and increased drainage network for the Eightmile watershed would 
improve.  Large woody debris recruitment in Eightmile Creek would improve, and 
in channel large wood levels would increase within the project planning area.  
Riparian Reserve connectivity would improve with road closures and 
decommissioning.  The condition of large woody debris and Riparian Reserve 
aquatic habitat for Eightmile Creek would improve. 
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Although recreation use may increase in the watershed, the number of dispersed 
recreation sites, including trails, within the Riparian Reserve of Eightmile Creek 
would be monitored and held at or near the present.  Firewood cutting within the 
Riparian Reserve is an enforcement issue that would continue to be addressed 
with public awareness programs and enforcement.  If monitoring shows that ORV 
use within the project area increases in Riparian Reserves of Eightmile Creek, 
management actions would be taken, which could include a closure, as part of 
the action alternatives.  Areas outside and inside the project area will be 
assessed within the next three years for suitability for OHV use.  The effects of 
designating potential OHV areas would be assessed with the NEPA assessment 
for that effort.   
 
Action Alternatives 4 and 5 
The cumulative effects of Alternatives 4 and 5 and all past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions would be similar.  There would be an 
improving trend for aquatic and riparian habitat in the analysis area.  Alternatives 
4 and 5 would improve the condition of aquatic and riparian habitat less than 
Alternative 2.  Eightmile Creek would remain at increased risk for high intensity 
wildfire, and large wood levels would remain the below natural conditions unless 
a stand replacing fire occurs.  The amount of monitoring and active management 
of dispersed recreation use within Riparian Reserves would be less than 
Alternative 2.  Range allotment management plans would be revised and off-road 
vehicle closures could be put into effect resulting in some benefits to Riparian 
Reserve conditions.  Road densities would be reduced and roads in sensitive 
aquatic habitat would be removed.  Riparian Reserve connectivity would improve 
with road closures and decommissioning.  Aquatic habitat indicators for road 
density and location and increased drainage network for the Eightmile watershed 
would improve. 
 
Although recreation use may increase in the watershed, the number of dispersed 
recreation sites, including trails, within the Riparian Reserve of Eightmile Creek 
would be monitored and held at or near the present.  Firewood cutting within the 
Riparian Reserve is an enforcement issue that would continue to be addressed 
with public awareness programs and enforcement.  If monitoring shows that ORV 
use within the project area increases in Riparian Reserves of Eightmile Creek, 
management actions would be taken, which could include a closure, as part of 
the action alternatives.  Areas outside and inside the project area will be 
assessed within the next three years for suitability for OHV use.  The effects of 
designating potential OHV areas would be assessed with the NEPA assessment 
for that effort.  
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3.7  Soils 
The section below summarizes the existing condition information, along with the direct, 
indirect and cumulative effects from the Eightmile project, as analyzed in the Eightmile 
Vegetation Management Soils Report, March 23, 2006, (Greene 2006) available in the 
project analysis file. 
 
Existing Conditions 
 
Geology/Geomorphology  
The analysis area is dominated by glacial landforms.  Glacial fluvial deposits 
occur in the valley bottom with glacial drift occurring on adjacent slopes.  
Scoured glacial slopes occur in the burn areas.  Bedrock consists of Mesozoic 
Plutonic Rocks to the east of Eightmile ridge abutting similar age metamorphic 
rocks to the west of Eightmile ridge (Stoffel and McGroder 1991).  The rocks are 
dominated by weakly -foliated trondhjemite, granodiorite and gneiss.  Soil 
weathering products are normally quite coarse and lack fine silt and clay 
fractions. 
 
The Cordilleran Ice Sheet overrode the analysis area as late as 12 to 14 
thousand years ago and has strongly influenced topographic expression.  This 
massive ice sheet filled all valleys and overrode many of the ridges within the 
analysis area.   
 
Topographic expression in the project area has been described in Landtype 
Associations of Central Washington (USDA 2004c).  Continental glacial 
processes have shaped all landforms within the project area.  This process also 
helps to explain soil properties and the occurrence of soils across the landscape. 
 
Soil Development and Occurrence 
Soil development and occurrence is in direct response to landforms developed 
by glacial scour and glacial deposition and subsequent volcanic ash fall.  Areas 
of glacial scour typically influenced the development of shallow, coarse textured 
soils on very steep slopes associated with abundant bedrock exposures.  In 
areas of glacial deposition (moraines), soils consistently occur on gentle benches 
or undulating rounded ridges and are often characterized by thick surfaces of 
light colored volcanic ash overlying cobbly glacial till.   
 
Soil patterns are often complex due to the thickness of volcanic ash and 
occurrence of rocky knobs.  The glacial till deposits are typically thick enough to 
mask the effects of underlying bedrock (USDA 2004c).  Where volcanic ash or 
glacial till is relatively shallow over bedrock, coniferous forests normally have 
open canopies.  On the other hand, where volcanic ash or glacial drift is relatively 
deep, coniferous forests have closed canopies.  Hence, the depth of volcanic ash 
and glacial drift often controls forest stocking. 
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Soil Classification 
Representative soils were selected to represent the soil-site features of each 
landform group.  The representative soil has similar properties and would have 
similar management responses as the other soils it represents.  These 
representative soils occur within the planned treatment units and are listed in 
Figures 3.7-1 and 3.7-2.  Soil classification nomenclature conveys specific soil 
properties that are explained in the “Soil Properties” section below (USDA-NSH 
1996).   
 
Figure 3.7-1   Soil-site relationships (commercial thin areas) 
Soil Group Number Soil Series Occurring by landform 
Group 1 Valley Bottoms and Outwash,  ash  
142 Goodard-Parmenter Complex, 0-15 % slope 
Group 2 Valley Bottoms and Outwash, mixed ash 
448, 317, 435, 608, 612, 615 Granflat gravelly ashy sandy loam 0-10 % slope 
Group 3 Glacial Moraines  (Moderately Steep Ridges and Knobs) 

Mixed Ash 
444, 262, 344, 604 Lekrem-Chumstick-Rockoutcrop Complex, 35-65% slope 

 
Figure 3.7-2   Soil series 
Soil Name Family or Higher Taxonomic Classification 
Chumstick Loamy-skeletal, isotic, frigid Lithic Ultic Haploxerolls 
Lekrem Loamy-skeletal, isotic, frigid Vitrandic Haploxerepts 
Goodard Sandy-skeletal, isotic, frigid Andic Haploxerepts 
Granflat Loamy-skeletal, isotic, frigid Vitrandic Haploxerolls 
Parmenter Ashy over sandy or sandy-skeletal, glass over isotic, frigid 

Typic Vitrixerands 
 
Soil Properties 
The hard crystalline bedrock and glacial till deposits typically weather into soils 
with coarse textures (sandy loams) with a fair amount of rock cobbles in soil 
profiles.  Weathering products of the bedrock and glacial till deposits are typically 
low in base saturation and clay content.  Some isolated glacial till and glacial 
fluvial deposits contain finer textured material producing fine-textured sub soils. 
 
Due to past differential erosion and historic vegetation patterns, soils within the 
project area have varying thickness of volcanic ash.  Typically, the Glacial 
Moraine landforms and Glacial Fluvial Outwash have thick accumulations of 
volcanic ash. Concave areas in these landforms can support seasonally wet 
soils.  
 
Soil textures of volcanic ash are most often very fine sandy loams depending 
upon the degree of mixing of weathered granite bedrock or glacial till material.  
Soil textures in glacial till deposits include cobbly sandy loams and loamy sands.  
Where glacial materials exist in lower soil profiles, materials generally range in 
size from medium to coarse sands with very cobbly or bouldery rock matrices.  
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The Granflat representative soil series are Haploxerolls, which are Mollisols, or 
grassland soils that occur in warm dry climates.  These soils occur on landforms 
that have been scoured by ice and usually occupy southern exposures or low 
elevations.  These soils often occur associated with bedrock outcroppings.  This 
group of soils often contains more than 25% rock cobbles in soil profiles and has 
shallow ash caps.  Similar represented soils are shallow (lithic) to bedrock.  
These soils historically supported grassland communities with some open-grown, 
large ponderosa pine trees but due to tree encroachment are moving toward 
supporting relatively closed-canopy forests.   
 
The Lekrem representative soil series are Inceptisols, which are weakly 
developed soils occurring in warm, dry climates.  These soils have thin dark 
colored “ashy” surfaces and very coarse textured. Subrounded glacial till cobbles 
or angular rock fragments comprise more than 25% in the soil profile. 
 
Shallow ash caps are prevalent in the analysis area.  A thin volcanic ash cap 
strongly suggests that erosion processes have stripped the ash or that closed-
canopy forests were not present during ash fall.  Closed canopy forests trap 
volcanic ash and allow it to accumulate, reducing the effects of differential 
erosion.  These soil site features strongly suggest that the representative 
Inceptisol soils have had fluctuating canopy closure and have not been subject to 
closed canopy forests for long periods. 
 
Soil Environments 
Surface soil properties provide an insight into the environmental conditions that 
strongly influenced soil development.  The representative Granflat soil series 
have dark surfaces, which strongly suggest that these soils developed within 
grassland communities with very little influence from coniferous trees.  The dark 
surfaces reflect the influence of organic matter staining from fine root decay, 
typical of grassland communities.  Furthermore, these soils are high in base 
saturation, indicating that grassland environments were the principle vegetation 
responsible for soil development.  These soils continue to support grassy 
understories.  These soils did not evolve with the influences from forest canopies 
or coarse woody debris (CWD). 
 
The representative Lekrem soil series have relatively shallow, dark-colored 
surfaces that are very light-colored when dry.  This feature suggests that organic 
matter with high base saturation is present, but not to the level that would 
completely darken the surface soil.  These soils likely supported open to closed 
canopy forest communities with varying amounts of grass in the understory, 
which would persist for long periods.  Soil/site properties suggest that these sites 
would not have been able to sustain dense closed canopy forest communities 
across the landscape.   
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Natural fire regimes indicate that these sites would have had mixed fire severity.  
Some fires would have been stand-replacing and others would have been low-
intensity.  This implies that these soils did not support continuous closed-canopy 
forests.  Rather, stocking varied from site to site.  Following natural fire 
disturbance, these sites would have supported grassland communities and 
scattered trees for some time before transitioning back to a forest community.  
Other sites may have transitioned more quickly back to forest conditions.  Hence, 
these sites were likely transitional between forest and grassland communities 
with intermediate levels of down CWD depending upon stand conditions. 
 
The representative Parmenter soil series have relatively light-colored soil 
surfaces comprised of thick volcanic ash deposits.  The relatively light-colored 
surfaces suggest that herbaceous species have not been a dominant part of 
understory composition.  These soils likely supported relatively closed canopy 
forest communities.  Natural fire regimes would indicate that these sites would 
have had mixed severity fires.  Mixed severity indicates that fire effects would 
have been patchy with some low to high stand mortality effects. 
 
Soil Interpretations 
Available Soil Water (holding capacity) 
Volcanic ash soils within the analysis area have very low bulk density with 
extremely high pore space.  Soils with high pore space also have relatively high 
water holding capacities.  The depth of volcanic ash will strongly influence the 
amount of available soil water for many plant species, especially those that have 
relatively shallow root systems.  Other site influences, which can limit available 
soil water, are elevation and aspect.  Soils on low elevation or southern 
exposures typically lose an exceptionally high amount of annual precipitation 
through active evaporation, runoff, and evapo-transporation (Figure 3.7-5). 
 
The representative Andisol, Parmenter, Inceptisol, and Goddard soils with deep 
volcanic ash surfaces have relatively high available soil water.  These soils occur 
predominately on northern exposures with lower evapo-transporation losses, low 
elevation benches, or upper elevations slopes.  Due to the depth of ash, these 
soils would have high available water and could support fairly closed canopy 
forests.  Natural fire disturbance would indicate that these soils would have had 
patchy forest communities in varying degrees of succession.   
 
The Chumstick and Granflat representative soils series have mixed volcanic ash 
surfaces and occur in lower elevations on southerly aspects with high evapo-
transporation rates.  Given these soil/site conditions, this group of soils typically 
has low available water and would be more likely to support grassland understory 
communities associated with very open canopy forests.  
 
The other representative soil group Inceptisols, which includes the Lekrem soil 
series, tend to have relatively shallow volcanic ash layers and occur at lower 
elevations or southern exposures.  This group of soils would have low to 
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moderate levels of available soil water depending upon slope and aspect 
positions.   
 
Soil Erosion 
Based on a soil survey (USDA-NRCS 2005) and field assessments, erosion 
hazards are quite variable within the project area.  Figure 3.7-5 lists erosion 
hazard ratings for each soil unit.  These erosion rates reflect the influences of 
surface soil texture, surface rock content, ground vegetation recovery and slope 
steepness.   
 
Most soils in the analysis area have “ashy” surfaces with fine sandy loam 
textures and friable or weak structure.  This textural characteristic can result in 
erosive conditions if site features are not limiting hydrologic processes.  Surface 
rock fragments, vegetation recovery, timing/duration of precipitation, and slope 
gradient can either limit hydrologic processes linked with erosion risk or 
accelerate the risk of erosion. 
 
Bedrock exposures or rock fragments tend to affect hydrologic function by 
reducing the effects of water runoff and reducing natural erosion processes.  
Even with fine sandy loam surface textures, the amount of surface rock creates 
natural obstructions, which tend to armor soils and reduce the risk of 
concentrated surface runoff.  If understory or surface vegetation does not provide 
continuous ground cover, then the effects of rock fragments are not totally 
effective at armoring soils and concentrated runoff can lead to erosion.   
 
Most of the thick “ashy” soils have fairly rapid vegetation recovery.  Ground 
vegetation, composed of low shrubs and pine grass recover fairly rapidly after 
overstory disturbance.  This type of understory vegetation, litter, and CWD 
normally provide enough roughness to trap and stabilize eroded material fairly 
close to the source even on steep slopes.   
 
Detrimental Soil Compaction/Displacement 
Detrimental soil compaction can be a contributing factor to soil erosion and 
reduction of soil productivity.  Severely compacted soils would normally restrict 
water infiltration rates, possibly resulting in greater chances of overland flow with 
subsequent increases in soil erosion (Froehlich no date).  Soil compaction also 
has the potential to affect long-term site productivity.  Long-term site productivity 
losses from soil compaction can range from 6 to 25% of both diameter and height 
growth (Wert and Thomas 1981).   
 
Representative Parmenter soils have thick volcanic ash surfaces, which are void 
of rock fragments.  Volcanic ash with low bulk densities overlying cobbly glacial 
till or weathered granitic bedrock creates susceptible conditions for soil 
compaction.  The representative Granflat and Lekrem soils have abundant rock 
fragments that are not as susceptible.  Rock fragments provide a stable platform 
that tends to support equipment, lessening compaction to the underlying soils. 
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Existing detrimental soil compaction and displacement in treatment units are 
displayed in Figures 3.7-3 and 3.7-4. 
 
Soil Productivity 
Productivity of soils within the project area varies depending on a variety of both 
physical and chemical properties.  These properties generally include, but are not 
limited to:  slope, aspect, elevation, precipitation, soil type, and soil depth, 
available water capacity of the soil, soil drainage, surface organic matter 
(including CWD) and bulk density of the soil.   
 
Volcanic ash deposits are generally associated with more productive sites, 
compared to glacial till deposits, which are much lower in biomass production.  
Hence, Parmenter soil series tend to be more productive soils due to the 
extended depth of both volcanic ash and/or glacial till deposits and the location 
where these soils have adequate soil moisture.  The volcanic ash material is 
higher in productivity than the glacial soils due to its higher levels of total 
Nitrogen (N), available Phosphorus (P), extractable Potassium (K), and higher 
water-holding capacity.   
 
Another important factor in soil productivity, and other soil functions, is coarse 
woody debris (CWD).  CWD is material derived from tree limbs, boles, and roots 
in various stages of decay.  The creation and accumulation of CWD depends on 
forest type, successional stage, insect and disease activity, weather events, fire-
return events, and decay.  CWD can protect soils from erosion, displacement, 
and compaction. Residues provide shade and protection from wind and snow 
and can be critical factors in protecting newly-established seedlings.  Decaying 
logs on the ground are excellent for nitrogen fixation (Graham et al 1990).   
 
Based upon decay time frames for CWD, most of the CWD within the project 
area would likely be consumed by frequent fire events before becoming 
incorporated into soil organic matter (Edmonds 1991).  Areas subject to frequent 
fires such as the mid and lower elevations of the analysis area did not evolve 
with large amounts of downed CWD.   
 
CWD standards were developed for the area in an attempt to be consistent with 
natural forest systems and fire disturbance (USDA 1996).  The CWD standards 
were expressed in tons/acre for specific forest settings. Only pieces equating to 
10,000 hour fuels and larger than 10 inches would be considered. The CWD 
standards were adjusted slightly after more careful review of piece size and 
affects of decay in 2002 (Snell and Brown 1980).   
 
The representative grassland soil, Chumstick and Granflat soil series (historically 
located in Fire Regime II) would need 2-3 tons per acre in order to maintain 
natural soil processes (USDA 2000a).  The Lekrem representative soils series, 
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with inferred transitional forest communities would need 3-7 tons per acre of 
CWD.   
 
The Parmenter soil site features support forest stands that tend to transition to 
closed-canopy forests.  These soils normally border soils that support vegetation 
that have frequent low-intensity fires, which strongly influences the fire return 
intervals on the these ashy soils.  CWD loading would likely range around 7 tons 
per acre.   
 
These ranges of CWD are consistent with natural fire regimes common to the 
project area (USDA 2000a).  These recommendations for CWD are based on 
amounts needed to maintain forest productivity and to protect the site from 
severe soil erosion.  Where potential treatment units are at or below these 
recommended amounts, removal of additional surface CWD should be avoided.  
The CWD figures for the grassland open grown ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir 
(Figure 3.7-5) are consistent with Northwest Forest Plan Old Growth standards.   
 
No large wild fires have occurred in Eightmile Creek during the past several 
years.  Fuel management occurred in the old Eightmile Timber Sale where 
burning was completed about 8 years ago. The Burgett Timber Sale had some 
underburns completed in 2004.  Additional discussion of existing fuel loading and 
CWD is in the Fuel Specialist Report. 
 
Mass Wasting 
Mass wasting is a natural process that occurs to some extent in most 
watersheds.  Certain forest management activities can aggravate mass wasting 
processes.  Landslide risk is affected by slope gradient, soil depth to an 
impervious layer, soil saturation, reduced root strength, drainage features, 
geomorphic features, soil features, and vegetation patterns.  Landslides can 
occur both under natural conditions and from disturbance activities.   
Mass wasting events would be in the form of debris torrents or slides associated 
with high-intensity summer storms or rapid snowmelt.  
 
Aerial photos were interpreted for landslides.  Field review confirmed soil 
movement in Unit 30, which was dropped from the project.  
 
Soil Microorganisms 
Ectomycorrhizae (ECM) fungi are required for nutrient and water uptake by forest 
tree species.  Both timber harvest and fire have the potential to impact ECM 
populations.  Fire impacts microbial activity directly by heat and indirectly by 
causing physical and chemical changes to the post-fire environment.  Some 
studies have indicated that the greatest reductions in ECM were associated with 
the hottest burns because these associations occur more frequently in organic 
horizons that can be consumed by fire.  Due to the level of intense heating in the 
moderate and high burn intensities, reductions in mycorrhizal activities are very 
likely in the project area.  Some studies, however, do not report mycorrhizal 
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reductions following harvest and fire, especially in low intensity burns 
(Amaranthus 1991).   
 
ECM fungi that allow carbon and nutrients to pass among them promote forest 
establishment following disturbance, linking individual trees spatially and 
temporally.  These linkages between plants indicate the importance of ECM in 
the soil.  Management practices that create intense disturbance and loss of 
organic matter or promote the introduction of non-ECM host species can 
decrease the ability of plants to form linkages with ECM fungi.  Management 
practices that retain living trees and shrubs and organic matter provide the 
energy source and substrata necessary for ECM linkages (Amaranthus and 
Perry 1994).  Amaranthus found that ECM root tip abundance and diversity on 
Douglas fir seedlings were reduced in severely compacted soils (Amaranthus et 
al. 1996). 
 
Soil displacement can have adverse effects on microorganism function by 
reducing the depth of surface horizons.  If surface horizons are shallow, 
displacement will have more serious or lasting effects.  Many of the 
microorganisms are important for tree seedling establishment and initial growth.  
Often microorganism activity is highest in the surface organic duff layer and 
surface mineral soil.  The deeper ashy soils are expected to have higher 
microorganism activity than the thin ashy soils.  The thin ashy soils Inceptisols 
and Mollisols are considered more susceptible to displacement and loss of 
microorganism activity.  Therefore, the depth of ash will be used to infer effects to 
microorganism function. 
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Field documentation  
A majority of units that had proposed ground-based operations were visited to 
obtain estimates for detrimental soil.  Ocular estimates were given based on 
surface soil disturbance classes described in Interim Protocol for Assessments 
and Management of Soil Quality Conditions (Howes 2001).  Priority assessment 
was given to soils with high risk assessment (Miller and Anderson 2005).  Within 
these percents are soils in various stages of vegetation recovery. 
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Figure 3.7-3  Detrimental Existing Soil Estimates 
Alternative 2 

Unit # Treatment 
acres 

Estimated 
detrimental 

soil % 

Estimated 
existing 

detrimental 
soil acres 

1 9 10 1 

3 25 25 6 

4 7 25 2 

5 46 15 7 

6 4 10 0.4 

7 7 30 2 

8 18 30 6 

12 7 10 0.7 

13 81 25 20 

14 12 15 2 

15 49 30 15 

17 54 20 11 

18 89 30 27 

19 9 30 3 

20 20 25 5 

21 25 30 8 

23 20 30 6 

29 20 30 6 

33 22 10 2 

34 23 15 3 

37 30 30 9 

43 6 30 2 

46 6 30 2 

47 20 20 4 

48 12 15 2 

49 12 30 5 

50 8 15 2 

51 6 15 1 

52 14 15 3 

53 5 15 1 

54 8 15 2 

55 9 15 2 
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Unit # Treatment 
acres 

Estimated 
detrimental 

soil % 

Estimated 
existing 

detrimental 
soil acres 

56 18 15 4 

58 11 15 2 

TTL 712  168 
 

Figure 3.7-4  Detrimental Existing Soil Estimates 
Alternatives 4 and 5 

Estimated 
existing 

detrimental 
soil acres 

Unit # Treatment 
acres 

Estimated 
detrimental 

soil % 

 
1 8 10 1 

3 24 25 8 

4 7 25 2 

7 7 30 3 

12 6 10 .5 

14 12 15 2 

15 39 30 16 

17 46 20 9 

20 14 30 4 

21 16 25 4 

23 20 30 6 

29 20 30 6 

33 22 10 2 

34 17 15 3 

37 23 30 7 

43 6 30 2 

46 6 30 2 

47 15 15 2 

50 5 15 .75 

51 6 15 1 

52 14 15 2 

53 5 15 .75 

54 8 15 1 

55 9 15 1 

56 18 15 3 
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Estimated 
existing 

detrimental 
soil acres 

Unit # Treatment 
acres 

Estimated 
detrimental 

soil % 

 
58 7 15 1 

Totals 380  90 

 
Soil Interpretation Table 
The relative soil interpretations included in Figure 3.7-5 are based upon soil/site 
features within the project area.  These interpretations are qualitative, not 
quantitative.  As such, they are meant to help compare soil map units within the 
analysis area.  The interpretative classes are relative scales to measure soil map 
unit qualities.  The Okanogan and Wenatchee National Forests Soil Scientist 
developed the interpretations with the aid of the Okanogan-Methow Highland 
Area soil survey.  These soil properties and interpretations have aided in the 
overall assessment of effects within the project area.   
 
Interpretation ratings were determined by the NRCS, National Soil Information 
System (Nasis), 2003 and ratings assigned in Landtype Associations of North 
Central Washington (USDA 2004c).  Definitions are located in these documents. 
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Figure 3.7-5  Relative Soil Interpretations (based on soil/site factors and Okanogan-
Methow Highlands Area Soil Survey information) 

Soil 
Erosion 
 

Soil 
Compaction 
 
 

Inherent Soil Potential Soil 
Map 
Unit # 

Soil Map Unit 
Name 

Subsoiler 
Operability 

Vegetation 
Recovery 

Displace-
ment 
Hazard 

Soil Water 
Availability 

Forest 
CWD 
Tons/acre 

Grass 

Group 
1 

Valley Bottoms and Outwash, ash 

142 Goodard-
Parmenter 
Complex, 0-
15% slope 

Suited Low 
 
High 

Severe 
 
Low 

High Moderate 
(7) 
 
 

Moderate 

Group 
2 

Valley Bottoms and Outwash, mixed ash 

448, 
317, 
435, 
608, 
612, 
615 

Granflat 
gravelly ashy 
sandy loam, 
0-10% 
slope 

Suited Low 
 
High 

Moderate 
 
Low 

High Low 
(2-3) 

Moderate to 
High 

Group 
3 

Glacial Moraines (moderately Steep Ridges and Knobs), mixed ash 

444, 
262, 
344, 
604 

Lekrem-
Chumstick-
Rockoutcrop 
Complex  35-
65% slope 

Unsuitable Moderate 
 
Moderate 

Severe 
 
Moderate 

Moderate Moderate 
(3-7) 

Moderate 

 
Direct and Indirect Effects  
 
Soil interpretations were used to assess effects of each alternative.  In the 
following assessments, detrimental soil disturbance will be used as a surrogate 
to explain soil productivity, soil microorganisms, and available soil water (holding 
capacity) effects because these effects are linked so closely to the integrity of the 
surface volcanic ash soil horizons.  The effects analysis was developed from soil 
survey interpretations, air photo interpretation, and on-site field transects of 
proposed treatment units.  Based upon field analysis, soil properties occur in very 
predictable patterns depending upon topographic position.  Topographic 
expression was extremely obvious within the project area.  Hence, air photo 
interpretation was also a useful tool to help determine the magnitude of soil 
effects across the project area. 
 
The effects analysis focuses primarily on detrimental soil disturbance from 
proposed ground-based harvest treatments, effects of wild-land fire intensities, 
and effects of road management actions.  The effects of these management 
actions on detrimental soil compaction/displacement, erosion, and coarse woody 
debris (CWD) will be described. 
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Monitoring of prescribed fire and pre-commercial thinning activities indicates little 
to no detrimental soil effects would be expected from these activities.  Pre-
commercial thinning operations would be conducted by low-impact hand crews.  
Prescribed fires are designed to be low-intensity with short residence times.  
These types of burns normally do not generate enough heat to consume organic 
duff layers.  If duff is consumed, it is normally restricted to small discontinuous 
spots.  The effects from prescribe fire and pre-commercial thinning will not be 
discussed in detail in this assessment. 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
 
Detrimental Soil Disturbance 
Detrimental soil compaction has occurred from past harvest activities within a 
portion of the analysis area.  Residual compaction occurs on the deep ashy soil 
series Goodard and Parmenter (Figure 3.7-5).  These series occur in the soil 
map units Group 1, Goodard-Parmenter Complex 0-15 % (142). No new impacts 
from soil compaction are anticipated with the No Action alternative.  Where 
detrimental soil compaction persists, existing levels of detrimental soil 
compaction would slowly recover over the next 30 years from natural vegetation 
recovery and soil biological activities.   
 
Under the No Action alternative, canopy closure would continue.  Due to 
increased canopy closure, grass understory vigor would decline.  With declining 
vigor, fine root hair development would also decline indirectly reducing fine soil 
pore space.  With declining root development, other dependent biological 
activities would begin to decline.  Detrimental soil compaction recovery would 
slowly begin to decline.    
 
Increasing canopy closure would not only reduce grass vigor but the density and 
composition of deep-rooted perennial grass species would also tend to decline.  
Forage values would likely decline elevating the risk of localized concentrated 
livestock use.  With elevated risk of concentrated livestock grazing, the risk of 
detrimental soil compaction would increase slightly over time.   
 
No new road construction would be initiated with Alternative 1, which would result 
in no increases in detrimental soil compaction.  No restoration treatments would 
be initiated to improve the cumulative effects of past detrimentally compacted soil 
conditions. No roads would be decommissioned under Alternative 1.  
 
Soil Erosion  
Most of the observed surface erosion within the analysis area is associated with 
concentrated runoff from secondary road surfaces.  These secondary road 
systems lack adequate drainage features to limit concentrated surface runoff and 
surface erosion from road surfaces. There would be no ground-disturbing 
activities that would lead to accelerated soil erosion.  
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Most road-derived erosion is collected shortly down slope of road fills.  Ground 
vegetation and downed debris is normally sufficient to trap and stabilize eroded 
material close to the surface.  However, during high intensity storm events, 
eroded material from rutted road surfaces will travel longer distances and poses 
a much higher risk of being delivered to stream systems.   
 
No removal of overstocked stands would occur with Alternative 1.  These stands 
would continue to support more stems and ladder fuels than would have 
occurred with natural fire regimes.  Basal area would continue to increase into 
the future providing for excess fuel loading and higher risks of tree mortality with 
future wildland fires.  This increased fuel build-up would also elevate the risk of 
fire spread across the project area (see fuels section in this chapter).  Ladder 
fuels would continue to build elevating the risk of crown fire conditions.  These 
areas of overstocked stands and excess ladder fuels would indirectly increase 
the risk of future high intensity fires.  The risk of high intensity fires would also 
elevate the risk for future soil erosion and nutrient reduction.  In the short term, 
Alternative 1 would result in less erosion than the other alternatives.   However, 
Alternative 1 would result in higher risks of long-term erosion associated with 
future wildland fires than Alternative 2, 4 and 5.  
 
Coarse Woody Debris (CWD) 
Overstocked stands and excess ladder fuels would continue to increase with this 
alternative, which would elevate the risk of tree mortality with future wildland 
fires.  Fire-killed trees would soon become down CWD (Everett et al. 1996).  An 
elevated level of CWD in turn increases the risk of high intensity fire effects.  This 
CWD would aid in reducing soil erosion (Graham et al. 1994).  CWD would also 
contribute to the long-term productivity of the area for nutrient recycling (Page-
Dumroese et al. 1991).  CWD would also provide some shading and moisture 
retention for tree seedling emergence and development.   
 
CWD loading in excess of fire regime condition class (FRCC) would have the 
indirect effect of increasing the risk of high intensity fires.  High fire intensities 
would substantially alter future nutrient cycling. High-severity burns would 
consume duff accumulation and volatize organic matter in the upper 2 inches of 
soil surfaces.  Alternative 1 would provide the highest risk of elevating fire 
intensity in natural wildland fire regimes, which could result in increased erosion 
as well as further disrupting nutrient cycling in the future. 
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Action Alternatives 2, 4 and 5 
 
The expected soil effects from Alternative 2, 4, and 5 are very similar to one 
another. Some treatment activities are expected to generate detrimental soil 
disturbance (effects from ground-based yarding of commercial harvest units and 
burning concentrated slash piles).  Figures 3.7-6 and 3.7-7 identify the acres of 
commercial thinning operations by soil units.  Soil Distribution maps are included 
in the project analysis files. 
 
Figure 3.7-6 Alternative 2 proposed action treatments by soil map unit 

Total Acres Treated 
(Treatment Units) 
Commercial Thin/Vegetation Treatment 

Soil Map Unit # 
 
 

Soil Map Unit Name 

Tractor 
Group 1  Valley Bottoms and Outwash, ash 
142  Goodard-Parmenter Complex, 0-15% 

slope 
53 
(34,37,41 {Honeymoon Campground}) 
 

Group 2  Valley Bottoms and Outwash, mixed ash 
448, 317, 435, 608, 612, 615 Granflat gravelly ashy sandy loam 0-10% 

slope 
570 
(2,4,5,6,7,12,13,14,15,17,18,19,20,21,22,23
,27,29,33,37,41,42,43,47,48,49,50,51,52,53
,54,55,56,58) 

Group 3  Glacial Moraines (Moderately Steep Ridges and Knobs) mixed ash 
444, 262, 344, 604,  Lekrem-Chumstick-Rockoutcrop 

Complex, 35-65% slope 
119 
(1,3,5,6,13,14,17,18,23,33,46,47,50,51, 
56) 
 

 
Figure 3.7-7  Alternatives 4 and 5 proposed action treatments by soil map unit 

Total Acres Treated* 
(Treatment Units) 
Commercial Thin/Vegetation Treatment 

Soil Map Unit # 
 
 

Soil Map Unit Name 

Tractor 

Group 1 Valley Bottoms and Outwash, ash 
142  Goodard-Parmenter Complex, 0-15% 

slope 
40 
(34,37,41{Honeymoon Campground}) 
 

Group 2 Valley Bottoms and Outwash, mixed ash 
448, 317, 435, 608, 612, 615 Granflat gravelly ashy sandy loam 0-10% 

slope 
272 
(2,7,12,14,15,17,20,21,22,23,27,37,41, 
42,43,47,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,58) 

Group 3  Glacial Moraines (Moderately Steep Ridges and Knobs) mixed ash 
444, 262, 344, 604,  Lekrem-Chumstick-Rockoutcrop 

Complex, 35-65% slope 
56 
(1,3,14,17,23,46,50,51,56) 
 

 
Estimated additional detrimental soils acres are based on application of soil 
design elements as outlined in Chapter 2.  Existing skid/forwarder trails are 
evident and would be reused when possible for ground-based operations, hence 
reducing additional acres.  An estimated 3 to 5 percent would be added to units 
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with high percents of previous entries.  Skid/forwarder and landing placements 
were evaluated in the field with ID Team members.   
 
Estimated active restoration is based on treating Parmenter-Goodard Soils, Units 
34 and 37 listed in Group one, which have high risk assessment (Miller and 
Anderson 2005) and then treating soils in Group 2 with mitigations listed in 
Chapter 2.   Field assessments during logging operations by Forest Service soil 
scientists would identify any additional areas to treat if they exceed the 15 % 
allowable detrimental soil threshold. 
 
In addition to actively restoring skid/forwarder trails and landings, net soil 
improvement would be attained by road decommissioning.  Passive restoration 
would occur on all skid/forwarder trails and landings by seeding or vegetation 
plugging.  Vegetative growth is expected the first year with vegetation becoming 
established in successive years.  Evidence of vegetation establishment has been 
documented in ocular estimates and visiting similar sites on past sale areas. 
Estimates are not given for passive restoration 
 

Figure 3.7-8  Estimated Additional Detrimental Soil Acres 
And Estimated Active Soil Restoration, Alternative 2 
Unit 

# 
Treatment 

acres 
Estimated 
additional 

detrimental soil 
acres (summer 
ground based) 

Estimated active 
restoration soil 
acres (summer 
ground based) 

1 9 .5 0 

3 25 .75 .75 

4 7 .25 .25 

5 46 1 1 

6 4 .25 0 

7 7 .25 .25 

8 18 .5 .5 

12 7 .25 0 

13 81 2 2 

14 12 .5 .5 

15 49 1 1 

17 54 2 2 

18 89 3 3 

19 9 .25 .25 

20 20 .5 .5 

21 25 .5 .5 

23 20 .5 .5 

29 20 .5 .5 
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Unit 
# 

Treatment 
acres 

Estimated 
additional 

detrimental soil 
acres (summer 
ground based) 

Estimated active 
restoration soil 
acres (summer 
ground based) 

33 22 .5 0 

34 23 .5 .5 

37 30 .5 .5 

43 6 .25 .25 

46 6 .25 .25 

47 20 .25 .25 

48 12 .5 .5 

49 12 .25 .25 

50 8 .25 .25 

51 6 .25 .25 

52 14 .5 5 

53 5 .25 .25 

54 8 .25 .25 

55 9 .25 .25 

56 18 .5 .5 

58 11 .25 .25 

TTL 712 20 18.25 

 
Figure 3.7-9   Estimated Additional Detrimental Soil Acres 
And Estimated Active Restoration, Alternatives 4 and 5 

Unit # Treatment 
acres 

Estimated 
additional 

detrimental 
soil acres 
(summer 
ground 
based) 

Estimated active 
restoration soil 

acres 
(summer ground 

based) 

1 8 .5 0 

3 24 .75 .75 

4 7 .25 .25 

7 7 .25 .25 

12 6 .5 0 

14 12 .5 .5 

15 39 1 1 

17 46 1 1 

20 14 1 1 
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21 16 .5 .5 

23 20 .5 .5 

29 20 .5 .5 

33 22 .5 0 

34 17 .5 .5 

37 23 .75 .75 

43 6 .25 .25 

46 6 .25 .25 

47 15 .75 .75 

50 5 .25 .25 

51 6 .25 .25 

52 14 .75 .75 

53 5 .25 .25 

54 8 .50 .50 

55 9 1 1 

56 18 1 1 

58 7 .25 .25 

Totals 380 14.5 13 

 
Figure 3.7-10   Treatment acres for Alternatives 

Alternative Treatment Acres Comparison of Alternative Treatments  
1 2 4 5 

Commercial thinning, regeneration harvest, release 
felling, excludes campgrounds 

0 712 380 380 

Noncommercial thinning 0 58 50 50 
Prescribed burning 0 2100 2100 1958 
Commercial firewood 0 21 19 19 
Estimated Active Restoration Soil Acres 
Summer ground base 

0 18.25 13 13 

Miles of Dozer fireline 0 2.6 2.7 3.9 
Miles of hand fireline 0 11.2 6.9 7.2 
Miles of Road Closure 0 15.5 15.5 15.5 
Miles of Road Decommissioning 0 6.7 6.7 6.7 
Net Acres restored on Roads  0 11.4 11.4 11.4 

 
Detrimental Soil Disturbance (Compaction)  
Volcanic ash has low bulk density, which creates susceptible conditions for soil 
compaction and displacement.  Soils with slight compaction hazards are those 
with associated rock fragments at, or very near, the surface.  The Goodard-
Parmenter Complex soils typically have a severe risk of detrimental soil 
compaction.  Much of the project area is composed of soils with excessive rocky 
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cobbles.  Rock fragments provide a stable platform that tends to support 
equipment without compressing the underlying soils.  Where rock fragments are 
at the surface, soil compaction is not normally a concern.  The Granflat 
representative soil has low compaction risk (see Figure 3.7-5) 
 
Due to the nature of the Goddard-Parmenter Complex soils there will be a risk of 
increasing detrimental soil compaction (Froehlich 1979) within Units 34 and 37.  
Based upon Forest Plan Soil Standards, the Action Alternatives include design 
criteria, mitigations and restoration measures to reduce the effect of activity 
generated detrimental soil disturbance and to move disturbed conditions to more 
desirable conditions. 
 
Detrimental soil compaction can be a contributing factor to soil erosion and 
reduction of soil productivity.  Severely compacted soils would normally restrict 
water infiltration rates, possibly resulting in greater chances of overland flow with 
subsequent increases in soil erosion (Froehlich H. A. no date).  Soil compaction 
also has the potential to affect long-term site productivity.  Long-term site 
productivity losses from soil compaction can range from 6 to 25% of both 
diameter and height growth (Wert and Thomas 1981).  Some of the soils within 
the project area have conditions that are susceptible to soil compaction and 
displacement.  Refer to Figure 3.7-5 for compaction and displacement hazard 
ratings.  
 
Harvest activities within the project area date back to 1950 and have been as 
recent as 2000.  Recovery in the older units has been in the form of pine grass, 
some bunchgrasses as well as snowberry and other low-lying shrubs.  The 
rooting activity from these deep-rooted grasses and other vegetation has 
reduced the level of compaction from past harvest activities (Waldron et al.1982).  
This root development has also likely functioned to increase soil macroporosity 
within the upper soil horizons, improving infiltration capacities.  Evidence of soil-
micro-organisms and rodent borrowing also indicates that soil pore space has 
improved since earlier harvest and mechanical slash piling was conducted.  Soil 
compaction does not appear to have contributed to overland flow conditions or 
surface soil erosion originating from within old logging units, with exception of 
skid/forwarder trails and roads. While some recovery in past detrimental soil 
compaction has likely occurred, no monitoring has been conducted that would 
adequately assess the magnitude of recovery.  Treatment units located on soil 
units with abundant rock fragments at the surface or slopes in excess of 45 
percent are expected to have little residual soil compaction.   
  
Sampling of proposed treatment areas indicated that some detrimental soil 
compaction still exists from past logging and fuels treatment (Figures 3.7-3 and 
3.7-4).  Field surveys in 2004 indicated that on stands occupying slopes of less 
than 40%, which had experienced previous timber entries, detrimental soil 
compaction was estimated to be between 15 to 40% of the area.  Based on 
detrimental soil disturbance studies completed since 1989 on the Okanogan 
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National Forest, detrimental soil disturbance normally ranges between 25 to 45% 
on older harvest units (Radek 1996).   
 
Units estimated to incur detrimental soil exceeding the 15 percent threshold and 
requiring active restoration are listed by Alternative in Figure 3.7-8 and 3.7-9.  If 
project monitoring indicated that activity generated compaction levels in 
additional units exceeds Forest Plan standards and guidelines, subsoiling or 
excavator plugging-designated skid/forwarder trails and landings would be done 
to reduce the effects of additional detrimental soil compaction.  This treatment 
would be expected to reduce levels of additional detrimental soil compaction 
below the threshold standard of 15 percent detrimental soil compaction.   Hence, 
subsoiling or excavator plugging treatments could be considered restoration 
treatments because skid/forwarder trails would be left in an improved condition 
following Alternatives 2, 4 and 5.  Appropriate grass seeding should be 
considered as a companion treatment with the subsoiling and would assist in the 
prolonged recovery of these soils.  
 
The above mitigations would ensure effective ground cover percents required by 
R6 Soil Quality Standards following summer ground soil-disturbing activities. 
 
Within the analysis area, subsoiling skid/forwarder trails would not be an 
acceptable restoration measure in the rocky soil map units due to the amount of 
profile and surface rock fragments (Andrus and Froehlich 1993), but because of 
the rock content of these units, compaction is unlikely to be a serious problem.   
 
Designated skid/forwarder trails normally represent approximately 10-15 percent 
of a treatment unit.  Active restoration in treatment units would reduce 
detrimental soil compaction (Figures 3.7-3 and 3.7-4).   The beneficial effects of 
subsoiling or excavator plugging would occur immediately following the 
treatment.   
 
Natural grass release is expected to help move soils to more desirable conditions 
in the future.  The release of grassy understories would indirectly increase the 
degree of pore space within compacted surface layers.  The direct and indirect 
effect of improving soil-biological activity should move detrimentally disturbed 
soils to desirable conditions during the analysis period of 30 years.  
 
The reduction of crown closure is expected to release understory grasses and 
shrubs, improving the amount and quality of available forage in the Cub Grazing 
Allotments.  Due to the scale of planned treatments, it is expected that livestock 
distribution would be improved over the existing situation.  Improved distribution 
of livestock would also reduce the risk of concentrated grazing use and localized 
detrimental soil compaction. 
 
Units 2, 27, 41 and 42 are developed recreation sites with high use and soil 
productivity is not an objective because they are managed for intensive human 
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use.  Subsoiling is not desirable in these areas because of the intensive site use 
and detrimental compaction is not an issue. These units total 18 acres. 
 
There would be 15.5 miles of closed roads and 6.7 miles of decommissioning 
planned.  This would result in about 11.4 acres of soil recovery from detrimental 
soil compaction.  Approximately 500 feet of temporary road would be constructed 
and decommissioned in Alternative 2 only.  Soil would be left in a condition from 
which they would slowly recover soil function and processes. 
 
IN summary, under Alternative 2, a total of 20 additional acres of soil compaction 
would be offset by 18.25 acres of active soil restoration and 11.4 acres of road 
restoration, in addition to an unquantified amount of passive restoration.  In 
Alternatives 4 and 5, a total of 14.5 additional acres of soil compaction would be 
offset be 13 acres of active restoration, 11.4 acres of road restoration, and an 
unquantified amount of passive restoration.  This would meet the intent of the 
Forest Plan to move the area toward desired conditions. 
 
Detrimental Soil Disturbance (Displacement)  
Soils that are most susceptible to displacement include the representative 
Lekrem-Chumstick-Rockoutcrop complex 35-65%, which occurs in soil groups 3 
for a total of 119 acres for Alternative 2 and 56 acres for Alternative 4 and 5.  See 
Figures 3.7-6 and 3.7-7 for a list of proposed treatment units.    
 
Tractor skid/forwarder operations on soils greater than 35 percent, elevates the 
risk of soil displacement.  Within the representative Lekrem-Cumstick-
Rockoutcrop complex, tractor skid/forwarder operations would be limited to those 
areas where slope gradient in less than 35 percent, or very short distances within 
the steeper portions.  This practice would reduce the level of detrimental soil 
displacement.     
 
Standard operational mitigation measures such as erosion dips and/or slash 
placement within skid/forwarder trails would effectively mitigate accelerated 
surface erosion.  Figure 3.7-5 lists the soils susceptible to displacement and 
Figures 3.7-6 and 3.7-7 list the planned treatment units susceptible to 
displacement.  Alternative 2 would have the greatest risk of soil displacement. 
  
Soil Erosion  
Most surface erosion would be expected in the 2 to 3 years following initial soil 
disturbance from the previously identified actions.  With the implementation of the 
erosion control mitigation measures listed in Chapter 2, the rate of erosion from 
ground-based harvest treatments, road closures, and landing construction is not 
expected to substantially accelerate the natural rate of erosion (Packer 1967).  
Increased levels of soil erosion from landings would be mitigated by placement of 
debris below landing fill slopes, which would trap and stabilize eroded material 
close to the source.  In the long term, closing approximately 15.5 miles of road 
and decommissioning approximately 6.7 miles of road would reduce surface 
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erosion on approximately 11.4 acres.  
 
Fire Effects  
The FOFEM (First Order Fire Effects) model was applied to representative 
project units. Input for soils simulates representative soils in the analysis area. 
Outputs indicate that the least duff consumption and mineral soil exposed would 
occur under wet soil conditions. Additional discussion and outputs are in the Fuel 
Specialist Report.   
 
For Alternative 2, coarse woody debris removal would help reduce potential fuel 
loading on approximately 2675 acres; 2879 acres for Alternative 4; and 2376 
acres for Alternative 5.  The Action Alternatives would remove overstocked trees 
and ladder fuels that would otherwise elevate the risk of wild-land and burn 
intensity.  Fuel loading needs to be balanced with soil/site conditions and natural 
fire regimes.   
 
The Granflat representative soil series are grassland soils that did not develop 
under the potential fuel levels expected in the project area.  Removing CWD on 
these soils would be a beneficial action. Most of the other soils would also benefit 
from fuel reduction by reducing stocking and ladder fuels to be consistent with 
fire regime condition classes. Snag and CWD guidelines would provide enough 
downed material to support soil hydrologic and nutrient processes. 
 
The proposed fuel reduction treatments are not expected to cause detrimental 
soil effects from high intensity fire.  These treatments do not have the fuel loading 
or residence time to generate high intensity fires, which could lead to high 
severity burns and detrimental soil effects.   
 
 The indirect effects of Alternative 2, 4, and 5 would be the reduced risk of 
increased surface erosion and nutrient loss in the near future.  Alternative 2 
treats more acres than Alternative 1, 4 and 5 and would be considered more 
effective at moving existing forest communities to be in sync with natural fire 
regimes and reducing the risk of future surface erosion and nutrient loss in the 
near future 

 
Hand piles would occur in Units 2, 8, 27, 41, and 42 and would include small 
material of less than 6 inches diameter. Each pile would be approximately 25 
square feet with an estimate of .03 acres per pile. Pile numbers can be variable 
with terrain and amount of material. The total acres would depend on the actual 
number of post-logging piles. Soil temperature thresholds as listed in Effects of 
Fire on Soil and Water (USDA-RMRS-GTR-42 2005) would determine soil 
heating and detrimental soil.  Living organisms would be killed at temperatures 
as low as 60 degrees C.  Mineral soil alters at minimal temperatures of 200 C.  
Since piles would incur prolonged concentrated heating, damage to soil 
organisms and soil structure would occur on these small areas. 
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Dozer lines occurring in the prescribed burn units would equate to 5 acres soil 
disturbance for Alternatives 2 and 4 and 4 acres disturbance for Alternative 5. 
Mitigations would provide active restoration for both dozer and handlines.  
Prescribed fire treatments are not subject to Forest Plan standards for no more 
than 15% compaction. 
 
Cumulative Effects  
 
This analysis considers the effects on soils from past actions going back 30 
years, along with ongoing actions and reasonably foreseeable future actions that 
have been proposed.  A complete list of past, present and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions is listed at the beginning of this chapter.  Only those 
activities that have affected soils are considered in this cumulative effects 
analysis.  Because effects on soils are site-specific, this cumulative effects 
analysis is limited to the immediate area surrounding the treatment units. 
 
Details regarding impacts of past activities have already been discussed in the 
existing condition information presented at the beginning of this soils section.  
Compaction, displacement, and erosion are aspects of soil impacts that have 
remained on the landscape from past activities. 
 
Past Actions 
Past actions that have affected soils that would have overlapping impacts with 
the Eightmile Vegetation project are included in the following discussion.  
 
Figures 3.7-3 and 3.7-4 show units that initially exceeded the 15 percent soil 
threshold due to past management activities within the alternatives’ treatment 
areas.  Figures 3.7-8 and 3.7-9 illustrated projected effects following Eightmile 
Vegetation Management Project treatments.  According to Regional Soil 
standards, the cumulative detrimental effects from project implementation and 
restoration must, at a minimum, not exceed the conditions prior to the planned 
activity and should move toward a net improvement in soil quality. Design 
criteria, mitigation measures and restoration would ensure this standard would be 
met. 
 
Fuels management (burning) was completed about 8 years ago in the Eightmile 
Timber Sale. The Burgett Timber Sale had some underburns completed in 2004 
and some units remain but would be incorporated into the landscape burns for 
the Eightmile Vegetation Management Project.  Effects from these burns did not 
result in detrimental soil and no cumulative effects are expected. 
 
Wyssen skyline logging corridors from past projects occurring in Units 12 and 13 
and adjacent areas overlap the prescribed burn project.  No additional cumulative 
effects are expected because the Eightmile Bottom Burn would be designed to 
maintain CWD in place to prevent erosion. 
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Timber sales predating the Burgett Sale result in overlapping effects with  Units 
7, 8, 13, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 29, 37, and 43.  Estimated soil disturbance exceeds 
Forest Plan Standards for Alternatives 2, 4 and 5.  The mitigation measures in 
Chapter 2 would be applied to avoid increased levels of soil disturbance. and in 
addition passive restoration would take place.  
 
Burgett Timber Sale commercial thinning units completed in 2000 have 
overlapping effects with Units 3, 4, 14, 23, 46, 51 and 58 on about 41 acres. 
Estimated soil disturbance exceed Forest Plan Standards for Alternatives 2, 4 
and 5.  The mitigation measures in Chapter 2 would be applied to avoid 
increased levels of soil disturbance. and in addition passive restoration would 
take place.  
 
On-going Actions 
Recreation activities include campground management with hazard tree removal 
and road maintenance.  Dispersed recreation, hunting, camping, fishing, and 
firewood gathering also occur. These activities occur in limited high-use activity 
areas and detrimental soils are not a concern. 
  
Limited noxious weed treatments have occurred within the project area, mostly 
hand-pulling. This encourages native vegetation to reestablish and helps stabilize 
soils.  Eightmile Vegetation Management Project treatments (hand pulling) would 
further reduce effects of weeds on soils.  Treatments under the existing 
Integrated Weed Management decisions would continue reduce effects of weeds 
on soils in the project area. 
 
Road-related activities from established roads would have limited effects on 
residual levels of surface erosion.  Most roads-related activities are associated 
with dispersed recreational use, which would have essentially little effect on 
residual levels of surface erosion. Travel on wet roadways causes some added 
erosion due to concentrated runoff.  The road management actions from 
Alternative 2, 4, and 5 would result in additional road closures and 
decommissioning that would reduce the effects of travel triggering erosion from 
roadways.    
 
Livestock grazing continues to occur throughout the Eightmile project area, and 
results in localized compaction around streamside areas that are easily accessed 
by livestock.  
 
Reasonable Foreseeable Future Actions 
The Cub-Fawn-Goat Allotment Management Plan (AMP) outlines the current 
grazing strategy for the project area and is planned for revision in 2006.  The 
AMP revision would likely reduce current soil impacts from livestock grazing.  In 
addition, the release of understory vegetation caused by reduction in overstory 
stocking in the Eightmile Vegetation Management Project would also favor the 
increase of available natural forage for livestock.  Increased amounts and quality 
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of available forage should improve livestock distribution and reduce the risks of 
concentrating livestock and attendant soil compaction.  Alternative 2 would 
release the most understory vegetation because more acres of overstory are 
treated..   
The Cub Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment would further reduce the risk of 
uncharacteristic stand-replacing wildfires, increase understory vegetation, and 
apply design and mitigation measures to avoid increases in soil disturbance. 
 
Cumulative Effects Summary 
The cumulative beneficial effects of moving treatment areas to be more in 
consistent with FRCCs and consequently reduce the risk of uncharacteristic 
stand-replacing wildfires are expected to have a more lasting positive effect than 
the slight increase in detrimental soil compaction.  Restoration measures such as 
subsoiling skid/forwarder trails, understory grass release, and plans for improved 
livestock distribution would be effective at moving these disturbed areas toward 
more desirable conditions 30 to 40 years into the future.   
 
Alternative 2 provides the most treatment acres and also the most soil restoration 
acres.  Alternative 1 provides the least treatment acres and restoration areas. 
 

3.8  Scenic Resources 
 
The section below summarizes the existing condition information, along with the direct, 
indirect and cumulative effects from the Eightmile project, as analyzed in the Eightmile 
Vegetation Management Project Scenic Resource (Zbyszewski 2006) available in the 
project analysis file. 
 
Introduction 
 
Landscape Character is an overall visual and cultural impression of landscape 
attributes – the physical appearance and cultural context of a landscape that 
gives it an identity and “sense of place”.  The desired Landscape Character is 
specific to each ecotype of the forest.  The Landscape Character goal for the 
project area is to maintain a predominately natural appearing landscape, with 
even-aged stands, and stands representing different age classes, species mix, 
and with variable structure.  A transitional approach is desirable to move the high 
density stands towards a lower density species pattern and composition, 
becoming more fire resilient and ecologically sustainable in time.  Enhancement 
opportunities include increasing the visibility of large trees from travel routes and 
campgrounds, and maintaining a variety of tree species.  There is also an 
opportunity to improve the Landscape Character and enhance the scenery by 
creating and maintaining a series of specific plant stages that leave a diversity of 
age classes and a variety of natural appearing open spaces.  From a scenery 
enhancement approach, ecologically sound landscapes can also be aesthetically 
pleasing as well as sustainable, and reflect inherent natural disturbance regimes 
(such as fire, insects and disease).  The risk of large-scale disturbances, such as 
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wildfire, or insect and disease outbreaks increases when forests become 
overcrowded.  These disturbances can cause a dramatic change to the existing 
scenery and Landscape Character. 
 
Every landscape changes over time, and in turn, the landscape vegetative 
character continues to change whether it is actively managed or allowed to 
naturally evolve.  In the Eightmile Vegetation Management Project Area, there 
has been a change in historical vegetative species and vegetative patterns.  The 
resulting patterns are becoming less sustainable in the long term due to high risk 
of future fire potential and disease outbreaks.  These contribute to trees dying 
and a degraded forested setting environment for the people recreating in the 
area.  However, from a scenery standpoint, the existing Landscape Character is 
a naturally appearing forested environment with a range of scenic integrity levels 
ranging from MODERATE (slightly altered) to HIGH (natural appearing). 
 
The Forest Plan discusses scenery in terms of Visual Quality Objective (VQO), 
Variety Class, Sensitivity Level, and Distance Zone.  These are from the Visual 
Management System (USDA Forest Service 1974) and the National Forest 
Landscape Management handbooks.  The following figure displays the 
management areas within the project area, and their corresponding VQO, Variety 
Class, Sensitivity Level, and Distance Zone. 
 
Figure 3.8-1  Forest Plan visual quality objectives by Management Area 
Management 
Area 

Visual Quality 
Objective 
(VQO) 

Variety 
Class 

Sensitivity 
Level 

Distance Zone and Viewshed 

MA 05 Retention A 
B 

Level 1 
Level 1 

All 
Foreground 

MA 05 Partial Retention A 
B 
C 
C 

Level 2 & 3 
Level 1 
Level 2 
Level 1 

All 
Middleground & Background 
Foreground 
Foreground and Middleground 

MA 25 Modification 
Maximum 
Modification 

 Level 1 
 

Roads and Trails 
All other areas 

MA 14 Modification 
Maximum -
Modification 

 Level 1 
 

Roads and Trails 
All other areas 

MA 17 Range from 
Retention to 
Modification 

 Level 1 Developed Campgrounds, 
Organizational Camps 
Summer Homes 

 
In 1995, the Forest Service adopted a new method of scenery management, 
called Landscape Aesthetics.  The method is described in detail in Forest Service 
Landscape Aesthetics, A Handbook for Scenery Management 1995.  This 
method includes new terminology for scenery management, but corresponds to, 
and incorporates the terms and direction found in the Forest Plan.  In Landscape 
Aesthetics, Scenic Integrity corresponds to VQOs.  Scenic Integrity is a measure 
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of the degree to which a landscape is visually perceived to be “complete”.  The 
following paragraphs explain the integration of the two terms.   
 
In areas designated to Retention VQO, all foreground landscapes shall have the 
visitor perception of natural appearing and will have HIGH scenic integrity.  HIGH 
scenic integrity refers to landscapes where the valued Landscape Character 
“appears” intact.  (Landscape Aesthetics Handbook 701, p 2-4) (USDA 1995). 
 
In Partial Retention VQO areas the visitor will perceive a natural appearing to 
slightly altered landscape viewed in foreground and middleground areas 
(Okanogan Forest Plan, 4-65 to 4-66) and will have MODERATE scenic integrity.  
MODERATE scenic integrity refers to landscapes where the valued Landscape 
Character “appears slightly altered” (USDA 1995).  
 
In areas allocated to Modification VQO, human activities would be visually 
evident, but should blend into the landscape by utilizing naturally established 
form, line, color and texture of the natural landscape.  Modification areas would 
have LOW scenic integrity.  LOW scenic integrity refers to landscapes where the 
valued Landscape Character “appears moderately altered”.  Deviations begin to 
dominate the valued Landscape Character being viewed but they borrow valued 
attributes such as size, shape, edge effect and pattern of natural openings, 
vegetative type changes or architectural styles outside the landscape being 
viewed. (USDA 1995). 
 
Existing Condition 
 
The project area is completely within the Eightmile Creek Viewshed, which is 
rated as sensitivity level 1, Retention VQO as seen from Buck Lake, Flat, Nice, 
Ruffed Grouse, and Honeymoon Campgrounds, and Forest Road 5310-000.  
Most of the project area is in MA-05 with an emphasis to maintain or enhance 
recreational experiences with a predominately natural landscape.   
 
The rest of the project area is allocated as a range from Retention VQO to Partial 
Retention VQO to Modification VQO.  The land allocation MA-25 applies to the 
upper slope of the north side of the Eightmile drainage.  MA-17 applies to the 
developed campgrounds.  There is a small area of MA-14 near the intersection of 
Forest Roads 5130-000 and 5100-000.  These VQOs are minimums, and higher 
VQO (either Partial Retention or Retention) in areas that are sensitive for 
recreation and scenic objectives may be desirable.  For example, secondary 
Forest roads such as Forest Roads 5130-100, 5130-300, and 5220-000 are 
important travel routes that provide dispersed access and opportunities for 
sightseeing or driving for pleasure. 
 
Existing Landscape Character 
The project area is located in the Eightmile Drainage, and encompasses 
approximately 12,100 acres.  In general, the foreground of the viewshed extends 
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¼ mile on either side of the roadway and the middleground extends to one mile 
on either side.  Visual quality objectives for the viewshed include both retention 
and partial retention.  The general experience is one of primarily foreground 
vegetation, small meadows, riparian areas, and distant views of mountains.  
Changes in vegetation and associated species, dramatic vistas, intimate 
foreground views of large old-growth trees, stream-side settings, recreation sites, 
and glimpses of the wilderness lend an air of expectancy to the experience of 
traveling the Eightmile corridor. 
 
A variety of people view and use this unique corridor in many different ways: 
some merely a day trip, some as a means of getting to the neighboring Pasayten 
Wilderness, some to simply relax and enjoy the setting, and others who will 
spend time getting better acquainted with the area and themselves.  Recreation 
use includes driving for pleasure, camping, driving to and from the Billy Goat 
trailhead, hunting in the fall, occasional fishing, walking, and mountain biking.  
The area is also used at times for camping by large groups.  Recreation facilities 
in the project area include five developed campgrounds, and several established 
and many potential dispersed campsites.   
 
Some timber harvest areas can be seen from roads and trails in the area.  Most 
timber harvest has taken place in the middleground, generally out of sight from 
the valley bottom.  Some activities, however, including removal of brush and 
trees for better sight distance, timber harvest, and slash treatment, have 
happened in the immediate foreground and the results are still noticeable. 
 
Visual management guidelines were developed and documented in Eightmile 
Creek Visual Management Guidelines, Okanogan National Forest, Winthrop 
Ranger District, (USDA1991).  The inventory of the Eightmile corridor showed 
five separate visual settings, or “cells”, beginning with the open, park-like stands 
of ponderosa pine in the lower valley and ending with the undisturbed and wilder 
appearing vegetation at the upper end.  In between are denser stands of 
Douglas-fir and a continuous ribbon of riparian vegetation along Eightmile Creek.  
While the big, widely spaced ponderosa pine are what the valley tends to be 
remembered for, it’s really all the cells combined that create the experience of 
traveling the corridor.  The traveler experiences a much greater sense of 
expectancy and anticipation traveling up (north) versus down (south).  The 
difference is due to viewing magnificent mountains in the background and the 
closing in of the valley as one proceeds north as opposed to only textured hills in 
the middleground seen as one travels south.  The Eightmile Vegetation 
Management project area encompasses mostly Cells 2 and 3.  There is a small 
amount of Cells 1 and 4 within the project area, but no treatments are planned 
within them.  A map showing project area over cells and visual quality objectives 
is included in the Map Section, Map 3.8.1.   
 
The Existing Experience of Cells 2 and 3 are described below: 
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Cell 2:  This is the longest and most complex of the five experiential cells.  The 
lower half of the main road is paved in this cell, with the remainder gravel 
surfaced.  Two campgrounds, Flat and Nice, highlight this stretch of the corridor 
with their old-fashioned, period campground look.  Many yellow-bellied 
ponderosa pine, in a park-like atmosphere, stand in contrast to the darker and 
more somber green of spruce and fir.  The large ponderosa pine are beginning to 
die from insect attacks, so this component of the view is diminishing.  A cool 
oasis of mixed conifers shade Nice and, to a lesser extent, Flat campgrounds, 
both of which lie next to a brushy stream channel.  A few glimpses of mountain 
peaks are visible in a focal view, but generally a shady, enclosed feeling with 
easy viewing into the nearby forests characterizes this cell. 
 
Cell 3: This short cell is characterized by even thicker Douglas-fir stands than 
Cell 2.  Ponderosa pine becomes less and less evident with shades of darker 
and more blue-green color predominating.  All vegetation tends to crowd close to 
the road with only on existing good view up valley toward Burgett Peak. 
 
The Design Criteria from the Eightmile Visual Guidelines are listed below: 
 
1. Manage the timber stands in a thrifty, disease-free condition (where 

possible) to enhance their long-term appearance and productivity, except to 
identify and protect “character” trees. 

2. Retain and enhance fall color species such as vine maple, cottonwoods, 
aspen, and other hardwoods. 

3. Rehabilitate impacts of timber harvest activities, existing rock and gravel 
pits, signing, and other facilities.  Design future activities so that 
rehabilitation, if necessary, will take place immediately following the activity. 

4. Emphasize dominant views, and create variety by perpetuating timber 
stands of various age classes and species mix to strengthen the effect of 
the characteristic landscape. 

5. Use natural or natural-appearing succession and harvest to continually vary 
the textural pattern. 

6. Design and treatment will be in a flowing, textural manner.  The determinant 
will be topographic change along with silvicultural prescription and natural 
patterns, as established by the characteristic landscape. 

7. Interpret the differing setting to the forest visitor. 
 
Visual absorption capability (VAC) indicates the relative ability of any landscape 
to accept human alteration without loss of Landscape Character or scenic 
condition.  (USDA 1995, Landscape Aesthetics, C-1).  Using VAC it is possible to 
rate the project on how easy or difficult it is to blend the activity into the 
surrounding landscape.  VAC is rated in terms of high, medium, or low; high 
being the easiest to accomplish, low being the most difficult.  The ability of a 
particular viewshed to absorb change is based on several factors including, but 
not limited to, soil color, texture of vegetation, slope, and percentage of existing 
alteration to the viewshed.  Other factors used in VAC analysis include viewer’s 
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perception of expectations, viewer’s position in the landscape, duration of view, 
distance, and proposed activity in terms of scale, size, shape, and distribution.   
 
In general, the project area has a medium to low VAC rating due to the limited 
number of existing roads, the gradual change in the texture of the vegetative 
patterns as one travels up the viewshed, and a consistent landform, following the 
relatively straight drainage with little variation in the surrounding landscape. 
 
Existing Scenic Integrity 
Scenic integrity is the amount of human-caused deviation in form, line, color, and 
texture of a landscape.  The degrees of integrity vary from VERY HIGH to VERY 
LOW.  The following figure displays the 5 scenic integrity levels and conditions 
associated with each level. 
 
Figure 3.8-2   Scenic integrity level 
Scenic Integrity Level Condition 
VERY HIGH (Preservation VQO) 
HIGH (Retention VQO) 
MODERATE (Partial Retention VQO) 
LOW (Modification VQO) 
VERY LOW (Maximum Modification) 

Unaltered 
Appears Unaltered 
Slightly Altered 
Moderately Altered 
Heavily Altered 

 
The Eightmile Vegetation Management Project Area predominately has a HIGH 
scenic integrity level, with a small amount of MODERATE (no more than five 
percent).  The scenic integrity levels meet the Forest Plan Standards and 
Guidelines for a natural appearing foreground viewed from the designated travel 
routes.  Some areas allocated to MA-25, which has a VQO of Modification, also 
meet a higher scenic integrity level of Partial Retention to Retention. 
 
Social benefits of maintaining a naturally appearing forested environment that is 
ecologically sound and beautiful include conservation of scenic heritage, identity 
of self-image of communities and individuals, quality of life, and quality of 
recreation settings. 
 
Seen Area Analysis (Landscape Visibility) 
Essentially the entire area is visible from an important destination area or travel 
route.  Where the landform is steeper the landscape becomes more highly 
visible, however, these steeper side-slopes are generally hidden from view by the 
existing vegetation along Road 5130-000 and surrounding the campgrounds.  
Views from Road 5130-000 and the campgrounds are limited by where existing 
vegetation narrows the depth of viewing (generally >100 feet), except for open 
meadows.  
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Environmental Consequences 
 
Important Interactions 
Vegetation management activities of thinning trees, pruning trees, temporarily 
opening old roads and introducing fire through prescribed burning or 
underburning can affect the scenic resource by altering the naturally established 
form, line, color, and texture in a given viewshed.  The character of the 
landscape and the existing scenic integrity level (condition) can be affected. 
 
Scenic impacts of the change depend on the interactions of the following: 
1. Access to stands by existing roads and skid trails. 
2. Logging systems and silvicultural methods. 
3. Fuels treatment and methods. 
4. Slash disposal methods. 
5. Shape, size, and arrangement of thinning units. 
6. Topographical relationship to viewer’s position and duration of view. 
7. Existing Landscape Character and scenic integrity. 
8. The ability of the viewshed to absorb change. 
 
In terms of assessing scenic quality, the vegetation patterns are the elements 
that change the most.  Color and texture would be mosaics dominating the 
landscape patterns through vegetation patterns changing throughout the 
seasons.  Aspen groves and riparian vegetation add yellow fall color.   
 
The role of natural fire had an effect on the composition of the vegetation 
patterns and added to the variety of form and color.  The forms that would have 
been most common in the historical landscape would be proportionally in scale to 
the naturally established landscape and would likely be seen as irregular 
openings resulting from fires.   
 
The vegetation patterns are predominately dry site species with a mix of age 
classes.  Douglas-fir has encroached upon many of the desirable large 
ponderosa pine.  Large tree characteristics are seen from Road 5130-000 and 
the campgrounds, and throughout the viewshed.   
 
The species of vegetation and spatial distribution of plant communities that have 
been affected by or resulted from fire suppression activities are evident to 
visitors; however, they are not widely understood to be the result of human 
intervention in the fire regimes.  These effects (different vegetation communities 
and understory vegetation) are relatively subtle from a visual standpoint and not 
strongly linked with the more common perception regarding fire, such as black 
and silver snags, brown needles and black charred trunks.  For purpose of 
analysis, subsequent references to the “effects of fire” refer to the obvious visual 
evidence that occurs as a direct result of fire rather than the subtle effects of 
different species of vegetation and spatial distribution of plant communities where 
fire has been excluded.   
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Scenic effects within the project area are quantified and interpreted based on 
how the proposed alternative changes the existing Landscape Character and 
scenic integrity level.  Landscape Character refers to the naturally established 
landscape patterns that make each landscape identifiable or unique.  Scenic 
integrity is the state of naturalness, or conversely, the state of disturbance 
created by human activities or alteration.  The frame of reference for measuring 
scenic integrity levels is the valued attributes of the existing Landscape 
Character being viewed.  The degree of altered scenic condition depends on the 
amount of changes seen from Road 5130-000 and the campgrounds.  For 
example, altered condition in the landscape will be the greatest when most of the 
trees are removed in a given unit or area.  Consequently, the least change would 
occur when the existing trees are not removed.  The character of the landscape 
would be least affected when most of the existing trees are left intact.  
Landscape Character changes will occur similarly to the scenic integrity.  The 
following figure describes the Scenic Integrity Rating criteria and Landscape 
Character associated with each.  For this analysis, focus will be on the vegetative 
element of the Landscape Character. 
 
Figure 3.8-3   Scenic integrity rating criteria and landscape character 
Scenic Integrity Rating Description 
HIGH Landscape Character and Scenic 
Condition 

(Concept for all foreground areas) 

Mosaic landscape patterns, less uniformity.  
High diversity of structures and variety of 
spaces.  Light treatment to the landscape.  No 
skyline corridors, visible roads, and little 
mechanical disturbances. Alterations emulate 
natural appearing patterns.  Open spaces with 
variety of patterns.  Areas of dense, mosaic, 
and clumpy arrangement of textural patterns. 
Interesting landscapes. 

 
MODERATE Landscape Character and 
Scenic Condition 

(Preferred in other landscapes) 

Combination of Mosaic and Uniform landscape 
pattern.  Some diversity of structure.  Some 
variety of spaces.  Moderate treatment to the 
landscape.  A variety of natural to slightly 
altered to altered conditions.  A variation of 
natural patterns.  A variation of interest in the 
landscape.  Some textural patterns are 
retained. 

 
LOW Landscape Character and Scenic 
Condition 

(Not desirable in any landscape) 

Uniform landscape patterns.  Low diversity of 
structures, little variety of spaces, sameness.  
Heavy treatment to the landscape.   Dominate 
scenic conditions of roads, skyline corridors, 
and mechanical disturbances. Alterations do 
not appear natural, heavily altered conditions.  
Natural patterns are destroyed.  Boring, bleak, 

barren and sparse landscapes 
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Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
 
Landscape Character 
Alternative 1 would meet the Forest Plan Visual Quality objectives in the short 
term, but would not change the high density stands towards a lower density 
species pattern and composition, which would become more fire resilient and 
ecologically sustainable over time.  The opportunity for enhancement of large 
tree character would not occur.  The Landscape Character would not move 
towards a more sustainable forest setting that is more resilient to fire and insect 
infestations.  The risk of large-scale disturbance patterns would increase.  A 
green scenic forest may not be sustainable over time because of this high 
disturbance risk related to high fuel loadings.  
 
The existing Landscape Character would be sustained, and remain as a natural 
appearing landscape, with a scenic condition as it currently exists.  The 
vegetative component of the landscape would continue to grow through the 
pattern of natural succession with a high risk of future wildfire. 
 
Stands would increase in density, and insect and disease attacks would kill the 
large ponderosa pine with increasing frequency.  Over time, this large tree 
character, which defines these cells, would be lost. 
 
The scenic quality of Landscape Character and condition would have very low 
human intervention, with nature taking its course.  There would be no 
disturbance to the existing landscape.  Landings, slash piles, and mechanical 
disturbances to the landscape would not be introduced. 
 
Scenic Integrity Rating 
Alternative 1 would maintain the existing MODERATE to HIGH scenic integrity 
level, however the high potential for wildfire would increase over time.  If a 
wildfire burns in the project area, the Landscape Character would dramatically 
change from a green forested setting to an area dominated by the visual 
evidence of wildfire.  Fire intensity patterns would probably range from low to 
moderate to high viewed in foreground, developed campgrounds, and important 
travel routes.  The visual effects of a large-scale wildfire would change the 
Landscape Character to a black, brown, and green interwoven landscape 
pattern.  Wildfire visual characteristics would be visually dominant and evident for 
10 to 20 years.  The snags created by the wildfire would be dominant for at least 
5 years, and then begin to fall and create a jackstraw effect along some trail and 
road corridors.  There would be a risk of losing the highly valued larger 
ponderosa pine trees if a wildfire were to occur. 
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4 and 5 
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Landscape Character and Scenic Integrity Level 
Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 are similar in their effects to the scenic resource.  Each 
would reduce fuels and thin to enhance large tree growth in the landscape.  This 
would benefit long term scenic quality by providing a more stable, sustainable 
forest, which is typical of Northeast Cascade vegetative character types.  All 
three alternatives would meet or exceed the Visual Quality Objectives specified 
in the Forest Plan, and maintain and sustain the high visual quality that now 
exists in the viewshed.  Each would also leave a natural appearing Landscape 
Character.  The amount of area falling into a MODERATE rating for Scenic 
Integrity Rating would be larger than with implementation of Alternative 1 in the 
short term, however the long-term Scenic Integrity Rating would be higher than 
with Alternative 1 as a result of increased forest health, perpetuation of the large 
trees, and reduction in the risk of wildfire.  All areas would meet Forest Plan 
Standards and Guidelines for Retention and Partial Retention in the long-term. 
 
Alternative 2 would result in the greatest benefit to the visual resource because a 
total of 699 acres within the foreground would be thinned to reduce competition 
with the largest trees.  Alternatives 4 and 5 would each thin 386 acres.  
Alternative 2 would leave the viewshed in a condition where forest health would 
improve over time as large trees have less competition for water, nutrients, and 
sunshine.  Insect and disease levels would decrease with increasing tree health.  
The large tree character would be maintained and perpetuated throughout the 
foreground of the project area.  Alternatives 4 and 5 would result in these positive 
effects on the 386 acres thinned, but would leave 313 acres in the foreground 
overcrowded.  The large trees on these 313 acres would increase in their 
susceptibility to mortality over time, and eventually disappear from the area.  
These unthinned acres would also continue to support insects and disease that 
could jeopardize the health of adjacent thinned areas.   
 
The effects of underburning in Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 would be virtually identical, 
even though the number of acres burned would vary slightly.  Most of the burned 
area is located in the middleground of the viewshed.  Alternatives 2 and 4 would 
include a total of 2,100 acres of landscape underburning and harvest 
underburning.  Alternative 5 would include a total of 1,958 acres of landscape 
and harvest area burning.  The underburning would kill some of the smaller trees, 
and reduce surface and ladder fuels across the burn.  This would reduce 
competition between the surviving trees, generally increasing the health of the 
stands.  The reduction of fuels would also reduce the potential for high intensity 
wildfire.  Increased forest health and decreased wildfire potential would improve 
the Landscape Character and scenic integrity level by restoring the ecosystem to 
a condition more sustainable over time. 
 
Maps 3.8-2, 3.8-3, and 3.8-4 in the Map section show how each alternative fits 
within the Cells and Visual Quality Objectives of the project area. 
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The positive and negative effects to Landscape Character and Scenic Integrity 
common to Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 are listed below. 
 
Landscape Character and Scenic Integrity Positive effects 
1. Enhancement of Landscape Character would be done by thinning and 

reducing dense stands of young trees, providing variety in spatial 
distribution of plant communities and moving towards more variety in age 
classes.  Large diameter trees would be retained and would stand out as 
more dominant after removing small trees around them. 

2. The Forest setting would be moved on a landscape scale towards the 
sustainable Landscape Character by burning small trees and slash created 
by the thinning activities.  In Alternative 2, Riparian Reserves would be 
enhanced with thinning and the use of prescribed fire.  Maintaining 
meadows and riparian vegetation is desirable for fall color and diversity in 
Landscape Character of vegetative species.  In Alternatives 4 or 5, the 
Riparian Reserves would eventually lose vegetative diversity. 

3. Landscape Character in ecosystems would be restored, which would 
improve scenic setting in recreation sites and travel corridors. Utilizing 
existing landings, roads, fire lines and natural fuel breaks would reduce 
further visual impacts associated with implementation.  Activities would 
blend into the existing landscape setting. 

4. Visual impacts would be contained in areas already impacted as much as 
possible rather than introducing new impacts.  To the extent practical, 
landings would be located in areas where they are screened from view of 
major roads and recreation sites.  In Alternative 2, approximately 500 feet of 
temporary road construction would allow landings to be located where they 
are less visible than in Alternatives 4 and 5. 

5. Thinning would result in texture changes from the existing dense to mosaic 
textured landscape. 

 
Landscape Character and Scenic Integrity Potential Negative 
1. Stumps would be seen in some areas of foreground of Forest roads and 

developed campgrounds.  This effect would be mitigated by keeping stump 
heights to six inches or below within sight distance of major roads and 
campgrounds, and flush-cutting stumps within campgrounds. 

2. Slash may be seen spread around the project area before under burning, 
and handpiling and burning.  Most of this short-term effect that would be 
eliminated by post-harvest burning. 

3. Landings may be visible from the major roads.  Locating landings so they 
are screened as much as possible by vegetation or topography would 
mitigate this effect. 

4. Painted trees would be visible from the major roads and campgrounds 
between the time of sale preparation and actual harvest.  Marking the trees 
to be cut, as opposed to the trees to be left would mitigate the long term 
effects of this.  The trees left in the stands would not be painted, so there 
would be no visual effects once the harvest is complete.   
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5. In general, some people are not accustomed to seeing the visual effects of 
fire and may have a negative reaction to seeing blackened bark, scorched 
trees, and snags created by fire.  This effect would diminish within two to 
three years of underburning as ground vegetation regrows. 

6. In Alternative 2, short-term visual effects could occur with the creation and 
use of about 1/10 mile of temporary roads.  Vegetation removal and soil 
disturbance would be noticeable.  The roads would be ripped, where 
appropriate, grass seeded and closed after implementation.  The visual 
effects would be partially offset by allowing landings to be placed in less 
visible areas.  No temporary roads would be constructed in Alternatives 4 or 
5. 

7. Prescribed fire has the potential to create larger forms (openings) in the 
landscape than intended, possibly burn outside of the area intended, and/or 
to burn trees that are desired to be retained.  This would be mitigated by 
limiting burning to times when intensity levels and risk of fire escaping fire 
lines are low. 

 
Road 5130-000:  Retention VQO Foreground 
Alternatives 2, 4,and 5 would meet the established visual quality objective of 
Retention.  Landscape Character changes would be seen as a range of thinned 
out stands of trees to a more open forested canopy character.  The thinning 
would be seen as a mosaic texture change.  Large tree character would be more 
evident with removal of small highly textured trees surrounding the old ponderosa 
pines.  
 
Campgrounds:  Retention VQO Foreground 
Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 would meet the retention objective within the 
campgrounds.  The campgrounds would be thinned and hazard trees would be 
removed.  This would allow the stands within the campgrounds to become 
healthier, retain the large trees, and reduce susceptibility to insect and disease 
attacks.  It would also reduce mortality of the largest trees, so the big tree 
character of the campgrounds would be sustained, and hazard tree development 
would be slowed. 
 
The rest of the project area – Partial Retention to Modification VQO 
Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 would also meet a range of visual quality objectives from 
Retention to Partial Retention to Modification.  Post-project scenic integrity levels 
would be higher than Forest Plan standards in some places, which would 
positively benefit scenic resources.  Activities would be designed to blend with 
the natural terrain.  Logged areas would show some evidence of skid trails, 
landings, and new temporary roads.  
 
Cumulative Effects 
 
This cumulative effects analysis considers effects of past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions within the Eightmile Viewshed.  The 
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geographic boundary for this cumulative effects analysis is the Eightmile 
Viewshed (Eightmile Drainage), and the temporal boundary is approximately 20 
years (the amount of time needed for evidence of logging and prescribed burning 
to fade).  
 
Past Actions 
Fire suppression began in the 1920s, and has slowly changed the forest 
structure in the viewshed.  Prior to fire suppression, the forest was dominated by 
large, widely-spaced ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir.  Frequent, low-intensity 
fires killed young trees, and contained the growth and spread of understory 
vegetation.  The large trees, which could withstand the fires, defined the look of 
the forest.   
 
Timber harvest began in the viewshed in the 1950s.  Up until the early 1990s, 
this timber harvest targeted removal of the big trees for their value, and to allow a 
new crop of trees to become established.  This approach reflected the philosophy 
of forest management during that period of time.   
 
The combination of fire suppression and timber harvest changed the visual 
character of the viewshed from open, park-like stands, to dense stands with a 
mix of age groups and with scattered, large ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir.  The 
ever-increasing density also brought an increase in insects and disease, which 
began killing the remaining large trees.  As these trees died in campgrounds or 
near roads, they were cut down for firewood, or felled to eliminate hazards.  This 
further reduced the large-tree component of the scenery.   
 
The most recent timber sale within the viewshed was the Burgett Timber Sale.  
The only residual visual effect from timber sales prior to Burgett Timber are the 
roads that branch off the main road.  Some effects of the Burgett Timber Sale are 
still visible.  Some slash can be seen from the roads and campgrounds, although 
it is having a very minor effect on the scenic quality.  Stumps can also be seen, 
although most are hidden by understory vegetation.  Burgett changed the texture 
of some of the stands along the main road, but the remaining stands appear 
natural, and most people visiting the area would not associate the variations in 
texture with a timber sale.   
 
There are no remaining visual effects from past fuel treatments. 
 
The campgrounds in the viewshed were all constructed in the 1960s.  Trees were 
cleared to construct the access roads and campsites, but the scenic quality in 
and around the campgrounds remained high as a result of retaining most of the 
big trees, and leaving vegetative screening between the road and the actual 
campsites.  Trees that have died, or become structurally unsound, have been 
fallen in the campgrounds since they were constructed.  This has not altered the 
scenic quality because of the small number fallen at any give time (usually one to 
two per acre, each year).   
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All other past actions in the viewshed, including livestock grazing, noxious weed 
control, and fuel treatment are no longer affecting the visual quality of the 
viewshed.   
 
Present Actions 
Campground maintenance, including hazard tree removal will continue.  This will 
have no effect on the Landscape Character or Scenic Integrity rating of the 
viewshed since so few trees will be felled each year.   
 
The viewshed has become a popular place for people camping outside the 
developed campgrounds.  Some of these dispersed campsites can be seen from 
the road.  They are much more visibly obvious where they are occupied, however 
the roads leading into them, the campfire rings, and the impacted vegetation can 
been seen when they are vacant.  When vacant, they have a negligible effect on 
the visual resource.  Even when occupied, they do not change the Landscape 
Character or Scenic Integrity rating, since the forests and distant views of 
mountain peaks dominate the scenery.   
 
The viewshed is also becoming more frequently used by people riding off-road 
vehicles (ORV).  Some ORV trails have developed, but the majority of them are 
not visually evident. 
 
Other recreation activities, including but not limited to snowmobiling, driving for 
pleasure, hiking, mountain biking, and firewood gathering are having no effect on 
the visual resource.  Transportation system maintenance and livestock grazing 
are also not altering the visual quality.  The remaining post sale activities for the 
Burgett Timber Sale will not occur in the foreground, and will not affect the visual 
quality. 
 
Reasonably Foreseeable Future Actions 
Campground hazard tree removal will continue as long as the campgrounds are 
present.  This will gradually reduce the number of large trees within the 
campgrounds.  
 
Other recreation activities, such as dispersed camping, OHV use, snowmobiling, 
firewood gathering, driving for pleasure, hiking, mountain biking, and all other 
forms of recreation would have no effect on the visual resource. 
 
The future Buck Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment would be partially located 
within the Eightmile Viewshed, but would be designed to meet or exceed all 
Forest Plan visual quality objectives.  It would help move the rest of the viewshed 
(outside the Eightmile Vegetation Management Project) to a point of ecological 
sustainability.  This will maintain the high visual quality of the viewshed. 
 
Livestock grazing will continue, but have no effect on the visual resource. 
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Alternative 1 – No Action 
The cumulative effects of Alternative 1 and all past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions would be a natural-appearing Landscape Character, 
and HIGH Scenic Integrity Rating across the viewshed.  The threat of wildfire 
would not be diminished, so the possibility of a large fire drastically changing the 
character of the viewshed would remain high.  Any reduction in risk from the 
Buck Timber Sale would be offset by the increasing threat in the Eightmile 
Vegetation Project Area.  The large trees that currently define the foreground in 
viewshed would eventually disappear as the trees die from insects or disease, or 
are removed as they become hazardous in campgrounds and along the main 
road.  The large trees within the campgrounds would eventually be entirely 
removed as they succumb to insects and disease. 
 
Other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions listed at the 
beginning of Chapter 3 of the EA would not cumulatively interact with visual 
quality of the Eightmile Viewshed. 
 
Action Alternative 2 
The cumulative effect of Alternative 2 and all past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions would be an improvement in the Landscape Character 
and Scenic Integrity Rating across the viewshed as the thinned stands become 
more resistant to insects and disease, and the large tree character is maintained, 
and increased over time.  The risk of wildfire would be reduced, so the chance of 
the drastic visual changes brought by wildfire would be minimized.  The 
campgrounds would retain large trees, and the thinned understory would allow 
large trees to develop in the future. 
 
Other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions listed at the 
beginning of Chapter 3 of the EA would not cumulatively interact with visual 
quality of the Eightmile Viewshed. 
 
Action Alternatives 4 and 5 
The cumulative effects of Alternatives 4 or 5 and all past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions would be similar to the cumulative effects 
described for Alternative 2 above, but the overall positive effect on the visual 
quality would not be as great.  The vegetation in the 313 acres left unthinned in 
the viewshed’s foreground would continue to become denser, increasing the risk 
of wildfire that could carry into the thinned stands of the Eightmile Vegetation 
Management Project and the Buck Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment.  These 
acres would also continue to provide habitat for insects and disease that could 
move into the thinned stands.  The number of large trees would gradually 
decrease over time, although not as rapidly as described in Alternative 1.  The 
campgrounds would retain large trees, and the thinned understory would allow 
large trees to develop in the future.  The residual endemic levels of insects and 
disease in the viewshed could threaten the large trees over time.  
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Other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions listed at the 
beginning of Chapter 3 of the EA would not cumulatively interact with visual 
quality of the Eightmile Viewshed. 
 

3.9  Recreation  
The section below summarizes the existing condition information, along with the direct, 
indirect and cumulative effects from the Eightmile project, as analyzed in the Eightmile 
Vegetation Management Project Recreation Analysis (Zbyszewski 2005) available in the 
project analysis file. 
 
Introduction 
 
The Eightmile Vegetation Management project area is a popular recreation 
destination on the Methow Valley Ranger District.  Approximately 10,000 people 
come to the area each year to enjoy the opportunities found there.  The most 
popular forms of recreation include: 
 
  camping in developed campgrounds, 
  camping in dispersed campgrounds, 
  hunting, 
  riding all terrain vehicles (ATVs) and off-highway vehicles (OHVs), 
  riding mountain bikes 
  driving for pleasure 
  gathering firewood, and  
  snowmobiling. 
 
People also recreate in other ways, but the ones listed are analyzed in detail, and 
provide an overall evaluation of the effects of the alternatives on recreation in 
general.  The direct and indirect effects are described for each activity.  The 
cumulative effects of the alternatives and the past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions on recreation are discussed in one section at the end 
of this section.  
 
Existing Conditions - Campgrounds 

 
There are four developed campgrounds in the project area – Flat, Nice, Ruffed 
Grouse, and Honeymoon.  They were all constructed in the 1960s.  The 
campgrounds are nearly full most weekends and holidays between Memorial Day 
and Labor Day, and during the general firearm hunting season in October.  
Weekdays see the campgrounds about half full.  The first campers usually arrive 
in early- to mid-May, and the end of general firearm season marks the end of 
camping each fall. 
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These campgrounds are noted for their big-tree character.  Generations of 
campers have stayed in these campgrounds, and people new to the area are 
drawn by the picturesque setting of small, quiet, uncrowded campgrounds among 
large, stately ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, and Engelmann spruce.  The 
campgrounds are also popular because of their proximity to Eightmile Creek, 
Buck Lake, popular hiking trails (Copper Glance and Billy Goat Trails), the 
beautiful scenery in the Eightmile drainage, access to a road network that gives 
miles of opportunities to drive for pleasure and to bicycle, open stands that 
provide excellent hunting opportunities, and cooler temperatures compared to the 
Methow Valley floor.   
 
Past and current activities that affect the campgrounds include building and 
campsite maintenance, and hazard tree removal.  Each year, the trees within the 
campgrounds are evaluated for signs of damage or weakness.  Those 
determined to be likely to fall are cut down.  The effect of the hazard tree removal 
is a much safer camping area, an absence of snags within the campgrounds, and 
a minor reduction in the number of standing trees.  This reduction has not been 
enough to reduce the stress on the remaining trees sufficiently to improve the 
health of the forest.  The current approach of removing trees only once they 
become hazardous is not meeting the Forest Plan direction (MA17-19D for the 
control of insect and disease infestations) since it is not controlling the insect and 
disease infestations.  
 
Flat Campground 
Flat Campground is a twelve-site campground located between Road 5130-000 
and Eightmile Creek.  Each site has a picnic table, fire grate, and a parking spot.  
There are two sealed-vault concrete toilets within the campground.  

Approximately 800 
people camp in this 
campground each 
year. 
 
This campground is 
distinctive because of 
the grove of large, 
orange-barked 
ponderosa pine trees in 
the middle of the 
campground (Figure 
3.9-1).  These trees are 
closely spaced, with no 
young trees between 
them.   
 

 
Figure 3.9-1  Big tree character in Flat Campground 
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A mixed stand of Douglas-fir, ponderosa pine, and Engelmann spruce surrounds 
the large ponderosa grove 
(Figure 3.9-2).  This outer 
stand is overstocked and 
encroaching on the grove.  The 
large trees are showing signs 
of stress – thinning crowns, 
insect infestations, and 
mortality.  Some of the large 
trees have been removed over 
the past few decades when 
they have become hazardous.  
Approximately 6 hazard trees 
are removed from this 6-acre 
campground each year. 
 

Figure 3.9-2  Crowded stand conditions in Flat Campground 
 
Nice Campground 
 
3.9-3  Large Douglas-fir around campsite in Nice Campground 

 
Nice Campground is the 
smallest of the 
campgrounds in the 
Project Area.  It is also 
located along Road 
5130-000, next to 
Eightmile Creek.  It has 
three campsites, each 
with a picnic table, fire 
grate, and parking area.  
There is one sealed-
vault, concrete toilet.  
Approximately 160 
people camp there each 
year. 
 

The campsites in Nice Campground are set among large ponderosa pine and 
Douglas-fir trees (Figure 3.9-3).  The large trees are somewhat crowded, with no 
small trees growing between them.  The stand surrounding the campsites has 
thick understory trees that are competing and stressing the large, character 
trees. crowded understory is maintaining a high level of insects and disease that 
is accelerating the development of hazard trees in the medium and large trees in 
the campground.  Some of the large trees have been removed over the past few 
decades as they became hazardous.  Structural defects and disease in the 
medium-sized trees have led to some of them being removed over time.  This 
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has left a stand with 
an ever-decreasing 
number of large 
trees, and second-
growth trees that 
would potentially 
replace the large 
trees in the future.  
Approximately 4 
hazard trees are 
removed from this 
4-acre campground 
each year. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.9-4  Crowded understory trees are stressing large trees in Nice Campground 
 
Ruffed Grouse Campground 
Ruffed Grouse Campground has 4 campsites, each with a picnic table, fire grate, 
and parking area.  It is located between Road 5130-00 and Eightmile Creek.  
There is one sealed-vault, concrete toilet.  Approximately 305 people camp there 
each year.  
 
Figure 3.9-5  Structural defects and disease are common in Douglas-fir 

The center of the Ruffed 
Grouse Campground has 
several, moderately 
spaced, large ponderosa 
pine surrounded by a 
thick stand of small- to 
medium-sized Douglas-
fir (Figure 3.9-5). 
 
A thick stand of young 
Douglas-fir surrounds the 
center of the 
campground where the 
large trees and 
campsites are located.  
This stand helps screen 
the campsites from the 

road, but also perpetuates high insect and disease levels that threaten the 
remaining large trees.  
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The rate of hazard tree development has accelerated over the past few decades, 
and several large ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir have been removed to protect 
the campers.  Approximately 4 hazard trees are removed from this 4-acre 
campground each year. 
 

Honeymoon Campground 
Honeymoon Campground is 
located between Road 5130-000 
and Eightmile Creek.  It has five 
campsites, each with a picnic 
table, fire grate, and parking 
area.  There is one sealed-vault 
toilet in the campground.  
Approximately 330 people stay 
in the campground each year. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.9-6  Large Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine near campsites in Honeymoon Campground 
 

The condition of the vegetation in Honeymoon Campground is similar to that in 
the other campgrounds in the project area; however, there is more Douglas-fir, 
and the surrounding stands have an even higher tree density (Figure 3.9-6).   
 
Figure 3.9-7  Thick stands increase hazard tree development 

The crowded stands 
are perpetuating high 
insect and disease 
levels, which are 
accelerating the 
development of 
hazard trees 
compared to healthier 
stands (Figure 3.9-7).  
The young Douglas-
firs are crowded 
around the remaining 
large ponderosa pine.  
These large trees are 
becoming more 
susceptible to insects 
and disease.  Large 
ponderosa pine and 

Douglas-fir that have died or become diseased in the past have been removed 
once they become hazardous.  This has reduced the number of large trees in the 
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campground gradually over the past several decades.  Approximately 4 hazard 
trees are removed from this 4-acre campground each year 
 
Environmental Consequences - Campgrounds 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
There would be no short-term impacts to the people camping in the 
campgrounds with Alternative 1, since there would be no vegetation 
management. 
 
In the long-term, the tree density would continue to increase as existing trees 
increase in size, and new ones become established.  The large trees in the 
campgrounds would eventually succumb to insects and disease.  The stand 
composition would change over time to thick stands of small Douglas-fir and 
Engelmann spruce, with an increasingly high level of insects and disease. 
 
The big tree character would eventually be lost.  The campgrounds would remain 
open, but the number of people using the campgrounds each year might 
decrease slightly as campers who are specifically looking for places to camp 
among large trees look elsewhere.  This would most likely include the campers 
who have been coming to the area for decades, and would notice the loss of the 
big trees.  Alternative 1 would not affect most of the other reasons for the 
campgrounds’ popularity.  They would still be small, uncrowded, quiet 
campgrounds, near hiking and roads, with cooler temperatures.   
 
Another reason for the campgrounds’ popularity that would be affected by 
Alternative 1 is the scenery around the campgrounds and throughout the Project 
Area.  An important component of the scenery is the large ponderosa pine and 
Douglas-fir trees along the roads and on the hillsides.  The large trees would 
eventually die across the Project Area with implementation of Alternative 1, since 
no thinning or burning would be done to reduce stocking levels and competition 
with the large trees.  This would reduce the scenic quality of the project area, and 
decrease the popularity of driving for pleasure in the area.  This is discussed in 
detail in the Scenery analysis, but could also reduce the number of people 
camping in the campgrounds, since viewing the scenery is one of the draws to 
the campgrounds.  Campground scenery would also be affected if a moderate to 
high intensity wildfire were to occur.  The risk of uncharacteristically severe 
wildfire occurring is highest in Alternative 1,  
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4 and 5 
In the short-term, these alternatives would close campgrounds while harvest is 
taking place in and around the campgrounds.  This would reduce the number of 
developed campsites available in the project area.  This effect would be mitigated 
by harvest being restricted to one campground at a time.  Since all four 
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campgrounds are rarely filled to capacity, there would still be enough campsites 
available to meet the demand when one is closed. 
 
Another short-term impact would be exposure to smoke during prescribed 
burning activities.  The burns would be done during weather conditions that 
would minimize the potential of smoke settling along the creek, but people 
camping in the campgrounds during the actual burning would likely smell and see 
smoke, especially at night.  These effects would last only as long as the units are 
burning (one to two weeks). 
 
In the long-term, these alternatives would remove the existing hazard trees in the 
campgrounds, and thin the understory vegetation to reduce the competition 
between the remaining trees.  Similar stand treatments would occur around each 
campground.  This would improve the overall health of the stands in the project 
area, including within the campgrounds by: 
 
  reducing susceptibility of forest stands to insect attacks and disease 

infection, 
  maintaining or enhancing forest health and reducing undesirable stress-

related tree mortality, 
  providing for sustainable vegetation and fuels conditions, and 
  maintaining or developing large trees, especially ponderosa pine. 
 
The direct and indirect effects of Alternative 2, 4, or 5 would be more space 
between the trees in the campgrounds, with most small trees removed from 
around the largest trees.  This would reduce the stress on the large trees, and 
reduce the likelihood that they would become hazardous and need to be 
removed in the upcoming years.  The thinning would also benefit the moderate-
sized trees in the campground.  These would also become less susceptible to 
insect and disease attacks.  The reduced competition for water, light, and 
nutrients would also allow these trees to increase in size, and eventually become 
the large, stately trees for which these campgrounds are known.  This would 
create a stand condition where there is an increasing component of large trees.  
 
Hazard trees would continue to develop in the campgrounds as trees become 
mechanically damaged by campers or die, but the rate would be slower than 
under Alternative 1.  The large-tree component would be retained over time with 
Alternative 2, 4, or 5, even as some large trees are removed to keep the people 
in the campgrounds safe. 
 
Existing Conditions - Dispersed Camping 
 
Some of the people who camp in the project area prefer to not stay in one of the 
four developed campgrounds, but instead pull off one of the roads and set up 
camp among the trees.  This dispersed camping is especially popular during 
general firearm season in October, and with large groups looking for a place 
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where everyone can camp together throughout the camping season.  Most of 
these campers stay in some sort of recreational vehicle, although some stay in 
tents.   
 
There are approximately 20 identifiable dispersed camping sites in the project 
area, however only about 15 of them appear to be used on a regular basis.  The 
sites include an access road leading to a parking area with little to no ground 
vegetation and a campfire ring (Figure 3.9-8).  Some sites also have minor 
structures, such as poles for hanging game, primitive outhouses, or pole 
structures to support tarps.   
 
Figure 3.9-8  Dispersed campsite across from Flat Campground 

 
The campsites are small - 
generally less than one acre.  
The combined acreage of the 
15 most used sites is 
approximately 6 acres.  They 
are scattered in the center of 
the project area, along 
approximately 7.5 miles of road.  
 
During general firearm season, 
in October, all of the existing 
sites are used, with occasional 
new ones becoming 
established.  During summer, 

approximately half of the sites are full on the busy weekends, and one-quarter 
are used throughout the summer. 
 
Calculating the overall area where the sites occur (300 feet on either side of 7.5 
miles of Road 5130-000): 
 

(300 feet + 300 feet) X (7.5 miles x 5280 feet/mile) = 23,760,000 square feet 
 

23,760,000 square feet / 43,560 square feet/acre = 545.5 acres 
 
The combined 6 acres of dispersed camping sites along Road 5130-000 and 
Eightmile Creek is 1.1% of this area (6 acres / 545.4 acres = 0.011). 
 
The amount of area used for dispersed camping is increasing slowly over time as 
the number of people coming to the project area increases.  The number of 
people recreating in the project area has been increasing at a rate of 
approximately 5% per decade for the past 30 years (Interagency Committee on 
Outdoor Recreation 2003).  Most people have their “favorite spots”, and camp 
there year after year.  If their spot is taken when they arrive, they generally move 
to another spot, or make a new one.   
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The Interagency Committee on Outdoor Recreation for Washington State 
estimates that, by 2014 there will be a 5% increase in the number of people 
camping in dispersed sites, but a 15% decrease in the number of people hunting 
(Interagency Committee for Outdoor Recreation, 2003).  Since the most 
concentrated use period in the dispersed campsites is during hunting season, the 
overall number of people using dispersed sites will likely remain constant, or 
increase less than the potential 5% overall.  During general firearm season, there 
will be a gradual decrease in the number of people in the project area, and the 
number of people using dispersed campsites.  Outside of hunting season, the 
estimated increase in the number of people would not likely exceed the capacity 
of the existing dispersed sites. 
 
The structure of the forest influences the size and location of the dispersed 
campsites.  Surrounding trees and vegetation limit the size of existing sites, and 
new sites are generally established only in open stands where people can drive a 
vehicle to a clearing in the forest. 
 
There are currently no limitations on people driving off an existing road to an 
established or new campsite. 
 
Environmental Consequences – Dispersed Camping 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
The forest structure in Alternative 1 would continue to thicken, further confining 
existing dispersed campsites, and limiting the area where new sites may 
develop.  The number of people coming to the project area for dispersed 
camping would increase slightly overall, but decrease during hunting season.  
This would result in continued use of the most desirable, existing dispersed sites, 
with little to no expansion in the amount of area used.   
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4 and 5 
In the short term, these alternatives could close some dispersed campsites 
during timber sale activities.  Some sites could be used as landings, and others 
are in, or adjacent to harvest units.  During sale activities, camping would be 
prohibited in order to ensure camper’s safety.  The site closures could last 2 to 5 
years, however the likelihood that any one site would be closed for that length of 
time is unlikely.  Harvest activities would be suspended during general firearm 
season, and on holiday weekends, when the demand for dispersed sites is the 
greatest.  This would help mitigate the impact on dispersed campers.  Prescribed 
burning could also lead to short-term closures of some dispersed campsites, 
however the closures would be limited to the actual time of burning, generally 
one to two weeks. 
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Another short-term impact would be exposure to smoke during prescribed 
burning activities.  The burns would be done during weather conditions that 
would minimize the potential of smoke settling along the creek, but people 
camping in many of the dispersed campsites during the actual burning would 
likely smell and see smoke, especially at night.  These effects would only last as 
long as the units are burning (one to two weeks). 
 
In the long-term, these alternatives would open the forest stands along many of 
the roads in the project area.  Theoretically, this open forest structure would 
make more area available to dispersed campers.  Since none of the alternatives 
would influence the number of people recreating in the project area, there would 
be very little change in the pattern of dispersed camping, or the area used by 
dispersed campers, compared to Alternative 1. 
 
If new sites do become established near Eightmile Creek, they would be 
evaluated to determine their effect on other resources.  Management actions 
would be taken if monitoring in the area between Eightmile Creek and Roads 
5130-000, 5130-100, 5130-195, and 5220-000 and 5220-390 within the analysis 
area showed increases in use with the potential to impair aquatic and wildlife 
habitat.  Actions could include obliteration or modification of sites to minimize the 
impact.  If the location of the dispersed sites, or the increase in their size and 
number expands to an unacceptable level, the area described above would be 
closed to off-road travel by motorized vehicles.  The effect of this would be to 
eliminate any opportunity for people to establish new camping sites with 
motorized vehicle access in the closed area.  The rest of the analysis area would 
not be affected by the closure, and all existing opportunities outside the closure 
area would still exist.   
 
Existing Conditions - Hunting 
 
Deer hunting during general firearm mule deer season in October brings the 
highest number of people to the project area at one time.  Most hunters come to 
the area three to five days before the season begins, and set up camp at a 
dispersed campsite, or in one of the campgrounds.  Many stay throughout the 
season while some stay just for the weekends, some leave after they get a deer, 
and others come to the project area to hunt, and stay elsewhere.  The hunters 
drive the roads, walk cross-country, or use ATVs to canvas the area.  Most of the 
people have been coming to the project area for generations. 
 
Environmental Consequences - Hunting 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
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Alternative 1 – No Action 
Alternative 1 would have no short or long-term effects on hunting in the project 
area.  There would be no closures of campgrounds, dispersed campsites, or 
roads, so the existing opportunities would continue. 
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4 and 5 
In the short-term, each of these alternatives would affect hunting in the project 
area.  Established dispersed campsites (map available in project analysis file) 
would not be closed during general firearm mule deer season, but less-frequently 
used dispersed camping areas could be closed.  Only one campground at a time 
would be closed during hunting season if harvest or prescribed burning activity is 
occurring near or in the sites.  Roads that access timber sale units could also be 
closed temporarily, as could dispersed camping areas within harvest units.  This 
potential effect would be mitigated by limiting or halting harvest activities and 
prescribed burning during the hunting season, if possible.   
 
If harvest occurs during the season, harvest activities would be limited to 
designated sections or zones to minimize the closed area.  There would still likely 
be a short-term reduction in the areas where hunters could actually hunt.  The 
reduction resulting from timber harvest would be minor when considered in the 
overall size of the project area.  The majority of the project area would not be 
closed during the season due to the timber sale.  Timber hauling would not be 
allowed on the weekends and holidays during the hunting season to minimize 
disturbance to hunters. 
 
If the prescribed burning units were burned during this hunting season, there 
would be a larger, short-term impact on hunting.  Since each burning unit is 
large, and would be closed during the actual burning, the area available for 
hunting would be noticeably reduced.  Hunters in the area could also be exposed 
to smoke from the prescribed burns, especially at night when smoke has a 
tendency to settle around the lower parts of the project area, where the 
developed campgrounds and dispersed campsites are located. 
 
In the long-term, these alternatives would have little effect on hunting 
opportunities.  There would be a reduction in the miles of open road, but newly-
closed roads would provide more places to ride ATVs.  The campgrounds and 
dispersed campsites would re-open after the sale and burning are completed. 
 
Existing Conditions – All Terrain Vehicle (ATV) and Off Highway 
Vehicle (OHV) Use 
 
There is a limited amount of ATV and OHV use currently occurring in the project 
area.  Most is centered out of dispersed campsites during general firearm 
season.  Hunters are traveling cross-country to connect with closed and open 
roads.  The only existing limitation on ATV and OHV use is that they are not 
permitted on open roads, although there are violations to this closure, especially 
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during hunting season.  There are currently 71.8 miles of open road in the project 
area, and 14.2 miles of closed road.  Roads that are closed with earthen 
barricades, or obliterated are open to ATVs and OHVs, as are all off-road areas. 
 
This use is expected to increase by approximately 10% by 2014 (Interagency 
Committee for Outdoor Recreation 2003).  This increase will be offset by the 
projected 15% decline in hunting.  A larger percentage of hunters use ATVs each 
year, so a slight increase in ATV use is expected in the project area in the 
coming decade. 
 
Environmental Consequences - ATV and OHV Use 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
Alternative 1 would not change the existing opportunities or use patterns for 
ATVs and OHVs in the short or long-term.  As the forest stands become thicker, 
it would be more difficult to travel cross-country on an ATV or OHV.  Most of the 
use would continue to be on existing trails or roads, so changes in the tree 
density in surrounding stands would have little to no effect on the opportunities. 
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4 and 5 
In the short-term, Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 would reduce the area for riding OHVs 
when currently closed roads are opened for harvest or prescribed burning 
activities, and other areas are closed temporarily during activities.  The effect 
would be magnified since most of the riding originates near Road 5130-000, 
where most of the timber harvest would be concentrated.  The reduction would 
last for approximately 2 to 5 years. 
 
Another short-term impact would be exposure to smoke during prescribed 
burning activities.  The burns would be done during weather conditions that 
would minimize the potential of smoke settling along the creek, but people riding 
ATVs or OHVs during the actual burning would likely smell and see smoke.  
These effects would only last as long as the units are burning (one to two 
weeks). 
 
In the long-term, these alternatives would close 15.5 miles of currently open 
system roads.  These newly-closed roads would become available for ATV and 
OHV use under the existing regulations.  The timber harvest associated with this 
alternative would leave more open stands around roads and trails, but this would 
have little effect on the use patterns.  Riders are typically traveling several miles, 
from destination to destination, or in loops.  Use of existing user-created trails 
and closed roads would continue, but the newly thinned stands would result in 
very little change in cross-country traffic. 
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If additional cross-country traffic does become established, the use would be 
evaluated to determine its effect on other resources.  Use damaging other 
resources, such as Riparian Reserves, wildlife areas, etc., would be obliterated 
or modified to minimize the impact.  If the obliterating or modification does not 
control the situation, the area between Eightmile Creek and Roads 5130-000, 
5130-100, 5130-195, and 5220-309 would be closed to off-road travel by 
motorized vehicles.  The effect of this would be to eliminate any opportunity for 
people to ride ATVs or OHVs off established roads in the closure area.  The rest 
of the analysis area would not be affected by the closure, and all existing 
opportunities outside the closure area would still exist.   
 
Existing Conditions - Driving For Pleasure 
 
The most common type of recreation occurring in the project area is people 
driving on the roads.  Approximately 3,500 people drive for pleasure in the 
project area each year.  People are drawn to the project area by the forest, the 
views of distant mountain peaks, opportunities to see wildlife, and the chance to 
get away from the busy pace of everyday life.  There are currently 71.8 miles of 
open road in the project area. 
 
Environmental Consequences - Driving For Pleasure 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
Alternative 1 would not change the existing road system in the short or long-term.  
There would continue to be 71.8 miles of road for people to drive.   
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4 and 5 
In the short-term, each of these alternatives could decrease the miles of road 
open to the public if some roads are closed temporarily during harvest or 
prescribed burning activities.  The effect would be minor, however, since any 
closures would be short-lived and isolated. 
 
Another short-term impact would be exposure to smoke during prescribed 
burning activities.  The burns would be done during weather conditions that 
would minimize the potential of smoke settling along the creek, but people driving 
the roads during the actual burning would likely smell and see smoke, especially 
at night.  These effects would only last as long as the units are burning (one to 
two weeks). 
 
In the long term, each of these alternatives would reduce the number of miles of 
road people can drive in the project area.  This would reduce the opportunity to 
drive for pleasure.  All the major roads in the area would remain open, and 
overall, 52.4 miles of road would remain open after harvest and prescribed 
burning activities are completed.   
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Existing Conditions - Firewood Gathering 
 
Another popular activity in the project area is firewood gathering.  The area’s 
close proximity to Winthrop, abundance of roads, and high tree mortality rate 
provide consistent availability and accessibility to firewood.  Many residents of 
the Methow Valley burn wood for heat during the winter, and the demand for 
firewood is increasing with the increasing valley population.   
 
Firewood can be collected within 200 feet on either side of any open road, except 
within 300 feet of fish-bearing streams, or 150 feet of non-fish-bearing streams.  
This calculates into approximately 3,128 acres open to firewood cutting. 
 
Calculating the acres available for firewood gathering in the project area: 
 
(200 feet + 200 feet) X (71.8 miles x 5,280 feet/mile) = 151,641,600 square feet 

 
151,641,600 square feet / 43,560 square feet/acre = 3,481 acres 

 
Assuming that approximately 10% of the potential area is within 300 feet of a 

fish-bearing stream, or 150 feet of a non-fish-bearing stream, the total number of 
acres open for firewood gathering would be: 

3,481 acres x 0.9 = 3,133 
 
Environmental Consequences – Firewood Gathering 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
This alternative would not close any roads, so there would be no decrease in the 
area available for firewood gathering, in the short or long term.  There would 
continue to be a steady supply of available firewood to help meet the overall 
demand for firewood across the Methow Valley Ranger District. 
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4 and 5 
In the short-term, each of these alternatives would decrease the areas available 
for firewood gathering.  Some roads and units would be temporarily closed during 
harvest and prescribed burning activities.  The overall effect would be minor, 
however, since the vast majority of the project area would open to access at any 
time. 
 
Another short-term impact would be exposure to smoke during prescribed 
burning activities.  The burns would be done during weather conditions that 
would minimize the potential of smoke settling along the creek, but people 
gathering firewood during the actual burning would likely smell and see smoke.  
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These effects would only last as long as the units are burning (one to two 
weeks). 
 
In the long-term, these alternatives would each close 15.5 miles of road, leaving 
52.4 open for firewood gathering.  This would reduce the number of acres 
available to: 
 

(200 feet + 200 feet) X (52.4 miles x 5280 feet/mile) = 110,668,800 square feet 
 

111,668,800 square feet / 43,560 square feet/acre = 2,541 acres 
 

Assuming that approximately 10% of the potential area is within 300 feet of a 
fish-bearing stream, or 150 feet of a non-fish-bearing stream, the total number of 

acres open for firewood gathering would be: 
2,541 acres x 0.9 = 2,287 

 
The supply of potential firewood would still likely exceed the current demand in 
this area, however as demand increases in the upcoming years, people would 
have more difficulty finding firewood in the project area. 
 
Existing Conditions - Mountain Bike Riding 
 
Mountain biking on the roads in the project area is increasing in popularity.  
Three frequently used mountain bike trails, Buck Mountain, Buck Lake, and 
Sherwood pass through the project area.  Riders are using these trails and the 
existing roads in the project area. 
 
Environmental Consequences- Mountain Bike Riding 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 

 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
Alternative 1 would have no short- or long-term impact on mountain biking 
opportunities in the project area.  There would be no change in the existing road 
network. 
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4 and 5 
Each of these alternatives would create a short-term impact on mountain bike 
riding during harvest and prescribed burning activities.  There would be a 
noticeable increase in traffic on the roads in the project area, much of which 
would be large vehicles, such as logging trucks and equipment.  This additional 
traffic would decrease the quality of bike riding on these forest roads.  In addition, 
some roads and areas would be temporarily closed during activities.   
 
Another short-term impact would be exposure to smoke during prescribed 
burning activities.  The burns would be done during weather conditions that 
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would minimize the potential of smoke settling along the creek, but people riding 
mountain bikes would likely smell and see smoke.  These effects would only last 
as long as the units are burning (one to two weeks). 
 
In the long-term, each of these alternatives would close 15.5 miles of road, which 
would then make the mountain biking experience more enjoyable and 
decommission 6.7 miles.  The decommissioned roads would be more difficult for 
a mountain biker to travel, but could also offer some more difficult trail 
opportunities.  The actual long-term effect on mountain biking opportunities 
would be minor, however.  The area would still provide miles of places for people 
to ride their bikes.  
 
Existing Conditions - Snowmobiling 
 
Road 5130-000 (to the intersection with Road 5220-000), and Road 5130-100 
are part of the groomed snowmobile network on the Methow Valley Ranger 
District.  Each year, approximately 1,500 people snowmobile in the project area.  
They access the area from the Eightmile SnoPark, located at the intersection of 
Roads 5130-000 and 5100-000.  Most of the traffic is on the groomed routes, 
however, the road network in the project area and throughout the Eightmile 
drainage gives people miles of riding opportunities.  Riders also access the 
project area by coming over Cub Pass after riding up Cub Creek (Road 5200-
100) or Goat Creek (Road 5200-000).   
 
Approximately two-thirds of the use occurs on weekend days, and one-third is on 
weekdays.  A typical season will include 32 weekend days and 64 weekdays.  Of 
the 1,500 snowmobiles over the course of a winter,  
 
  1,500 snowmobiles x 0.66 = 990 snowmobiles total on weekend days 
 
  990 snowmobiles / 32 weekend days = 31 snowmobiles in the project area 

each weekend day 
 
  1,500 snowmobiles x 0.33 = 495 snowmobiles total on weekdays 
 
  495 snowmobiles / 64 week days = 8 snowmobiles in the project area each 

weekday 
 
The other groomed route that leaves from the Eightmile SnoPark follows Road 
5100-000 along the west side of the Chewuch River, crossing at the Camp 4 
bridge, and following Road 5010-000 on the east side of the river. 
 
Environmental Consequences - Snowmobiling 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
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Alternative 1 – No Action 
Alternative 1 would have no effect on snowmobiling, in the short or long term.  
The designated routes would be groomed, and the entire project area available 
to snowmobilers throughout the winter. 
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4 and 5 
Each of these alternatives would allow optional logging in the winter months.  If 
this occurs, Road 5130-000 would be plowed from its intersection with Road 
5100-000.  This would eliminate any snowmobile access into the project area 
from the Eightmile SnoPark for approximately 2 to 5 years.   
 
The displaced riders would likely go elsewhere on the Methow Valley Ranger 
District to ride.  This would result in slight increases in effects from snowmobiles 
in other areas since the relatively small number of riders (31 per weekend day 
and 8 per weekday) would be spread across the approximately 300-mile long trail 
network that would be groomed and open during the life of the Eightmile timber 
sale. 
 
Once the sale is completed, the road would not be plowed, and snowmobiling 
would resume in the project area.  No other aspects of the alternatives would 
affect snowmobiling.  Roads would be decommissioned or closed in a manner 
that would not hinder snowmobile access.  If the logging company does not 
choose to use the winter logging option, snowmobile opportunities would not be 
affected by the project.  
 
Cumulative Effects 
 
This cumulative effects analysis considers effects of past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions within the Eightmile drainage.  Any past 
actions not addressed below are no longer affecting recreation opportunities or 
activities.  The geographic boundary for this cumulative effects analysis is the 
Eightmile drainage, and the temporal boundary is the period of time when the 
activities associated with this project are occurring.  The only activity that would 
have a long-term temporal boundary is changes to the road system.  Closing, 
opening, or decommissioning roads would continue to effect recreation for the 
long-term 
 
Past Actions 
Timber harvest began in the drainage in the 1950s, after construction of the main 
road, Road 5130-000.  Over the course of the next 50 years, roads were 
constructed throughout the drainage.  This opened the area to all forms of 
motorized recreation.  The number of recreationists increased rapidly in the 
1960s after construction of Flat, Nice, Ruffed Grouse, and Honeymoon 
campgrounds, and the Billygoat Trailhead.  The road network continues to 
support all forms of recreation.   
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Some roads have been closed or obliterated over the past decades.  This has 
been somewhat offset by new road construction, but there has been a steady 
decline in the miles of open road in the drainage from its peak in the 1970s or 
1980s.  This has also slowly reduced opportunities to drive for pleasure or gather 
firewood.  
 
The campgrounds in the drainage were all constructed in the 1960s.  Outhouses, 
picnic tables, fire grates, access roads, campsites, and bulletin boards have been 
installed, maintained, and replaced as necessary over the years.  Trees that 
became hazardous as a result of mortality or structural damaged have been 
felled to provide a safe camping area.  This ongoing maintenance has kept the 
campgrounds open and inviting, and perpetuated camping activities.   
 
Roads 5130-000 and 5130-100 were designated as snowmobile routes in the 
1970s.  This effectively introduced snowmobiling to the drainage.  The existing 
groomed snowmobile trail network was re-authorized in 2001.  The annual 
number of snowmobiles has increased at a rate of approximately 5 to 10% every 
decade.  Improvements were made to the Eightmile SnoPark in 2003, but the 
parking capacity of the area was not increased, so there has been no associated 
increase in the number of snowmobiles. 
 
All other past actions in the drainage, including timber harvest, livestock grazing, 
noxious weed control, and fuel treatment are no longer affecting the recreation 
activities or opportunities in the drainage.   
 
Present Actions 
All types of recreation will continue in the drainage, including, but not limited to, 
camping in campgrounds, dispersed camping, driving for pleasure, firewood 
gathering, OHV riding, mountain biking, and snowmobiling.   
 
Road maintenance will continue, keeping the roads open and drivable.  This will 
allow the spectrum of recreation activities to continue in the drainage.   
 
Livestock grazing will also continue.  While livestock occasionally get into 
campgrounds or dispersed campsites, the cattle are not diminishing the quality of 
recreation in the drainage.  They are rarely seen since the number of livestock 
permitted are relatively few (584 cow/calf pairs), and spread over a large area 
(63,498 acres included in the allotment).   
 
The remaining post-sale activities for the Burgett Timber Sale will not affect 
recreation since the activities will not occur in developed or dispersed 
campgrounds, and will not change the existing road network.   
 
Reasonably Foreseeable Future Actions 
The number of people recreating in the drainage is expected to increase slightly 
over the next decade.  According to the Washington State Interagency 
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Committee on Outdoor Recreation, there will be a 10% increase in the number of 
people camping in developed campgrounds, a 5% increase in the number of 
people camping in dispersed campsites, a 10% increase in the number of people 
riding OHVs, a 19% increase in the number of people riding mountain bikes, a 
10% increase in the number of people driving for pleasure, and a 15% decrease 
in the number of people hunting (Interagency Committee for Outdoor Recreation, 
2003).  All these forms of recreation make up the mix of current activities in the 
drainage.  Considering the predicted changes together, an overall 10% increase 
in recreation use is likely.  This will increase the total number of people recreating 
in the drainage throughout the year from 10,000 to 11,000.  This will slightly 
increase the encounters between people, but will not diminish the quality of 
recreation experiences.  People coming to this area for recreation are generally 
not looking for a recreation experience where opportunities for solitude are high, 
and the likelihood of encountering other people is low. 
 
The future Buck Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment would be partially located 
within the drainage.  There may be additional road closures in the drainage as a 
result of that project, which would further decrease road-based recreation 
opportunities, but could increase the miles of closed road available for OHV and 
mountain bike riders.   
 
Livestock grazing will continue, but will have no increased effect on the 
recreation opportunities or experience.   
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
The cumulative effects of Alternative 1 and all past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions would be a continuing variety of recreation 
opportunities and activities in the Eightmile drainage.  The miles of open road 
would not change as a result of this alternative, but there would likely be some 
decrease as a result of the Buck Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment Project.  The 
anticipated increase in the number of recreationists would easily fit in the existing 
roads, campgrounds, and dispersed campsites.   
 
Hazard tree removal would continue in the campgrounds at a rate similar to the 
approximate frequency discussed above.  The cumulative effects of past hazard 
tree removal, ongoing hazard tree removal, and Alternative 1 would be an 
eventual elimination of the large trees in the campgrounds.  As the large trees 
succumb to insects and disease, they would become hazardous, and would be 
removed.  The cumulative effect would be a change in the character of the 
campgrounds, and a possible decrease in the number of campers.  Those who 
have been camping there for decades would notice the change, and may look for 
other places to camp where the big tree character remains.   
 
Other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions listed at the 
beginning of Chapter 3 of the EA would not cumulatively affect recreation 
opportunities or activities in the Eightmile drainage.  
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Action Alternatives 2, 4 or 5 
The cumulative effect of Alternatives 2, 4, or 5, and all past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions would be short-term displacement of 
campers and snowmobile riders during harvest activities, and a slight, long-term 
decrease in open-road based activities, such as driving for pleasure and firewood 
gathering.  The anticipated increase in the number of recreationists, considered 
with the decrease in open-road miles could make the drainage slightly more 
crowded, but not to a degree that would likely be noticed by most of the people 
there, due to the size of the drainage, and the relatively small number of people 
likely to be in the area at one time.   
 
The timber harvest in and around the campgrounds would help perpetuate the 
big-tree character, so the cumulative effect of the timber harvest would decrease 
future hazard tree removal in campgrounds and would make campground safer 
and maintain large tree structure.  
 
The cumulative effect on mountain biking would be minor because people would 
still have miles of open and closed roads for biking.  The cumulative effect on 
OHV use would be a slight decrease in opportunities if a closure is placed on the 
area between Eightmile Creek and Roads 5130-000, 5130-100, 5130-195, and 
5220-000 and 5220-390 within the analysis area.  Closed roads outside this area 
would provide new areas to OHV riders, so the overall cumulative effect would be 
minor.   
 
Other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions listed at the 
beginning of Chapter 3 of the EA would not cumulatively affect recreation 
opportunities or activities in the Eightmile drainage. 
 

3.10 Transportation 
 
The section below summarizes the existing condition information, along with the direct, 
indirect and cumulative effects from the Eightmile project, as analyzed in the Eightmile 
Vegetation Management Project Transportation System Report (Colbert 2006) available 
in the project analysis file. 
 
Management Background 
 
Current Forest Service policy is to analyze the existing road system whenever a 
new project is considered in a given area, and to attempt to mitigate the resource 
damage that may be occurring as a result of the existing road system.  The 
mechanism for doing this is through the roads analysis process, an integrated 
ecological, social, and economic science based approach to transportation 
planning that addresses existing and future road management options (USDA 
1999a).  The desired result is to reduce, wherever possible, the density of roads 
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by closing or decommissioning existing roads, and to manage unauthorized 
roads.  Unauthorized roads are sometimes used during a project, but are often 
closed or decommissioned after the project is done.  New construction of roads is 
occasionally used to accomplish management objectives. 
 
A systematic roads analysis was completed for all roads within the project area.  
This analysis provides a scientific approach to evaluating current conditions, and 
recommends road management objectives.  It provides an opportunity to assess 
the needs, assets and liabilities of each road, to identify road closure and 
decommissioning opportunities, and to identify whether any unauthorized roads 
should become part of the transportation system. 
 
Existing Conditions 
 
There are approximately 87 miles of road within the project area.  This total is the 
sum of the following:  69.1 miles of transportation system roads currently open, 
12.4 miles of transportation system roads currently closed, 2.7 miles of 
unauthorized roads which are currently open, and 2.8 miles of unauthorized 
roads currently closed.  Unauthorized roads are primarily created during forest-
user activities.   
 
Eightmile Road 5130-000 provides primary access to the project area.  The initial 
portion of this road (from West Chewuch Road 51 to Mile Post 5.2) is paved and 
is suitable for a wide variety of uses, including recreational area access and 
commercial use.  The remaining 4.6 miles of this road is aggregate-surfaced, but 
maintained for normal (passenger car) vehicle use.  The other roads within the 
project area of primary importance are Road 5130-300 and Road 5220-000 
(Ortell Creek).  Road 5130-300 provides access to the northeastern portion of the 
project area, while Road 5220-000 provides access to the southwestern portion 
of the project area, as well as connectivity to the Cub Creek drainage. 
 
Management classifications for each road are defined in terms of Maintenance 
Levels (ML).  Existing MLs for each road within the analysis area are listed in 
Appendix 3.10-A.  Definitions for each ML are described in Appendix 3.10-B. 
 
The Eightmile Vegetation Management Project area includes parts of five 
discrete management areas (MA) of which all have open road density standards.  
Figure 3.10-1 displays the current open road (system and non-system) densities 
for each MA that have a standard, as well as the open road density for the 
analysis area (Project area).  
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Figure 3.10-1 Current open road density 
Discrete Management 

Area 
Square Miles Length of 

Open Road Miles 
Road Density Miles 

per Sq. Mi. 
Forest Plan 

Standard 
5-09 83.9 28.7 0.3 3.0 
14-03 1.9 7.5 3.9 2.0 
14-04 0.7 2.0 2.9 3.0 
25-01 74.4 186.8 2.5 3.0 
25-02 41.6 44.8 1.1 3.0 
Project Area 19.0 71.8 3.8 n/a 

 
In MA 14-03, the current density exceeds the Forest Plan standard.   
Approximately one-third of the MA lies within the analysis area.  All other discrete 
MAs meet Forest Plan open road density standards. 
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
In the No Action alternative, the transportation system would remain in its current 
condition.  Portions of the system would be excess to current management 
needs.  Timber sale-associated maintenance funding would not be available, and 
many roads would remain in need of routine or deferred maintenance. Under the 
No Action alternative, there would be no opportunity to close or decommission 
roads that are excess to Forest Service needs.  
 
Existing open road density would remain the same (Figure 3.10-1).  Existing 
Maintenance Levels would remain unchanged (Appendix 3.10-A). 
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4 and 5  
All action alternatives include the transportation system changes recommended 
in the roads analysis. The current road transportation system located within the 
analysis area would be adequate for this project.  A combination of the existing 
transportation system roads, along with a portion of the existing unauthorized 
roads, would be used. 
 
The following road management recommendations were made as part of the 
Roads Analysis.  Several closed roads would be opened to accomplish project 
activities, and then re-closed.  All existing closed roads would be re-closed post-
project.  Four unauthorized roads, totaling 1.0 mile, would be used during the 
project.  Of those, two (0.8 miles) would be decommissioned post-project, while 
the remaining two (0.2 miles) would be placed on the system and closed post-
project.  An additional 0.5 miles of unauthorized road would be added to the road 
system, primarily to serve as access to dispersed recreation sites.  In Alternative 
2, up to 500 feet of temporary road would be constructed so that logging landings 
could be screened from view of the main roads.  Temporary roads would not be 
accessible to the public and would be decommissioned immediately after project 
activities. 
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In summary, of the 71.8 miles of currently open roads (system and non-system) 
within the project area, 52.4 miles would remain open post -project; the net 
reduction in open roads within the project area would be 19.4 miles.  15.5 miles 
of currently open roads to be closed would remain a part of the transportation 
system (Appendix 3.10-C).  6.7 total miles of system and unauthorized roads 
would be decommissioned (Appendix 3.10-D). The complete list of road 
recommendations is included in the Eightmile Vegetation Management Roads 
Analysis, available in the Project Analysis file. 

 
Proposed MLs for each road within the analysis area are listed (with existing 
MLs) in Appendix 3.10-A.  Open road densities by discrete Management Area, 
during and post-project, are displayed in Figures 3.10-2 and 3.10-3 below. 
 
Figure 3.10-2 Open road density during project 

Discrete Management Area Square 
Miles 

Length of 
Open Road Miles 

Road Density Miles 
per Sq. Mi. 

Forest Plan 
Standard 

5-09 83.9 32.5 0.4 3.0 
14-03 1.9 7.5 3.9 2.0 
14-04 0.7 2.0 2.8 3.0 
25-01 74.4 186.8 2.5 3.0 
25-02 41.6 44.8 1.1 3.0 
Project Area 19.0 75.6 3.0 n/a 

 
Figure 3.10-3 Post-project open road density 

Discrete Management Area Square 
Miles 

Length of  
Open Road Miles 

Road Density Miles 
per Sq. Mi. 

Forest Plan 
Standard 

5-09 83.9 21.7 0.3 3.0 
14-03 1.9 6.7 3.5 2.0 
14-04 0.7 2.0 2.8 3.0 
25-01 74.4 186.6 2.5 3.0 
25-02 41.6 43.9 1.1 3.0 
Project Area 19.0 52.4 2.8 n/a 

 
Even though one road would be closed and another decommissioned within MA 
14-03, it would still exceed the Forest Plan open road density standard post-
project.  Because only a portion of MA 14-03 lies within this project’s analysis 
area, this project alone would not be able to reduce the road density to or below 
the Forest Plan Standard and these roads are not being used for this project.  
Because no roads would be opened or constructed within the MA, no 
amendment to the Forest Plan is needed.  All other discrete MAs meet Forest 
Plan open road density standards both during and post-project.  The resulting 
road system would provide necessary access for current management and public 
use, while reducing road maintenance costs and environmental effects of the 
existing road system. 
 
Cumulative Effects  
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Action Alternatives 2, 4 and 5 
This cumulative effects analysis considers the effects to the transportation 
system within the project area to approximately 10 years into the future, the time 
when all road work from the Eightmile Vegetation Management project would be 
completed.   
  
The existing road system was constructed over the past 80 years, primarily as a 
means to access valuable timber resources.  This led to the development of a 
road network that is larger than needed for current management and technology 
and is expensive to maintain.  The most recent roads were constructed under the 
Burgett Timber Sale, which built several short spur roads within the project area.  
Unauthorized roads, created primarily for firewood access, have added to the 
road network, although these roads are not part of the transportation system.  
These unauthorized roads have been identified in the project area and would be 
decommissioned or added to the system.  Additionally, some roads that were 
closed by previous projects have been breached in the project area.  Breached 
closures will be addressed as part of the Forest Service's routine road 
maintenance work.  Open road densities were computed including all cumulative 
open roads in the project area (figures 3.10-2 and 3.10-3). 
 
No ongoing or reasonably foreseeable future actions would affect road density or 
ML classification within the project area.  The upcoming Buck Timber Sale and 
Fuels Treatment project would adjoin the area to the west and southwest of the 
Eightmile project area.  Activities within the Buck project are not expected to 
affect any of the roads analyzed within this (Eightmile) project area, although it’s 
likely that the project would close additional roads in accordance with the Forest 
Plan and roads policy.  
 

3.11  Range 
 
The section below summarizes the existing condition information, along with the direct, 
indirect and cumulative effects from the Eightmile project, as analyzed in the Range 
Management Analysis Eightmile Vegetation Management EA (McFetridge 2006a), 
available in the project analysis file. 
 
Existing Conditions 
 
Cub Cattle and Horse Allotment 
The Cub Creek allotment consists of 63,498 acres and is located in the Goat 
(14,686 acres) and the Chewuch (48,814 acres) watersheds. Currently the permit 
allows two permittees to graze a total of 584 cow/calf pair from June 1 through 
October 15 every year.  Four of the seven pastures that make up the Cub 
allotment (Ortell, Sherwood, Lamb Butte and Falls Creek) fall within the analysis 
area.  
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Currently, the four pastures within the analysis area are on a deferred-rotation 
grazing system.  Two units on the west side of Eightmile Creek (Ortell and 
Sherwood) alternate from a clockwise rotation one year to a counterclockwise 
rotation the next. Sherwood pasture is grazed first one year and last the next, 
and Ortell pasture alternates use in July one year and September the next. Two 
units on the east side of Eightmile Creek (Lamb Butte and Falls Creek) alternate 
early and late season use. Pasture division fencing and barriers are inadequate, 
resulting in some livestock drift between pastures each year. 
 
The steep, rugged and often densely-forested terrain of Eightmile Canyon is the 
pasture division boundary between the two permittees and provides an adequate 
drift barrier.  There is a cattle guard with wing fences on Road 5220-000 to 
prevent drift down Ortell Creek.  Three drift fences with cattle guards on 
Eightmile Creek Road 5130-000 prevent drift up and down the creek and  provide 
pasture division boundaries.  A drift fence with a cattle guard prevents livestock 
from accessing the Chewuch River at the bottom of Eightmile Creek.  Cattle 
access the Eightmile bottom, but these physical and structural barriers limit the 
access to a small percentage of the total number of cattle on the allotment.   
 
Grazing Areas Within the Eightmile Creek Drainage 
Cattle guards with drift fence wings separate the pastures into three areas that 
fall within or are adjacent to project Units 18 and 50.  These fences tie into the 
creek on one end and into the steep toe slope on the other end.  
 
Area 1, located between Flat Campground and the cattle guard below Nice 
Campground, is a relatively small area with access from Sherwood and Lamb 
Butte pastures.  It collects cattle drift from Lamb Butte in the late season and 
holds cattle briefly before the early season drive to the top of Lamb Butte. 
Potential for drift down Lamb Butte pasture to Flat Campground is low because 
there is no water in the lower end of the pasture. There is some drift from 
Sherwood pasture. 
 
Area 2, located between Nice Campground and the cattle guard just above the 
Ortell Creek confluence, is the main foraging area within the Eightmile project 
area.  Access is from Ortell and Lamb Butte pastures, with most of the drift 
coming from the Ortell pasture. The overall forage type is representative of a 
drier forest habitat. Fairly open pockets of snowberry, and pinegrass with an 
equal assemblage of bluegrass, dry sedge, fescue, brome, and bentgrass are 
common in Units 47, 56, and 57.  Although Unit 17 falls mostly in Area 3, it is 
included as part of Area 2 because it is mostly continuous with Unit 15. Units 15 
and 17, with fewer shrubs and a relatively open understory with many pockets of 
palatable forage, provide some of the most productive forage in the project area. 
Bluebunch wheatgrass and Idaho fescue, species indicative of a dry, open site, 
are common in Unit 49 – this area has changed in composition from a more 
closed canopy previous to recent harvest treatments.  
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Area 3 extends to the cattle guard below the Billy Goat trailhead, with access 
from the Falls Creek and Ortell pastures.  Most of the use in this area is in the 
upper part above the project area. Forage is predominantly pinegrass, which is 
dense and dominant in the more open areas, and fescue associated with 
sometimes dense boxwood and huckleberry. These species dominate even in 
the more open areas created by past logging activity.  Dense shrubs limit 
livestock access to the main channel of Eightmile Creek.  
 
Eightmile riparian area 
The Eightmile area of riparian obligate vegetation is dominated by dogwood and 
alder shrubs with virtually no grasses or sedges. Shrub density and cover is often 
very high and provides a good access barrier for cattle. Past road building along 
and across Eightmile Creek have facilitated livestock access to the creek; some 
secondary livestock damage to stream banks is occurring.  Streambank 
alteration monitoring was conducted on the highest use areas on Eightmile Creek 
and bank stability levels were well within the standard of greater than 80% 
(Cowley and Burton 2004).   
 
Much greater livestock access exists where recent side channels have been 
created because riparian shrub populations have not yet had time to develop.  
Light bank disturbance by cattle was observed throughout the project area.  
Cattle are using the stream primarily to access the water and not for foraging. In 
most inspected areas, browsing of shrubs is not evident. Cattle loaf near the 
creek in a few areas but little evidence of this is observable. The area of highest 
use on Eightmile Creek riparian area within the Cub allotment is well north of the 
project area. 
 
Allotment inspections over the past two summers found relatively few cattle 
grazing in the Eightmile bottom in any of the three foraging areas. Typically there 
are only a few cattle seen on the Eightmile bottom during the grazing season and 
often no cattle are seen. Forage is being utilized but only small pockets of 
moderate to high use were observed in 2004 and 2005.  Pinegrass is the 
dominant forage species in the project areas and is palatable only in June, when 
cattle may utilize up to 40%.   Forage utilization monitoring in Area 2 on 
bluebunch wheatgrass showed utilization levels at 44%, which is within the 
allowable utilization standard of 45%.  
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
  
Alternative 1 – No Action  
The landscape of the Eightmile bottom would be left in its current condition.  As 
canopy closure continues in forested stands, availability of primary and 
secondary range would decrease slowly. As snags fall and debris accumulates, 
implementation of the No Action alternative would result in increasingly limited 
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livestock use patterns and distribution.  Livestock that drift to the Eightmile 
bottom would be concentrated in the limited pockets of forage.  Livestock 
numbers would be adjusted through Annual Operating Instructions if Forest Plan 
standards are being approached. 
 
Fuel loading would continue to increase and fire intensity would be expected to 
be high in the Eightmile bottom. In the event of a wildfire in the Eightmile bottom, 
cattle access to the riparian area could increase, and post-fire vegetation could 
change to a more palatable forage type that would attract cattle, resulting in an 
increase in damage to streambanks from trampling. 
 
No new temporary road construction, decommissioning, or road closures would 
occur. The current level of vehicle access would be maintained for livestock 
management, range monitoring, and administration.  
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4 and 5  
 
Effects of commercial thinning, regeneration harvest, post-harvest TSI, TSI, 
release felling, commercial firewood removal, and hazard tree removal 
There would be no direct conflict with livestock grazing because the following 
measures would be implemented through design features or mitigation 
measures. Fence right-of-ways and trails would be cleared of slash produced by 
logging or post-sale activities. All existing structural range improvements in the 
proposed timber sale area would be contractually protected.  Also, it would be a 
contract requirement that all gates remain closed while cattle are grazing in the 
area.  Coordination between the District Ranger/Timber Sales Officers/ Fire 
Administration personnel and the grazing permittees would occur to help prevent 
any conflicts.  
 
Even with thinning and prescribed burns, the action alternatives would not reduce 
the effectiveness of the drift barrier provided by the steep and often densely-
forested canyon walls that limit cattle access to the Eightmile bottom.  There 
would not be any timber harvest on the canyon walls and most of the livestock 
are distributed in the grazing areas above the highest slope areas on the north 
end of the project area.   
 
As a result of any of the action alternatives, the number of transitory range acres 
will increase proportionally to the amount of acres treated that open the canopy 
for increased forage production. It is well-documented that thinning and/or 
removal of the forest component in dry forest ecosystems results in the 
stimulation of the associated understory component (Riegel et al.1995, 
Naumburg and DeWald 1999, McConnell and Smith 1970).  In general, the 
research indicates that productivity of understory vegetation is inversely related 
to tree density and directly proportional to the amount of solar radiation that 
reaches the understory vegetation.  The research also indicates that increased 
productivity is positively correlated with larger trees and wider spacing.  The 
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indirect effect of increased plant productivity is an increase in forage and browse 
that is available for grazing by permitted livestock.  During summer, livestock 
tend to be attracted to riparian zones due to water availability; higher 
concentrations of nutritious, palatable forage; and, if trees or shrubs are part of 
the system, preferable thermal conditions (Leonard et al 1997).  Cattle generally 
prefer grasses and forbs to woody vegetation, at least when the herbaceous 
vegetation is green.   Some degree of moderate use of palatable herbs (primarily 
grasses and sedges) can occur within the riparian area without undesirable 
browsing of riparian shrubs and without streambank damage (Hall and Bryant 
1995). In riparian areas, livestock generally do not browse woody plants if they 
have a sufficient supply of palatable grass (Leonard et al 1997). As long as a 
sufficient level of palatable grass is available outside of the riparian area, 
undesirable streambank damage and browsing of riparian shrubs is unlikely. The 
existing high riparian shrub densities, with virtually no grasses or sedges in the 
understory, would be maintained.  Opening the stands and increasing forage 
would improve distribution of cattle, with no increase in the numbers of cattle 
near the creek.  Even though the more open stands would allow additional 
access to riparian areas, no additional use of riparian areas is expected because 
cattle numbers would remain relatively low and dense riparian shrubs would 
remain intact. 
 
Alternative 2 would increase or maintain 764 acres of fair to good transitory 
range.  Alternatives 4 and 5 would increase or maintain 391 acres of fair to good 
transitory range. 
 
Where Eightmile bottom drift fences fall within commercial thinning and TSI 
thinning Units 18 (Alternative 2) and 50, tree removal may make the fences less 
effective by opening better access around the end of the fence where it ties into a 
natural barrier. The fences would be contractually protected and the vegetative 
drift barriers at the end of drift fences would be protected, or the fence extended 
to maintain the integrity of the drift barrier if monitoring indicated the need. 
 
Effects specific to the three grazing areas in the Eightmile bottom 
Area 1:  This is a small area with a relatively small area of vegetation treatment 
with light use by cattle. Project activities would have very little effect on cattle 
grazing. 
  
Area 2:  The flat area within Units 15 and 17 is expected to have a post-project 
response similar to the current forage composition in the Unit 49 area, which has 
a relatively high density of bluebunch wheatgrass and sheep fescue, and high 
forage production.  This has the potential to attract concentrations of cattle and 
increase disturbance on Eightmile Creek.  For most of the other units within Area 
2, the project would not change access or attract more cattle. Opening of the 
dense-canopy forested areas within the other units would result in an increase of 
mostly shrub cover and the less palatable pinegrass.   
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Area 3:  Opening the canopy through the vegetation treatments would not be 
expected to change the understory forage species composition in this area. The 
understory in the northern units would revegetate with pinegrass and shrubs in 
most of the units.  The low palatability of this forage type is not currently a draw 
for cattle, and post-project vegetation community composition changes would not 
provide enough increase in palatable forage species to change current grazing 
behavior. 
 
Effects of Transportation System 
The implementation of road closures would exclude vehicle access to some 
areas. Increased range management needs would include more riding 
associated with gathering livestock for pasture moves or to improve livestock 
distribution; increased labor costs for maintenance of improvements (water 
troughs, fences, etc.) and higher monitoring/administration costs, which could 
result in less range utilization monitoring or less compliance with permittees’ 
Annual Operating Instruction (AOI). 
 
Effects of Prescribed Burning 
 Much of the area within the prescribed burning units is too steep for livestock 
grazing.  As a result, the burns would have little effect on livestock distribution 
patterns. Where it is not too steep for cattle access, prescribed burning has long-
term beneficial effects.  Typically, understory species associated with dry forest 
plant communities are either tolerant of or enhanced by low and moderate 
intensity fire (Agee 1993).  Prescribed burning would help maintain a more open 
structure in most of the timber stands within the analysis area, improving the 
potential for grasses and forbs to dominate the understory.  Where accessible, 
the improved forage would draw cattle away from riparian areas.  
 
The action alternatives would reduce the fuel loading in and adjacent to the 
Eightmile bottom, although riparian obligate vegetation would not be burned.  
Treatment of stands adjacent to riparian vegetation would reduce the severity of 
effects from wildfire.  In Alternative 2, fuel treatment associated with vegetation 
treatments in the Eight mile Creek riparian reserves would reduce the potential 
wildfire severity more than Alternatives 4 and 5. Alternatives 4 and 5 would only 
treat and burn riparian reserves vegetation within campgrounds. Vegetation 
treatments that provide for the greatest potential to reduce the severity of 
wildfires and consequently sustain the dense riparian shrub community would 
best maintain the current limited cattle access. 
 
Construction of firelines could facilitate cattle access along the line and increase 
movement of cattle. There would be no direct fenceline conflicts with planned 
dozer and handline construction.  However, dozer line construction could provide 
better access around the upper drift fence on the south boundary of the Big 
Burgett burn unit.  If monitoring indicated that livestock drift had become a 
problem, the fence would be extended.  
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Prescribed fire would have a positive effect on the overall vigor of the forage.  
Timing of the burning relating to scheduled grazing rotations could force grazing 
rest within the Eightmile bottom use area.  Annual coordination of burn planning 
with grazing planning would mitigate this. 
 
Cumulative Effects 
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4 and 5  
This cumulative effects analysis considers effects of past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions within the Eightmile drainage.  The 
geographic boundary for this cumulative effects analysis is the entire Eightmile 
drainage from ridge to ridge, and the temporal boundary is the period of time 
when the activities associated with this project are occurring from the 1950s to 20 
years post-project. 
 
Past Actions 
 
Intensive logging activity started in the 1950s.  Secondary roads were completed 
in the 1960s and 1970s in conjunction with timber sales through the 1990s.  
Road construction increased livestock access throughout the Eightmile bottom 
and the timber harvest was a factor in increasing pockets of forage in the 
Eightmile bottom.  These past activities have increased access to Eightmile 
bottom but the associated increase in access since the 1960s has remained 
relatively low. 
 
Dispersed camping activities have improved livestock access to the Eightmile 
Creek riparian area because of vehicle access tracks and clearing of vegetation 
and debris in camp sites.  
 
On-going Actions 
Livestock grazing will continue.  Livestock numbers in the Eightmile bottom will 
remain relatively low and continue to be only a very small percent of the total 
number of cattle on the allotment.  Range management techniques such as 
numbers of livestock turned out, salting, water developments and timing of use, 
would continue to be used to meet riparian goals, and to obtain uniform 
distribution of use on the allotment.  Riparian objectives include maintaining 
and/or increasing bank stability along Eightmile Creek.  These objectives would 
be reached through the continued use of deferred rotation grazing and 
maintenance of water troughs and fences. 
 
Road maintenance would continue; roads currently open would remain open 
except those roads planned for closure or obliteration in the Eightmile project.  
This would continue to facilitate current cattle movement patterns. 
 
The remaining post harvest vegetation and fuels management activities on 
approximately 132 acres in the Burgett Timber Sale would be completed concurrently 
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with the proposed Big Burgett and Eightmile Bottom burns and would temporarily 
increase transitory range available for cattle due to forage production enhanced by fire 
and opening the canopy.  These include Burgett Units 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 49, 51 and 52. 
 
Reasonably Foreseeable Future Actions 
The Cub Fawn Goat Allotment Management Plan revision is planned for 
completion in 2006 or 2007.  The AMP will look at on-going grazing management 
and the correction of problem areas. 
 
Actions proposed in the Eightmile Vegetation Management project and potential 
Buck Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment project would open the canopy and 
increase forage production over a large area, providing for much better livestock 
distribution and a reduction in site specific impacts from grazing.  As time passes, 
the forage availability would be reduced as the tree canopy closes.  Shade 
tolerant species would out-compete less shade tolerant species.  Over time, 
trees would again dominate, resulting in the associated shrubs, herbs and 
grasses becoming less abundant due to the corresponding increase in canopy 
cover and associated increased shading (Naumburg and DeWald 1999, Host 
1988, McConnell and Smith 1970). The average transitory range duration for an 
average conifer stand in the Northwest area is approximately 20 years 
(Baumgartner 1987). 
 

3.12  Noxious Weeds 
 

The section below summarizes the existing condition information, along with the 
direct, indirect and cumulative effects from the Eightmile project, as analyzed in 
the Noxious Weed Management Analysis Eightmile Vegetation Management EA 
(McFetridge 2006b), available in the project analysis file. 
 
Management Background 
 
This analysis conforms to the requirements of the Pacific Northwest Region Final 
Environmental Impact Statement for Preventing and Managing Invasive Plants 
(USDA 2005a) (PNW Invasive Plant FEIS), Okanogan & Wenatchee National 
Forests Weed Prevention Strategy and Best Management Practices (USDA 
2001), and the National Strategy and Implementation Plan for Invasive Species 
Management (USDA 2004b).   
 
This analysis also addresses the Direction of the Region 6 FEIS for Managing 
Competing and Unwanted Vegetation (USDA 1988) as supplemented by the 
Mediated Agreement (Northwest Coalition for Alternatives to Pesticides, et al. v. 
Clayton Yeutter 1989). 
 
Both FS National and PNW Region Noxious Weed Strategies use the term 
“noxious weed” to broadly encompass all invasive, aggressive, or harmful non-
indigenous plant species. The more recent term use by the Forest Service is 
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“Invasive Plants,” which are defined as nonnative plants likely to cause economic 
harm, environmental harm or harm to human health (Executive Order 13112, 
1999). For this report the terms “noxious weeds” or “weeds” will continue to be 
used. 
 
Existing Conditions 
 
The Eightmile Vegetation Management project area contains some noxious weed 
sites. Some of these weeds are considered to be Established Invaders, meaning 
that their population levels and distribution are such that seed production cannot 
be prevented.  New Invaders are those species whose population levels and 
distribution are such that seed production can be prevented.  Potential Invaders 
are weed species that are as yet unrecorded on the Forest and/or Ranger 
Districts, but the potential for infestation is imminent as described in the 
Okanogan National Forest Integrated Weed Management Environmental 
Assessments (USDA 1997a and USDA 2000b) (1997 and 2000 Weed EAs). This 
project area contains a relatively high potential for New Invaders from adjacent 
private lands due to its proximity to private land. 
 
Figure 3.12-1  Established, New and Potential Invaders found within or adjacent to the 
Eightmile Vegetation Management project area 
Established 
Invaders: 

New Invaders: Potential Invaders (not yet in 
project area): 

Bull thistle Common tansy Spotted knapweed 
Canada thistle Oxeye daisy Russian knapweed 
Common mullein Sulfur cinquefoil Dalmatian toadflax 
Diffuse knapweed St. Johnswort Whitetop 
Dandelion Scotch broom  
Cheatgrass   

 
Noxious weed information and analysis for the following sites has been 
conducted through the 1997 and 2000 Weed EAs and through recent inventories 
for this project. 
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Figure 3.12-2   New Invader sites to be considered in this analysis  
Site No. Species Gross 

Acres 
Preferred 
treatment 
method 

Units with potential for 
direct effect 

34 Oxeye daisy 72 Manual/Cultural 47,55 
35 Common tansy 4 Manual 48,54 
36 Oxeye daisy 12 Manual/Cultural 15 
70 St. Johnswort 1 Manual 18,19 
83 Sulfur cinquefoil 2 Herbicide none 
208 Sulfur cinquefoil 2 Manual none 
209 Sulfur cinquefoil 10 Herbicide 1,3,46 
225 Sulfur cinquefoil 1 Manual 55,47 
238 Scotch broom 1 Manual 3 
239 Sulfur cinquefoil 1 Manual none 
259 Sulfur cinquefoil 3 Herbicide 47,56,57, EB 
260 Oxeye daisy 1 Manual/Cultural BB 

 
A location map for New Invader sites is available in the Eightmile Noxious Weed 
Analysis File. 
 
Existing Vegetation 
Invasive plant population levels are relatively low within the project area.  
Pinegrass is the dominant competitive vegetation throughout the project area and 
provides good competition in deterring the establishment of new weed invasions 
and the spread of existing weed populations (Williams and Lillybridge 1983). 
 
Current Infestations 
 
New Invaders 
There are 12 known New Invader sites (Figure 3.12-2 above) that have a 
reasonable connection to the Eightmile project area.  Most of these weed sites 
are small. All of these sites are associated with roads except for Site 208. The 
weed site of greatest concern is the sulfur cinquefoil site on Road 5130-205 and 
Road 5130-207 above Flat Campground, which is within Units 1, 3, and 46 and 
the Eightmile Bottom Burn. This site was treated with herbicide in 2005 as 
authorized by the 1997 Weed EA Decision Notice. There are two Sulfur 
cinquefoil sites that are just outside of treatment Units 47, 56, and 57 on the 
Road 5130-195 system which will be used by project activities. All other New 
Invader sites are outside unit boundaries. 
 
Several sites outside the project area have potential to spread through vehicle 
traffic from the seed site to treatment units.  The site with the highest potential to 
spread is a heavy infestation of oxeye daisy at the Billy Goat trailhead.  This site 
was manually treated in 2005. 
 
Established Invaders  
The occurrence of six lower-priority Established Invaders, cheatgrass, Canada 
thistle, bull thistle, common mullein, diffuse knapweed and dandelion, are fairly 
widespread throughout the District.  These weeds are so extensive Forest-wide 
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that they are generally not site-specifically inventoried. Common mullein and bull 
thistle are less invasive and/or persistent than the high priority weeds and 
generally give way to or do not out-compete most desirable vegetation. It is 
expected that these lower-priority weeds occur within the analysis area. 
Currently, diffuse knapweed levels are relatively low within the analysis area with 
the exception of Roads 5130-415, 5130-320, and 5130-315, where knapweed is 
dense along roadsides. Dandelion is well-established on some of the roadsides, 
skid roads, campgrounds, and dispersed campsites.  Cheatgrass is present in 
relatively small patches throughout the project area and there are a few small 
Canada thistle sites. 
 
Current practices 
 
Prevention and Management Strategy.  
The current strategy for invasive species management has 4 elements (USDA 
2004b): 
1. Prevention – Stop invasive plants before they arrive. 
2. Early detection and rapid response – Find new infestations and eliminate 

them before they become established. 
3. Control and management – Contain and reduce existing infestations. 
4. Rehabilitation and restoration – Reclaim native habitats and ecosystems. 
Each of these four prevention and management Strategy elements is addressed 
in detail in the Eightmile Noxious Weed Management Analysis report located in 
the analysis file. 
 
Prevention and Risk Assessment 
The Strategic Actions for prevention outlined in the Okanogan and Wenatchee 
National Forests Weed Management and Prevention Strategy and Best 
Management Practices (USDA 2002) require that risk and prevention analysis be 
completed for prescribed fire and thinning projects.  A noxious weed risk 
assessment was completed for the analysis area, and it was found to have a 
HIGH risk. The main criterion that determined the HIGH level of risk was that 
there is a known infestation of a New Invader that occurs within or adjacent to the 
project area.  When the risk assessment is HIGH the following is directed: 
Implement Prevention and Management Strategy and monitor site until weed-
free for 2 years. The prevention strategy is implemented through mitigation 
measures and the evaluation of six Prevention Strategy Evaluation questions that 
are discussed in the specialist report in the analysis file.  Population monitoring 
would be accomplished during on-going weed management activities. 
 
Environmental Consequences  
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
The risk of noxious weed introduction and spread is estimated by assuming that 
the prevention strategy is implemented in this project through the project 
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mitigation measures.  Based on past observations, spread of noxious weeds is 
generally proportional to the amount of area disturbed.  For the purposes of this 
analysis, “disturbance” includes: 1.) exposed mineral soil, 2.) reduction of 
competing vegetation, and 3.) increase of light levels through the opening of the 
canopy.  For this project, vegetation treatment of forest stands, prescribed 
burning, and transportation system changes would cause at least some level of 
disturbance.  There is also the potential for new weed introductions and spread 
of weed seeds from project vehicles and equipment. 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action  
Noxious weeds introduction by project vehicles and equipment would not occur.  
Soil disturbance within the project area would increase due only to natural 
mechanisms (wind, water, wildlife, wildfire), on-going projects (cattle grazing), 
and public and administrative activity where a more natural rate of spread and 
introduction would be expected.  However, without fuels reduction treatments 
and landscape-level prescribed burning, unnaturally high fuel levels would 
remain and the No Action Alternative would contribute to a higher potential for 
severe wildfire. In a wildfire, the creation of fire lines (whether by hand or dozer), 
helispots, and heliports removes competing vegetation, exposes mineral soil, and 
increases light levels. If the fire is large, then fire suppression resources may 
come from across the nation or from outside the United States, and may bring 
new weed propagules with them.  Fire fighters, fire equipment, dozers, trucks, 
and helicopters can all transport weed propagules to fire lines, helispots, and 
burned areas. The establishment of fire camps also disturbs soil.  Weeds already 
existing in these camps can act as source populations for the introduction of new 
weed species into the burned areas (USDA 2004b).  In the event of a high-
severity wildfire and subsequent suppression actions, the disturbance level and 
vehicle/equipment traffic level, with minimal mitigation, may far exceed the effect 
of the action alternatives under this project, and the likelihood of noxious weeds 
introduction and spread would be much greater. 
 
No new temporary road construction, decommissioning, or road closures would 
occur. The current level of vehicle access would continue with the introduction 
and spread of weeds by road users occurring relative to the level of traffic. 
 
Effects Common to Action Alternatives 2, 4 and 5      
The Action Alternatives include the same types of treatments, but vary by the 
number of acres treated.  For the purpose of this weed analysis, the effects of 
each type of treatment are discussed, with appropriate comparison of the number 
of acres treated between alternatives. . 
 
Weeds exploit disturbed sites. These are areas that have reduced vegetation 
competition, exposed mineral soils, and high light levels. If weeds are present 
before disturbance, or weed seeds arrive after disturbance, weeds will commonly 
increase on disturbed areas. Most activities that disturb soil and increase light 
levels create favorable conditions for weed invasions. (USDA 2004b). 
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The existing natural control for noxious weeds is the presence of native 
herbaceous plants species that compete with weeds.  The most effective is 
pinegrass, though it can also be strong competition for tree seedlings that also 
can reduce weed establishment in the Douglas fir/pinegrass plant association 
(Williams and Lillybridge 1983).  Pinegrass is the dominant grass species 
throughout the project area and would provide adequate competition to deter the 
establishment of weeds outside the disturbed areas. 
 
All treatments that open the forest canopy 
Commercial thinning and regeneration harvest, and to a lesser extent, TSI 
thinning, commercial firewood removal, and hazard tree removal would create a 
more open forest canopy.  For commercial thinning and regeneration harvest, 
there would be 627 treatment acres under Alternative 2 and 322 acres under 
Alternatives 4 and 5 that would resurlt in a much more open canopy.  More light 
would provide more favorable conditions for noxious weeds; however, desirable 
plants that have been suppressed by a dense canopy would also benefit from a 
more open canopy. A study on understory response after thinning in a dense 
pine stand in the Upper Methow found that pinegrass was 47% more abundant in 
thinned forests compared to uncut or unburned forests three years post-
treatment (McConnell and Smith 1965). It is expected that there would not be an 
increase in the lower-priority established noxious weeds except in areas of soil 
disturbance. Areas where light levels and soil disturbance both are increased 
would have the highest potential for weed introduction and spread.  The New 
Invader, oxeye daisy has been found to form solid patches in the understory of 
native shrubs in post-timber harvest units on this District and is an exception.  
Sulfur cinquefoil is also more competitive in non-disturbed, open forest 
environments. These two species are of the greatest concern to the Eightmile 
bottom and are a priority for early detection and rapid response to control new 
infestations. 
 
Commercial thinning and regeneration harvest 
Ground-based harvest systems would create soil disturbance that could, without 
preventative measures to avoid or limit their establishment, allow the invasion of 
noxious weeds. Tractor logging would create ground disturbance.  The lower-
priority established noxious weeds, bull thistle and common mullein, would likely 
increase in density and cover on skid trails and landings.  Dandelion, cheatgrass, 
and knapweed would increase to a lesser extent.  Design features to minimize 
ground disturbance would require skid trail spacing of not less than 100 feet or 
40 foot spacing if a harvester-processor and full-support forwarder is used.  
Spacing guidelines would limit the amount of disturbed ground available for 
noxious weed establishment.  Optional winter logging over snow, if implemented, 
would help to further reduce soil disturbance and better maintain the cover and 
density of desirable competitive vegetation. If summer logging is implemented, it 
is estimated that there would be 20 acres of soil disturbance within 712 treatment 
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acres for Alternative 2 and 14.5 acres of soil disturbance within 380 treatment 
acres for Alternatives 4 and 5 (Eightmile soils analysis report) 
 
Disturbed areas would be promptly seeded. This would reduce soil erosion 
potential and area for weeds to become established.  Seeding would establish 
competitive species to help prevent the spread of existing populations, and 
introduction and establishment of new noxious weed species.  Certified weed-
free seed would be used to help prevent new populations and species of weeds 
from entering the analysis area, reducing future control cost.   
  
A contract provision would be added for all contract work to require high pressure 
cleaning of equipment off-site before it comes to the Forest project area.  This 
would reduce risk of weed seed introduction to the site.  Timber sale bid costs 
might increase but control costs later on would be reduced.   
 
TSI (post-harvest TSI, TSI with lopping and scattering, release felling 
Thinning treatments would reduce fuel levels in the Eightmile bottom.  Fuels 
reduction appears to be the best method to reduce fire hazard and restore 
natural ecosystem processes, at least in plant communities with historically 
frequent, low-severity fire (USDA 2004d).  TSI thinning treatments would be 
conducted by hand crews and would create minimal soil disturbance and no 
increase in noxious weed levels.  
 
Commercial firewood removal, hazard tree removal from campgrounds 
The level of soil disturbance and risk of noxious weed introduction and spread 
would be relatively low, with the highest level of disturbance created by pile 
burning and concentration burning of slash remaining from hazard tree and 
firewood removal activity. 
 
Prescribed burning and pile burning 
Fuels reduction involves the use of fire, whether as prescribed fire or burning in 
conjunction with mechanical thinning (USDA 2004d).  Like wildfire, the immediate 
fire effects of prescribed burns can result in increased bare soil, reduced plant 
competition, and increased light and nutrient levels—conditions that are 
favorable for both desirable vegetation and noxious weed species. Season of 
burning, intensity of the burn, and health of the native plant community in the unit 
prior to the burn will affect weed invasion.  Fall burning occurs when plants are 
dormant, more closely mimicking the natural system than spring burning. Spring 
burns, unless done in early spring prior to new growth, kill or reduce the vigor of 
native plants after they have committed their stored resources to above-ground 
shoots but before they have had a chance to reproduce.   
 
The longer-term fire effects of prescribed burns include increasing abundance 
and cover of pinegrass, the most effective competing vegetation for noxious 
weeds in the project area. Pinegrass sprouts from rhizomes and establishes from 
seed following fire. It may bloom profusely for the first two or three post-fire 
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years, allowing rapid colonization of burned areas. It can also invade burned 
areas from off-site sources. Pinegrass generally increases in response to fire, 
often exceeding preburn levels (Brown et al. 2000). 
 
Prescribed burning might reduce seed output of some noxious weeds if burning 
occurs when seed heads are still on plants.  However, many areas where weed 
populations occur do not have sufficient fuel for prescribed fire to accomplish 
seed output reduction..  The logistics of trying to burn at exactly the right time for 
seed head presence would be difficult.  Although prescribed fire is proposed for 
other vegetation management objectives in this analysis area, noxious weed 
control is not the primary reason for the burn.  Any control of weeds from 
prescribed fire would be incidental to other objectives.   
 
Prescribed fire can temporarily reduce herbaceous vegetation that competes with 
noxious weeds, and thus could allow establishment of noxious weeds, however 
an increase in cover and abundance of pinegrass would be expected in the post-
prescribed burning plant communities with a net increase in competitive 
vegetation for noxious weeds. 
 
Roads 5130-415, 5130-320, and 5130-315 within the Eightmile Bottom Burn 
contain dense knapweed populations. Equipment including ATVs would be 
pressure-washed after being used on these roads if burning occurs in the fall 
when the risk of spreading knapweed is highest.   
 
Construction of hand lines and dozer lines would increase the risk of weed 
spread and introduction. To reduce the risk of spread, no hand line construction 
would occur within existing weed patches.  Hand lines would not be seeded as 
the line is usually not wide enough to limit relatively rapid revegetation from 
existing native propagules.  The dozer lines would be promptly seeded post-burn.  
 
Pile burning concentrates the heat of the fire in a single location, causing greater 
disturbance to the soil and plants in the area of the pile. Underburning distributes 
the fire more evenly through the unit.  Pile locations would be seeded post-
burning. Smaller piles are more quickly revegetated by existing desirable 
vegetation than large piles and are usually preferred.  However, large piles are 
typically placed in pre-existing disturbed soil areas in landings.  
 
Transportation System 
Road closures would reduce the likelihood of vehicles using roads and spreading 
existing weed populations or introducing weeds (e.g. knapweed) along roads.  
Closing all roads would be impractical because access is needed within the 
analysis area to provide for multiple use of the National Forest and to manage 
other resources.  In addition, unless weeds are first eradicated along roads 
planned for closure, poor access would limit the treatment of existing weeds.  
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Road decommissioning activities would occur on 6.7 miles of roadbed.  
Decommissioning would include removal of most culverts, waterbarring of the 
remaining old road surface, and pull-back of road fill into the existing road prism 
in selected wet areas.  There is a risk of spread and introduction of weeds 
through off-road equipment used for decommissioning.  Where weeds are 
established on the roadbeds, there is a risk that activities would disturb dormant 
noxious weed seedbeds and increase weed densities.  However, areas of 
exposed mineral soil would be revegetated to prevent weed invasion and to 
stabilize soils.  The hydrologist and weed specialist would make identification of 
appropriate decommissioning and revegetation measures for specific roads.  
Revegetation would comply with the Rehabilitation and Restoration guidelines in 
the Noxious Weed Management Analysis report in the analysis file under Current 
practices, Item 4, Rehabilitation and Restoration.  Monitoring would be conducted 
post-project to assess the effectiveness of the revegetation and to determine if 
additional revegetation or weed treatments are needed. 
 
Off-road equipment would be brought in from areas outside the Forest that may 
have noxious weed infestations.  The equipment may have mud or soil with 
noxious weed seed or plant parts attached.  The Forest Service does not have 
control over off-Forest sites where the equipment may have been operating.  
Equipment cleaning mitigation measures would reduce the risk of introduction 
from this equipment. 
 
Summary of Action Alternative Effects 
The action alternatives would result in more soil disturbance than Alternative 1 
and a higher risk of spread of noxious weed seed. The action alternatives would 
also increase the risk of introduction of new noxious weeds into the project area 
by vehicles and equipment.  The prevention strategy would reduce the risk of 
introduction and spread.   

 
Of all of the Action Alternatives, Alternative 2 would create the most soil 
disturbance.  However, the Prevention and Management Strategy, discussed 
above under Current Conditions, would reduce the risk of introduction and 
spread of noxious weeds.  In addition, Alternative 2 would reduce fuel levels 
more than Alternatives 4 and 5, thereby most reducing the risk of uncharacteristic 
fire and the disturbance associated with fire control. 
 
Cumulative Effects 
 
This cumulative effects analysis considers effects of past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions within the Eightmile drainage.  The 
geographic boundary for this cumulative effects analysis is the entire Eightmile 
drainage from ridge to ridge, and the temporal boundary is the period of time 
from the 1950s through completion of all activities associated with this project. 
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Past Actions 
Intensive logging activity started in the 1950s.  Secondary roads were completed 
in the 1960s and 1970s in conjunction with more timber sales through the 1990s. 
An increase in recreation and cattle use followed.  Road construction increased 
motor vehicle and livestock access throughout the Eightmile bottom. This opened 
the area to the potential for weed introduction through dispersal of weed seed on 
motor vehicles and livestock. Ground-disturbing logging activities, fuels 
treatments and recreational activities created areas of disturbed soil suitable for 
weed introduction and establishment.  
 
Some roads have been closed or obliterated over the past decades.  This has 
been partially offset by new road construction, but there has been a steady 
decline in the miles of open road in the drainage from its peak in the 1970s and 
1980s.  This has slowly reduced the potential for weed introduction and spread. 
 
Present and On-going Actions 
Integrated weed management would continue in the New Invader weed 
infestations on roads used during vegetation management activities, off roads in 
areas where treatment activities may spread weeds, and in high risk areas for 
prescribed burning.  Integrated weed management (IWM) would be 
accomplished through implementing the mitigation measures in this assessment 
and a combination of all the control methods available with emphasis on early 
detection of new infestations, rapid treatment response, and prompt revegetation. 
The combination of herbicide, manual, and cultural treatment together would 
provide effective control of small populations.  Treatments would be conducted 
by the District Weed program with herbicide treatments authorized under 
the1997 and 2000 Weed EA Decision Notices.  
 
The New Invader sulfur cinquefoil sites within treatment Units 1, 3, and 46 and 
adjacent to treatment Units 47, 56, and 57 would be treated with herbicide pre-
project, as authorized by the1997 and 2000 Weed EAs..  Consequently, weed 
densities would be greatly reduced before project implementation. The cinquefoil 
plants are scattered in small patches, mostly on the roadsides or on the roadbed. 
The treatment would prevent all seed production but the risk of spread of existing 
seeds within the soil seed bank would remain.  The risk of spread would be 
lowest in dry summer/fall conditions and during winter logging. All New Invader 
noxious weeds with the potential for direct effect by the project units would be 
treated prior to and after project activities to help prevent weed spread and 
establishment in the units. 
 
Several weed sites outside the project area have potential to spread through 
vehicle traffic to newly-disturbed soil within treatment units. These include an 
oxeye daisy weed site at the Billy Goat trailhead, a sulfur cinquefoil site near 
Buck Lake Campground, and several smaller New Invader weed sites.  These 
sites are high-priority for chemical treatment authorized by separate decisions, 
which would greatly reduce the potential for spread into newly-disturbed areas.  
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Not all off-road areas have been surveyed for noxious weeds so there is a 
potential for spread from undiscovered populations; however, the highest risk of 
spread occurs along the travel routes. 
 
All the known noxious weed sites in the Cub Creek drainage and the Chewuch 
River bottom adjacent to the project area are being prioritized for integrated weed 
management for project year 2006 under the 1997 and 2000 Weed EAs.  
Virtually all of the New Invader weed sites were treated in 2005.  
 
All types of recreation will continue to be vectors for disturbance and weed 
spread in the drainage, including, but not limited to, camping in campgrounds, 
dispersed camping, pleasure driving, firewood gathering, OHV riding, mountain 
biking, and snowmobiling.   
 
Cumulative effects within the project area from cattle grazing would be an 
increase in the potential for cattle to function as weed vectors.  Livestock may 
transport weed seeds across the landscape with dispersal into the disturbed 
areas.  Given the existing low noxious weed densities within the project area, the 
relatively low number of cattle grazing the Eightmile bottom, and the lack of weed 
species that are readily dispersed by animals, it is expected that the likelihood of 
cattle facilitating the dispersal of noxious weeds would be low. 
 
Reasonably Foreseeable Future Actions 
 
The Cub Fawn Goat Allotments Management Plan revision and EA analysis will 
begin in 2006 and include all of the project area. Those potential indirect effects 
associated with this action will be fully analyzed during the development of the 
EA.  
 
The Buck Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment project would be partially located 
within the drainage.  This project may result in additional road closures in the 
drainage, which would further reduce the likelihood of vehicles using roads and 
spreading existing weed populations or introducing weeds.  
 
Roads 5130-415, 5130-320, and 5130-315 within the Eightmile Bottom Burn 
contain dense diffuse knapweed populations. Larinus minutus would be released, 
if not already present, to reduce population levels, as authorized under the 1997 
Weed EA Decision Notice.   
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
The cumulative effects of Alternative 1 and all past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions would continue to provide vectors for weed spread 
and some level of disturbance would continue to provide sites suitable for weed 
establishment.  The miles of open road would not decrease as a result of this 
alternative and the existing potential for weed spread along open roads would be 
maintained.  There would likely be some decrease in open road miles as a result 
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of the Buck Timber Sale.  Control of existing weeds would continue to occur 
under the existing IWM decisions which would result in reductions in weed 
populations. 
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4 and 5 
The cumulative effects of Alternatives 2, 4, or 5, and all past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions would be short-term increases in amounts 
of Established Invaders and slight increases in the amount of New Invaders.  In 
the long term, with implementation of mitigation measures and on-going weed 
management, weed populations would be reduced. 
 

3.13   Sensitive Plants 
 
The section below summarizes the existing condition information, along with the 
direct, indirect and cumulative effects from the Eightmile project, as analyzed in 
the Eightmile Vegetation Management Project Botanical Evaluation (Ohlson 
2006a) and the Supplement to the Eightmile Vegetation Project Biological 
Evaluation (Ohlson 2006b), available in the project analysis file. 
 
Management Background 
  
The Eightmile Vegetation Management Project area was field-inventoried for 
species on the R6 Sensitive plants list and the Special Status Species Program 
(SSSP) list during the spring and summer of 2004 and 2005.  District records 
were reviewed and past project information was incorporated where appropriate. 
Washington Natural Heritage Program (WNHP) database records were 
researched to determine the presence of other known Sensitive plant populations 
not tracked in previous District projects.  Survey protocols were followed as 
outlined in Final Environmental Impact Statement to Remove or Modify the 
Survey and Manage Mitigation Measure Standards and Guidelines (USDA and 
USDI 2004a), which defined the SSSP. 
 
In January 2006 a court order reinstated the 2001 Survey and Manage protocol 
identified in the Record of Decision and Standards and Guidelines for 
Amendments to the Survey and Manage, Protection Buffer, and Other Mitigation 
Measures Standards and Guidelines (USDA and USDI 2001),  which required 
assessment of effects to designated species.  The Survey and Manage species 
list revised through the Annual Species Review process for 2003  and published 
in December 2003 was reviewed  The District Botanist assessed species on the 
list to determine if any potential habitat occurred within the project area, to 
identify the likelihood of species presence, and to identify additional inventory 
and mitigation needs  
 
The Eightmile Vegetation Management Project 2006 Botanical Evaluation 
(Ohlson 2006a), located in the project analysis file, provides detailed information 
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about sensitive plant species’ existing condition, survey efforts and 
environmental consequences of alternatives. 
 
Existing Conditions 
 
Two State Sensitive and R6 Sensitive plant species, Botrychium crenulatum and 
Sanicula marlandica, were found in the analysis area. To protect the location of 
these populations a map is available upon request.  Two populations of 
Botrychium crenulatum are known to occur in Ortell Creek, and an additional 
population was found in Sherwood Creek.  Both creeks drain into Eightmile 
Creek from the west side of the drainage. Engelmann spruce, western red cedar 
and subalpine fir dominate the overstory in these cool moist habitats.  In addition, 
a mature stand of western red cedar in a canyon within the Eightmile Bottom 
Burn has a high probability of supporting Sensitive Botrychium species, even 
though none were found during the survey effort. 
 
One population of Sanicula marlandica was found in a small mesic microsite, 
bordering a wetland within the Eightmile Bottom Burn.  Because of the cool moist 
microsite associated with the S. marlandica population, it is a preferred spot for 
cattle to congregate during the heat of the day.  In 2004 and 2005, grazing and 
trampling of the population were documented, preventing the population from 
completing its reproductive life cycle.  This activity appears to have been on-
going for several years. The hoof action is churning and compacting moist soils, 
reducing effective soil moisture at the site.  In addition, high transpiration rates 
caused by a denser forest canopy than existed historically may influence ground 
water availability and may limit the extent of the Sanicula marlandica population.  
The Chewuch River drainage (including this population) provides habitat for 9 of 
31 know populations of Sanicula marlandica in the state.  The northeast part of 
the state is the only other place this species grows.  The Chewuch populations 
are disjunct from the main population center, increasing their importance for 
maintaining the viability of the species across its range.   
 
During the 2004 and 2005 survey efforts, no additional threatened, endangered, 
sensitive (TES) or SSSP species were found within the proposed project area or 
were known to occur within the Eightmile drainage.  Species on the 2004 SSSP 
list are dependent on cool moist habitats not typical of the warm dry forest 
habitats associated with this project.  However, the cliff habitats in three canyons 
in the Eightmile Bottom burn, where perennial water sources are present creating 
cooler and moister microsite conditions, could remotely provide habitat for 
several lichens and one bryophyte.  These species are: Dermatocarpon luridum, 
Leptogium burnetiae var. hirsutum, Nephroma occulatum, Pilophorus nigricaulis. 
and Scouleria marginata.   Much of the cliff habitat is not easily accessible.  
Where access was possible, species were not found during inventories. 
 
Assessment of species, habitats, and proposed activities of those species on the 
December 2003 Annual Species Review indicates there is little or no risk to those 
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species with potential habitat within this project.  Detailed information  about the 
assessment process is available in the Supplement to Eightmile Vegetation 
Project Plant Biological Evaluation (Ohlson 2006b), located in the project 
analysis file. The following riparian species that have potential habitat, and a 
remote possibility of presence within the project area are:  Leptogium 
cyanescens and Nephroma occultum, two lichens which are both epiphytes; and 
Tetraphis geniculata, a moss that grows on decay class 3, 4, and 5 logs.   
 
Neither of the federally listed species, Howellia aquatilis or Spiranthes diluvialis 
are known to occur in the area. Both of these species are associated with open 
water wetland systems. There is no activity proposed in or near this type of 
habitat.  
 
Past fire exclusion has resulted in dense conifer stand development, which 
reduces understory species expression and likely reduces the biodiversity that 
occurred in the past.  Conifer encroachment into aspen stands and lack of fire 
decreases aspen clone vigor that can lead to loss of the clone in the long term.  
Many species associated with these dry forest plant associations are shade 
intolerant. As the canopy closes, restricting light to the forest floor and reducing 
available moisture, these species disappear from the understory.  
 
A dry draw with a headwater spring near the north boundary of the Big Burgett 
Burn supports scattered aspen individuals.  The steep terrain discourages most 
cattle use except at the headwaters where a small aspen stand is in deteriorating 
ecological condition.   
 
No sensitive plants were found within the Flat, Nice, Ruffed Grouse and 
Honeymoon Campgrounds.  A description of vegetation within the campgrounds 
is located within the Botanical Evaluation located in the analysis file. 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
Aspen stands would continue to lose vigor and begin to disappear because of  
conifer encroachment and decadence. Shade intolerant understory species 
would continue to disappear.  Riparian areas and moist sites, such as the 
Sanicula marlandica and Botrychium crenulatum habitat, would burn hotter than 
they would have historically during a wildfire event because of unnaturally heavy 
fuels.  Fires that are of higher severity than what historically occurred would more 
likely kill sensitive below-ground growth tissue of Sanicula marlandica and 
Botrychium crenulatum, thus putting these populations at higher risk for loss. 
 
No action would be taken to protect the Sanicula marlandica population from 
continued grazing and trampling.  This would likely cause loss of this population, 
and could result in reduction in the number of viable populations at the edge of 
the geographic range of the species.  This would not meet management direction 
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and would not meet the project purpose and need to maintain viable populations 
of sensitive plants throughout their geographic range. 
 
Action Alternative 2 
This alternative would use prescribed fire and thinning to reduce fuel loading and 
stand density that predisposes the project area to uncharacteristic stand-
replacing fires. Opening up the canopy, removing excessive post-thinning slash 
from sites, and reintroducing fire would stimulate understory development on 
treated acres.  Plant communities would be more resilient following the lower-
intensity and lower-severity fire under this alternative.  Wildfire would be less 
likely to result in uncharacteristic crown fire.  Sanicula marlandica and 
Botrychium crenulatum populations would be more likely to recover following 
wildfire, because post-treatment conditions would be closer to the pre-1900 
historical fuel loadings.  Thinning and prescribed fire would also allow more soil 
moisture to be available to sensitive plants.  This alternative would best address 
re-establishment of historical disturbance regimes, stand structure, and 
composition.   
 
A habitat restoration project is located within potential habitat of species on the 
December 2003 Annual Species Review list. along a one mile stretch of 
Eightmile Creek near Units 15, 17, and 58.  It would provide for trees being felled 
or pushed into the creek channel to improve in-channel wood levels and promote 
the growth of adjacent large trees.  Surveys will be conducted where riparian-
influenced vegetation would be disturbed to determine the presence of species 
with the highest likelihood of occurrence on the December 2003 Annual Species 
Review list.  Most likely to occur are Leptogium cyanescens and Nephroma 
occultum, two lichens which are both epiphytes; and Tetraphis geniculata, a 
moss that grows on decay class 3, 4, and 5 logs.  If any of these species are 
found, to preserve the site, the occupied logs or trees would be protected from 
disturbance by substituting trees in an adjacent area.  Consequently, there would 
be no effect to species on the December 2003 Annual Species Review list. 
 
Action Alternatives 4 and 5 
Alternatives 4 and 5 would treat fewer acres than Alternative 2 causing the 
analysis area to remain at greater risk for higher intensity and severity wildfires 
than Alternative 2  High severity wildfires would cause  a greater likelihood of 
long-term damage to sensitive plants and unique habitats, which evolved under 
historically frequent low-intensity, low-severity fire regimes. Less  conifer removal 
would be occurring within aspen stands in these two alternatives because less 
harvest thinning would be accomplished.  Those aspen stands not thinned would 
continue to be overtopped by conifers, and would lose vigor.  There would be a 
higher risk for loss of these aspen stands long-term.    
 
Direct and Indirect Effects Common To All Action Alternatives   
Prescribed fire is not being considered for use within riparian-influenced 
vegetation under any of the Action Alternatives.  There would be no disturbance 
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of any potential habitat and no effect to any species on the December 2003 
Annual Species Review list from burning activities.   
 
Sanicula marlandica and Botrychium crenulatum populations, potential 
Botrychium species habitat, cliff habitat, and sensitive wetlands will be excluded 
from any thinning activities and protected from fire. There should be no long-
lasting negative effects to these populations or habitats, given measures 
incorporated into project design, monitoring and mitigation, described in more 
detail below. 
 
Each year in early July, some cattle drift into the drainage bottom and remain 
there until fall roundup.  These cattle seek the cooler shade of the riparian zones 
and cooler moist habitats, such as the Sanicula marlandica site.  The annual 
trampling and grazing that is occurring prevents the population from reproducing 
by seed.  Fencing this area under all action alternatives would allow the Sanicula 
marlandica to complete its life cycle and produce seed.  It would also allow 
recovery of the habitat and prevent further soil compaction.  This action would 
maintain the viability of this population and help to maintain the species viability 
throughout its range. 
 
Botrychium montanum, included on the December 2003 Annual Species Review 
list, was not documented during the vascular plant surveys for this project.  
However, western red cedar pockets and springs and seeps identified as 
supporting Botrychium species or as potential Botrychium habitat have been 
excluded from any thinning or burning disturbance.  This is because Botrychium 
species do not fruit regularly and can easily be missed during survey efforts.   
 
The dry draw near the north boundary of the Big Burgett Burn supports scattered 
aspen along its length.   Direct application of fire into this draw under all action 
alternatives would encourage post-burn suckering.  The steep terrain 
discourages cattle use below the headwaters, so burning would produce 
favorable results through most of the drainage.   
 
The northern most draw within the Big Burgett Burn contains scattered aspen 
individuals  and a small aspen stand at the headwater spring  that is losing vigor 
and deteriorating. the draw will be intentionally lit during implementation of the 
Big Burgett Burn to stimulate desired suckering of the stand.  
 
Complete consumption of duff in a high-intensity wildfire and exposure of mineral 
soil can lead to loss of large ponderosa pines due to excessive loss of 
ectomycorrhizal fungi (EMF), surface soil fungi critical to post-burn vegetation 
recovery.  Lower-intensity prescribed burns would reduce the risk of loss of EMF 
by reducing the risk of high-intensity wildfire and increasing the potential for a 
mosaic burn with less loss of forest floor duff.  Both low-intensity fire and mosaic 
burn patterns are critical burn behavior elements necessary to maintain forest 
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EMF communities and provide the best opportunity for vegetation recovery post-
burn (Smith et al. 2005).    
 
Cumulative Effects 
 
This cumulative effects analysis considers possible impacts of past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions on sensitive plants within the project area.  
The geographic boundary for this cumulative effects analysis is the project area, 
and the temporal boundary is the period of time when activities affecting the 
project area occur, from the beginning of fire exclusion about 100 years ago, and 
through the restoration of sensitive plant microsites up to sixty years into the 
future. 
 
The following actions are included in the cumulative effects analysis: 
 
Past Actions 
Fire exclusion, which began around 100 years ago, has resulted in a denser 
conifer stands and greater risk of intense wildfire than that which existed under a 
natural fire regime.  Intensive logging activities, which began in the 1950s and 
continued into the 1990s, have contributed to the establishment of noxious 
weeds and other invasive species that compete with sensitive plants.  Cattle 
grazing has been dominant in the drainage since 1956, causing some trampling 
of riparian-associated sensitive plants. 
 
Present Actions 
Grazing continues in the area.  Drift fences control livestock movement, but some 
cattle drift into riparian areas, causing some trampling of riparian-associated 
sensitive plants.   
 
Post-sale activities for the Burgett Timber sale would not affect sensitive species 
sites because no sensitive species occur in the Burgett activity area.  
 
Reasonably Foreseeable Future Actions 
Livestock grazing will continue. The Cub Fawn Goat Allotments Management 
Plan (AMP) revision and EA analysis is beginning in 2006 and includes all of the 
proposed project area.  It will look at ongoing grazing management and the 
resolution of any identified problems including cattle access to sensitive habitats. 
 
The proposed 2006 Buck Timber Sale and Fuels Treatment  project would be 
partially located within the project area.  No negative effects to sensitive plant 
habitat are anticipated because important habitat would be protected.  
Treatments to reduce stand density and reduce fuel levels would reduce risks of 
loss of sensitive plant habitat.  
 
Cumulative Effect Summary 
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The Eightmile Vegetation Management Project and the Buck Timber Sale and 
Fuels Treatment would improve the potential for sensitive plants to survive 
wildfires through stand treatments and prescribed burning.  This beneficial effect 
would be greatest in Alternative 2.  Grazing impacts to sensitive plants would be 
addressed in the AMP revision and in planning for future projects to avoid loss of 
important populations. 
 

3.14  Cultural Resources 
 
The section below summarizes the existing condition information, along with the 
direct, indirect and cumulative effects from the Eightmile project, as analyzed in 
the Eightmile Vegetation Management Cultural Resources Report (Gadd 2006) 
available in the project analysis file. 
 
Management Background 
 
On the Okanogan National Forest cultural resources include districts, sites, 
buildings, structures and objects that contain evidence of past human activities.  
Traditional cultural properties (TCP), defined as resources of traditional cultural 
significance, are included as well. The Forest is responsible for the management 
of cultural resources that are listed or are eligible for listing on the National 
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) (36 CFR 800; E.O. 11593).  Such resources 
are known as historic properties and they are given consideration in planning for 
federally licensed, permitted, approved or funded undertakings. Properties that 
are documented but not yet evaluated for nomination or listing on the NRHP are 
managed as eligible. Sites that have been determined ineligible require no further 
management consideration, although impacts on them are disclosed in 
accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act. 
 
Existing Conditions 
 
Prior to 2005 there had been three cultural resource investigations associated 
with timber sales within one mile of the proposed project area.  Nine cultural 
resources were documented but none of them lies within the present project 
area.  In 2005, two cultural resource surveys specific to the Eightmile project 
were conducted.  Archaeologists from the Colville National Forest surveyed the 
valley floor adjacent to Eightmile Creek. The area of potential effect (APE) was 
an 1801-acre block with a quarter mile buffer around it, which encompassed 
most of the actual treatment acres. The team surveyed 1641 of those acres; the 
remaining 160 acres were not inventoried because of dense vegetation along 
Eightmile Creek.  Eleven cultural resource sites and 26 isolated artifacts were 
documented and evaluated for nomination to the NRHP.  Site types within the 
APE include mines, numerous refuse scatters associated with recreational-, 
logging- and mining- activities in the area, and isolated cans, bottles and mining-
related artifacts.  All 37 sites and isolated artifacts have been evaluated for 
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nomination to the National Register of Historic Places and none have been found 
to be significant/eligible for the Register. 

 
In July of 2005, cultural resource technicians from the Methow Valley Ranger 
District conducted a sample survey on the steep hill slopes north of Road 5130-
000 and Eightmile Creek where prescribed burning is proposed.  No cultural 
resources were located.  No traditional cultural properties were identified 
following consultation with the Tribal Historic Preservation Officer (THPO) for the 
Colville Confederated Tribes. 
 
Descriptions of cultural resource survey methods and sites are summarized in 
the Archaeological Discipline Reports (Beat 2005) (Neider 2005), located in the 
project analysis file. 
 
Tribal Consultation 
Government-to-government letters describing the project were sent to the 
Yakama Nation and the Confederated Colville Tribes. Neither of the tribes 
responded during a 30-day consultation period. 
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action 
Under this alternative all of the cultural resources documented would continue to 
deteriorate naturally.    
 
Action Alternatives 2, 4 and 5 
All 37 cultural resources in the project area could be impacted by project 
activities under Alternatives 2, 3 or 4.  Artifacts would likely be crushed and 
displaced by heavy equipment and burning would probably result in some artifact 
damage and loss. Burning may also leave some artifacts exposed and open to 
illegal collection by the public. None of the proposed actions however would 
result in loss of archaeological data because the research potential of the cultural 
resources documented has been recognized through thorough documentation.    
Of the acres inventoried for cultural resources, 160 acres on the valley floor 
adjacent to Eightmile Creek were not surveyed due to dense vegetation. This 
includes portions of Units 56 and 57 (primarily the area between a dirt road and 
the toe of the slope east/southeast of Eightmile Creek). Cultural resources similar 
to those documented elsewhere in the APE are likely in Units 56 and 57 but 
because monitoring by a professional archaeologist or a certified cultural 
resource technician would be done, impacts to significant resources are unlikely. 
The other area not inventoried for cultural resources due to dense vegetation is 
in a riparian area near Flat Campground.  No project-related activities are 
proposed in this area. 
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Cumulative Effects for All Action Alternatives  
 
The geographic boundary for this cumulative effects analysis is the project area.  
The temporal boundary is from the early 1900s based on the dates of the earliest 
artifacts documented, to five years in the future when cultural resource 
inventories in Units 56 and 57 would be completed. 
 
The 37 cultural resources documented in the project area are associated with 
recreation, logging, and mining activities that have occurred in the area for 50 
plus years.  Each site and isolate has been evaluated for nomination to the 
National Register of Historic Places and none were determined eligible for the 
Register. As such, the Forest Service has no further management responsibility 
for them.  
 
Cultural resource surveys of Units 56 and 57, portions of which were not 
inventoried because of dense vegetation, would be completed during (Unit 56) 
and following (Unit 56 and 57) treatments.  Cultural resources found would be 
protected pending evaluation for nomination to the National Register of Historic 
Places.  
 
Cultural resources that were noted during the survey for this project but were not 
documented because they were not yet eligible for consideration as historic 
properties (those less than 50 years of age) would be documented and evaluated 
during future projects in this planning area.  Undiscovered cultural resources are 
likely but would remain undocumented and unevaluated until cultural resources 
surveys are conducted for future projects. The Buck Timber Sale and Fuels 
Treatment Project is a reasonably foreseeable future action located in the 
western portion of the drainage.  Portions of the Buck Timber Sale and Fuels 
Treatment project not already inventoried would be surveyed before activities 
would occur.  Eligible cultural resources would be avoided or mitigation 
measures would be implemented. 
 

3.15  Other Required Disclosures 
 
Social Groups, Civil Rights and Environmental Justice 
 
Civil Rights would not be affected by the Eightmile Vegetation Management 
project.  The project includes purchaser work, Forest Service contracted work, 
and Forest Service employee accomplished work.  Under Executive Order 11246 
companies with Federal, contracts or subcontracts are prohibited from job 
discrimination the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.  The U. S. 
Department of Agriculture prohibits discrimination in its employment practices 
based on race, color, national origin, gender, religion, age, disability, political 
beliefs, sexual orientation, and marital and family status. 
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Executive Order 12898 (59 Fed, Reg. 7629, 1994) directs Federal agencies to 
identify and address, as appropriate, any disproportionately high and adverse 
human health or environmental effects on minority populations and low-income 
populations.  No minority and poor communities are located adjacent to the 
planning area.  Timber sale haul routes would be likely to pass through the small 
towns of Winthrop and Twisp, which contain low-income communities.  Because 
the route, on Highway 20, receives regular local, tourist and commercial traffic, 
the effects on traffic and noise would not be noticeable. 
 
The effects of the proposed action on civil rights and low income or minority 
communities would be minimal.  Employment would be created through both 
timber sale and service contracts, and contractors/subcontractors are prohibited 
from discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.  Some 
contracts for this project may be offered under Small Business Administration 
authorities, which could result in positive employment benefits to minority 
populations.   
 
The proposed action would have any disparate effects on any consumers, 
minority groups, women, civil rights, or social/ethnic groups.  All contracts would 
meet Equal Employment Opportunity requirements.  The United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in its programs based 
on race, color, national origin, sex, religion, age, disability, political beliefs, and 
marital or familial status. 
 
Floodplains and Wetlands 
 
No impacts to designated floodplains or wetlands are projected.  Treatments 
would occur in some Riparian Reserves although not in riparian vegetation and 
effects are described in the vegetation, aquatics, sensitive plants and fuels 
sections.    Floodplains and wetlands would be protected through mitigation 
measures, which conform to Executive Orders 11988 and 11990. 
 
Prime Range Land, Farm Land and Forest Land 
 
The proposed action complies with the Federal Regulations for prime land.  
Lands within the analysis area do not qualify as “prime” forest land.  Effects to 
forestland are described earlier in this chapter.  The Eightmile Vegetation 
Management analysis area does not contain any prime rangeland or prime 
farmland.  Therefore, none of the alternatives would have any effect on prime 
rangeland and farmland.   
 
Inventoried Roadless Areas 
 
The Long Swamp and Pasayten Rim Inventoried Roadless Areas lie 
approximately 2 miles east and west, respectively, of project activities and would 
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not be affected.  Roaded areas lie between the Eightmile Vegetation 
Management Project analysis area and the roadless area boundary.   
 
Wild and Scenic Rivers 
 
The portion of the Chewuch River that includes its junction with Eightmile Creek 
was recommended for Wild and Scenic River designation in the Forest Plan.  No 
activities are proposed within 1/4 mile of the river, therefore the project would not 
affect potential eligibility of the river for Wild and Scenic River designation.  
Eightmile Creek was determined, in the 2000 Okanogan National Forest Wild 
and Scenic River Assessment, to be potentially eligible based on scenic, wildlife, 
heritage and botanical attributes.  The Eightmile Vegetation Management Project 
would not negatively impact these attributes and would therefore not affect the 
potential eligibility of Eightmile Creek for Wild and Scenic River designation. 
 
Energy Requirements and Conservation Potential of Alternatives 
 
With relation to national and global petroleum reserves, the energy consumption 
associated with the proposed action would be insignificant.  Fossil fuels used 
during the operation and transportation phases of the Eightmile Vegetation 
Management Project would result in an irreversible resource commitment of 
fossil fuel resources.  Energy consumption associated with this project would be 
insignificant at the local, regional or national scale. 
 
American Indian Treaty Rights  
 
No American Indian Treaty Rights would be affected by the Eightmile Vegetation 
Management project.  The Tribal governments for the Confederated Tribes of the 
Colville Indian Reservation and Yakama Nation were contacted during 
government to government consultation; no concerns about the project were 
raised by either tribal government. 
 
Irreversible and Irretrievable Effects 
 
There are no known substantial, irreversible, or irretrievable commitments of 
resources connected with the proposed action.  Fossil fuel needed for operations 
and transportation associated with this project would be irreversibly lost, but this 
is insignificant in the context of regional, national or global use.  The project 
would result in about 24 acres (based on 6.7 miles at 30 feet road width)  being 
placed back into production as a result of road decommissioning. 
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Chapter 4 
Consultation and Coordination 

with Other Agencies 
 
The Forest Service consulted the following individuals, Federal, state and local 
agencies and tribes during the development of this environmental assessment: 
 
Agencies 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Fisheries 
Washington State Historic Preservation Office  
Washington State Natural Heritage Program 
 
Tribes 
Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation 
Yakama Nation 
 
Interdisciplinary Team 
 
The following individuals were involved in the preparation of this document: 
 
Leahe Swayze – Team Leader 
John Daily – Forest Vegetation 
Meg Trebon – Fuels, Fire Behavior and Air Quality 
Ann Sprague – Wildlife 
Mel Bennett – Water Resources 
Jennifer Molesworth – Aquatic Resources 
Annie Greene – Soils 
Jennifer Zbyszewski – Scenic Resources and Recreation 
Dave Colbert – Transportation 
Dean McFetridge – Range and Noxious Weeds 
Therese Ohlson – Sensitive Plants 
Powys Gadd – Cultural Resources 
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Appendix 2-A 
Description of Vegetation Management Treatments in the Action 
Alternatives 
  
Commercial Thinning 
Commercial thinning is a harvest activity that involves the felling and removal of 
commercial size trees that exceed stocking levels necessary to attain stand 
management objectives.  Stands considered for this treatment have become 
overstocked with vigorous trees with commercial value (generally seven inches 
DBH and larger).  Existing tree stocking levels in proposed thinning units would 
be reduced to achieve the treatment objectives and attain the desired condition 
for dry and mesic forest stands.  Cochran and others (1994) acknowledge that 
thinning increases the growth of residual trees and may be used to accelerate 
the development of stands to attain old-growth characteristics.  Thinning has 
been successfully used as a management tool to maintain large trees on the 
Methow Valley Ranger District and is considered a viable option for maintaining 
large trees in stands currently classified as Forest Plan old growth.   
 
The desired outcome of commercial thinning is to reduce stem density and 
competition between trees and maintain or improve growth of residual trees.  
Ideally treated stands would benefit from thinning for approximately 20 to 30 
years before tree stocking levels and competitive stress increase to undesirable 
levels.  The majority of excess trees targeted for removal are smaller trees in the 
lower canopy layers (thinning from below) that are competing with mature 
overstory trees or competing with vigorous ponderosa pines and Douglas-firs in 
the lower canopy layers.  Variable spacing of residual trees is desirable 
depending on the distribution of existing dominant trees.  Vigorous ponderosa 
pines would be the favored trees to retain on dry sites and other appropriate 
areas following thinning.  Excess trees with heavy dwarf mistletoe infections 
would be removed to reduce disease levels.  All units would be field reviewed 
following completion of harvest activities, to assess post harvest fuel loading and 
residual understory stocking treatment needs.  Excess trees (generally smaller 
than seven inches DBH) would be felled in a post harvest timber stand 
improvement (TSI) treatment to attain target stocking levels and reduce ladder 
fuels.  Post harvest TSI could occur before or after fuels created by the harvest 
activity are treated.  The timing of post harvest TSI treatment would depend on 
the amount fuel created by the harvest treatment, the amount of fuel created by 
TSI, and fuels treatment objectives. 
 
The target stocking level for the majority of proposed commercial thinning units is 
stand density index (SDI) 100 (Reinecke 1933).  Stand density index is the 
number of trees per acre that a stand would have with a quadratic mean 
diameter at breast height of 10 inches.  The target stocking level for drier, less 
productive areas in proposed thinning units is SDI 60.  Residual tree stocking 
would range between 40 to 80 square feet per acre basal area at the stand level 
where target stocking levels are attained.  Residual stocking in areas comprised 
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primarily of trees larger than 18 inches DBH would exceed the target stocking 
levels for treated stands.  Stocking level guides were developed for stands in the 
Eightmile analysis area based on a method recommended by Cochran and 
others (1994).  The stocking level guides are based on site productivity and 
growth requirements of ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir which are the primary 
tree species growing in stands proposed for commercial thinning treatment.  The 
stocking level guides provide a range of tree stocking levels that will maintain or 
enhance tree vigor, reduce ponderosa pine susceptibility to bark beetle attacks, 
reduce Douglas-fir susceptibility to insect defoliators, and reduce undesirable 
stress-related tree mortality.   
 
Crown fire risk reduction of treated stands is another management objective for 
commercial thinning.  Removing trees with heavy dwarf mistletoe infections and 
trees with crowns close to the ground will eliminate ladder fuels and break up the 
vertical continuity of fuels in treated stands (Agee et al. 1999).  Thinning from 
below will reduce crown fire potential of treated stands by maintaining the largest, 
most fire resistant trees, reducing the amount of crown fuels, and breaking up the 
horizontal continuity of tree crown fuels (Agee and Skinner 2005, Graham et al. 
2004, Peterson et al. 2005, Pollet and Omi 2002, Stephens and Moghaddas 
2005).  Treatments that further reduce fuel continuity and quantity (including 
removal of tree boles and tops from sites and manipulating slash on sites) would 
provide conditions that facilitate the use of prescribed fire and natural fuels 
abatement. 
 
Timber Stand Improvement (TSI)  
Timber stand improvement involves the felling of trees that generally are less 
than seven inches DBH in stands where tree sizes range from seedlings up to 
mature trees.  Trees with heavy dwarf mistletoe infections up to 12 inches DBH 
may be felled to reduce disease levels.  Trees that are felled have little or no 
commercial value and they are left on the site.  TSI can encompass release 
felling around larger (dominant) trees to give them more growing space on a site.  
One treatment objective is to release the larger trees from competitive stress by 
removing the smaller, excess trees that are competing for light, moisture, and 
nutrients. 
 
TSI also involves thinning trees in areas where the majority of excess stems are 
smaller than commercial size (generally less than five inches DBH).  The 
treatment objective is to provide adequate growing space for residual trees, favor 
the growth of early seral species (ponderosa pine) where present, and to reduce 
dwarf mistletoe infection levels.  Target stocking levels for thinned areas would 
range from 65 to 130 trees per acre (18 to 25 feet average spacing) depending 
on site quality and residual tree species mix.  The intent of this treatment is to 
manipulate the stem density, tree species composition, and disease levels so 
that residual trees will develop into larger, sustainable trees.   
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Seed Tree Regeneration Harvest 
The seed tree regeneration treatment is a harvest activity that involves the felling 
and removal of commercial size trees that generally are larger than seven inches 
DBH.  All stands considered for this treatment have been harvested in the past, 
are heavily infected with laminated root disease, and are stocked primarily with 
Douglas-fir which is very susceptible to the disease.  One treatment objective for 
proposed seed tree harvest units is to replace these highly susceptible stands 
with manageable stands dominated by early seral species (including ponderosa 
pine, lodgepole pine, and aspen) which are resistant or immune to the root 
disease.  Another treatment objective is to break up the horizontal and vertical 
continuity of fuels on the landscape by creating effective gaps in the tree canopy 
and reducing fuel loading in treated stands. 
 
Green trees, snags, and down logs will be retained in patches and individual 
structures on at least 15 percent of the area associated with each regeneration 
unit.  Seventy percent of the total area retained will be in patches 0.5 to 2.5 acres 
or larger in size and the remainder will be individual trees or patches of trees less 
than 0.5 acre.  The largest disease free trees (ponderosa pines and Douglas-firs 
primarily) would be retained in seed tree harvest units to provide for structural 
diversity and snag recruitment.  Dwarf mistletoe infected trees would be felled to 
reduce disease levels and inhibit future infection of understory trees that develop 
in treated stands.  Diseased, damaged, or suppressed trees smaller than 
commercial size would also be felled followed by prescribed burning to prepare 
the sites for reforestation and reduce fuel loading.  Ponderosa pines would be 
planted to restore them as the primary tree species.  Lodgepole pine and aspen 
would naturally regenerate where they currently grow in proposed treatment 
units. 
 
Campground Thinning and Hazard Tree Removal 
The four developed campgrounds in the analysis area would receive proposed 
treatment that includes elements of commercial thinning and timber stand 
improvement.  Trees that have become unstable and pose a safety hazard to 
campground visitors or facilities also would be felled.  Vegetation management 
goals in the campgrounds include:  reduce the susceptibility of trees to insect 
attacks or disease infection, maintain existing large trees, develop additional 
large trees, provide for public safety, and protect facilities.  Thinning from below 
would be applied where needed to reduce tree stocking levels to achieve these 
goals.  Vigorous ponderosa pines would be the preferred trees to retain and 
manage where they occur in the campgrounds.  Excess trees that are below 
merchantable size would be felled and left on site to provide firewood for 
campground users.  Excess merchantable sized trees and hazardous trees 
which have become structurally unstable may be felled and removed from the 
campground if they are not needed for large woody debris recruitment in 
Eightmile creek or the floodplain of the creek.  Hazard trees or excess 
merchantable sized trees needed for large woody debris recruitment could be 
felled or pushed over with equipment into the stream. 
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Release Felling 
Release felling involves thinning from below around desired dominant trees in the 
upper canopy.  The release distance will range from 10 to 20 feet of the canopy 
drip line around a given tree depending on the size and species of the residual 
tree.  Ponderosa pines will generally have a wider release distance than 
Douglas-firs.  Release felling is intended to maintain the vigor of larger trees in a 
stand, reduce their bark beetle susceptibility, and inhibit the spread of dwarf 
mistletoe from the overstory into the understory canopy layer.  Another treatment 
objective of release felling is to remove ladder fuels around large trees and 
decrease the likelihood of a ground fire spreading into the crown of the desirable 
large trees. 
 
Tree Planting 
Ponderosa pine seedlings would be planted on a site that has become under-
stocked due to tree mortality caused by laminated root disease infection.  The 
majority of trees on the site were Douglas-firs that were killed by the root 
disease.  Pine seedlings would be planted to regenerate a root disease resistant 
stand of trees and restore ponderosa pine in the analysis area.  Grass and other 
competing vegetation would be scalped by hand tools to prepare planting sites 
for seedlings. 
 
Commercial Firewood Removal 
This treatment is proposed for one stand where the majority of lodgepole pines 
and ponderosa pines were attacked and killed by pine bark beetles.  The dead 
trees have deteriorated to the point where they are suitable primarily for firewood 
or posts and poles.  The remaining live lodgepole pines are suppressed or 
infected with dwarf mistletoe and are undesirable for retention in the stand 
because they increase the likelihood of perpetuating disease and bark beetle 
attacks in the future.  The stand is currently stocked with sufficient numbers of 
vigorous Douglas-fir trees that can be managed to attain desired forest 
vegetation conditions in the future.  Dead trees and the remaining live lodgepole 
pines would be felled and removed from the stand by one or more contractors to 
provide opportunities for commercial firewood and post and pole harvesting.  
Forest products would be removed from the stand using existing roads and skid 
trails and no additional detrimental soil disturbance would be created.  Public 
gathering of firewood and posts and poles would be allowed upon the completion 
of commercial operator activities.  Slash created by removal of forest products 
would be treated by lopping, scattering, and concentration burning.   
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Appendix 2-B   
Alternative 2--Proposed Action  
Eightmile Vegetation Management and Landscape Underburn Treatments  
 

Unit Acres 
Vegetation 

Management 
Treatment 

Vegetation 
Mgmt. Fuels 
Treatment 

 

LSR 
acres 

 

Riparian 
Reserve 

acres 

Forest Plan 
Old Growth 

acres 

1 9 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB)  1 

2 Flat CG 6 
Thinning & 
hazard tree 
removal  

Hand pile  6  

3 25 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB) 1 

4 7 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB  6  

5 46 
Release felling 
around large 
ponderosa pine 

Hand pile 46 12 46

6 4 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB);  
 3 

7 7 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (4 ac. in EB); 
 7   

8 18 TSI (following 
UB—EB) 

CB or lop & 
scatter (EB) 18 2 

12 7 

Commercial 
thinning  & 
post-harvest 
TSI 

UB (EB);  
 7 2 

13 81 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (60 ac. in 
EB);  17 81

14 12 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB)  
  

15 49 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB 
10 

17 54 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB 
9 

18 89 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB 
 7 89

19 9 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB 
6  
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Unit Acres 
Vegetation 

Management 
Treatment 

Vegetation 
Mgmt. Fuels 
Treatment 

 

LSR 
acres 

 

Riparian 
Reserve 

acres 

Forest Plan 
Old Growth 

acres 

20 20 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB 
6   

21 25 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (15 ac. in 
BB);  9  

22 21 
Commercial 
firewood 
removal 

Lop, scatter & 
CB; hand piling 
OK 

2  

23 20 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (BB)  

27 Ruffed 
Grouse CG 4 

Thinning & 
hazard tree 
removal 

Hand pile   4  

28 21 TSI Lop & scatter 3  

29 20 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (4 ac. in BB) 7 20

33 22 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB 
22 5 22

34 23 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB 
23 6 

37 30 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB. 30 7 

41 
Honeymoon 
CG 

4 
Thinning & 
hazard tree 
removal 

Hand pile  4 3 

42 Nice CG 4 
Thinning & 
hazard tree 
removal 

Hand pile  4 1  

43 6 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB  
6  

46 6 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB)  
  

47 20 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB 4 

48 12 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB 
11 

49 12 

TSI with 
release felling 
around 
ponderosa pine 

Lop & scatter;  
hand pile if 
needed 9 
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Unit Acres 
Vegetation 

Management 
Treatment 

Vegetation 
Mgmt. Fuels 
Treatment 

 

LSR 
acres 

 

Riparian 
Reserve 

acres 

Forest Plan 
Old Growth 

acres 

50 8 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB 
 (7 ac. In EB)  3 

51 6 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB)  
 

52 14 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (BB) 1  

53 5 
Regeneration 
harvest & tree 
planting 

UB (BB)   

54 8 
Regeneration 
harvest & tree 
planting 

 UB   

55 9 Tree planting     3  

56 18 
Regeneration 
harvest & tree 
planting 

  UB   

57 19 TSI  Lop & scatter 7 3  

58 11 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

  UB 3  

Vegetation 
Treatments  791    174 172  258

TSI = Timber Stand Improvement thinning, UB=Underburn, CB=Concentration burn,                               
BB=Big Burgett burn, EB=Eightmile Bottom burn 
 
Landscape Underburn Treatments  Alternative 2 

Unit 
Total 
Acres 

Natural 
Fuels 
acres 

Vegetation 
Treatment Fuels 

Acres (from 
table above) 

LSR 
Acres* 

Riparian 
Reserve 
acres* 

Forest 
Plan Old 
Growth 
Acres* 

Burgett 
Timber 

Sale 
acres 

Eightmile 
Bottom  1,598 1,398 159    41 

Big Burgett  502 353 58    91 

Landscape 
Underburns 2,100 1,751 248 463 153 5 132 

*These acres are outside of any vegetation treatment units.   
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Appendix 2-C   
Alternative 4--No Harvest in Forest Plan Old Growth; No Harvest in 
Riparian Reserves Outside of Campgrounds; No Treatments in Northern 
Spotted Owl (NSO) Habitat 
Eightmile Vegetation Management and Landscape Underburn Treatments 

Unit Acres 
Vegetation 
Management 
Treatment 

Vegetation 
Mgmt. Fuels 
Treatment 

 

LSR 
acres 

 

Riparian 
Reserve 

acres 

Forest Plan 
Old Growth 

acres 

1 8 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB)   

2 Flat CG 6 
Thinning & 
hazard tree 
removal 

Hand pile  6  

3 24 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB)  

7 7 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (4 ac. in EB); 
 7  

8 16 TSI  
Concentration 
burn or lop & 
scatter (EB) 

16  

12 6 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB 
  6  

14 12 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB)  
  

15 39 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB 
 

17 46 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB 
 

20 14 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB 
  

21 16 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (15 ac. In BB   

22 19 
Commercial 
firewood 
removal 

 Lop, scatter & 
CB; hand piling 
OK 

  

23 20 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (BB)  

27 Ruffed 
Grouse CG 4 

Thinning & 
hazard tree 
removal 

Hand pile   4  

28 18 TSI Lop & scatter   

34 17 Commercial  UB 17  
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Unit Acres 
Vegetation 
Management 
Treatment 

Vegetation 
Mgmt. Fuels 
Treatment 

 

LSR 
acres 

 

Riparian 
Reserve 

acres 

Forest Plan 
Old Growth 

acres 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

37 23 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB. 23  

41 
Honeymoon 
CG 

4 
Thinning & 
hazard tree 
removal  

Hand pile  4 3 

42 Nice CG 4 
Thinning & 
hazard tree 
removal  

Hand pile  4 1  

43 6 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB)  
6  

46 6 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB)  
  

47 15 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB  

50 5 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB)  
 

51 6 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB)  
 

52 14 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (BB)  
   

53 5 
Regeneration 
harvest & tree 
planting 

UB (BB)   

54 8 
Regeneration 
harvest & tree 
planting 

 UB   

55 9 Tree planting     3  

56 18 
Regeneration 
harvest & tree 
planting 

  UB   

57 16 TSI  Lop & scatter 4   

58 7 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

  UB   

Vegetation 
Treatments  

 
418      87 17  0

TSI = Timber Stand Improvement thinning, UB=Underburn, CB=Concentration burn,                               
BB=Big Burgett burn, EB=Eightmile Bottom burn 
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Landscape Underburn Treatments  Alternative 4 

Unit 
Total 
Acres 

Natural 
Fuels 
acres 

Vegetation 
Treatment 

Fuels 
Acres (from 
table above) 

LSR 
Acres* 

Riparian 
Reserve 
acres* 

Forest 
Plan Old 
Growth 
Acres* 

Burgett 
Timber 

Sale 
acres 

Eightmile 
Bottom  1,598 1,470 87    41 

Big Burgett  502 357 54    91 

Landscape 
Underburns  2,100 1,827 141 469 164 89 132 

*These acres are outside of any vegetation treatment units.   
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Appendix 2-D   
Alternative 5—No Harvest or Burning in Forest Plan Old Growth; No 
Harvest in Riparian Reserves Outside of Campgrounds; No Treatment in 
NSO Habitat 
Eightmile Vegetation Management and Landscape Underburn Treatments 

Unit Acres 
Vegetation 
Management 
Treatment 

Vegetation 
Mgmt. Fuels 
Treatment 

 

LSR 
Acres 

 

Riparian 
Reserve 
Acres 

Forest Plan 
Old Growth 

Acres 

1 8 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB)   

2 Flat CG 6 
Thinning & 
hazard tree 
removal 

Hand pile  6 

3 24 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB)  

7 7 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (4 ac. in EB 
7  

8 16 TSI  
Concentration 
burn or lop & 
scatter (EB) 

16  

12 6 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB) 
6  

14 12 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB)  
 

15 39 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB 
 

17 46 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB 
 

20 14 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB 
 

21 16 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (15 ac. In BB  

22 19 
Commercial 
firewood 
removal 

 Lop, scatter & 
CB; hand piling 
OK 

 

23 20 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (BB)  

27 Ruffed 
Grouse CG 4 

Thinning & 
hazard tree 
removal 

Hand pile   4 

28 18 TSI Lop & scatter  

34 17 Commercial  UB 17  
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Unit Acres 
Vegetation 
Management 
Treatment 

Vegetation 
Mgmt. Fuels 
Treatment 

 

LSR 
Acres 

 

Riparian 
Reserve 
Acres 

Forest Plan 
Old Growth 

Acres 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

37 23 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB. 23  

41 
Honeymoon 
CG 

4 
Thinning & 
hazard tree 
removal  

Hand pile  4 3 

42 Nice CG 4 
Thinning & 
hazard tree 
removal  

Hand pile  4 1 

43 6 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB)  
6  

46 6 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB)  
 

47 15 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

 UB  

50 5 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB)  
 

51 6 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (EB)  
 

52 14 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

UB (BB)  
  

53 5 
Regeneration 
harvest & tree 
planting 

UB (BB)  

54 8 
Regeneration 
harvest & tree 
planting 

 UB   

55 9 Tree planting     3 

56 18 
Regeneration 
harvest & tree 
planting 

  UB  

57 16 TSI  Lop & scatter 4  

58 7 
Commercial 
thinning & post-
harvest TSI 

  UB  

Vegetation 
Treatments 

 
418     87 17 0

TSI = Timber Stand Improvement thinning, UB=Underburn, CB=Concentration burn,                               
BB=Big Burgett burn, EB=Eightmile Bottom burn 
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Landscape Underburn Treatments Alternative 5 

Unit Total 
Acres 

Natural 
Fuels 
Acres 

Vegetation 
Treatment 

Fuels 
Acres (from 
table above) 

LSR 
Acres* 

Riparian 
Reserve 
Acres* 

Forest 
Plan Old 
Growth 
Acres* 

Burgett 
Timber 

Sale Acres 

Eightmile 
Bottom  1,456 1,328 87    41 

Big Burgett  502 357 54    91 

Landscape 
Underburns 1,958 1,685 141 386 140 0 132 

*These acres are outside of any vegetation treatment units.    
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Appendix 3.6-A 
Standard and Guidelines for Riparian Reserves relevant to the Eightmile 
Vegetation Management Project 
  
Riparian Reserve Widths 
Riparian Reserves, as described in detail in the Aquatic Conservation Strategy 
starting on page B-9 of these standards and guidelines, are specified for five 
categories of streams or waterbodies as follows: 
 
Fish-bearing streams - Riparian Reserves consist of the stream and the area on 
each side of the stream extending from the edges of the active stream channel to 
the top of the inner gorge, or to the outer edges of the 100-year floodplain, or to 
the outer edges of riparian vegetation, or to a distance equal to the height of two 
site-potential trees, or 300 feet slope distance (600 feet total, including both sides 
of the stream channel), whichever is greatest. 
 
Permanently flowing nonfish-bearing streams - Riparian Reserves consist of the 
stream and the area on each side of the stream extending from the edges of the 
active stream channel to the top of the inner gorge, or to the outer edges of the 
100-year floodplain, or to the outer edges of riparian vegetation, or to a distance 
equal to the height of one site-potential tree, or 150 feet slope distance (300 feet 
total, including both sides of the stream channel), whichever is greatest. 
 
Constructed ponds and reservoirs, and wetlands greater than 1 acre - Riparian 
Reserves consist of the body of water or wetland and: the area to the outer 
edges of the riparian vegetation, or to the extent of seasonally saturated soil, or 
the extent of unstable and potentially unstable areas, or to a distance equal to 
the height of one site-potential tree, or 150 feet slope distance from the edge of 
the wetland greater than Standards and Guidelines C-31 1 acre or the maximum 
pool elevation of constructed ponds and reservoirs, whichever is greatest. 
 
Lakes and natural ponds - Riparian Reserves consist of the body of water and: 
the area to the outer edges of the riparian vegetation, or to the extent of 
seasonally saturated soil, or to the extent of unstable and potentially unstable 
areas, or to a distance equal to the height of two site-potential trees, or 300 feet 
slope distance, whichever is greatest. 
 
Seasonally flowing or intermittent streams, wetlands less than 1 acre, and 
unstable and potentially unstable areas - This category applies to features with 
high variability in size and site-specific characteristics. At a minimum, the 
Riparian Reserves must include: 
The extent of unstable and potentially unstable areas (including earthflows), 
The stream channel and extend to the top of the inner gorge, 
The stream channel or wetland and the area from the edges of the stream 
channel or wetland to the outer edges of the riparian vegetation, and 
Extension from the edges of the stream channel to a distance equal to the 
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height of one site-potential tree, or 100 feet slope distance, whichever is 
greatest. 
A site-potential tree height is the average maximum height of the tallest dominant 
trees (200 years or older) for a given site class. 
Intermittent streams are defined as any nonpermanent flowing drainage feature 
having a definable channel and evidence of annual scour or deposition. This 
includes what are sometimes referred to as ephemeral streams if they meet 
these two physical criteria. 
 
Standards and Guidelines 
As a general rule, standards and guidelines for Riparian Reserves prohibit or 
regulate activities in Riparian Reserves that retard or prevent attainment of the 
Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives. Watershed analysis and appropriate 
NEPA compliance is required to change Riparian Reserve boundaries in all 
watersheds. 
 
Timber Management 
TM-1. Prohibit timber harvest, including fuelwood cutting, in Riparian Reserves, 
except as described below. Riparian Reserve acres shall not be included in 
calculations of the timber base. 
 
Standards and Guidelines C-32 
a. Where events such as fire, flooding, volcanic, wind, or insect damage result 
in degraded riparian conditions, allow salvage and fuelwood cutting if required to 
attain Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives. 
b. Salvage trees only when watershed analysis determines that present and 
future coarse  woody debris needs are met and other Aquatic Conservation 
Strategy objectives are not adversely affected. 
c. Apply silvicultural practices for Riparian Reserves to control stocking, 
reestablish and manage stands, and acquire desired vegetation characteristics 
needed to attain Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives. 
 
Roads Management 
RF-1. Federal, state, and county agencies should cooperate to achieve 
consistency in road design, operation, and maintenance necessary to attain 
Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives. 
 
RF-2. For each existing or planned road, meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy 
objectives by: 
a. minimizing road and landing locations in Riparian Reserves. 
b. completing watershed analyses (including appropriate geotechnical analyses) 
prior to construction of new roads or landings in Riparian Reserves. 
c. preparing road design criteria, elements, and standards that govern 
construction and reconstruction. 
d. preparing operation and maintenance criteria that govern road operation, 
maintenance, and management. 
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e. minimizing disruption of natural hydrologic flow paths, including diversion of 
streamflow and interception of surface and subsurface flow. 
f. restricting sidecasting as necessary to prevent the introduction of sediment to 
streams. 
g. avoiding wetlands entirely when constructing new roads. 
 
RF-3. Determine the influence of each road on the Aquatic Conservation 
Strategy objectives through watershed analysis. Meet Aquatic Conservation 
Strategy objectives by: 
a. reconstructing roads and associated drainage features that pose a substantial 
risk. 
b. prioritizing reconstruction based on current and potential impact to riparian 
resources and the ecological value of the riparian resources affected. 
Standards and Guidelines C-33 
c. closing and stabilizing, or obliterating and stabilizing roads based on the 
ongoing and potential effects to Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives and 
considering short-term and long-term transportation needs. 
 
RF-4. New culverts, bridges and other stream crossings shall be constructed, 
and existing culverts, bridges and other stream crossings determined to pose a 
substantial risk to riparian conditions will be improved, to accommodate at least 
the 100-year flood, including associated bedload and debris. Priority for 
upgrading will be based on the potential impact and the ecological value of the 
riparian resources affected. Crossings will be constructed and maintained to 
prevent diversion of streamflow out of the channel and down the road in the 
event of crossing failure. 
 
RF-5. Minimize sediment delivery to streams from roads. Outsloping of the 
roadway surface is preferred, except in cases where outsloping would increase 
sediment delivery to streams or where outsloping is unfeasible or unsafe. Route 
road drainage away from potentially unstable channels, fills, and hillslopes. 
 
RF-6. Provide and maintain fish passage at all road crossings of existing and 
potential fish-bearing streams. 
 
RF-7. Develop and implement a Road Management Plan or a Transportation 
Management Plan that will meet the Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives. 
As a minimum, this plan shall include provisions for the following activities: 
a. inspections and maintenance during storm events. 
b. inspections and maintenance after storm events. 
c. road operation and maintenance, giving high priority to identifying and 
correcting road drainage problems that contribute to degrading riparian 
resources. 
d. traffic regulation during wet periods to prevent damage to riparian resources. 
e. establish the purpose of each road by developing the Road Management 
Objective. 
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Grazing Management 
GM-1. Adjust grazing practices to eliminate impacts that retard or prevent 
attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives. If adjusting practices is 
not effective, eliminate grazing. 
 
GM-2. Locate new livestock handling and/or management facilities outside 
Riparian Reserves. For existing livestock handling facilities inside the Riparian 
Reserve, ensure that Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives are met. Where 
these objectives cannot be met, require relocation or removal of such facilities. 
Standards and Guidelines C-34 
 
GM-3. Limit livestock trailing, bedding, watering, loading, and other handling 
efforts to those areas and times that will ensure Aquatic Conservation Strategy 
objectives are met. 
 
Recreation Management 
RM-1. New recreational facilities within Riparian Reserves, including trails and 
dispersed sites, should be designed to not prevent meeting Aquatic Conservation 
Strategy objectives. Construction of these facilities should not prevent future 
attainment of these objectives. For existing recreation facilities within Riparian 
Reserves, evaluate and mitigate impact to ensure that these do not prevent, and 
to the extent practicable contribute to, attainment of Aquatic Conservation 
Strategy objectives. 
 
RM-2. Adjust dispersed and developed recreation practices that retard or prevent 
attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives. Where adjustment 
measures such as education, use limitations, traffic control devices, increased 
maintenance, relocation of facilities, and/or specific site closures are not 
effective, eliminate the practice or occupancy. 
 
RM-3. Wild and Scenic Rivers and Wilderness management plans will address 
attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives. 
 
Fire/Fuels Management 
FM-1. Design fuel treatment and fire suppression strategies, practices, and 
activities to meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives, and to minimize 
disturbance of riparian ground cover and vegetation. Strategies should recognize 
the role of fire in ecosystem function and identify those instances where fire 
suppression or fuels management activities could be damaging to long-term 
ecosystem function. 
 
FM-2. Locate incident bases, camps, helibases, staging areas, helispots and 
other centers for incident activities outside Riparian Reserves. If the only suitable 
location for such activities is within the Riparian Reserve, an exemption may be 
granted following review and recommendation by a resource advisor. The 
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advisor will prescribe the location, use conditions, and rehabilitation 
requirements. Use an interdisciplinary team to predetermine suitable incident 
base and helibase locations. 
 
FM-3. Minimize delivery of chemical retardant, foam, or additives to surface 
waters. An exception may be warranted in situations where overriding immediate 
safety imperatives exist, or, following review and recommendation by a resource 
advisor, when an escape would cause more long-term damage. Standards and 
Guidelines C-36 
 
FM-4. Design prescribed burn projects and prescriptions to contribute to 
attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives. 
 
FM-5. Immediately establish an emergency team to develop a rehabilitation 
treatment plan needed to attain Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives 
whenever Riparian Reserves are significantly damaged by wildfire or a 
prescribed fire burning outside prescribed parameters. 
Other - In Riparian Reserves, the goal of wildfire suppression is to limit the size 
of all fires. 
When watershed and/or landscape analysis, or province-level plans are 
completed and approved, some natural fires may be allowed to burn under 
prescribed conditions. Rapidly extinguishing smoldering coarse woody debris 
and duff should be considered to preserve these ecosystem elements. In 
Riparian Reserves, water drafting sites should be located and managed to 
minimize adverse effects on riparian habitat and water quality, as consistent 
with Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives. 
 
General Riparian Area Management 
RA-1. Identify and attempt to secure in-stream flows needed to maintain riparian 
resources, channel conditions, and aquatic habitat. 
 
RA-2 Fell trees in Riparian Reserves when they pose a safety risk. Keep felled 
trees on-site when needed to meet coarse woody debris objectives. 
 
RA-3. Herbicides, insecticides, and other toxicants, and other chemicals shall be 
applied only in a manner that avoids impacts that retard or prevent attainment of 
Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives. 
 
RA-4. Locate water drafting sites to minimize adverse effects on stream channel 
stability, sedimentation, and in-stream flows needed to maintain riparian 
resources, channel conditions, and fish habitat. 
 
Watershed and Habitat Restoration 
WR-1. Design and implement watershed restoration projects in a manner that 
promotes long-term ecological integrity of ecosystems, conserves the genetic 
integrity of native species, and attains Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives. 
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WR-2. Cooperate with federal, state, local, and tribal agencies, and private 
landowners to develop watershed-based Coordinated Resource Management 
Plans or other cooperative agreements to meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy 
objectives. 
 
WR-3. Do not use mitigation or planned restoration as a substitute for preventing 
habitat degradation. 
 
Fish and Wildlife Management 
FW-1. Design and implement fish and wildlife habitat restoration and 
enhancement activities in a manner that contributes to attainment of Aquatic 
Conservation Strategy objectives. 
 
FW-2. Design, construct and operate fish and wildlife interpretive and other 
user-enhancement facilities in a manner that does not retard or prevent 
attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives. For existing fish and 
wildlife interpretative and other user-enhancement facilities inside Riparian 
Reserves, ensure that Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives are met. Where 
Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives cannot be met, relocate or close such 
facilities. 
 
FW-4. Cooperate with federal, tribal, and state fish management agencies to 
identify and eliminate impacts associated with habitat manipulation, fish stocking, 
harvest and poaching that threaten the continued existence and distribution of 
native fish stocks occurring on federal lands. 
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Appendix 3.10-A  Road maintenance levels, existing and proposed 

Existing Road No. 
Length 
(miles) 

Existing 
Operational 
Maintenance 

Level 

Existing 
Objective 

Maintenance 
Level 

New Road 
No. (if 

applicable) 

Operational 
Maintenance 
Level After 

Project 

Objective 
Maintenance 
Level After 

Project 
System Roads       
5130-000 5.20 4 4 N/A 4 4 
5130-000 9.20 3 3 N/A 3 3 
5130-100 2.60 3 3 N/A 3 3 
5130-100 7.20 2 2 N/A 2 2 
5130-101 0.20 1 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-102 0.10 1 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-103 0.10 1 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-104 0.30 1 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-105 4.00 2 2 N/A 1 1 
5130-110 0.10 2 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-120 0.50 1 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-140 2.10 2 2 N/A 2 2 
5130-142 2.00 2 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-144 1.00 2 1 N/A            1                             1 
5130-149 0.10 3 3 N/A 3 1 
5130-150 0.60 2 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-151 0.50 2 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-180 0.20 1 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-195 0.50 2 1 N/A 2 2 
5130-0195 0.35 2 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-0195 0.55 2 1 N/A Decommission 
5130-0196 0.40 2 1 N/A 2 2 
5130-201 0.30 1 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-203 0.30 3 3 N/A 3 3 
5130-205 1.50 2 1 N/A 2 1 
5130-207 0.30 2 1 N/A Decommission 
5130-209 0.30 1 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-300 5.10 2 2 N/A 2 2 
5130-300 4.80 2 2 N/A 2 2 
5130-315 1.50 1 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-320 2.50 1 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-330 0.90 1 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-335 0.60 2 2 N/A 1 1 
5130-340 1.30 2 2 N/A 2 2 
5130-345 1.00 1 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-347 0.30 1 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-360 1.20 2 2 N/A 1 1 
5130-365 0.70 2 1 N/A 2 1 
5130-370 0.60 1 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-375 0.60 2 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-405 0.10 2 2 N/A 2 2 
5130-405 0.20 2 2 N/A Decommission 
5130-407 0.20 2 2 N/A 1 1 
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5130-410 0.20 2 2 N/A 2 2 
5130-410 0.20 2 2 N/A Decommission 
5130-415 0.70 2 1 N/A 2 1 
5130-420 0.30 3 3 N/A 3 3 
5130-425 0.10 2 2 N/A Decommission 
5130-430 0.70 1 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-435 0.60 1 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-440 0.70 1 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-445 1.00 2 1 N/A 2 1 
5130-450 0.20 3 3 N/A 3 3 
5130-460 0.04 2 2 N/A 2 2 
5130-460 1.00 2 2 N/A 1 1 
5130-460 1.00 2 2 N/A Decommission 
5130-465 0.50 2 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-470 0.60 2 2 N/A 1 1 
5130-475 0.20 3 3 N/A 3 3 
5130-480 0.10 1 1 N/A Decommission 
5220-000 9.80 3 3 N/A 2 2 
5220-390 0.30 1 1 N/A 1 1 
5220-390 1.20 1 1 N/A Decommission 
Unauthorized 
Roads      
5130-000-2.59R-1 0.18 N/A N/A N/A Decommission 
5130-000-3.42L-1 0.22 N/A N/A N/A Decommission 
5130-000-6.34L-1 0.13 N/A N/A N/A Decommission 
5130-000-6.59R-1 0.10 N/A N/A 5130-442 2 2 
5130-000-6.59R-1 0.10 N/A N/A N/A Decommission 
5130-000-6.79L-1 0.10 N/A N/A 5130-443 2 2 
5130-000-6.83L-1 0.01 N/A N/A N/A Decommission 
5130-000-7.40L-1 0.10 N/A N/A N/A Decommission 
5130-000-8.13L-1 0.10 N/A N/A N/A Decommission 
5130-140-0.02L-1 0.60 N/A N/A 5130-141 1 1 
5130-140-1.00R-1 0.50 N/A N/A N/A Decommission 
5130-150-0.20R-1 0.20 N/A N/A N/A Decommission 
5130-195-0.49R-1 0.20 N/A N/A N/A Decommission 
5130-195-0.85L-1 0.20 N/A N/A N/A Decommission 
5130-300-1.67R-1 0.50 N/A N/A N/A Decommission 
5130-300-2.00R-1 0.20 N/A N/A 5130-310 1 1 
5130-300-5.20L-1 0.10 N/A N/A 5130-353 1 1 
5130-300-5.40L-1 0.10 N/A N/A N/A Decommission 
5130-300-7.97L-1 0.10 N/A N/A N/A Decommission 
5130-300-9.10L-1 0.10 N/A N/A N/A Decommission 
5130-300-9.48L-1 0.10 N/A N/A N/A Decommission 
5130-345-0.10L-1 0.30 N/A N/A 5130-346 1 1 
5130-445-0.18R-1 1.00 N/A N/A 5130-446 1 1 
5220-000-9.65L-1 0.05 N/A N/A 5220-555 2 2 
5220-000-9.65L-1 0.05 N/A N/A N/A Decommission 
5220-390-0.43R-1 0.10 N/A N/A N/A Decommission 
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Appendix 3.10-B  Transportation System Maintenance Levels 
 
Maintenance Levels   Maintenance levels define the level of service provided 
by, and maintenance required for, a specific road.  Maintenance levels must be 
consistent with road management objectives and maintenance criteria. 
 
1.  Factors considered when selecting maintenance levels. 
 
a.   Resource program needs, environmental and resource protection 

requirements, visual quality objectives, and recreation opportunity spectrum 
classes. 

b.  Road investment protection requirements. 
c.  Service life and current operational status. 
d.  User safety. 
e.  Volume, type, class, and composition of traffic. 
f.   Surface type. 
g.  Travel speed. 
h.  User comfort and convenience. 
i.   Functional classification. 
 j.  Traffic service level. 

 
Roads may be currently maintained at one level and planned to be maintained at 
a different level at some future date.  The operational maintenance level is the 
maintenance level currently assigned to a road considering today's needs, road 
condition, budget constraints, and environmental concerns; in other words, it 
defines the level to which the road is currently being maintained.  The objective 
maintenance level is the maintenance level to be assigned at a future date 
considering future road management objectives, traffic needs, budget 
constraints, and environmental concerns.  The objective maintenance level may 
be the same as, or higher or lower than, the operational maintenance level.  The 
transition from operational maintenance level to objective maintenance level may 
depend on reconstruction or disinvestment. 
 
2.  Maintenance Level Descriptions.  Maintenance levels 1-5 (operational and 
objective) are described in the following paragraphs: 
 
Roads assigned to maintenance levels 2-5 are either constant service roads or 
intermittent service roads during the time they are open to traffic. 

 
a.  Level 1.  Assigned to intermittent service roads during the time they are 
closed to vehicular traffic.  The closure period must exceed 1 year.  Basic 
custodial maintenance is performed to keep damage to adjacent resources to an 
acceptable level and to perpetuate the road to facilitate future management 
activities.  Emphasis is normally given to  
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maintaining drainage facilities and runoff patterns.  Planned road deterioration 
may occur at this level.  Appropriate traffic management strategies are "prohibit" 
and "eliminate." 
 
Roads receiving level 1 maintenance may be of any type, class, or construction 
standard, and may be managed at any other maintenance level during the time 
they are open for traffic.  However, while being maintained at level 1, they are 
closed to vehicular traffic, but may be open and suitable for nonmotorized uses. 
 
b.  Level 2.  Assigned to roads open for use by high clearance vehicles.  
Passenger car traffic is not a consideration.  Traffic is normally minor, usually 
consisting of one or a combination of administrative, permitted, dispersed 
recreation, or other specialized uses.  Log haul may occur at this level.  
Appropriate traffic management strategies are either to (1) discourage or prohibit 
passenger cars or (2) accept or discourage high clearance vehicles. 

 
c.  Level 3.  Assigned to roads open and maintained for travel by a prudent driver 
in a standard passenger car.  User comfort and convenience are not considered 
priorities. 
 
Roads in this maintenance level are typically low-speed, single lane with turnouts 
and spot surfacing.  Some roads may be fully surfaced with either native or 
processed material.  Appropriate traffic management strategies are either 
"encourage" or  "accept."  "Discourage" or "prohibit" strategies may be employed 
for certain classes of vehicles or users. 
 
d.  Level 4.  Assigned to roads that provide a moderate degree of user comfort 
and convenience at moderate travel speeds.  Most roads are double lane and 
aggregate surfaced.  However, some roads may be single lane.  Some roads 
may be paved and/or dust abated.  The most appropriate traffic management 
strategy is "encourage."  However, the "prohibit" strategy may apply to specific 
classes of vehicles or users at certain times. 
 
e.  Level 5.  Assigned to roads that provide a high degree of user comfort and 
convenience.  These roads are normally double lane, paved facilities.  Some may 
be aggregate surfaced and dust abated.  The appropriate traffic management 
strategy is "encourage." 

 
3.  Management Decisions.  The distinction between maintenance levels is not 
always sharply defined.  Some parameters overlap two or more different 
maintenance levels.  Select maintenance levels based on the best overall fit of 
the parameters for the road in question.  In those situations where the 
parameters do not indicate a definite selection, use the desired level of user 
comfort and convenience as the overriding criteria to determine the maintenance 
level. 
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Appendix 3.10-C  Total number of miles of road, system and nonsystem, 
currently open that would be closed in Alternatives 2, 4, and 5 
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System Roads       
5130-105 4.00 2 2 N/A 1 1 
5130-110 0.10 2 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-142 2.00 2 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-144 1.00 2 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-150 0.60 2 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-151 0.50 2 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-195 0.35 2 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-335 0.60 2 2 N/A 1 1 
5130-360 1.20 2 2 N/A 1 1 
5130-375 0.60 2 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-407 0.20 2 2 N/A 1 1 
5130-460 1.00 2 2 N/A 1 1 
5130-465 0.50 2 1 N/A 1 1 
5130-470 0.60 2 2 N/A 1 1 
Total System: 13.25       
       
Unauthorized Roads        
5130-140-0.02L-1 0.60 N/A N/A 5130-141 1 1 
5130-300-2.00R-1 0.20 N/A N/A 5130-310 1 1 
5130-300-5.20L-1 0.10 N/A N/A 5130-353 1 1 
5130-345-0.10L-1 0.30 N/A N/A 5130-346 1 1 
5130-445-0.18R-1 1.00 N/A N/A 5130-446 1 1 
Total Unauthorized: 2.20      
       
Grand Total: 15.5      
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Appendix 3.10-D  Roads to be decommissioned in Alternatives 2, 4, and 
5 
 

Existing Road Number 

Length of 
decommissioning 

(miles) 

Existing 
Operational 

Maintenance Level 
Existing Objective 
Maintenance Level 

System Roads    
5130-195 0.55 2 1 
5130-207 0.30 2 1 
5130-405 0.20 2 2 
5130-410 0.20 2 2 
5130-425 0.10 2 2 
5130-460 1.00 2 2 
5130-480 0.10 1 1 
5220-390 1.20 1 1 
  3.65   
Unauthorized Roads    
5130-000-2.59R-1 0.18 N/A N/A 
5130-000-3.42L-1 0.22 N/A N/A 
5130-000-6.34L-1 0.13 N/A N/A 
5130-000-6.59R-1 0.10 N/A N/A 
5130-000-6.83L-1 0.01 N/A N/A 
5130-000-7.40L-1 0.10 N/A N/A 
5130-000-8.13L-1 0.10 N/A N/A 
5130-140-1.00R-1 0.50 N/A N/A 
5130-150-0.20R-1 0.20 N/A N/A 
5130-195-0.49R-1 0.20 N/A N/A 
5130-195-0.85L-1 0.20 N/A N/A 
5130-300-1.67R-1 0.50 N/A N/A 
5130-300-5.40L-1 0.10 N/A N/A 
5130-300-7.97L-1 0.10 N/A N/A 
5130-300-9.10L-1 0.10 N/A N/A 
5130-300-9.48L-1 0.10 N/A N/A 
5220-000-9.65L-1 0.05 N/A N/A 
5220-390-0.43R-1 .010 N/A N/A 
Total Unauthorized 3.0   
    
Total Roads Decommissioned (miles): 6.7   

 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all its 
programs and activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, gender, 

religion. age, disability, political beliefs, sexual orientation, or marital or family 
status. (Not all prohibited bases apply to all programs.) Persons with disabilities 

who require alternative means for communication of program information (Braille, 
large print, audiotape, etc.) should contact USDA's TARGET Center at (202) 720-

2600 (voice and TDD). To file a complaint of discrimination, write USDA, 
Director, Office of Civil Rights, Room 326-W, Whitten Building, 14th and 

Independence Avenue, SW, Washington, DC 20250-9410 or call (202) 720-5964 
(voice and TDD). USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer. 




